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1. Introduction
This book presents a systematic approach to embed information security
issues in the design process of telematics systems. The approach supports
both designers and user organisations. We elaborate on the activities that
designers should perform to design telematics systems in which information
security requirements are adequately dealt with.
In this book, we explore the problems for designing information
security in a traditional manner and the resulting consequences for user
organisations. Based on developments in the information security
discipline, an approach is presented to enable the embedding of
information security issues in a design process. The approach consists of
activities related to a traditional life-cycle model of a design process and the
actors and items needed to perform the design activities.
Three main subjects are addressed in this book: information security,
telematics systems and the design process. A brief description of each of
them is the following:
– Information security. The objective of information security is to protect
valuable information. For example, a password is a means to protect a
computer system against unauthorised access to its files.
– Telematics systems. A telematics system contains information and
communication technology (ICT). Examples of telematics systems are a
shared distributed electronic whiteboard, a stock-cash register control
system, a videoconferencing system and the World Wide Web (WWW).
– Design process. The objective of a design process of a telematics system is
to realise a telematics system within a certain operational environment.
In this book, we assume that a telematics system is designed from
scratch and that the user organisation, that wants to purchase the
system, contracts out the design to an engineering organisation. This
approach enables us to identify all relevant aspects of a design process.
However, we expect that the advocated solutions will be applicable in
other areas as well.
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The three subjects are elaborated from both a practical and a theoretical
viewpoint, based on practical experience.
In this chapter we introduce the ingredients and aims of the research as
well as the structure of this book.
In section 1.1 we introduce the discipline of information security by
presenting a brief overview. In section 1.2 we present what designers and
user organisations currently are doing with regard to information security.
In section 1.3 we define the research question and present the research
method. Finally, in section 1.4 we give an overview of the structure of this
book.

1.1

Information security
Information security has impact on many disciplines, such as organisational,
juridical, psychological or technical. In turn, these disciplines also have
impact on information security. Realisation of adequate information
security should somehow consider the interests of these disciplines. To get
an impression of the coherence and connections between information
security and the disciplines we give in this section a brief, yet broad
overview of the information security discipline.

What is the purpose of information security?
Information security is employed to prevent valuable things, called assets,
from being damaged or to minimise the likelihood of damage. Examples of
assets are buildings, a business strategy, customer data, network
components (for example, routers and file servers), personnel, products
and information about assets.
The assets of user organisations can be damaged when information
security incidents occur. Such damage may result, for example, in the
disclosure of information, or causes that the organisation is not able to
deliver products within normal time limits. In addition to this tangible
damage, user organisations can also suffer from intangible damage, such as
loss of goodwill (for example by negative publicity).
When is information security employed?
Information security should be employed when assets are at risk. Risks arise
because of threats to the assets, in combination with insufficient protection
of those assets.

INFORMATION SECURITY
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What type of threats can put assets at risk? The publicly available archives of
the ACM risk forum1 contain a collection of thousands of threats, incidents
and information security related events since 1985 [Neum85]. In Table 1.1
we list the types of threats that are identified by CCTA’s Risk Analysis and
Management Methodology (CRAMM) [CCTA91]. The list provides a good
impression of the broadness of subjects with which information security is
involved. The threats in the table are enumerated in alphabetical order.

Table 1.1 Threats types
and examples of
CRAMM [CCTA91]

Threat

Example

Accidental misrouting

An email message arrives not at the intended
receiver

Communication infiltration by insiders,
contracted service providers or outsider

Industrial espionage to obtain information
about rivals performance, forecasts and plans

Failure of power, air conditioning, system/
network/application software or operations

Shared memory violation causing the
immediate closing of an application

Fire

A file server is overheated

Hardware or software maintenance error

Installing an old version of software package
(for example with bugs)

Introduction of damaging or disruptive software Virus
Masquerading of user identity by insiders,
contracted service providers or outsiders

Buy a product on someone else’s account

Misuse of system resources

Use the office Internet connection to book a
private journey

Natural disaster

Earthquake, hurricane, electrical storm

Staff shortage

There is no one available to restore the back-up
tapes to bring-up a crashed file server

Technical failure of (non-)network host,
operational host, print/storage facility or
network:

Failure to, for example, interface, gateway,
distribution component, services,
management; such as a hard disk crash

Terrorism

Announce that certain vital computer centres
will be logically attacked and intruded.

Theft by insiders or outsiders

Distribution of the employee’s telephone
numbers outside the user organisation

Unauthorised use of an application

Deliberate corruption of data by an ‘insider’ for
a third party

User error

Wrong spellings at data entry

Water damage

Personal Computers under a broken central
water pipe line.

1

The collection in the risk forum archive is irregularly updated and published.
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Topic

Summary

Security policy

The management of a user organisation should make its
commitment to information security clear to the entire
organisation, by defining the scope, objectives and
depth of information security in a security policy. The
security policy directs all security-related activities in
the organisation.

Security organisation

A ‘security organisation’ should be set-up to manage
information security within a user organisation. For
example, who is responsible for which security
activities, how is the co-ordination of organisational
safeguards settled and how is the authorisation process
for facilities defined.

Asset classification and control

To maintain appropriate protection of organisational
assets, asset classification and control are
recommended. Every asset should be assigned a level
of protection.

Personnel security

An underestimated risk. Addresses, among others, job
descriptions, recruitment, screening, training for
security awareness and type of response to reports on
security incidents.

Physical and environmental security

Focused on the prevention of unauthorised access,
damage and interference with, for example, employee
and visitor badges, supply delivery, location of the data,
computer centres and telematics equipment.

Communications and operations
management

This includes, among others, operating procedures,
procedures that answer questions such as “what to do
when this incident occurs”, separation of duties in the
tasks of employees, separation of design and
operational facilities, capacity planning, protection
against malicious software and media handling.

Access control

Prevent unauthorised computer access by means of,
among others, user registration, password management,
review of user rights, unattended user equipment,
authentication means, network segregation, network
routing and application access control.

Systems development and
maintenance

Ensure that security is built into information systems.

Business continuity management

The user organisation should cope with disasters such
as lightning, bomb alarm and flood. Planning contains,
among others, emergency, fallback and resumption
procedures, and a test schedule.

Compliance

The entire user organisation should show compliance
with information security requirements to avoid
breaches of any relevant information security
requirements.

INFORMATION SECURITY
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How is information security employed?
To protect assets, a range of protection measures exists. The measures
cover physical, organisational, personnel, procedural and technical aspects.
Examples of such measures can be found in [Gass88], [Fish94], [BrOT95],
[CaLS96] and [BSI99]. In Table 1.2 types of measures as described in the
Code of Practice for Information Security Management (BS7799) are listed. In
Table 1.3 a brief overview of possible technical measures is listed.
Table 1.3 Technical
information security
measures [BrOT95]

Access control
- discretionary
- mandatory

Encryption
- symmetric
- asymmetric

Acknowledgement (sent/receive)

Digital signatures

Authentication

Event logging/auditing

- knowledge

Message Authentication Code

- biometrics

Padding

- token

Routing control

Data-recovery

Time stamping

Information security properties
Information security is commonly associated with three properties (see for
example [ISO89], [CaLS96] and [CC99]):
– Confidentiality. This property expresses the need that information is not
unauthorised made available or disclosed.
– Integrity. This property means that data can not be altered or destroyed
in an unauthorised manner, i.e. data or information should be correct
and appropriate.
– Availability. This property means that an asset is accessible and useable
upon demand by an authorised authority.
Example 1.1 shows a violation of each of these properties.
There is no hierarchy among the importance of the three properties. The
importance of each of the properties depends on the context in which the
properties are applied. The properties are used as basis for multiple
purposes, such as the classification of threats, the issues to be addressed in a
security policy, the needs of a user organisation to protect their assets and
the quality level of information. In this book confidentiality, integrity and
availability are used as the initial and basic information security
requirements for a telematics system.
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Governor William F. Weld’s aides yesterday fired two state welfare-fraud investigators who
allegedly browsed the confidential tax records of some of Boston’s most beloved sports heroes.
[…] The pair left “electronic fingerprints” after calling up the records of Larry Bird, Ray Bourque
and Drew Bledsoe, along with those of two of the investigators’ former bosses.
It is unclear why they did it, or whether they snooped through anyone else’s files. […]
(ACM Risk Forum, Vol. 18, Issue 49, Sept 96).
In a talk to the Washington D.C. chapter of AFCEA (the Armed Forces Communications and
Electronics Association), Art Money said that "Cyberterrorists have hacked into and altered the
Defense Department’s medical World Wide Web pages that contain information on troops’ blood
types" according to an article by Bob Brewin. Apparently, the intruders penetrated and altered
medical databases at Department of Defense (DoD) hospitals in the Southeastern United States.
This incident has reportedly caused the DoD to revisit its policy of what information to put on its
Web pages.
(ACM Risk Forum, Vol. 19, Issue 97, September 98).
Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART) had another bad day. At 7am, a ghost train appeared at the San
Francisco 24th Street station, requiring manual operation through that station. Independently,
three trains had to be taken out of service because of mechanical problems. All of this caused a
15-minute delay system-wide. Later, a computer crash caused delays up to 30 minutes systemwide, from 5:50pm to 9:45pm on 19 December 1996.
BART also had a serious power cable outage in the transbay tunnel on 12 December 1996,
which had a major effect on the system as a whole. […].
(ACM Risk Forum, Vol. 18, Issue 70, December 96).

The publics’ view
For the public, information security seems to be equivalent to viruses and
hackers, because the public press pays much attention to this side of
information security. Several colourful books on this subject have been
published, for example, The Cuckoos Egg’s by Clifford Stoll [Stol89], The
Hackers Crackdown by Bruce Sterling [Ster94], Takedown: The Pursuit and
Capture of Kevin Mitnick by Tsutomu Shimomura and John Markoff [ShMa96]
and The Fugitive Game by Jonathan Littman [Litt96]. Although viruses and
hackers can be problematic for telematics systems, other threats occur
more frequently and can result in severe damage for a user organisation.
According to [ErYo98] organisations’ ICT systems suffer the most from
inadvertent errors, lack of system availability and fire.

TELEMATICS SYSTEMS IN USER ORGANISATIONS AND DESIGN
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Telematics systems in user organisations and design
In this section we present what designers and user organisations currently
are doing with regard to information security. We focus on assets processed
by telematics systems and telematics systems as assets themselves.

1.2.1 Information security enhancements to telematics systems
The use of telematics systems has increased the last decade. The systems
become more powerful, provide more types of services and are applied in
almost all business processes of a user organisation. As organisations rely
more on telematics systems, they become dependent on the adequate
working of these systems to provide adequate service to their customers and
employees. This implies that user organisations become more vulnerable to
interruptions and breakdowns of their telematics systems [OTA94].
Vulnerability brings about the need to protect telematics systems against the
threats surrounding the user organisations [OECD96]. However, at the
same time user organisations are not well aware on their dependency of
telematics systems [ErYo98]. We experienced that most user organisations
realise only that their telematics systems are at risk, and what the exact
nature of the vulnerability is, once the telematics systems are in place (see
Chapter 2 and [BrOT95]).
Once aware of the risks, user organisations want to protect their
telematics systems. The objective of the protection is to eliminate or
minimise the risks, as good as possible and against minimal costs [CaLS96].
To accomplish protection, user organisations take countermeasures. Thus,
the user organisations’ operational telematics systems are enhanced with
information security measures. These measures can be, for example,
encryption techniques or software patches that repair (information
security) bugs. Initially, the measures will often be technical solutions, such
as an authentication mechanism with passwords or encryption of data when
sent over a network [Bask93]. However, often the information security
enhancements do not fix the information security problems, but rather
mask the vulnerability, leaving the telematics systems vulnerable. We
illustrate this in Example 1.2.
Example 1.2 Mask
vulnerabilities instead of
offering protection

‘SYN flooding’ is a well-known denial-of-service attack. This attack can be countered by a
solution that decreases the response time-out. Yet, the solution only fixes a symptom of the
attack. The protection does not fix the shortcoming in the implementation of the protocol, which
is the intrinsic vulnerability of the three-way handshake with response-timers [Phra96],
[ChPo97].
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For projects that we have studied, we will show in Chapter 2 that the
enhancements of telematics systems with information security measures
bring user organisations and the users of telematics systems a number of
problems. Bringing operational telematics systems in line with the
information security requirements is not a trivial operation.

1.2.2 Coverage of information security in design
In this book we are interested in making telematics systems adequately
secure before they become operational within a user organisation. In
addition, once an adequately secure system is operational, user
organisations should have adequate support to keep their systems in line
with their information security requirements. Thus, the design process of
the telematics systems is of interest as well as how information security is
addressed in the design process.
Since information security issues are important for operational systems,
it is necessary that information security should be considered from the start
of the design and be maintained during the remainder of the design. The
problem of information security in the design process is the late recognition
of information security issues. When a certain issue is not defined as a
requirement for a system, this issue will not return in the realisation of that
system.
Designers of the telematics systems need to have means to design
intrinsically secure telematics systems. This means that information security
is an inalienable part of the telematics system. Unfortunately, the current
design processes of telematics systems insufficiently address the elaboration
of requirements regarding information security into real systems, as we will
show in Chapter 4. We have also observed that user organisations lack
practical and workable guidelines to design secure systems. For the design
of telematics systems we have found only a few references, both in security
literature and in system design literature, that consider the fundamental
issues involved in addressing information security. We have not found any
systematic approach to the design of telematics systems that addresses
information security as one of the aspects of a design.

1.2.3 Developments in system engineering
Although we have not found a systematic approach for information security
in the design process of telematics systems, there are developments related
to system engineering that do address information security. These
developments concern:
1. Capability Maturity Model,
2. Information security evaluation criteria.

TELEMATICS SYSTEMS IN USER ORGANISATIONS AND DESIGN
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The Capability Maturity Model (CMM) is a framework for measuring the
system engineering process in an engineering organisation. The framework
defines five levels from ad hoc, less organised, less effective state to a highly
structured and highly effective state of engineering.
Recently, a version of the CMM has been released dedicated to
information security: the Systems Security Engineering Capability Maturity
Model (SSE-CMM) [SSE99]. The objective of the SSE-CMM is to provide
a way to measure and improve performance in the application of security
engineering principles. SSE-CMM realises this by identifying a framework
for evaluating security-engineering practice. The SSE-CMM describes what
capabilities must be performed to, for example, manage and monitor the
engineering organisation’s engineering process. The SSE-CMM does not
relate the capabilities to when, how and by whom in the engineering
process.
Information security evaluation criteria define the requirements to rate the
security level of an information technology (IT) product or system.
Recently the ‘Evaluation Criteria for Information Technology Security’ has
been released by the International Organisation for Standardization (ISO)
[ISO99]2. These criteria provide a set of possible information security
functions for products and a set of criteria for the evaluation of the
information security functions of IT security products.
The set of possible information security functions is meant to be used as
reference by designers as input for the design. The evaluation criteria define
the requirements that have to be fulfilled by the engineering organisation.
The criteria define requirements for, among others, configuration
management, development and life cycle support.
A drawback of current evaluation criteria is that designers are not
supported in how and when the stated requirements should be fulfilled in
the design process.

2

This standard is equivalent to the Common Criteria for Information Technology Security
Evaluation, version 2.1 [CC99].
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Research question and method
In this section we present the research question, the research method and
the expected research results.

1.3.1 Research question
Basis for the research are the observations concerning
– the problems of user organisations with information security
enhancements to operational telematics systems, and
– the lack of a systematic approach to design telematics systems that
addresses information security issues.
These observations have been a trigger to research the phase before systems
become operational: the design process. Therefore, the following research
question is the central topic of this book:
Research question

How can information security issues be systematically addressed in the design
process of telematics systems?
The research question is decomposed into three sub-questions, which are
the following:

Sub-question 1

How are information security issues currently addressed in the design process of
telematics systems?

Sub-question 2

What is needed to address information security issues in the design process of
telematics systems?

Sub-question 3

Which support can be provided to designers to address information security issues
during the design, so that a system is delivered in which information security is
adequately taken care of?

1.3.2 Research method
The research method is based on theoretical insight and best practices. It is
supplemented with practical explorative experience. The research makes
use of the following:
– a study of information security literature;
– a study of system design literature;
– experience gained by the assessment of 34 Dutch projects in which
information security design was the main subject;
– experiences gained by participation in two design projects, in which
innovative multimedia applications have been designed for a distributed
environment.

RESEARCH QUESTION AND METHOD
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The results of the assessment of the 34 Dutch projects have been reported
in [BrOT95] and [TeOu95]. The results of the experiences in the two
design projects have been reported in [Tett96], [VeBo96], [TOF+97],
[TOF+97b] and [Tett97].
The research method consists of six parts, which all contribute to the
answering of the sub-questions. In Figure 1.1 we present the coherence
among the research parts. The research parts are:
1. Identification of characteristic elements of current design processes;
2. Identification of shortcomings of current design processes when
addressing information security issues;
3. Identification of characteristic elements of information security design;
4. Definition of a systematic approach consisting of supporting means for
designers to address information security issues in the design process of
telematics systems;
5. Verification of the systematic approach;
6. Illustration of the systematic approach by an example of a telematics
system.
Research part 4 forms the core of our work. It renders an approach for
supporting the Information Security Embedded Design process. In the
remainder of this book we will refer to it as the ISED process.
The research parts address the following:
– Part 1: Current design processes. In this part, the characteristic elements of
current design processes of telematics systems are identified. The
characteristics are revealed by studying current system design literature
and by participating in design projects. These projects combine the
interest of multiple engineering organisations and the design is
performed by geographically distributed design teams.
– Part 2: Shortcomings of design processes. In this part, shortcomings of
current design processes are identified. The shortcomings relate to
addressing information security issues in the design process. The
shortcomings are revealed by studying current literature, participating in
design projects and assessing information security design projects.
– Part 3: Information security design. In this part, the characteristic elements
of information security design are identified. The characteristics are
revealed by studying current literature and practical experiences that are
reported in research papers and books.
– Part 4: Definition of a systematic approach. In this part the systematic
approach, the ISED process, is defined. The ISED process defines the
means to address information security issues in the design process of
telematics systems. This research part uses the results of part 1, 2 and 3
as input. In addition, we use the experiences of information security

12
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practices to define the new approach. Furthermore, this part uses the
experiences gained in part 5.
Part 5: Verification. In this part, the ideas for the systematic approach are
verified. The proposals are compared with the experiences gained in the
design projects. The approach to the verification is cyclic and
continuous activity. Pieces of the new approach have been tested in the
design projects. The verification aims at improving the proposals of the
systematic approach. The verification results benefit the approach itself
(part 4), and they give us a better understanding of the shortcoming of
addressing information security in design processes (part 2) and of the
value of current efforts in information security design (part 3).
Part 6: Illustration. In this part, the resulting proposals of the new
approach (part 4) are elaborated in an example. The example is used to
illustrate how the ISED process can be applied on the design of a
telematics system.

–

–

Figure 1.1 Research
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1.3.3 Results
The main result of the research is the ISED process, which is defined in part
4. The ISED process is an approach that supports designers to embed
information security issues in a design process, in such way that an
engineering organisation delivers a telematics system in which information
security is adequately taken care of. The research results should benefit
both designers and user organisations.
Benefits for designers

For designers that perform designs on request our approach will lead to a
better understanding of the information security issues during the design
process of telematics systems. They have the opportunity to adequately
respond to the needs of customers. Customers have a need for secure
systems, although they may not realise this at the moment of purchasing. By
using the ISED process, the designers are prepared for the additional needs
that will come. The ISED process indicates what activities should be
performed when within the design process and the type of methods that
can be used in the design activities to embed information security.
When a designers’ design process differs from the model described in
this book, the ISED process still offers a set of supporting means to integrate
information security issues in the designers’ design process.

Benefits for user
organisations

User organisations benefit from our approach the way that they can expect
that designers deliver systems that better fit the needs of the user
organisation, while information security will be an inextricable part of the
designed telematics system. The probability is higher that the systems will
have less operational information security problems. The guidelines
provided by the ISED process give user organisations means to determine
why and where systems should be enhanced with security measures.
Organisations will also be provided with insight into how security measures
of telematics systems relate to organisational procedures.
Is the use of the results bound by the assumptions of the research? In this
book we assume that is ‘designed from scratch’ and that a ‘contract out’
approach is used. Today’s user organisations often use Commercial-OffThe-Shelf products (COTS) and legacy systems. It may seem that our
research will not benefit to these organisations. However, the ISED process
is also useful to address information security when user organisations are
changing their telematics systems. In other words, the ISED process defines
activities that are not restricted to be solely used during a design process.
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1.4

INTRODUCTION

Structure of this book
In this section, we give an overview of the chapters in this book. In Figure
1.2 we give a graphical overview of the remaining chapters in this book.
In Chapter 2 we introduce the research context of the study presented in
this book regarding telematics systems and their environment, the role of
information security in today’s user organisations and telematics systems in
the design process. The terminology that lays down the application area for
both information security and design processes is defined and will be used
throughout the book.
In Chapter 3 we describe a model of a current (called traditional) design
process that can be used to design telematics systems. Information security
issues are not taken into account in the model. The model is the framework
for explorations in the remainder of this book.
In Chapter 4 we identify which shortcomings come to light, when
addressing information security as a design aspect in the traditional design
process. Identification of the shortcomings is based on the design process
model as described in Chapter 3.
In Chapter 5 we focus upon solutions that can be used to systematically
and adequately address information security issues in the design process of
telematics systems. Elaborated are solutions from an information security
perspective and a traditional design process perspective. The solutions
should overcome the shortcomings as identified in Chapter 4.
In Chapter 6 we present the ISED process. The ISED process intrinsically
embeds information security issues. The model of the traditional design
process, as described in Chapter 3, is enhanced to overcome the
shortcomings of the traditional design process as identified in Chapter 4.
In Chapter 7 we discuss the definition of information security issues in
three items of the ISED process. The items are related to ‘a design method
to capture information security requirements’, ‘specification of the external
behaviour of a system’ and ‘specification of a high-level structure of a
system’.
In Chapter 8 we present the design of a small telematics system conform
the proposals of Chapter 6 and Chapter 7. By means of a theoretical
exercise an example is elaborated, to illustrate how the proposals can be
applied. In the exercise, the system idea is elaborated, the information
security requirements are captured, and the functionality and a high-level
design are specified.
Finally, in Chapter 9 we give conclusions and suggestions for future
research.
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2. Research context - the role of
information security
In this chapter we introduce the research context of the study presented in
this book. We define terminology and relate information security issues to
telematics systems, their operational environment and their design process.
In section 2.1 we define the information security related terminology used
in this book. In section 2.2 we introduce telematics systems and their
environment. In section 2.3 we identify the role of information security in
today’s user organisations. In section 2.4 we relate information security
issues to operational telematics systems within the organisations. Finally, in
section 2.5 we relate information security issues to telematics systems in the
design process of these systems.

2.1

Definitions
In this section we define the information security related terminology, as
used in this book. For the major part of the terms, we follow the definitions
of leading standards. The following standards have been used:
– Federal Criteria for Information Technology Security set-up by the National
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) and the National Security
Agency (NSA) [FC92];
– Security Architecture of the Basic Reference Model of the Open Systems
Interconnection for Information processing systems (ISO 7498-2) defined by
the ISO [ISO89];
– Trusted Network, Glossary of Computer Security Terms by the USA National
Computer Security Center (NCSC) [NCSC88].
Despite all these standards, information security practitioners do not always
agree upon used terminology, see for example [Park95] and [Smit93b]. In
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addition, terminology used in the information security discipline and
terminology used in the system design discipline are not aligned. Therefore,
our terminology can differ from the reader’s perception of terminology,
because we have deviations and additions to the preceding standards
ourselves.
We start this section with the basic definitions; subsequently we
elaborate on the definitions of threats, risks, safeguards, evaluation criteria
and privacy. The terminology definitions can also be found in the glossary of
this book.

2.1.1 Basic terminology
In this section we define the basic terminology. The following terms are
used throughout the book.
User organisations have assets that should be protected. A telematics
system, a part of a telematics system or the data processed in the telematics
system can all be assets. When a human being assigns a meaning to the data,
information arises [ANSC82]. This information can be an asset too. Other
examples of assets are buildings, business strategies, computer systems,
customer data, employees, goodwill and products [Smit93b].
Definition 1 System

A system consists of assembled ICT products either directly configured, or with
additional computer hardware, software, and/or firmware to perform a particular
function within a particular operational environment [FC92].

Definition 2 Telematics
system

A telematics system is a system that supports the interaction between people
and/or processes while bridging distance and/or time, through the integrated
application of information and communication technology.

Definition 3 Asset

An asset is a valuable entity, where an entity is something with a distinct and real
existence [Cowi89].
When the value of assets is at stake, security may provide means for
protection. Security can be applied in a number of areas. We distinguish
between physical, personnel and information security. Physical security
provides the safeguards used to provide physical protection [ISO89].
Examples of physical security are fire alarms and personal identification
batches. Personnel security is associated with the protection against dishonest,
disgruntled or merely incompetent employees [CaLS96]. Information security
is associated with the protection of telematics systems and the organisation
around these systems. In this book we focus on information security.
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Information security is a complex of safeguards that meets the requirements of
confidentiality, integrity and availability of systems in an adequate way (based on
[AaHZ85]).
Note:

In the remainder of this book we refer to information security as
security and we refer to information security issues as ISI.

Security properties: CIA

Security is associated with certain properties, known as the CIA properties:
confidentiality, integrity and availability. The CIA properties have been
referenced in many books and reports, see for example [CaLS96],
[OECD96], [ISO99], [BSI99]. Within security literature there is a certain
consensus that these are the fundamental properties to consider for security
[Park95].
A first effort to elaborate on one of these properties was made by Bell
and LaPadula, resulting in a model for confidentiality [BeLa73]. This model
has been widely used within the security discipline to understand and model
security. However, developments towards, for example, distributed systems
have made the model less applicable [RoHe94].
Others have focused on defining a model for integrity, see for example
[ClWi87], [BrNa89], [Chal90].
The CIA properties demarcate the area of protection for telematics
systems that are considered. For the definition of the CIA properties we
follow part two of the Security Architecture of ISO standard 7498 [ISO89]:

Definition 5
Confidentiality

Confidentiality is the property that information is not made available or
disclosed to unauthorised individuals, entities or processes.

Definition 6 Integrity

Integrity is the property that data has not been altered or destroyed in an
unauthorised manner.

Definition 7 Availability

Availability is the property of being accessible and useable upon demand by an
authorised authority.
Electronic Data Processing auditors3 (EDP) interpret confidentiality slightly
different, taking more aspects into account. The auditors call this
exclusivity, which means the restriction of the authority and the possibility
to modify, read, copy or inspection (of information and system
components) to a defined authorised subject [NGI92].
In addition to the three properties, authentication is important to
consider. The increased use of communication has raised the importance of
3

EDP auditors are sometimes called IT auditors or IS auditors.
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authentication. Authentication is related to, for example, users who are
authorised to use remote applications. Authentication is involved with
[ISO89]:
– corroboration that the source of data received is as claimed;
– corroboration that a peer entity in an association is the one claimed.
Focus on confidentiality
and integrity

In this book we restrict ourselves to the confidentiality and integrity issues
of telematics systems. Availability is considered only in connection with
establishing confidentiality and integrity. Availability is, for example,
concerned with breakdowns of routers in a network, power failure and
strikes. Considering these availability issues as well broadens the scope of
this book too much. Availability is closely related to, for example,
robustness theory and fault-tolerance theory. In, for example [Jalo94] and
[Lyu95], these theories are further elaborated.

2.1.2 Threats, risks and safeguards
The concepts of threats, risks and safeguards are of interest for security. We
discuss these concepts in the next sections from the perspective of the
security discipline, the perspective of user organisations and the perspective
of a design process.

The security perspective
Security is an enabler to protect organisations and their telematics systems
against a range of threats. A threat is always related to one or more assets. A
threat has the potential to violate the security [ISO89]. In Figure 2.1 the
relations between the term ‘threat’ and related terms are represented.
Figure 2.1 Relations
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Definition 8 Threat

A threat is any circumstance or event with the potential to cause harm to a system
in the form of destruction, disclosure, modification of data, and/or denial-of-service
[NCSC88].

Definition 9
Vulnerability

A vulnerability is a weakness in a system that could be exploited to violate the
information security of a system (based on [FC92]).

Definition 10 Security
event

A security event is any event that attempts to change the security state of a system
or violates the security policy of the system [FC92].

Definition 11 Security
policy

A security policy is a set of rules to apply to all relevant activities for information
security within an organisation (based on [Ford94]).

Definition 12 Security
domain

A security domain is a bounded group of entities to which a single security policy
applies (based on [ECMA88]).
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Threats to a telematics system are related to the possible dangers for that
system. For example, an email messages can be eavesdropped when sent
over the Internet. Threats refer to classes of danger that may occur.
Whenever the danger to a specific telematics system becomes real instead of
being something artificial, we refer to this as a security event. For example,
somebody sniffs a hub in the Internet and reads all passing email messages
that have the character string ‘security’ in the subject.
A security event is either an attack or a threat occurrence. An attack is the
act of trying to bypass safeguards of an organisation [NCSC88]. For
example, hackers try to gain unauthorised access to computer systems. A
threat occurrence is an occasion that may result in the damage or loss of an
asset [NCSC88]. For example, a user of a telematics system enters the
wrong data. Typically, a human initiates an attack. An attack may be active
or passive [ISO89]. Active attacks aim at and may result in the alteration of
assets or the state of a system, for example unauthorised modification of
data or denial-of-service. Passive attacks aim at and may result in the
unauthorised disclosure of assets without changing the system’s state, for
example, traffic analysis or eavesdropping.
Security events can occur because of vulnerabilities within an organisation
or within a telematics system. With respect to the definition of a security
event, an example of ‘changing the security state’ and of ‘violation of the
security policy’ is given in Example 2.1 (see also [DoD85], [FC92]).
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Change the security state of a system:

- change in the authorisation of access controls,
- change of the classification level of a file,
- change a user password.

Violate the security policy of a system:

- more attempts to login than defined were detected,
- unauthorised declassification of a file.

Example 2.1 Security
events

When a security event exploits a vulnerability, it leads to the exposure of
assets. The security event can result in a successful exploitation of
vulnerabilities, i.e. the protection of the asset by safeguards fails. The
security event can also be unsuccessful, in which case the event is stopped
by the safeguards. Unsuccessful security events will not result in exposure
of assets, but the occurrence of the security event should have been logged.
After a successful security event, the asset can be penetrated. A penetration
will normally result in harm related to the asset. The degree of penetration
depends on the following three circumstances [NCSC88]:
– the nature of the security event;
– the type of vulnerability of the system;
– the effectiveness of existing safeguards.
Should user organisations protect themselves against all threats that
endanger the organisations’ assets? No, this is not realistic. Reason for this
is that some security events occur more frequently than others in certain
contexts. Therefore, it is important to identify which threats are relevant to
take into account for the organisation. This can be done by means of a risk
analysis.
Definition 13 Risk
analysis

Risk analysis is the process of identifying information security risks, determining
their magnitude, and identifying areas needing safeguards (based on [NCSC88]).

Definition 14 Risk

A risk is the probability that, due to a particular threat, a particular vulnerability
is exploited causing damage to an asset (based on [NCSC88]).

Definition 15 Safeguard

A safeguard is any organisational, physical, procedural, technical or other
measure that reduces the vulnerability of, or threat to an asset (based on
[NCSC88]).

Definition 16 Security
perimeter

A security perimeter is the boundary where safeguards are in effect to protect
assets [NCSC88].
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Based on the risk analysis the user organisation can determine the
safeguards that should be implemented to protect the organisations’ assets.
The term safeguard is used as an umbrella term for protection.
Countermeasure, security measure and security control are synonyms for
safeguard.
There exists a range of safeguards. Safeguards may include, but are not
necessarily limited to: hardware and software security features, operating
procedures, accountability procedures, access and distribution controls,
management constraints, personnel security, and physical devices - see
[NCSC88]. In Figure 2.2 we present the relations between terms associated
with ‘safeguards’. In Table 2.1 we give for each safeguard type an example.
Safeguards protect user organisations to a certain extent. Some risks will
always remain. Residual risk is the portion of risk that remains after
safeguards have been applied [NCSC88].
Definition 17 Security
guideline

A security guideline is an officially ratified direction for prescribed behaviour or
way of acting compliant with the security policy (based on [AaHZ85]).

Definition 18
Organisational safeguard

An organisational safeguard is a principle, according to which information
security issues are organised.

Definition 19 Physical
safeguard

A physical safeguard reduces the vulnerability of, or threat to an asset by the
application of physical barriers and control procedures (based on [NCSC88]).

Definition 20 Security
procedure

A security procedure is a regular order of performing activities compliant with
security guidelines.

Definition 21 Technical
safeguard

A technical safeguard reduces the vulnerability of, or threat to an asset by using
software features, firmware and/or hardware (based on [FC92]).

Definition 22 Security
service

The security service of an entity defines the security functionality and quality
that affects the environment on a request by that environment [Verh95].

Definition 23 Security
mechanism

A security mechanism implements a (part of a) security service.
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Organisational perspective

Design process perspective

Figure 2.2 Safeguards
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Table 2.1 Examples of
safeguards and related
terms

Safeguard/term

Example

Security policy

There should be guidelines established which determine
authorisation for access to the telematics systems

Security guideline

Users can only have access to those applications that are relevant
to perform their function. The security officer defines access
profiles

Organisational safeguard

Separation of duties, i.e. someone cannot perform a certain task
and control that same task

Physical safeguard

A secured room

Security procedure

The EDP auditor inspects the security logs every week

Technical safeguards

A hardware card that implements a cryptographic algorithm

Security service

Peer-entity authentication [ISO89]

Security mechanism

Combination of cryptographically derived protected authentication
exchanges, protected password exchange and digital signatures

The organisational perspective
Organisational safeguards, physical safeguards, security procedures and
technical safeguards are used to build up the protection of a telematics
system. This protection includes the enforcement of the safeguards.
User organisations that want to protect their assets need to be organised
according to organisational safeguards [CaLS96]. Organisational safeguards
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contain a variety of principles with which security can be deployed in the
organisation. Organisational safeguards have an impact on how other issues
of security, such as security procedures, should be deployed in an
organisation. In this case, the security procedures need to be implemented
in compliance with the organisational safeguards.
Physical safeguards address the physical domain in an organisation, such as
door locks. These safeguards can set-up a physically trusted environment.
The safeguards concerning the logical domain, the telematics systems, can
then be defined considering this trusted environment.
Security procedures or procedural safeguards direct the work of people
within organisations. The security procedures state in which case what tasks
need to be done. A security procedure is, for example, changing the login
password of a computer system every three months.
Technical safeguards can be put into a telematics system and realise a
certain type of protection by means of software, firmware, or hardware.
The safeguards are derived and elaborated from the security guidelines,
which are defined by the user organisation. Typically, guidelines are defined
for a department of an organisation. In turn, the security guidelines are
derived from the security policy. The security policy is defined for a whole
organisation and addresses the organisational, physical, procedural and
technical safeguards in a general manner. In Figure 2.3 we show a
hierarchical structure of types of security policies that can be defined in an
organisation, see also [ISO97].
Figure 2.3 Hierarchy of
security policy
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The design process perspective
The security policy of a user organisation and the technical safeguards in a
telematics system have a direct relation with the activities in a design
process (design activities).
Definition 24 Design
process

A design process is the systematic process that has as input an idea of a system
and as output the realisation thereof in an operational environment (based on
[Dasg89]).

Definition 25
Implementation

An implementation is a translation of a design at a high level of abstraction
into a design at a lower level of abstraction.
In this book we focus upon a specific scenario for a design process in which
the user organisation contracts out the design of a specific telematics system
to an engineering organisation. In Chapter 3 we elaborate on the design
process.
In the organisational perspective we have seen that a technical safeguard is
part of a telematics system in a user organisation. In the perspective of a
design process, the technical safeguard in the telematics system is one of the
results of the design process. The technical safeguard is the consequence of
implementing a security mechanism. The implementation can be done in one
of the following ways:
– one technical safeguard for one security mechanism;
– multiple technical safeguards for one security mechanism;
– one technical safeguard for multiple security mechanisms.
A security mechanism is typically defined at lower levels of abstraction
within a design process. We elaborate on that in Chapter 3. With the
definition of a security mechanism we follow the line of [ISO89]. In
[FC92] ‘security mechanism’ is differently defined: the operating systems’
entry points or support programmes that perform a specific action or
related group of actions.
At the higher levels of abstraction of a design process we identify security
services. A security mechanism is concerned with the implementation of a
security service. As with the implementation of a security mechanism by
technical safeguards, the implementation of security services by security
mechanisms has an n : m relation. The security services as defined in the
design process need to correspond with statements defined in the security
policy of a user organisation. After all, the product to design needs to
provide protection as required by the organisation.
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2.1.3 Evaluation
How do user organisations currently know whether the telematics system,
once in place, protects the organisation’s assets adequately? They want to
know how secure their telematics system is, or, in other words, what the
security level of the telematics system is.
Definition 26 Security
level

A security level is a measure of the appropriateness and effectiveness of the
safeguards for a system, and their compliance with the requirements and the
security policy.

Definition 27 Secure
system

A secure system is a system of which the intolerable and unaccepted
vulnerabilities are assured to be absent.

Definition 28 Security
evaluation

A security evaluation is an assessment of the degree of trust that can be placed
in systems for the secure handling of sensitive information [NCSC88].
In order to measure the security levels of different ICT systems, evaluation
criteria for the measurement of the security level of these systems are
defined. Governments are the main enablers of the development and
deployment of these kind of criteria. Two established and used sets of
evaluation criteria are:
– Trusted Computer Evaluation Criteria (TCSEC, USA) [DoD85];
– Information Technology Security Evaluation Criteria (ITSEC, Europe)
[CEC91].
The approach of the TCSEC and the ITSEC differs. A system will get a
different security level rating when evaluated with TCSEC or ITSEC. In this
book we do not discuss the rating schemes of the criteria. We will view
them as a source of information to support the design process.
Governments wanted to have one global set of evaluation criteria. An
attempt to realise such criteria has resulted in the Common Criteria for
Information Technology Security Evaluation (CC) [CC99], also known as
ISO 15409 [ISO99]. The CC provides the following [CC99]:
Common Criteria will permit a degree of comparability between the results
of otherwise independent security evaluations. The evaluation results are
then available to consumers to aid in determining whether an evaluated
IT product or system is secure enough for their intended application and
whether the security risks implicit in its use are tolerable.
The evaluation results can state a founded meaning only for the
configuration (system and environment) that has been delivered to evaluate.
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[Stro97] provides an overview of evaluated IT systems. The overview
shows that these systems are merely access control systems for PCs,
operating systems, smart cards and specific security products (such as a
firewall).

2.1.4 Privacy
In public discussions security is often strongly related to privacy. Safeguards
used for confidentiality are also used for the protection of privacy. Privacy
and confidentiality are sometimes mixed up. Confidentiality, however, is
only one aspect of privacy. There exist many definitions for privacy, of
which we provide one:
Definition 29 Privacy

Privacy is the right of individuals to control or influence what information related
to them may be collected and stored and by whom and to whom that information
may be disclosed [ISO89].
Privacy relates to the right of individuals, therefore privacy cannot be
defined very precisely and its use should be avoided except as a motivation
for requiring security [ISO89]. In this book we transfer privacy
requirements into requirements of confidentiality and integrity.
In [RoGB95] the Dutch privacy authority proposes concepts to the
design of telematics systems that are able to fulfil privacy requirements.

2.2

Perspectives
In this section we regard security from five perspectives. The perspectives
are technology, system, organisation, industrial organisation and
government.

2.2.1 Technology perspective
The focus on ISI are often grounded in a technical perspective [Bask93].
Based on this perspective, security is seen as a technical problem that needs
to be solved by technical solutions. Examples of technical solutions are
encryption hardware cards, a firewall product or the implementation of the
secure hypertext transfer protocol.
The solutions are often computer platform specific. A Windows NTplatform has different principles than a UNIX-platform or a VMS-platform.
Security practice shows that the type of security solutions that can be used,
strongly depends on the operating system used, see for example [CaLS96].
After analysing security literature, we observe that much effort is spent
on the design of technical security solutions as a goal in itself. Solutions are
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provided for an isolated problem. However, security solutions should not
be considered in isolation, see for example [Hitc95]. Considering only the
technological perspective will leave organisations vulnerable.

2.2.2 System perspective
A telematics system comprises multiple, both security and non-security,
technical solutions. A telematics system supports users to perform their
tasks. They support, for example:
– distance learning and working (for example, shared editing),
– Electronic Data Interchange (EDI),
– electronic mail,
– information retrieval services (for example, video on demand),
– videoconferencing.
In Figure 2.4 an example is presented of an infrastructure which is in use by
telematics system. The telematics system can, for example, be used to
exchange electronic mail or to retrieve information from a database. Note
that the system crosses organisational borders.
Telematics systems do not operate in isolation, they support the tasks or
activities of organisations within organisations. Protection of the data in a
telematics system and of the telematics systems as an asset itself, is part of
the security of the overall organisation. Considering only the system
perspective will leave organisations vulnerable.
Figure 2.4 Example of a
configuration for a
telematics system
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2.2.3 Organisation perspective
Telematics systems can be operating within one organisation. However,
there is a tendency that telematics systems cross organisational boundaries.
This means that more than one organisation has responsibilities for a
telematics system. A telematics system can support the tasks and activities
of users of different organisations. In the General Management Guidelines for IT
Security (GMITS) of ISO, security concepts and models are proposed that
that are independent of the nature of organisations [ISO96].
Traditionally, the banking and defence sectors have paid most attention
to ISI, whereas organisations in other sectors are relatively inexperienced
and unfamiliar with ISI. The reason that these latter organisation have not
yet paid much attention to ISI are that their primary processes are neither
strongly related to security nor their risks are ICT-related until recently.
In this book we focus on the organisations with less experience and
familiarity with security. The concepts concerning threat, risks and
safeguards for organisations are given in section 2.1.2.

2.2.4 Industrial organisation perspective
Some branches of industrial organisations have set-up an umbrella
organisation that co-ordinates activities, related to security, that are more
efficient to perform together. Some industrial organisations try to achieve
standards or guidelines for the associated organisations. Examples of
security-related regulations with impact on multiple organisations are:
– Banking Act (UK, 1984);
4
– Banking Memorandum of the Dutch Central Bank (DNB ), defining
guidelines for the correctness and continuity of automated data
processing in the banking sector [DNB88];
– Directive on information security for the Dutch national government
[VIR94].
Industrial organisations can stimulate the use of security by, for example,
having a co-ordinating security information point. In the Netherlands the
government has such an information point for the departments of the
national government [ACIB].

2.2.5 Government perspective
Governments define, control and execute regulations and laws that
organisations and individuals should obey. The last decades politicians have
become aware of the impact of ICT and the need for security, resulting in a
4

DNB = De Nederlandsche Bank, the Dutch Central Bank is a governmental institute that
supervises the private banks in the Netherlands.
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number of regulations and laws. The regulations and laws address on the
one hand directives on the use of ‘security and ICT’ and on the other hand
restrictions in the use and export of safeguards in ICT products. The
proposals have been discussed within public debates, see for an overview of
arguments [BaHu98]. For example, regulation of the use of cryptography
[Koop]. Some of the discussions focus on balancing between national
security and the privacy of individuals. In Table 2.2 some regulations that
address security are indicated (based on [Koop]).

Subject
Table 2.2 Examples of
security related
regulations defined by
governments

Regulation

Directives on the use of ‘security and ICT’
Governments

Regulation Information Security for the National Government. (The
Netherlands, 1994), see [VIR94]
Federal Information Processing Standards: Computer Security
Standards/Guidelines (USA, 1974 -), see [FIPS]

Computer crime

Computer Fraud and Abuse Acts (USA, 1986)
Computer Crime (The Netherlands, 1993), see [WCC93]

Privacy

Law on registration of persons (The Netherlands, 1998), see
[WBP98], proposed successor of [WPR88]
The Data Protection Directive 95/46/EG (European Commission,
1995) [EC95]
Data Protection Act (UK, 1987)

Trusted Third Parties

A common framework for electronic signatures (European Parliament
(draft), 1999) [CFES99]
The Digital Signature Act (SigG) and the Digital Signature Ordinance
(SigV), v1.0 (Germany, 1997) [BMDS97]

Export restrictions for safeguards in ICT products
Export controls

International Traffic in Arms Regulations, ITAR (USA, 1993) and
Amendment (1996), see [ITAR93] and [ITAR96].
Wassenaar Arrangement on Export Controls for Conventional Arms
and Dual-Use Goods and Technologies (COCOM, Co-ordinating
Committee for Multilateral Export Controls, 1995)

Restrictions in the use of safeguards in ICT products
Encryption

Predraft law on cryptography (The Netherlands, 1994)
Draft: Enabling Privacy, Commerce, Security and Public Safety in the
Global Information Infrastructure or Clipper III (USA, 1996)
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A closer look at user organisations
In this section we elaborate on the position of security in today’s user
organisations. How do organisations regard security and how do they use it?
We discuss security awareness, threats, risk analysis and safeguards.

2.3.1 Security awareness
Lack of security awareness is the most important reason why safeguards are
not deployed [CaLS96]. Despite many public debates, governmental
regulation and the occurrence of incidents, most organisations do not
realise they are at risk [NRC91]. Yet, an increasing number of organisations
becomes aware that they are at risk. A survey by Ernst & Young, a provider
of auditing and security services, among 2400 organisations in the USA and
the UK, showed that of the organisations [ErYo98]:
– about 30% does not have a security policy;
– a majority has no security awareness programme;
– a majority has no security programme for new employees;
– a quarter of the UK organisations does not have a continuity plan.
This survey clearly shows that organisations lack a widespread and in-depth
awareness of security.

2.3.2 Threats and security events
What impact have security events on user organisations in practice and what
type of threats cause these events? According to the survey of Ernst &
Young, the majority of organisations had financial losses, because of (in
order of decreasing importance) [ErYo98]:
– unintended errors by end users;
– lack of availability of systems or networks;
– malicious acts and natural disasters.
Virus attacks are widespread, but do not cause significant financial or
operational loss.
In a survey among 400 Dutch organisations, threats for organisations are
studied [SpLo95]. The responding organisations represented a variety of
economic sectors. The objective of the survey was to investigate the security
practice for the number and nature of threats and for the effectiveness of
the safeguards. The following threats occurred more than once in two years
in the distributed systems of the responding organisations:
– computer viruses,
– disruptions and breakdown of equipment,
– interruption of applications,
– interruption of the energy supply,
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–
–

private usage of organisational equipment,
user faults.
The survey showed that computer viruses occur relatively frequently, and
that disruptions by hacking, manipulation and misuse of applications or
data are rare. The number of interruption of applications increased
considerably in the year before the survey.

2.3.3 Risks
Risks for user organisations increase [NRC91], [ErYo98]. The reasons for
this increase are (see for example [OECD96] and [TeOu95]):
– Increasing use of ICT within user organisations, including the integration
of these technologies in the critical path of the primary processes.
– Expanding and intensifying communication among user organisations
supported by telematics systems.
– Increasing coupling of applications and systems, for example in Computer
Supported Co-operative Work (CSCW) or groupware applications.
Risks for user organisations depend on many factors, such as the nature of
the business activities, the information technology used, outsourcing of
network administration, investments in computer and network security,
individual objectives of personnel, and housing. Furthermore, financial
issues like insurance and regulations on liability are important.
Risk-analysis

By performing a risk-analysis, user organisations are able to assess the
threats in their situation and to define which risks they face. A risk analysis
should be performed for an organisation as a whole, to consider the cost
and the benefits of safeguards against the risks.
A risk analysis is difficult to perform [Ciec97]. There exist a number of
methods that can be used in performing a risk analysis. Two frequently
referenced methods are:
– CRAMM, CCTA’s Risk Analysis and Management Methodology, by the
UK Central Computer and Telecommunications Agency [CCTA91];
– MARION, Méthode d’Analyse de Risques Informatiques Optimisée par
Niveau, by Club de la Sécurité Informatique Français [CSIF83]. The
successor of MARION is MEHARI, Méthode Harmonisée d’Analyse de
Risques Informatiques [CSIF97].
CRAMM-based methods are prescribed by the UK government and the
Dutch Ministry of Defence. Within scientific risk research, CRAMM is used
more often than MARION as reference material.

2.3.4 Safeguards
Based on the results of the risk-analysis, the user organisation can
determine the safeguards that should be deployed. For almost each threat a
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variety of safeguards exist and often safeguards can be used to protect
against a number of threats. Cryptographic techniques are frequently used
to realise safeguards. [Schn96] gives a broad introduction on the application
of cryptography. Layering of safeguards can improve protection: when one
safeguard fails, other safeguards can still protect the asset.
[SpLo95] have shown in their survey that the majority of safeguards that
organisations apply is meant to provide protection against infamous threats
(for example, viruses) and against the usual threats (for example, fires). Yet,
safeguards should be applied on basis of frequency of security events.
Safeguards can be used to achieve multiple goals, see for example [Over93]:
– prevention, prevent against the occurrence of security events;
– reduction, minimise the possible loss from an anticipated security event;
– detection, discover the occurrence of a security event or the damage or
loss of assets;
– repression, stop the continuation or reoccurrence of a security event;
– correction, restore the damaged or lost data and services;
– assessment, study the procedures that have been applied during and after
a security event.
In Figure 2.5 we represent the relation between the types of safeguards and
the security event related activities, see also [NGI92], [Over93].
Figure 2.5 Types of
safeguards [Over93]

Security event related activities

threat

Safeguard types

Prevention
Reduction

security event

Detection
Repression

damage/loss
Correction
recovery
Assessment

Safeguards are needed for protection against threats. Unfortunately, this
introduces (additional) costs. There are a number of reasons why security
products are relatively more expensive than other ICT products, see for
example [BrOT95]:
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–

There are few publicly available experiences with security within
organisations. The choices of an organisation for a solution are often
secret and information about the solution is seldomly communicated
outside the organisation.
– There is a lack of applicable standard solutions, and organisations
choose individual solutions, causing implementation problems and
difficulty to achieve economies of scale.
Nowadays, it can be observed that some solutions or products have benefits
because of economies of scale. These products are applicable in different
situations, for example, in remote access management systems.

Baseline security
To support user organisations in implementing the right safeguards,
guidelines for baseline security are developed. The baseline indicates the
safeguards that should at least be implemented in an organisation. For some
years ago, only checklists could support managers in organisations to
measure the weak aspects of their organisation. Examples of checklists can
be found in [AaHZ85], [Wood87] and [NGI93b]. To be able to apply the
checklists, organisations had to filter and interpret the solutions from the
checklists.
In 1995, the British Standards Institute (BSI) introduced a Code of
Practice for Information Security Management. Recently an update of this code
has been released [BSI99]. The Code is based on a compilation of security
practices. This Code of Practice is a public document developed to support
managers and employees, responsible for initiating, implementing and
maintaining security within their organisation. The Code provides the
management of organisations proposals for safeguards that provide a
baseline for security for an organisation. The Code of Practice is also
recommended and in use outside the UK, for example, in the Netherlands
and Sweden.
Similar sets of baseline safeguards have been published. For example,
baselines regarding viruses by the National Institute for Standards and
Technology (NIST, USA) [NIST89].

2.4

Enhancements to operational telematics systems
As the management of a user organisation becomes aware of the risks for
their telematics systems, they usually want to introduce some form of
protection against the risks. As a consequence, the systems need to be
enhanced with safeguards after they have become operational. Both in
practice and in literature has been demonstrated that this type of
enhancements of operational systems with safeguards is difficult, see for
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example [MoSo94], [Muft94], [BrOT95] and [Warm95]. The
enhancements do not always result in systems that have an adequate security
level and at the same time perform at an adequate operational level. In this
section we give examples which stem from practice and literature
respectively.

2.4.1 Examples from practice
The Telematics Guide Projects5 (TGPs) give insight into the difficulties when
operational systems are enhanced with safeguards afterwards. The TGPs
have been assessed for the ISI in the Telematics Guide Research Project
(TGRP), see [BrOT94]. TGRP has been a pre-study for the research
presented in this book. Its results can be found in [BrOT95]. For the TGPs
we analysed the following:
1. threats for which safeguards should be implemented;
2. the complications to enhance the systems with safeguards that arose
during the project.
The complications are of interest in this book. We can distinguish
complications for the end users, for the user organisation and for the
implementers of the safeguards. The following list of complications resulted
from the projects, see also [BrOT95]:

Identified complications end users
– Decreasing performance. The performance that (parts of) networks or
(parts of) computer systems offer to the users decreases.
– Non co-operation of users. The users do not want to comply to the
proposed security procedures, because these procedures are, for
example, annoying, time consuming or not clear in their aim.
Identified complications user organisation
– Lack of a security policy. When an organisation-wide security policy is
lacking, the rules to which the safeguards of a system should comply to
protect the systems and accompanying assets are not clear.
– The organisation rules out the use of certain functionality. User organisations
define guidelines that forbid the implementation of certain
functionality, for example, remote access to a computer system. The
guideline is meant to be an organisational safeguard. With that, it
5

The Dutch Ministry of Economic Affairs sponsored the TGP projects, because the
Ministry is interested in the conditions for application telematics systems in the
Netherlands at a large scale. A research project, called Telematics Guide Research Project
(TGRP), was set-up to identify these conditions and performed by the Telematica
Instituut. The results of this project can be found in [HoSc95].
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defines the boundaries in which functionality can be realised, so that
enhancements of a telematics system are bound by security.
Alignment of organisational solutions with technical solutions. The need for
alignment of solutions is not always recognised.

Identified complications implementers of the safeguards
– By-passing of new safeguards. Sometimes possibilities exist to by-pass the
new safeguards of the system;
– Dependency on the security-supplier. Usually, one supplier cannot offer all
adequate security solutions for a user organisation;
– Direct benefits of a safeguard are low. The benefits of the applied protection
against risks are unclear to the user organisation (both to management
and users);
– Lack of industry-wide standards. Telematics systems do often cross
organisational boundaries and should therefore comply with the needs
of more than one organisation. The needs and objectives of different
organisations are normally different. Currently no proper standards exist
that can meet all these different needs and objectives.
– Restrictions in use of safeguards. Governmental regulations cause that not all
available solutions can be used, mainly because of export restrictions.
Different laws, on, for example, privacy, cause also that solutions
developed in one country cannot be transferred to another country.
– Limited processing power. The processing power of current equipment is
too limited to enhance the system with safeguards.
2.4.2 Examples from literature
Muftic identified a number of disadvantages when security is applied on an
individual “ad hoc” basis [Muft94]. The disadvantages are:
– It is very difficult to assess the overall strength of a system with ad hoc
provisions for security.
– Implementation, and therefore usage of security algorithms, security
mechanisms and services, may be duplicated.
– It is not easy to define a formal description of the entire security system,
which is suitable for rigorous analysis.
– It is very inconvenient to establish a common security architecture for
integration and optimisation of individual security mechanisms.
The majority of telematics systems is initially not designed with security
functionality in mind [Muft94]. Realising the impact of this observation,
this indicates why organisations face operational problems when enhancing
their systems afterwards. The enhancements aim at bringing the telematics
systems in line with new security requirements. Yet, according to, for
example [MoSo94], [Muft94] and [Warm95] the afterwards enhanced
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systems fail to be in accordance with the new security requirements. In
addition, Mostert and Von Solms indicate the huge costs of adding security
to an existing system [MoSo94].

2.4.3 Summary
Summarising, we can state that the objective to offer protection is not met
by enhancement of systems afterwards, because of:
1. Affection of the system functionality. The enhancements cause deviations to
the original planned functionality. The extent of the deviation is often
unclear.
2. Changing usability. The enhancement may decrease the usability of user
interfaces as well as organisational procedures surrounding the system.
3. Decreasing the performance of the system. The enhancements imply
additional activities that the system and/or the users need to perform.
This leaves less time to perform the primary activities.

2.5

Design process considerations
In this section we relate ISI to telematics systems in the design process of
these systems. In the design process a security requirement is defined as
follows:

Definition 30 Security
requirement

A security requirement defines:
1. the entity for which protection is needed,
2. the type of protection,
3. constraints that effect implementation of a system.
In this section we elaborate on:
enhancements of non-ISI after a system becomes operational,
ISI as isolated issues,
ISI from the start of a design process,
quality of design,
support for designers.

–
–
–
–
–
Enhancements of non-ISI
after a system becomes
operational

Requirements may change when the systems are operational, not only on
ISI. In those cases the operational telematics systems are adjusted
afterwards. The systems are modified with patches, upgrades and
subsequently tuned for the new situation. In contrast to these adjustments,
it seems that the enhancements for security cannot replace the
shortcomings of the design of a system. In other words, workarounds will
remain, leaving the system vulnerable [Roos96].
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ISI are mainly treated as isolated issues in the design process. Isolated in the

way that the focus is on one issue as, for example, a security architecture or
a security mechanism. Less notice is given to how ISI are related to other
design issues. Some of the isolated ISI address baselines, directions, hints or
principles for security that can be used in the design process. Other ISI
address a part of the design process, see for example [BaHS94],
[FBG+94], [NuKF94], [BoCD95], [FoJa95] and [Rosc96].
Some analyses and attempts to integrate ISI in the design process have
been carried out, see for example [Gass88], [Bask93], [MoSo94] and
[BoEl95]. We will discuss these attempts in Chapter 5.
ISI from

the start of a
design process

Mostert and Von Solms foresee that taking ISI into account from the start of
the design process avoids problems later [MoSo94]. In line with these
observations Booysen and Eloff state that security requirements should be
considered during the definition of the user requirements [BoEl95]. Wood
observes the difficulty to incorporate safeguards into systems while the
systems are still in design [Wood93]. Reason for this, according to Wood, is
that in many instances involvement of concerned users, enlightened
designers, experienced EDP auditors or experienced security specialists is
lacking.

Quality of design

The quality of design is also of influence on the deployment of secure
telematics systems in user organisations. In a study of the National Research
Council of the USA it is stated that organisations are at risk because of poor
design and poor analysis and methods that underlie such poor design
[NRC91].
Holzmann argues that most designs, in essence, are based on trial and
error or in reproducing good designs, see [Holz97] and [Holz97b]. These
approaches are not beneficial anymore, because of the complexity and size
of current systems. Already in the beginning of the seventies this deficiency
of design was recognised. The advocated solution was that programmers
should have more self-discipline (for example, restricted use of the ‘goto’
statement in a software programme). Today’s systems still become larger
and more complex. A drawback of these systems is that when an error
occurs, this error is not always reproducible. This means that the problem
behind the error cannot be revealed. Thus, the solution of programmers’
self-discipline is not adequate anymore and additional solutions need to be
defined.

Support for designers

In software design standard MIL-STD-498 an attempt is made to address
security [DoD94]. We illustrate this by quoting a statement about an overall
requirement for the design process [DoD94]:
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Security assurance
The designer6 shall identify as security-critical those (parts of) systems
whose failure could lead to a breach of system security. If there is such
part or system, the designer shall develop a security assurance strategy to
assure that the requirements, design, implementation, and operating
procedures for the identified software minimise or eliminate the potential
for breaches of system security. The designer shall record the strategy in
the software design plan, implement the strategy, and produce evidence,
as part of required software products, that the security assurance strategy
has been carried out.
This statement provides only general directions as starting points. For
designers this statement is insufficient to derive what activities they have to
undertake.

2.6

Conclusion: the remaining question
Given all developments regarding ISI in the design process, as highlighted in
the previous sections, the question remains how to tackle ISI in a design
process. We will seek an answer to this question in the next chapters.

6

The underlined parts are translated into terminology of this book.
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3. The traditional design process
In this chapter we describe a model of a traditional design process that can
be used to design telematics systems. This model is the framework for
explorations in the remainder of this book. The traditional design process
refers to design processes that were used in the past to design telematics
systems. These design processes are, in essence, still used today. A design
process as we describe in this book is also known as ‘development process’
or ‘development life cycle’.
The described model is based on the essential characteristics of a
traditional design process. These characteristics should be understood to
explore how ISI can be addressed in such a design process. The described
model is based on models that are defined in literature.
For this chapter we postpone elaboration of ISI, to make the distinction
between ISI and other design issues as clear as possible. In reality, this
distinction is not that clear. Current design processes do sometimes address
ISI.
In section 3.1 we discuss the characteristics of traditional design processes.
In section 3.2 we introduce the design process elements that get a place
within the model. Finally, in section 3.3 we describe a model for a
traditional design process of telematics systems.

3.1

Characteristics of design processes
In this section we identify the characteristics of traditional design processes.
Subsequently we discuss the design of parts of telematics systems, design
stages, design strategies, theory versus practice and the management of the
design process.
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3.1.1 Design of parts of telematics systems

Should we merge all
types of design?

Software design process

Although telematics system design is involved with many issues, we can
cover the model of the traditional design process with one model.
Telematics systems consist of many parts, such as:
– application systems,
– hardware systems,
– information systems,
– operating systems,
– organisations,
– protocol systems,
– real-time systems.
The design process of the overall telematics system should incorporate
these parts. Within this book it is infeasible to cover all the parts for their
specific characteristics. The essential characteristics of the design processes
for these different systems do not diverge. Basically, they all need to capture
requirements, structuring the design and realising the system. We even may
state that any design process, whether it is a house, a bridge or music
composition, has in essence these characteristics. The proposed model is
therefore sufficient to design telematics systems.
The model of the traditional design process will be based on existing
elements of a software design process, because we do not want to describe a
design process out of the blue. The past decades information system design
or software design has been extensively elaborated. A number of industrial,
military and governmental design process standards have been set-up.
Theoretical elaborations cover most parts of this design process.
Furthermore, these design processes are used many times to design systems.
As telematics systems contain more parts than software only, we extend the
scope of the software design process.

3.1.2 Approach to design stages

What approaches do
exist?

The design process is a collection of activities that supports designers with
the realisation of a system. A design process provides a sequence of distinct
stages in the realisation of a system. In each stage an essential activity is
performed.
A number of descriptions of design processes for software systems are
launched, for example, the Royce Waterfall model [Royc70], Software
Engineering Standard ESA PSS-05-0 of the European Space Agency (ESA)
[MFM+94], IEEE standard 1016.1-1993 [IEEE94] or IEEE standard 12207
[IEEE96]. This latter standard is almost similar to DoD-standard MIL-STD498 of the U.S. Department of Defense (DoD) [DoD94]. MIL-STD-498
and its predecessor DoD-standard 2176A [DoD86] were mandatory for
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design assignments by the U.S. Department of Defense. In 1998 DoD has
withdrawn the MIL-STD-498.
The descriptions of design processes provide for each stage of the design
process the delivered documentation, an outline of activities and review
points. When reducing the design process to its essential characteristics, all
descriptions are based on the Waterfall model as introduced by Royce
[BeHu96]. The Waterfall model is represented in Figure 3.1. We will
briefly present the subsequent stages of that model, considering that a
software system is subject of design [Bakk95]7:
1. Analysis: The needs and wishes of the users of the software system are
analysed, resulting in a description of the currently existing information
system (automated or not).
2. Requirements specification: The system’s functionality and the operational
constraints are specified, they describe what the system is expected to
do.
3. Design: The design describes how the requirements may be accomplish
in a machine-independent way, in compliance with the requirements
specification.
4. Implementation: During the implementation the design is gradually
converted into machine executable form.
5. Testing: The correct working of the system is tested by checking whether
the system meets the requirements.
6. Operation and maintenance: The system must be installed and used. If
errors are discovered they must be corrected. The maintenance of an
operational system comprises:
– tracking and fixing of bugs that show up;
– modifying the system because of changes in the environment.
Figure 3.1 Waterfall
model [Royc70]

Analysis
Requirements
specification
Design

Implementation

Testing
Operation and
Maintenance

7

The used terminology is conform [Bakk95].
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3.1.3 Approach to design strategies
A design strategy indicates at what time in the design process a design stage
is used. The Waterfall model has a top-down strategy. Every stage is
subsequently passed through. Although the Waterfall model is sequential,
design processes that are based on this model do not exclude parallel and
iterative activities. Design processes with the same essential characteristics
use another design strategy. These different strategies are developed,
because the theoretical Waterfall model has drawbacks when used in the
real world. The drawbacks have to do with the sequence in which the stages
are performed. Examples of design strategies are [BeHu96]:
– Incremental design. A part of the requirements is analysed and designed
following the Waterfall model. In a next sequel more requirements are
taken into account. This approach is used for large and complex
systems.
– Rapid throwaway prototyping. Errors discovered by acceptance tests are
expensive to fix. Through definition of requirements, users should be
given an idea of what they really want. A prototype is a ‘quick and dirty’
realisation of the requirements. Feedback on the prototype is used to
define the true and correct requirements.
– Spiral model of Boehm. In this process many cycles are passed through.
Every cycle comprises, among others, planning, prototyping, feasibility
study, specification, client/management evaluation. The next cycle can
be started, after granting permission by the project management. Each
cycle is passed through at a different level of detail.
For further reading on these strategies [BeHu96] and [Somm96] are
recommended.

3.1.4 Theory versus practice
The design of computer systems has become more complex over the years.
Designers needed support to structure their activities. Multiple methods
have been developed since. These methods are being used to improve
designers’ work. At the same time (scientific) researchers have developed
new methods that should support the designers more effectively and
efficiently. For example, efforts have been put in formalisation of the
design, by means of mathematical logical deduction (see for example
[Holz97] and [ISO89b]). This means that requirements are realised by
automatic translation into, eventually, a concrete system. Unfortunately,
this is only feasible for small systems, because of cost considerations (for
example, the MLS LAN Network Component MDIA of The Boeing Company
[Boei94]).
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Winograd identifies that there is a gap between the state-of-the-art of
current theoretical insights literature and how designing actually is
performed [Wino96]. In the projects that we have assessed, a same
divergence was observed between what theoretically is prescribed and what
is done in practice. According to Winograd the design process is conscious
and creative. A design keeps human concerns in the centre, it has social
consequence and it is a social activity. In addition, communication among
the involved actors is important [Wino96].

3.1.5 Management
Blum distinguishes between a design process that provides the overall
structure to realise a system and the management of a design process
[Blum94]. The design process should be managed to assure that the
objectives of the design process are achieved. The management issues are
laid down in the project plan, which defines the objectives, preconditions,
planning activities, milestones and resources (for example, personnel, time
and used methods).
The designer of a telematics system manages the design process, whereas
the user organisation (purchaser of this system) initiates the design process.
Typically the designers are part of the following engineering organisations:
– development group of an ICT department of a user organisation;
– software house (for example, CMG);
– software vendor of COTS products (for example, Microsoft).
In the first case the ‘user organisation’ is the management of that
organisation. The project plan is based on an information plan. In this plan,
the guidelines are defined for the organisation regarding the information
policy, system design, use and control of telematics systems. The plan fits
within the objectives and other plans of the organisation [EiDH91].
In the latter two cases the project plan defines, among others, the design
phases, method and documents that should be used in the design process. A
software house realises a system in co-operation with the user organisation.
The software vendors realise systems independent of a specific user
organisation.
Completing a design process successfully depends also on the quality of its
management. However, in this book we will focus on the overall structure
of the design process and its contents. We will not address the management
of the design process.
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Model elements
In this section we describe and elaborate on the elements for the model, as
described in this book, of a traditional design process for telematics
systems. The design process elements are phases, actor roles, design items and
activities. We discuss the assumptions underlying the model, the definitions
of design process elements and their relations. Subsequently all design
process elements are elaborated. In the section about the activities we also
introduce the graphical format of the model.

3.2.1 Assumptions underlying the design process model
For demarcation of the research, we have used the following assumptions
on which the model of the traditional design process is founded:
– the design of the system is contracted out to an engineering
organisation;
– the design of the system is started from scratch;
– the design process is based on the Waterfall model;
– the design strategy is top-down.
We elaborate these assumptions below.
Contract out scenario

The model of the design process assumes a specific scenario for the design
of a telematics system: a user organisation contracts out the design of the
telematics system to designers of an engineering organisation, such as a
software house. When we had chosen a different scenario the activities may
have been different.

Start from scratch

The systems that are realised in the design process are built from scratch.
This does not exclude that during the realisation existing and realised
systems or system parts can be used. For example, the UNIX operating
system may be used as operating system on which applications will run.

Waterfall model

The Waterfall model will be the basis for the description of current design
processes, because this model comprises all the characteristic elements of
the design process. To construct the model in this book we have gratefully
used [Royc70], [MFM+94], [BeHu96] and [Somm96].

Top-down strategy

For the purpose of this book the design strategy of traditional design
process is top-down. It is used because it facilitates reasoning at different
levels of abstraction. In addition to the top-down approach, there may be
multiple back up loops. These loops are needed when is discovered that it is
not feasible to realise the system because of decisions taken earlier. In these
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cases the design process has to back up to the earlier phase and continues
the design from that point.
In addition to the assumptions mentioned above we want to keep the
model of the design process simple. As we have not found any systematic
approach to an embedded security design process, we want to focus first on
the essential design process elements. Keeping the model simple implies
that the model will differ from the actual design process used by user
organisations and designers. When the model addresses more than only the
essentials, the complexity of the model may trouble the insights that we try
to find for ISI. By addressing the essentials in the model it is possible to
transfer the model elements to a different type of design process.

3.2.2 Definition of the design process elements
In this section we present the definitions of the design process elements for
the model of a traditional design process. In addition, we present the
relations between the design process elements.
Definition 31 Design
phase

A design phase is a stage in the design process identified to support reasoning
from a specific viewpoint.

Definition 32 Actor role

An actor role describes the function, task and responsibility of an actor. The
actors perform the activities in a design process.

Definition 33 Design
item

A design item is anything that is used or produced by actors when performing an
activity.

Definition 34 Activity

An activity executes a part of a process [Cowi89].
The design process is a structured process. This process is devided into
design phases. Every design phase is dedicated to a specific viewpoint, to be
able to separate between different design aspects. To meet the objective of
a specific design phase actors perform a number of activities within that
phase. The activities are performed by using the design items. For each
activity one or more design items are needed.
Within the design process, the telematics system under design is
represented in a certain way in the design phases, activities and design
items. This representation is called a design.

Definition 35 Design

A design is an abstract representation of the SYSTEM (based on [ISO84]).
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Definition 36 SYSTEM

A SYSTEM is system that is the subject of the design process.
A design aligns with the level of abstraction that is addressed in a phase or
activity. Abstraction is a means to separate aspects. A design is a
communication means for discussions between users and designers and
among designers themselves. In a design phase multiple designs can be
defined.
Within this book we frequently use the term ‘system’. The telematics
system that is to be designed with support of the design process is such a
system. We want to distinguish between this latter reference and other
references to system. Therefore, we use a different typography for the
telematics system that is subject of the design process: SYSTEM.
In Figure 3.2 the relations between the design process and related terms
are represented.

Figure 3.2 Terms
related to model of the
traditional design
process

Design process

has as objective
the realisation of a

SYSTEM

is structured by

is represented by
is related to the level of
abstraction addressed in

Design phases

Design

are divided into
support the
performing of

Activities

performs

Actor role

construct

Design items

uses

3.2.3 Phases
The design process is divided into sub-processes, called phases, that contain
characteristic activities that go together. We briefly and informally describe
the objective and scope of each phase. Every phase has an identifying name
and number.

P0. Elaboration of an idea
The objective of the phase ‘Elaboration of an idea’ is to get an impression of
user needs that reflect the idea of the SYSTEM. The idea gives background
information on why the SYSTEM needs to be built. The idea can arise from
many different situations, such as result of the long term ICT strategy of a
user organisation or the need to support a specific task within a user
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feasibility
P3 Specifying the
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P5 Building
P6 Making
operational
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organisation. The user needs are not yet clearly defined and precise. They
express the purpose, scope and high-level characteristics of the SYSTEM.

P1. Capturing requirements
The objective of the phase ‘Capturing requirements’ is to determine the set
of requirements for the SYSTEM that define the desired functionality and
quality of the SYSTEM from the viewpoint of the user organisation. The set of
requirements defines what the SYSTEM should do and not how. All the
requirements of the SYSTEM are defined. Often the set of requirements is
defined in natural language, understandable for both users and designers.
P2. Studying the feasibility
The objective of the phase ‘Studying the feasibility’ is to decide whether or
not the SYSTEM will be designed. The advantages, disadvantages, costs, and
benefits of the set of requirements are considered against financial,
organisational and technical possibilities of the user organisation as well as
the designers. When the SYSTEM is not feasible it is possible to adjust the set
of requirements to try to get a feasible SYSTEM.
P3. Specifying the overall system
The objective of the phase ‘Specifying the overall system’ is to (formally)
specify the SYSTEM in its environment. Whereas the set of requirements in
phase P1 is defined from the perspective of the user organisation, the
specification is specified from a system-engineering viewpoint,
understandable for designers. The specification specifies what the SYSTEM
should do, disregarding implementation issues.
P4. Structuring
The objective of the phase ‘Structuring’ is to structure the SYSTEM into
components that can be built. The structuring process results in a set of
related components, which can themselves be decomposed into substructures. The resulting structure consists of a hierarchical set of
components. Each component is labelled with a function. The interactions
are defined among the components of the same hierarchy level. The whole
set of components and interfaces performs the function as specified in
phase P3. The highest level of the structuring hierarchy is called SYSTEM
architecture. A component at the lowest level of the structuring hierarchy is
called a workable component.
P5. Building
The objective of the phase ‘Building’ is to realise the workable components
of phase P4. Hardware components should be bought or physically built,
while software components should be bought or programmed. Individual
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hardware, firmware and software units must be connected and tested as a
group. The SYSTEM has to be tested and documented.

P6. Making operational
The objective of the phase ‘Making operational’ is to render the SYSTEM
built in phase P5 operational in the user organisation. The SYSTEM meets
the requirements, as defined in phase P1. The SYSTEM from phase P5 was
built and tested under ‘laboratory conditions’ and must be tuned to the
context in the user organisation and possibly integrated with existing
systems.
P7. Using and maintaining
In phase ‘Using and maintaining’ the SYSTEM as it is rendered operational in
phase P6, is used. Since the user organisation is susceptible to change, and
no system is without bugs, the SYSTEM will have to be updated and changed
periodically.
In Figure 3.3 the phases of the design process are illustrates with an
example, showing the typical output of such a phase.
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Stages in Waterfall model
Figure 3.4 Differences
between the Waterfall
model8 and the model of
the traditional design
process

Analysis
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Legend
Phase name
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Phase name
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this book
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of this book

Phase name

Indicates phase on which this
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Mapping range Waterfall model phase onto
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The model in this book slightly differs from the Waterfall model, to cope with
the complex systems of today. In Figure 3.4 the model is compared with
the Waterfall model, as described in section 3.1.2. On the left-hand side
the phases of the Waterfall model can be found and on the right-hand side
the phases of model. For each phase we have indicated the mapping of the
Waterfall model onto the model. The range of the phases mapping onto
more than one phase is indicated with dashed lines. One phase in the model
8

The used terminology for the Waterfall model is conform [Bakk95].
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addresses a new design process element. The figure also indicates the phases
that are given the most attention in this book.
What are the differences
between the Waterfall
model and the model in
this book?

The model of the design process in this book differs from the Waterfall
model with respect to the following aspects:
1. Requirements specification. The stage for requirements specification is
divided into two phases. In the Waterfall model there is no distinction
between the engineering organisation and the organisation in which the
system becomes operational. As we assume a contract out scenario we
have to deal with a contract between a user organisation and the
engineering organisation. In addition, operational telematics systems
cover more than one organisation, all with own requirements for the
telematics system. To make it possible to define requirements in
terminology understandable for the user organisation, the requirements
of the user organisations can be discussed separately from the
requirements specification in system-engineering terminology. The
specification is understandable for the designers, but not necessary
understandable for the user organisation.
2. Feasibility determination. We identify the determination of the feasibility
requirements for a system as a separate stage, to determine whether it is
possible to realise the system. The requirements of the user
organisation(s) for the telematics system may address a wide number of
aspects, which may not all be feasible. Before the specification is settled,
the feasibility must be known. However, because the requirements
contain possible unfeasible requirements the feasibility study should be
performed after the requirements capturing. Aspects considered in the
feasibility study are, among others, money constraints, available human
resources and possible implementations.
3. Testing. The stage for testing does actually consist of two different testgoals. First, there is the test under laboratory conditions by the
designers and second there is the test in the operational environment.

3.2.4 Actor roles
Actors perform the design activities. The actor roles9 that we have
identified, are derived from the design activities and therefore by definition
sufficient to perform all the design activities.
In Figure 3.5 the phases in which the actor roles perform activities are
presented. In Appendix D a formal syntax description of definitions of the
9

As we refer to the actor role we use the masculine form. We do not intend to exclude the
feminine form of the roles, but for comprehensiveness of the text we will not use
constructions like (s)he or he/she.
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actor roles is presented. A formal description is needed to reason
structurally about the design process.
We identify two classes of actor roles, whose types of behaviour
influence the design process. This is a consequence of the contract out
scenario upon which the design process model is founded. The two classes
of actor roles are the User Organisation and the Telematics Market.
Definition 37 User
Organisation

The User Organisation is the organisation that contracts out the design of the
SYSTEM.

Definition 38
Telematics Market

The Telematics Market includes, among others, designers, maintenance
personnel, service providers and consultants.

Introduction of actors

Below we introduce the actor roles for the User Organisation and the
Telematics Market. In Table 3.1 we give an overview of the roles of the
actors and the definition of every actor role.

The User Organisation
The User Organisation imposes requirements on the function of the SYSTEM
and on how the SYSTEM will be operational. The SYSTEM becomes
operational within the User Organisation. The term ‘within’ is slightly
misleading here, because we consider the User Organisation not only as an
autonomous organisation within one building. The User Organisation can
also be part of a larger organisation or a consortium of multiple
autonomous organisations. As a consequence the SYSTEM becomes
operational at a number of places, possibly geographically distributed.
The User Organisation consists of two subclasses: Management and Users.
We present the two subclasses and their actors below.
The Management of the
User Organisation

First subclass of the User Organisation. The Management has positions at
multiple levels in the User Organisation, for example, at project level,
department level or at the top of the organisation. Typically, only a part of
the User Organisation will be involved in the contracting of a design
assignment, for example, a division of the User Organisation. In this latter
case the Management is positioned at the top of this division and the
Management is responsible to the Upper Management at the top level of
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the whole User Organisation. What the Management expects from the User
Organisation is established in a policy.
To direct all the issues related to the design of the SYSTEM we identify
one actor role within the subclass Management of the User Organisation:
the ICT Manager.

Figure 3.5 Actor roles
and their relation to the
design process

design process
P0

User Organisation
Management

Users

P1

P2

P3

P4

P5

P6

P7

ICT Manager

End User
System Administrator

Telematics Market

Legend
Actor role

System Architect

Indication of
phase an actor
is involved

Table 3.1 Definition of
the actor roles

System Builder

Actor

Role

User Organisation Management
- ICT Manager

Directs and controls the course of the organisation
Person in the User Organisation responsible for all
matters related to telematics affairs. The manager is
a member of the management

User
- End User
- System
Administrator

Telematics market - System Architect
- System Builder

Any person who interacts directly with a system
[DoD85]
User who is not an Administrator
Authority (person or group of persons) in the User
Organisation who is responsible for control,
administration and maintenance of systems
Designer of the SYSTEM
Builder of the SYSTEM
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The Users of the User
Organisation

Second subclass of the User Organisation. The Users work hands-on with
computer systems, information systems and telematics systems in their daily
routines. Among the systems is the SYSTEM. We identify two actor roles
within the Users of the User Organisations, the System Administrator and the
End User.
System Administrators are technical responsible for the adequate
functioning of the SYSTEM, they monitor the performance of the systems
during operation and they modify the system to match it with the
requirements [BeHu96].
The End Users need the SYSTEM to perform their tasks within the User
Organisation. An End User might be experienced with computers, but
might otherwise be a layperson. End Users are, for example, data entry
typist, secretaries, researchers, civil servants or managers.

The Telematics Market
We use the name Telematics Market to indicate the collection of all parties
that are involved with products related to telematics, such as retail,
manufacturing and consulting. The actor roles that can be identified within
the Telematics Market and that are relevant for the design of systems,
includes, among others, designers, maintenance personnel, (network)
service providers and consultants of telematics systems.
We identify two major actor roles of designers, the System Architect and
the System Builder. The System Architect is involved in phases P1-P5, where
the design of the SYSTEM is created. The System Builder is involved in design
phases P4-P6, in which the SYSTEM is built and rendered operational. Based
on [Vrev94] we have identified two different actors, because the concerns
in the early design phases differ from the concerns in the later phases.
Separation of those concerns makes it possible to let the System Architect
focus on the structure of the SYSTEM, without bothering about realisation
details. The System Builder can focus on the realisation of parts of the
SYSTEM. These parts are less complex then when the SYSTEM had to be
realised in one.
3.2.5 Classes of design items
In order to perform activities actors need, for example, methods and tools.
Performing an activity will lead to some output, such as a requirements
definition. The term ‘design item’ is introduced to refer to anything that is
used or produced by actors when performing an activity.
We distinguish between input items and output items. Input items are all
those items that actors need to perform an activity. The output items are the
outcomes of an activity, such as documentation.
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Table 3.2 Examples of
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Actors can create, modify or use design items while creating, modifying
or using other items. We have identified a large number of items that actors
use to complete their activities. To reason about items that belong to each
other we have categorised the items into classes of their main characteristic.
In Table 3.2 we give for each class of design items an example. In Appendix
C the items of each class are informally defined and in Appendix D the
formal syntax definition is presented. We identify the following classes (in
alphabetical order):
1. Decision input. Statement used to decide whether or not the design
process should proceed.
2. Design method. A design method is a prescription that shows how
activities in a design phase should systematically be performed.
3. Deliverable for the User Organisation. Deliverables that the User
Organisation can use.
4. Framework. A framework provides a set of concepts and construction
principles for designing, judging or modelling a specific problem
domain (based on [Cowi89]).
5. Plan. Indicates what should be done in succeeding activities of the design
process.
6. Preconditions. Bind the capabilities of the SYSTEM, such as skills,
restrictions and guidelines. We identify two subclasses:
– SYSTEM independent: Affect any design of any system;
– SYSTEM specific: Affect the design activities for the SYSTEM.
7. SYSTEM design. Representation of the SYSTEM.

Design item class

Example

Decision input

Test results

Design method

Requirements capturing method

Deliverable for the User Organisation

End User manual

Framework

Feasibility framework

Plan

Test plan

Preconditions
- SYSTEM independent
- SYSTEM specific

- Regulations of the government
- User service level agreement

SYSTEM design

External behaviour specification
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The items created in a design phase can be used in succeeding design
phases. Some items are used only within the phase in which they are
created. Other items are only input to a certain activity. In appendix C we
show for each design item the following:
– the class of design items to which it belongs;
– the phase in which the design item appears for the first time;
– the phases in which the design item is used.
To avoid confusion about the meaning of words in this book the following
typography is used to distinguish design items as reserved words:
«design item»

3.2.6 Activities
Every design phase contains activities. Just as the design phases are defined
as sub-processes of the design process, so the activities can be defined as
sub-processes of a design phase. An activity has design items as input and as
output. The actors, performing an activity, are identified by their roles.
In the next section we complete the definition of the model of the
traditional design process by enumerating the activities. The enumeration
should be well organised to facilitate comparison between the traditional
design process and a security-addressing design process. Therefore we
present the enumeration by using a graphical format. In Figure 3.6 the
legend of the graphical format is depicted. In the middle of this figure the
activity is identified with name and number10 by an octagon. In a box on the
left side of the activity the design items are placed that are input to the
activity. An activity can have zero or more input design items. In the box on
the right side of the activity the design item is placed that is output of the
activity. Every activity has exactly one output design item. The actor roles
are indicated on top of the activity in a rounded box. At least one actor role
should be in control of the activity.
The enumeration prescribes the activities of the traditional design process
with their associated design items and actor roles. In reality, it may be
possible to pass over certain actor roles and to leave out some design items.
In Appendix D the formal syntax definition of the activities is defined. This
definition does not indicate the exact design items and actor roles
associated with an activity. Only the enumeration gives a complete overview
of the traditional design process model.
For convenience of the reader we indicate the phases in which an input
design item is originally created. For each output design item we indicate in
which phase or phases this item will be used as well.
10

Anticipating on the introduction of ISI, gaps are left in the numbering sequence.
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Set of actor roles
Figure 3.6 Legend of
activity format

Activity P#x
activity name

Set of design items

Set of design items

Legend

Act P
name

Set of design items

For convenience of the reader:

Set of actor roles

- Input design items that were already output design items
of a preceding phase are marked with the
P#
following symbol:

Activity with
number and name
Performing

- For output design items that can be used as input design item
in succeeding phases, the numbers of the succeeding phase
are indicated after the following symbol:

The design activities can be performed in sequence or concurrently. How
the processing sequence of activities is, depends on which design items are
produced by which activity and on the need to use these items as input for
another activity. In Figure 3.7 the graphical format is presented of the
processing sequence of activities. For each phase we indicate the processing
sequences in the model.
When activities are sequentially processed, the output of an activity can
be used in a succeeding activity in the same design phase or in an activity in
the remainder of the design process. When the activities are concurrently
processed, their output design items cannot be exchanged.
Figure 3.7 Processing
sequence of activities

name of
activity 1

name of
activity 2

(a) Processing activities in sequence with flow direction
name of
activity 3
name of
activity 4
(b) Concurrent processing activities with flow direction
Output of design phase

Until now, we have seen that an activity has only one output design item.
What can be considered as the output of a design phase? In the model we
state that all the output design items of activities are part of the set of
output items of the entire phase. These latter items can be input to any of
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the remaining design phases. In Figure 3.8 the mapping between a design
phase and its activities is presented. Presented are three activities, of which
activity 1 and activity 2 are performed in parallel before activity 3 is
performed. The input design items of design phase x can be fully or partially
input to each of the activities. The output of activities 1, 2 and 3 is all
together the output of design phase x.
Figure 3.8 Mapping
design phase design
items onto activities’
design items and vice
versa

Design phase
Px

Set of design items

Set of d, items

Activity
Px1

Set of design items

Design item

Set of d. items

Set of d. items

Activity
Px2

Activity
Px3

Design item

Design item

Legend
Flow of activities within the design phase
Mapping design phase onto activities
Mapping activities onto design phase

3.3

Model of a traditional design process
In this section we describe the model of the traditional design process for
telematics systems. The model is described by the enumeration of activities
with their accompanying actor roles and design items. For the enumeration
we use the design process elements and the graphical format as defined in
the previous section. The enumeration starts with the definition of the
activities in phase P0 and proceeds with the definition of the activities in all
subsequent phases. In the margin of the text a diagram presents the relation
between the addressed phase and the other phases.

3.3.1 Phase P0 – Elaboration of an idea
The objective of this phase is to get an impression of the «user needs» that
reflect the idea of the SYSTEM. The design process starts with the «idea».
Before all kinds of actors are involved with the definition of the
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requirements, an outline of the SYSTEM is needed to give direction to the
capturing of requirements. The «user needs» are an informal description of
the outline of the SYSTEM, and elaborate the «idea». The description is
possibly unstructured, inconsistent, not yet clearly defined and not yet
precise. It is complete, regarding this stage of the design process. The «user
needs» express the purpose, scope and characteristics of the SYSTEM.
In Figure 3.9 the enumeration of the activities of phase P0 is represented.
Figure 3.9 Traditional
activities of phase P0
‘Elaboration of an idea’
P0 Elaboration of
an idea
P1 Capturing
requirements
P2 Studying the
feasibility

Processing sequence of the activities:
collecting user
needs

Activity and accompanying actor roles and objects:
ICT Manager
End User

P3 Specifying the
overall system
P4 Structuring
P5 Building
P6 Making
operational
P7 Using and
maintaining

Idea

Activity P0a
collecting user
needs

User needs
P1

3.3.2 Phase P1 – Capturing requirements
The objective of this phase is to deliver the «set of requirements» for the
SYSTEM and a definition of the environment for the SYSTEM.
The «set of requirements» contains all the requirements for the desired
functionality and quality of the SYSTEM. A requirement is a necessary
prerequisite for the SYSTEM [Cowi89]. Within this phase the requirements
are captured and subsequently defined. Methods to capture the
requirements are interviews, Metaplan sessions, observations and question
lists, see [Fair85] and [Klep]. The «set of requirements» is defined in
natural language, understandable for the ICT Manager, Users and designers.
The set may be defined ambiguous [Somm96]. Ideally the «set of
requirements» disregards implementation issues.
In this book we will focus on functional requirements and quality
requirements for the SYSTEM. We define these requirements as follows:
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Definition 39 Functional
requirement

A functional requirement is a requirement that defines the input (stimuli) to
the SYSTEM, the outputs (responses) from the system and the relationship between
them (based on [Davi90]).

Definition 40 Quality
requirement

THE TRADITIONAL DESIGN PROCESS

A quality requirement is a requirement that defines the state in which the
can be, once it is operational. A quality requirement relates to a functional
requirement.

SYSTEM

Quality requirements are concerned with the performance of the SYSTEM.
This is expressed in terms of, for example, user interface characteristics,
reliability or speed. We illustrate the requirement types in Example 3.1.
Functional requirement:

The SYSTEM responds to the input of two
numbers with the multiplier of these two.
Input: 4, 6;
Output: 24.

Quality requirement for this functional requirement:

For output number ρ holds that the
respond is given within
1 msec for ρ ≤ 65536
2 msec for ρ > 65536

Example 3.1 Functional
and quality requirements

In addition to these two types of requirements, requirements can be
captured regarding, for example, the integration with existing systems and
compliance with standards. For example, a requirement may be that the
SYSTEM should be built on top of the UNIX operating system, which is
currently used within the User Organisation for other systems.
The requirements are typically captured from the management of the
User Organisation, End Users and designers. The Management has an overall
view on the organisation and proposes requirements that fit within this
view. The Users propose requirements that are related with the tasks, which
they perform within the User Organisation. The requirements are
constraint by the possibilities that the designers can offer, depending on the
state-of-the-art.
In addition to the requirements above, government and branch
organisations have regulations to which the SYSTEM should comply.
Regulations such as, for example, law, rules and recommendations. When
there is a relation between these regulations and the SYSTEM, the regulation
should be mapped onto a requirement.
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The second deliverable of this phase is the definition of the environment.
The SYSTEM interacts with the environment in which it becomes
operational.
Definition 41
Environment

The environment of the SYSTEM is the aggregate of conditions, entities and
procedures, which are not part of that SYSTEM, but affect its design, operation and
maintenance ([NCSC88], [Davi90]).
The «system environment definition» defines the entities with which the
SYSTEM will interact. Which entities should be defined, can be derived from
the «set of requirements». Examples of entities in the environment are type
of organisation, physical location of the SYSTEM or the people.
In Figure 3.10 the enumeration of the activities of phase P1 is represented.

Figure 3.10 Traditional
activities of phase P1
‘Capturing
requirements’

P0 Elaboration of
an idea
P1 Capturing
requirements
P2 Studying the
feasibility
P3 Specifying the
overall system
P4 Structuring
P5 Building
P6 Making
operational
P7 Using and
maintaining

Processing sequence of the activities:
gathering
requirements

defining
environment

Activity and accompanying actor roles and objects:
ICT Manager
System Administrator
End User
System Architect

P0 User needs

Activity P1a
gathering
requirements

Set of requirements

Activity P1b
defining
environment

System environment definition

P1, P2

General regulation
State-of-the-art
Requirements capturing method

ICT Manager
End User
System Architect

P1 Set of requirements

P1, P2, P3
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3.3.3 Phase P2 – Studying the feasibility
The objective of this phase is to decide whether or not the SYSTEM will be
designed. In this phase the feasibility of the «set of requirements» is studied
within the context of the SYSTEM environment. Based on this study the User
Organisation, i.e. the ICT Manager and the System Architect define a
«requirements contract». In this contract the requirements are defined
which will be realised. The «requirements contract» may differ from the
«set of requirements». Therefore the «requirements contract» is the starting
point for all further activities.
The feasibility study is performed by the System Architect and results in
a «system assessment». This assessment is a proposal from the System
Architect to the User Organisation. The proposal states which requirements
will be realised and against which costs. Within the assessment, among
others, the advantages, disadvantages, costs, benefits of the SYSTEM are
compared with the possible realisation of the «set of requirements».
Considered are, for example, environmental, financial, organisational and
technical possibilities of the User Organisation and the designers. A number
of solutions to implement and realise the requirements will be weighted on
their feasibility. The assessment takes into account the realisation of the
SYSTEM by the System Builder(s) and the transfer of the SYSTEM to the User
Organisation. To relate all the determinants for the assessment a framework
that prescribes how to calculate the feasibility of a SYSTEM is needed.
The assessment or the negotiations may result in the decision that the
SYSTEM will not be realised. In this case the design process is aborted.
In Figure 3.11 the enumeration of the outcome of activities of phase P2 is
represented.
Figure 3.11 Traditional
activities of phase P2
‘Studying the feasibility’
P0 Elaboration of
an idea
P1 Capturing
requirements
P2 Studying the
feasibility

Processing sequence of the activities:
delivering
system
assessment

Activities and accompanying actor roles and objects:
System Architect

P3 Specifying the
overall system
P4 Structuring
P5 Building
P6 Making
operational
P7 Using and
maintaining

negotiating
system contract

P1 Set of requirements
System environment definition
Feasibility framework

Activity P2a
delivering
system
assessment

System assessment
P2, P4
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ICT Manager
System Architect

P1 Set of requirements
System environment definition

Activity P2b
negotiating
system contract

Requirements contract
P3, P4, P5, P6

P2 System assessment

3.3.4 Phase P3 – Specifying the overall system
The objective of this phase is to (formally) specify the SYSTEM in its
environment. The specification delivered in this phase is often referred to
as the ‘black-box’ specification of the SYSTEM. The focus of this phase is on
the outside of the SYSTEM, without being concerned with structuring and
implementation issues [BoLV95]. Specified is the service offered to the
environment together with the specification of the interfaces. The
interfaces define which interactions take place between the SYSTEM and its
environment. The specification is defined as follows.
Definition 42
Specification

P0 Elaboration of
an idea
P1 Capturing
requirements
P2 Studying the
feasibility
P3 Specifying the
overall system
P4 Structuring
P5 Building
P6 Making
operational
P7 Using and
maintaining

A specification is a representation of a SYSTEM denoted in a (formal) format,
defining the input to the SYSTEM, the output from the SYSTEM and the relation
between the input and the output (based on [Parn72] and [Davi90]).
In Figure 3.12 we list a table of contents for a specification document to
give an impression of the look and feel of such a document. It is taken from
the Standard collection on software engineering issues by IEEE/ANSI
[IEEE94].
In this phase the requirements as defined the «requirements contract»
are transferred in system engineering terminology, workable for designers.
Possible means to specify a specification are, for example, data dictionary
for the project-unique terminology and, data flow diagrams, finite state
machines, Petri nets and mathematical logic [BeHu96]. We use «specification
language» as generic term for these means.
In the definition of the objective of this phase the term ‘formally’ is
consciously put between brackets. We express with this that the
specification may be specified formally, but that this not prescribed.
Experience shows that formal specification is not necessary in all cases
[BeHu96]. However, the specification should be precise and consistent.
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Figure 3.12 IEEE/ANSI
Software Requirements
Specification [IEEE94]
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1. Introduction
1.1 Purpose
1.2 Scope
1.3 Definitions, acronyms, abbreviations
1.4 References
1.5 Overview
2. General description
2.1 Product perspective
2.2 Product functions
2.3 User Characteristics
2.4 General constraints
2.5 Assumptions and dependencies
3. Specific functions
3.1 Functional requirements
3.1.1 Functional requirement nr. 1
3.1.1.1 Introduction
3.1.1.2 Inputs
3.1.1.3 Processing
3.1.1.4 Outputs
3.1.2 Functional requirement nr. 2
3.1.2.1 …
3.1.3 …

3.2 External interface requirements
3.2.1 User interfaces
3.2.2 Hardware interfaces
3.2.3 Software interfaces
3.2.4 Communication interfaces
3.3 Performance requirements
3.4 Design constraints
3.4.1 Standards compliance
3.4.2 Hardware limitations
3.4.3 …
3.5 Attributes
3.5.1 Security
3.5.2 Maintainability
3.5.3 …
3.6 Other requirements
3.6.1 Database
3.6.2 Operations
3.6.3 Site adaptation
3.6.4 …
3.7 Testing

Within this phase we identify three activities. First the static view of the
SYSTEM is specified. This specifies the characteristics of the SYSTEM that are
time-independent, for example, the physical (user) interfaces. Second the
external behaviour of the SYSTEM is specified. This specifies what the
reaction of the SYSTEM is on stimuli from the environment. The behaviour
of the system is also called the service that the SYSTEM offers to the
environment. Third the quality of the functional requirements of the SYSTEM
is specified. There exist many types of qualities. To name a few qualities:
data transfer speed, number accuracy, response times, terminal resolution
and throughput.
In Figure 3.13 the enumeration of the activities of phase P3 is represented.
Figure 3.13 Traditional
activities for phase P3
‘Specifying the overall
system’

Processing sequence of the activities:
specifying static
view system

specifying
system external
behaviour

specifying
quality of
system
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Activities and accompanying actor roles and objects:
System Architect

P1 System environment definition
P2 Requirements contract

Activity P3a
specifying
static view
system

Static system specification
P3, P4, P5

Specification language

System Architect

P1 System environment definition
P2 Requirements contract

Activity P3b
specifying
system external
behaviour

System behaviour specification
P3, P4, P5

P3 Static system specification
Specification language

System Architect

P2 Requirements contract
P3 Static system specification
System behaviour specification

Activity P3c
specifying
quality of
system

System quality specification
P4, P5

Specification language

3.3.5 Phase P4 – Structuring
The objective of this phase is to structure the SYSTEM to reduce complexity.
This phase delivers a hierarchy of components. The lowest level of this
hierarchy contains the workable components. We define component and
workable component as follows:
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Definition 43
Component

A component is an identifiable and self-contained portion of a SYSTEM that
performs a specific function. The description of a component depends on the
addressed level of abstraction. A component is part of the larger system, and may
itself consist of other components (Based on [CEC91] and [NCSC87]).

Definition 44 Workable
component

A workable component is a component that a System Builder can build by
means of units without using further design information.

P0 Elaboration of
an idea
P1 Capturing
requirements
P2 Studying the
feasibility
P3 Specifying the
overall system
P4 Structuring
P5 Building
P6 Making
operational
P7 Using and
maintaining
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The components provide solutions for the implementation of the SYSTEM
specification. Each component consists of a function that indicates a part of
the solution. Associated with each function is the quality of the component.
The components at a specific hierarchy level have mutual relations, which
also have to be defined. Components are specified by means of a
«specification language». The «workable components» are typically defined
in pseudo code.
The activity ‘Defining structuring criteria’ provides the guidelines for the
way the structuring takes place. The guidelines answer the question ‘based
on what principles is the SYSTEM structured?’.
The activities ‘specifying components hierarchy’ and ‘specifying quality
components’ are performed iteratively. For each level of abstraction in the
«components hierarchy» both activities are performed. The first activity
defines the function of the components and their mutual relations. The
second activity defines the quality aspects.
Within this design process model it is not defined how many hierarchy
levels the complete structure must have. It is also up to the System
Architect how detailed the workable components are specified. The
workable components give a blueprint to the System Builder, so that he is
able to realise these components independent from the System Architect.
The workable components are transferred to the System Builder(s). It is
possible that multiple System Builders work on the realisation of the
workable components structure. A contract, similar to the «requirements
contract» in phase P2, is needed to define what exactly the System Builder
should realise. Therefore the System Builders propose to the System
Architects which workable components will be realised against which costs.
In Figure 3.14 the enumeration of the activities of phase P4 is represented.
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Processing sequence of the activities:
Figure 3.14 Traditional
activities for phase P4
‘Structuring’

Defining
structuring
criteria
specifying
components
hierarchy
specifying
quality
components

delivering
components
assessment

negotiating
workable comp.
contract

Activities and accompanying actor roles and objects:
System Architect

P3 Static system specification
System behaviour specification
System quality specification

Activity P4a
Defining
structuring
criteria

Structuring criteria

Activity P4b
specifying
components
hierarchy

Components hierarchy

Activity P4c
specifying
quality
components

Components quality specification

P4

System Architect

P1 Static system specification
P3
System behaviour specification
System quality specification

P4, P5, P6

P4 Structuring criteria
Specification language

System Architect

P3 Static system specification
System behaviour specification
System quality specification
P4 Components hierarchy

P4, P5
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System Architect

P2 System assessment
P3 Static system specification
System behaviour specification
System quality specification

Activity P4e
delivering
components
assessment

Components assessment
P4

P4 Components hierarchy
Components quality specification
Feasibility framework

System Architect
System Builder

P2 Requirements contract
P3 Static system specification
System behaviour specification
System quality specification

Activity P4f
negotiating
workable comp.
contract

Workable components contract

P4 Components hierarchy
Components quality specification
Components assessment

3.3.6 Phase – P5. Building
The objective of this phase is to build the workable components of phase
P4. In the next phase the SYSTEM is transferred to the User Organisation.
Therefore this phase should realise everything that has to go to the User
Organisation. First, this is a SYSTEM that works and does what the
«requirements contract» defines. Second, the Users need to know how to
work with the SYSTEM, and should therefore be supported with manuals.
The workable components are realised by means of units. We define a
unit as follows.
Definition 45 Unit

A unit is an identifiable piece of hardware, firmware or software.

P5
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an idea
P1 Capturing
requirements
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feasibility
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A workable component can be realised in many ways by units. The
following relations between workable components and units are possible.
– one unit realises exactly one workable component;
– one unit realises two or more workable component;
– two or more units realise exactly one workable component.
Units do not have to be newly realised. Existing units can also be used, such
as an operating system, a modem plug-in card or an implementation of a
sorting algorithm or other (parts of) COTS products. We call these latter
units standard units.
When all the units are realised, they should be working together as one
SYSTEM. Therefore the individual units must be connected and tested as a
group. A «test plan» defines the objectives for testing, test completion
criteria, test cases and expected results [Fair85].
The two actor roles of Users need different type of information to use
the SYSTEM. Documents for the System Administrator address the method
of working and the guidelines for installation, configuration and
maintenance of the SYSTEM. End Users should know how to use the SYSTEM.
In Figure 3.15 the enumeration of the activities of phase P5 is represented.

Figure 3.15 Traditional
activities of phase P5
‘Building’

Processing sequence of the activities:

building units

documenting for
System
Administrator

integrating units

testing
documenting for
End User

preparing tests

Activities and accompanying actor roles and objects:
System Builder

P4 Components hierarchy
Components quality specification
Workable components contract
Coding language

Activity P5b
building units

Realised units
P5
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System Architect
System Builder

P3 Static system specification
System behaviour specification
System quality specification

Activity P5c
integrating units

Integrated software and hardware
P5, P6

P4 Workable components contract
P5 Realised units

System Builder

Activity P5e
P2 Requirements contract

preparing tests

Test plan
P5

P3 Static system specification
System behaviour specification
System quality specification
P4 Workable components contract

System Builder

P5 Integrated software and hardware
Test plan

Activity P5f
testing

Test results
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System Architect
System Builder

P2 Requirements contract
P3 Static system specification
System behaviour specification
System quality specification

Activity P5g
documenting
for System
Administrator

System manual

Activity P5h
documenting
for End User

End User manual

P6, P7

P4 Components hierarchy
Components quality specification
Workable components contract
P5 Integrated software and hardware

System Architect
System Builder

P2 Requirements contract
P3 Static system specification
System behaviour specification
System quality specification

P6, P7

P4 Components hierarchy
Components quality specification
Workable components contract
P5 Integrated software and hardware

3.3.7 Phase P6 – Making operational
The objective of this phase is to render the SYSTEM operational in the User
Organisation. The SYSTEM, as realised in phase P5, is built and tested under
‘laboratory conditions’. In this phase the SYSTEM has to be tuned to
environment of the User Organisation. Tuning involves, for example,
integration with existing (telematics) systems, setting of parameters and the
presentation to the Users.
Once the SYSTEM is operational the User Organisation, i.e. the ICT
Manager, has to decide whether or not to accept the delivered SYSTEM. The
SYSTEM is accepted when it meets the «requirements contract».
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In Figure 3.16 the enumeration of the activities of phase P6 is represented.
Figure 3.16 Traditional
activities of phase P6
‘Making operational’

Processing sequence of the activities:
making
operational

accepting

Activities and accompanying actor roles and objects:
System Administrator

P0 Elaboration of
an idea
P1 Capturing
requirements
P2 Studying the
feasibility
P3 Specifying the
overall system
P4 Structuring

P5 Integrated software and hardware
End User manual
System manual

Activity P6a
making
operational

Operational system
P6, P7

ICT Manager

P5 Building
P6 Making
operational
P7 Using and
maintaining

P2 Requirements contract

Activity P6c
accepting

Acceptance

P6 Operational system

3.3.8 Phase P7 – Using and maintaining
In this phase the SYSTEM is used by the End Users and maintained by the
System Administrators.
Before the Users can use the SYSTEM, they need to know how to use the
SYSTEM. Therefore training is needed, which instructs the Users how the
SYSTEM works. A training can be range from reading the manual to attend a
course.
The SYSTEM has to be kept up-to-date with developments inside and
outside the User Organisation and therefor be changed periodically. This is
because it is susceptible that a User Organisation changes. For example,
employees get another position or leave. The SYSTEM itself may be demand
for changes, because of the bugs in it. To maintain the SYSTEM, the System
Administrator needs information on how the SYSTEM works and performs.
Therefore he needs operational information of the End Users about, for
example, dissatisfactions and problems with the SYSTEM. This information is
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normally collected by a helpdesk. The System Administrator is also able to
collect information himself by logging and monitoring the SYSTEM. This can
be done for, for example, the load of the network traffic, or the availability
of a network router. This information is collected in «log records».
In Figure 3.17 the enumeration of the activities of phase P7 is represented.
Figure 3.17 Traditional
activities of phase P7
‘Using and
maintenance’

Processing sequence of the activities:
training

Using

maintaining
logging and
monitoring

Activities and accompanying actor roles and objects:
System Administrator
End User

P5 System user manuals

Activity P7a
training

Training knowledge
P7

P6 Operational system
P0 Elaboration of
an idea
P1 Capturing
requirements
P2 Studying the
feasibility
P3 Specifying the
overall system
P4 Structuring
P5 Building
P6 Making
operational
P7 Using and
maintaining

System Administrator
End User

P5 System manual
End User manual
P6 Operational system
P7 Training knowledge

Activity P7b
using

Operational information
P7
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System Administrator

P6 Operaional system

Activity P7c
logging and
monitoring

Log records
P7

System Administrator

P5 System manual

Activity P7e
maintaining

Up to date operational system

P6 Operaional system
P7 Operational information
Log records

This enumeration of phase P7 concludes the description of the model of
the traditional design process.

Chapter

4

4. Shortcomings of the traditional
design process
In this chapter we identify which shortcomings come to light, when ISI are
addressed in the traditional design process. The consequence of these
shortcomings is that the designed system is not adequately protected against
the threats it should stand. Note that we do not identify any solutions to
overcome the shortcomings in this chapter.
In section 4.1 we introduce two types of shortcomings that relate to the
traditional design process. In section 4.2 we identify and elaborate the
shortcomings associated with the addressing of ISI in the traditional design
process. In section 4.3 we give a brief overview of shortcomings associated
with elementary security problems that have impact on the traditional
design process. Finally, in section 4.4 we show for which shortcomings we
will improve the traditional design process to overcome the shortcomings.

4.1

Introduction
In this section we first distinguish between two types of shortcomings for
the traditional design process associated with security. Subsequently, we
indicated how we have identified the shortcomings.

Shortcomings
Addressing ISI in the design process is not an isolated process; it depends
both on the ISI and on the design process issues. As reference to a design
process we use the model of Chapter 3. For each design activity we have
identified whether or not shortcomings exist when ISI are addressed. The
shortcomings can be divided in elementary shortcomings and design process
shortcomings.
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The design process shortcomings relate to the problems that come to light when
addressing ISI in a traditional design process. The elementary shortcomings
relate to the problems that come to light whenever ISI are applied. For
example, when ISI are applied to define a security policy or to introduce
new technology into an organisation. Thus, elementary shortcomings come
also to light when ISI are applied for a design process. The set of elementary
shortcomings and the design process shortcomings together form the
shortcomings for ISI and design process. In Figure 4.1 we relate the
shortcoming types to their application area.
Figure 4.1 Sets of
shortcomings related to
the design process and
other areas

Areas where information security can be applied
Area 1: Traditional design process

Set of design process
shortcomings

Set of elementary
shortcomings

P0

P4

P1

P5

P2

P6

P3

P7

Area 2
Set of area 2
shortcomings

Set of elementary
shortcomings
...
Area n

Set of area n
shortcomings

Set of elementary
shortcomings

Sources
The shortcomings identified in this chapter have been compiled from three
sources:
1. reported security events;
2. study of design projects that were focused on security;
3. participation in design projects.
The first source contains reports about security design projects and general
security practice in the literature.
The second source contains interviews regarding design practice in 34
Dutch design projects, known as the Telematics Guide Projects [BrOT95] (see
also section 2.4).
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The third source contains experiences gained during the participation in
the design projects PLATINUM (Platform providing Integrated services to
New Users of Multimedia) and MESH (Multimedia services on the Electronic
Super Highway), see [Tett96] and [Tett97]. In the PLATINUM project,
multimedia applications have been designed, such as shared editing and
desktop videoconferencing. The applications use an underlying advanced
Broadband Integrated Services Digital Network and dynamic signalling
based on Asynchronous Transfer Mode technology. An advanced
multimedia platform has been created, on which these applications can be
developed, tested and demonstrated. In the MESH project the results of the
PLATINUM project are validated, tested within pilot-settings and, based on
experiences adapted and expanded.
When a shortcoming is identified in literature we will reference to this
source. In all other cases the shortcomings are based on our experience.

4.2

Design process shortcomings
In this section we identify and elaborate on the design process
shortcomings. These shortcomings come to light when trying to address ISI
in traditional design process. We elaborate on the following topics for each
design phase:
1. objective of the design phase related to the ISI;
2. design process shortcomings related to the activities of the design phase;
3. design process shortcomings that are not related to the individual
activities of the design phase.
The first topic is addressed, because when ISI are addressed in a design phase
this serves a specific goal: the aims of ISI in that phase should be in
accordance with the objective of that phase.
The second topic is addressed, because a design phase consists of activities.
We subsequently discuss the addressing of ISI in each activity.
The third topic is addressed, because for some design phases design
process shortcomings can be identified that cannot be mapped onto
individual activities.
In the margin of the text a diagram shows the relation between the
addressed phase and other phases.
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4.2.1 Phase P0 – Elaboration of an idea
Objective:
Get an impression of user needs that reflect the idea of the SYSTEM.
The idea can arise from many different situations, such as result of the long term
ICT strategy of a user organisation or the need to support a specific activity within
an organisation. The user needs are not yet clearly defined and precise. They
express the purpose, scope and high-level characteristics of the SYSTEM.

Relation between ISI and the objective of phase P0
The actors in this phase should focus on describing the main objective of
the SYSTEM.
Design process shortcomings related to the activities of phase P0
In this phase the following activity plays a role (see section 3.3.1):
collecting user
needs

The collected «user needs» can address ISI. In our opinion, there is no
necessity to address security in the «user needs». In section 2.2.3 we
distinguished between several interests in security of User Organisations.
For User Organisations, for which security is a main issue, it is likely that
security will be addressed in the «user needs». For other User Organisations
this is not likely, because these organisations will focus in this phase on
their main issues.

Design process shortcomings not related to individual activities
Environmental characteristics related to security are excluded in the
deliberations of the new SYSTEM. The environment of the SYSTEM strongly
influences the type of security needs, considering the kind of protection
and the strengths of the protection. For example, it differs whether a
SYSTEM is used in a hostile environment or in a co-operative environment
[Wood93]. Clark and Wilson, as well as Brewer and Nash showed that
organisations in different environments value the security needs differently,
[ClWi87] and [BrNa89]. Within military standards and in literature
concerning military systems the main focus is on confidentiality
requirements. In this environment integrity plays also a role, but the
property is less explicitly expressed. For other environments than military
environment, such as business environments, the importance of other
security properties is stressed. For example [ClWi87] presents a model for
integrity for business environments.
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Thus, User Organisations that operate in different environments will
have different security needs. Excluding the consideration of the
environment in this phase affects the next phase. Actors involved with the
capturing of requirements are not aware of the possible impact of the
entities in the environment on the SYSTEM, resulting in an incomplete «set
of requirements».

4.2.2 Phase P1 – Capturing requirements
Objective:
Determine the set of requirements for the system that defines what the system
should do, from a User Organisation oriented viewpoint.
The set of requirements defines what the SYSTEM should do (and not how this is
done).

Relation between ISI and the objective of phase P1
The «set of requirements» should be as complete as possible [ZaJa97].
When a certain issue is not addressed in the requirements, this issue does
not show up in the remainder of the design process. Thus, within this phase
the security requirements should be revealed, aligning the confidentiality
and integrity issues of the SYSTEM with the assets of the User Organisation.
In section 3.3.2 we distinguished between functional and quality
requirements. A security requirement can be a functional requirement as
well as a quality requirement. One security requirement cannot be both
functional and quality at the same time. We illustrate the two types of
requirements in Example 4.1.
Example 4.1 Functional
and quality requirements

Functional requirement: Data of the User Organisation shall be kept confidential outside the
premises
Quality requirement:

Safeguards may delay the speed of communication:
for data traffic
1%
for real-time video streams none

Design process shortcomings related to the activities of phase P1
In this phase the following activities play a role (see section 3.3.2):
gathering
requirements

defining
environment

We have identified design process shortcomings related to both activities.
For each activity we subsequently discuss these shortcomings below.
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Shortcomings in activity
P1a, Gathering
requirements

Design process shortcomings for the gathering of security requirements are
associated with:
1. sources of security requirements;
2. point of time to gather security requirements;
3. capturing method.
We discuss these three shortcomings below.
1. Sources of security requirements. The security requirements originate from a
number of sources and address a wide range of aspects. We discuss
respectively User requirements, Management requirements and regulations
of governments.
User requirements. Users withhold certain security requirements. They
use the SYSTEM most intensively. Therefore, they will have requirements for,
for example, the physical interfaces and the Human Computer Interfaces
(HCI). End Users try to avoid mentioning requirements that will lead to
unpleasant events. For example, a requirement for strong access control
may imply that before applications can be used the End User should put a
personal chip card into a PC and subsequently has to identify himself with a
unique password for each single application. The End Users perceive that
security requirements will lead to realisations of safeguards that are
unattractive to be confronted with. The End Users provide the designers
only reluctantly with this kind of requirements, and therefore security
requirements tend to remain implicit [MoSo94]. The System
Administrators will be less reluctant, because they need to deliver a working
SYSTEM to the End Users. The consequence of the withholding of security
requirements leads to an incomplete «set of requirements».
Management requirements. Non-technical requirements given by the
management of the User Organisation are often not taken into account.
Once the SYSTEM is operational it operates within the User Organisation.
Therefore, it should comply with the security rules defined in that User
Organisation. The security policy provides these security rules [Bosw95].
The security policy also addresses risks for the User Organisation. The
SYSTEM should comply with all the rules in the security policy. As the
security policy addresses organisational, psychological and technical
safeguards, in the design not only technical safeguards issues should be
addressed. Unfortunately, the actors in the design process act from a
technically oriented perspective and leaving the other perspectives out of
the design [Hitc95]. Consequently, the «set of requirements» will not be
complete.
Regulations of governments. The impact of legal matters is not always
clear. The government is not an actor in the design process. However, its
laws, recommendations, regulations and rules constraint the application of
ICT, see section 2.2.5. By doing this, the government defines high-level
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requirements regarding, for example, computer criminality, liability and
privacy. In, for example, the Act on Computer Criminality the Dutch
government states that ‘a SYSTEM should be secured considering the current
possibilities of security’ [WCC93]. With this the government encourages
the use of security to keep the impact of computer criminality on the
society at a minimum. However, the precise meaning of the law text for the
requirements of a telematics system is not trivial.
2. Point of time to capture security requirements. Security requirements cannot
be determined when the primary functionality is unknown. Normally,
requirements are captured simultaneously. Capturing the security
requirements simultaneously, result in requirements that do not fully cover
and comprehend the essence of the SYSTEM. It seems that not all the
relevant security requirements can be captured, when no stable version of
the primary functionality of the SYSTEM is available.
Definition 46 Primary
functionality

Primary functionality of a SYSTEM is the functionality fulfilling the main
objective of the SYSTEM.
In Example 4.2 the difference between the primary functionality of a
system and the security functionality of that system is illustrated.

Example 4.2 Primary
functionality

SYSTEM:
Primary functionality:
Security functionality:

Travel information via an information pillar in a shopping centre.
Provide travel data on a request of a customer.
Confidential transfer of pay-data.

The reason that security requirements cannot be articulated simultaneously
with the primary functionality is that security supports the primary
functionality of the SYSTEM. Those who define the security requirements
have to know what the requirements for the primary functionality are,
before they can articulate the security requirements.
3. Capturing method. A «requirements capturing method» aims at capturing
and articulating the requirements for the SYSTEM. In practice, however,
many of these methods only gather the explicit «user needs». Since security
requirements are often implicit, these are currently not revealed [MoSo94].
A remark here is at place, for organisations using the services of EDP
auditors. EDP auditors are well aware of the need of security and can
explicitly state security requirements. However, the requirements of the
EDP auditors will be stated in more general terms, and should be tuned for
the SYSTEM.
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Shortcomings in activity
P1b, Defining
environment

In phase P0 we identified that the SYSTEM environment has impact on the
security needs. The characteristics of the environment contribute to the
strength and the type of security requirements that should be defined. The
environment contains threats to the SYSTEM that are introduced by entities
in the system environment as defined in P0. The threat aspect of the
entities is not considered as relevant given only the primary functionality.
Within the «set of requirements» the purpose of the system is seldom
related to the security entities in the environment. This results in an
inappropriate and not complete «set of requirements».

Design process shortcomings not related to individual activities
We have not identified other design process shortcomings for phase P1.
4.2.3 Phase P2 – Studying the feasibility
Objective:
Decide whether or not the SYSTEM will be designed.
The advantages, disadvantages, costs, and benefits of the set of requirements are
considered against financial, organisational and technical possibilities of the user
organisation as well as the designers. When the SYSTEM is not feasible it is possible
to adjust the set of requirements to try getting a feasible SYSTEM.

Relation between ISI and the objective of phase P2
The assessment of security is one of the issues that contributes to the
determination whether or not a SYSTEM is feasible. Assessed are alternative
solutions to fulfil the security requirements. The ISI of the feasibility study
are, among others, the following:
– adequacy of safeguards for the required protection;
– co-operation between ISI and other issues;
– financial feasibility of a safeguard;
– organisational realisation of a safeguard;
– technical realisation of a safeguard.
An example of the co-operation between ISI and other issues is the
following: the assessment of the presence at the Internet to expose the User
Organisation via the World Wide Web and the potential attacks from
hackers.
Design process shortcomings related to the activities of phase P2
In this phase the following activities play a role (see section 3.3.3):
delivering
system
assessment

negotiating
system contract
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We have identified design process shortcomings related to the first activity.
We discuss these shortcomings below.
Shortcoming in activity
P2a, Delivering system
assessment

Design process shortcomings for delivering a system assessment are
associated with:
1. knowing the operational context of the SYSTEM;
2. regulations of governments.
We discuss these two shortcomings below.
Knowing the operational context of the SYSTEM. Delivering a «system assessment»
implies a feasibility study that has to determine whether the SYSTEM can be
realised. In the operational context real security events will occur. Security
events cannot manifest to a design of the SYSTEM. As the SYSTEM is in design
(phase P0-P5), the designers can only reason about security events. Within
the feasibility study a picture of the SYSTEM should be created that already
considers the possibility of security events. During the feasibility study the
designers have to consider solutions on how safeguards will be realised and
on how Users will use the safeguards. Given the ISI, determining the
feasibility of the SYSTEM means that non-technical issues need to be
addressed and that possible obstruction by Users needs to be assessed. For
security juridical, organisational and psychological issues are also of interest
for the feasibility, besides financial and technical issues. However, these
issues are not always covered. Psychological issues can have great impact on
the operational adequacy of safeguards [Wein71]. The question is ‘Are
users willing to comply to or to co-operate with the defined safeguards?’
For example, are End Users willing to accept extensive passwords control
mechanisms, resulting in seven passwords that should be changed every
three months? Iversen indicates that within their experience with assessing
health care environments, requirements that do no comply with the
operational context will be ignored or evaded [Iver94].
Regulations of governments. In the elaboration of P1 we discussed the
requirements coming from governments. Unfortunately, besides
encouraging security governments also have regulations that can restrict the
possible use of security products or technical safeguards within telematics
systems. For example, the USA government export regulations forbid the
export of strong encryption tools [ITAR93], [ITAR96], whereas many of
these tools originate from the USA. This means that for non-USA countries
the cryptography cannot be purchased from the USA. Other regulations
restrict the use of cryptographic techniques, for example, the regulations in
France (until recently) and draft regulation in the Netherlands. Thus, the
regulations propose constraints on the design, which can have large impact
on the realisation of a SYSTEM.
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Design process shortcomings not related to individual activities
We have not identified other design process shortcomings for phase P2.
4.2.4 Phase P3 – Specifying the overall system
Objective:
Specify the functionality of the SYSTEM in its environment from a systemengineering viewpoint.
The specification specifies what the SYSTEM should do, disregarding implementation
issues.

Relation between ISI and the objective of phase P3
The security requirements in the «set of requirements» are specified by
means of system-engineering terminology.
Design process shortcomings related to the activities of phase P3
In this phase the following activities play a role (see section 3.3.4):
specifying static
view system

specifying
system external
behaviour

specifying
quality of
system

We identified design process shortcomings related to the first two activities.
We discuss these shortcomings below.
Shortcomings in
activities P3a and P3b,
Specifying the static
view and external
behaviour of the system

Design process shortcomings related to specifying the static view of the
SYSTEM and the external behaviour of the SYSTEM are associated with:
1. behaviour of relevant entities is not completely taken into account;
2. restricted area of responsibility over the SYSTEM;
3. defining all relevant entities and only the relevant entities.
We subsequently discuss these shortcomings below.
1. Behaviour of relevant entities is not completely taken into account. The SYSTEM
communicates through interfaces with entities in its environment.
Normally, by defining the interfaces between the SYSTEM and the entities, it
is determined how the SYSTEM expects that entities in the environment need
to behave. When the entities behave as defined the SYSTEM will behave as
expected [BoLV95]. This means that when a User follows the right
instructions, he gets the right responses from the SYSTEM.
What will happen when an entity wants to communicate with the
SYSTEM in another way than defined? The entity does not use the interface
according to the designers’ intentions. We illustrated with a well-known
example (see Example 4.3).
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Sequence number guessing attack (also known as IP source address spoofing)
In this attack the attacker illegitimately uses a trusted machine’s IP address in conjunction with
some protocol (such as rsh) that performs address-based authentication, see for example
[Morr85], [Bell89] for background information and [ShMa96] for the attack.

Using interfaces differently than defined, can lead to security events.
Attacks or vulnerabilities can be derived from externally adjustable
parameters and their limits [JIWG99]. The designers can overlook entities,
such as malicious employees, that can cause harm to the SYSTEM. As a
consequence these entities are not elaborated within a specification. When
all relevant entities are considered the behaviour of these entities can be
different from the specified behaviour. For example, an authorised user
may misuse equipment by using it for personal benefits.
Leaving apart the behaviour that can possibly influence the behaviour of
the SYSTEM, will possibly cause to an incomplete specification.

Example 4.4
Responsible
organisations

A large holding owns a number of retail organisations. The holding has one central office and
some branch offices. The retail organisations all have multiple stores where food products are
sold. The stores of one chain are located within one country. The holding owns retail
organisations in multiple countries.
To supply the stores the holding uses the services of multiple whole sale organisations and
transport organisations. As the holding advocates ‘just-in-time’-delivery the ICT infrastructure
has been far-reaching opened-up to be used by whole sale organisations and transport
organisations. These organisations can view, for example, the stock volume of a retail chain.
When a retail organisation needs products, the whole sale organisations define orders itself and
arrange with the transport organisation to deliver the products.
In this example multiple organisations have access to the holdings ICT infrastructure. The
holding owns its own infrastructure and is responsible for it. However the other organisations are
responsible for how to process information in their own infrastructures.
Organisation
Holding central office

ICT owned by
Holding

Guidelines
- Separated infrastructure for connections
with external parties
- Explicit authorisation of access to parties
Holding branch office Holding
See holding
Retail chain
Holding
See holding
Whole sale organisation Whole sale organisation - Efficient co-operation between parts of the
organisation require one infrastructure
Transport organisation Transport organisation - Route planning is distributed via the
Internet.
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2. Restricted area of responsibility over the SYSTEM. Many telematics systems are
connected to other systems or part of larger systems; a good example of this
connectivity is the Internet.
When an entity in the environment of the system is associated to one of
the organisations (for example, employee relation) this entity is part of that
organisation’s sphere of influence. This means that this entity should obey
the objectives and rules of the organisation. The organisation has means to
enforce abeyance. Entities outside an organisation have to obey other
objectives and rules, enforced by other organisations. A conflict of interest
may arise, and the entities that cannot be controlled may initiate security
events. We illustrate this in Example 4.4.
The restricted area of responsibility implies that the specification will be
incomplete because relevant entities in the environment of the SYSTEM are
forgotten to take into account and furthermore the translation of the
security policies will be troublesome.
Consequence of this shortcoming is that the behaviour of some relevant
entities is not or cannot be specified.
3. Defining all relevant entities and only the relevant entities. In the specification
only those entities that are relevant for the interactions between
environment and SYSTEM are taken into account. Basically, those entities to
which the SYSTEM should respond are considered. Typical entities are data,
end users, peripheral systems (for example, a printer) and other systems to
which the SYSTEM is connected.
Entities that are not under control of an organisation should also be
considered as threats, because they can cause security events. Whether or
not these entities are considered should be determined. The number of
possible relevant entities is, in essence, unlimited, because the world is
large.
This shortcoming will lead to an incomplete specification or a
specification with too much lumber.

Design process shortcomings not related to individual activities
As addressing of non-technical issues is of interest in the «system
assessment» it is also of interest in the specification. The specification,
specified with system-engineering terminology, should be precise and
consistent. Specifying non-technical issues in precise system-engineering
terms can be difficult, because the right concepts are not available [Hitc95].
The TCSEC evaluation criteria even recommend avoiding specification of
the security non-technical concept of privacy [NCSC87]. This
recommendation is given because the concept cannot be very precise. An
exception for this is made when it can be narrowed to the known systemengineering concept of ‘rights’.
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4.2.5 Phase P4 – Structuring
Objective:
Structure the SYSTEM into components that can be built.
The structuring process results in a set of related components, which can
themselves be decomposed into substructures. The resulting structure consists of a
hierarchical set of components. Each component is labelled with a function. The
interactions are defined among the components of the same hierarchy level. The
highest level of the structuring hierarchy is called SYSTEM architecture. The lowest
level of the structuring hierarchy is called workable components.

Relation between ISI and the objective of phase P4
In this phase high-level security solutions are proposed. Organisational
safeguards and security services are put in place within the structure
hierarchy. An example of an organisational safeguard is separation of duties.
An example of security service is an authentication service. The components
with security are decomposed to the level of «workable components».
Design process shortcomings related to the activities of phase P4
In this phase the following activities play a role (see section 3.3.5):
Defining
structuring
criteria
specifying
components
hierarchy
specifying
quality
components

delivering
components
assessment

negotiating
workable comp.
contract

We have identified design process shortcomings related to the activities
‘Defining structuring criteria’, ‘Specifying components hierarchy’ and
‘Delivering components assessment’. For each activity we subsequently
discuss these shortcomings below.
Shortcomings in activity
P4a, Defining
structuring criteria

The criteria are, among others, involved with the sequence and the type of
decomposition. Decomposition can be performed in various ways. Within
traditional design the structuring of the SYSTEM is often based on logical
decomposition, abstracting from the physical distribution of the SYSTEM
[BeHu96]. When the logical components are mapped onto physical parts of
the SYSTEM this can have a serious impact on the risk the SYSTEM has to deal
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with. For example, a network should connect geographically distributed
parts of a system. Because of cost-reductions this network cannot be a
private network and a public infrastructure is used. This may imply that
risks become important to consider, such as eavesdropping and data
modification. Thus, separation of the various ways of decomposition can
lead to overlooking of the introduction of risks.

Shortcomings in activity
P4b, Specifying
components hierarchy

During structuring and realisation of the SYSTEM designers have to decide
how the specification is implemented, because the specification merely
addresses what the system should do and not how this should be realised.
The specification addresses a specific level of abstraction, thus excluding all
the details needed for the implementation. The result is that the final
realisation of the SYSTEM will include trade-offs of the specification possibly
causing vulnerabilities in the SYSTEM, see [BoLV95]. These trade-offs can
have a number of causes. We have identified the following:
1. introduction of new risks,
2. extended and restricted functionality,
3. compromises.
We subsequently discuss these trade-offs.
1. Introduction of new risks. When a component is specified, the designers
know the details of this component. The view on the threats corresponds to
the abstraction level of the component. Components lower in the design
hierarchy provide more detail and thus possible threats associated with
these details. We illustrate this in Example 4.5.

Example 4.5 Boundary
of a SYSTEM

An organisation needs a device to separate their local networks from external networks. Based
on the device’s requirements the designers have specified some security services, including:
- Access control for passing inbound and outbound data streams,
- Authentication for processes passing the device,
- Logging of event concerning security (events to be determined).
By performing a risk-analysis on the current design, it is discovered that detailed threats to the
logging service exist, such as an overflow of data in the database where the logging data are
stored. Consequence of an overflow is that data that should be stored cannot be stored. In other
words, the implementation of a security service introduced new threats.

2. Extended and restricted functionality. During the implementation, the
functionality of the SYSTEM can be extended beyond the defined «set of
requirements», because of
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–
–
–

the use of standard components,
addition of nice and easy functionality,
dissatisfaction of designers about the proposed functionality.
Standard components are not custom-made by the System Architecture for
the User Organisation. They are obtained from others to be re-used in the
design of the SYSTEM, for example, COTS components. Standard
components can be found in, for example, [ECMA88].
Definition 47 Standard
component

A standard component is a component that has been a component in multiple
designs and that is not specifically designed for the SYSTEM.
The functionality can also be restricted, particularly if costs should be
limited. Especially the extension of the functionality can lead to
vulnerabilities in the SYSTEM (see also section 7.2). We illustrate this in
Example 4.6.

Example 4.6 Extension
of functionality

One of the services a telephone net offers to customers is customer-initiated redirection of
connections. Suppose customer A has redirected his phone number to the number of customer
B. When customer C phones A, the phone rings at B’s, see Figure 4.2.
D

E

F

1
A
Figure 4.2 Extended
functionality in a
telephone net

Legend

>>>>>>>>>>>>>

x

B

Possible connection
A

1

C

Customer x

2

B B blocks calls of A
Established connection

A >>> B Calls to A are redirected to B

Now the service provider of the phone net introduces a new service: call blocking, which offers
the possibility to exclude some customers contacting your number. Customer A has blocked
calls from customers C, D and E. Customer B blocked calls from E and F.
This function can clash with the redirection functionality, which is indicated in Figure 4.2.
Suppose C wants to call A. The question now is: ‘Does the bell ring at B’s?”
The answer depends on the implementation the designers have chosen. We show two
possibilities: (1) When a call comes in at A’s, at that place a redirection decision is made, callblocked customers cannot be redirected. (2) A more bandwidth-efficient implementation would
be to connect C directly to B, thus disregarding the call blocking.
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3. Compromises. A decision to realise the SYSTEM in a certain way may result
in a violation or compromise of the intentions of the specification. These
compromises can be either unintended or intended.
Compromises may be introduced unintentionally. These compromises
follow from insufficient insight into the consequences of the decisions by
designers. These decisions can concern, for example, speed, simplicity and
implementation of shortcuts. Due to the complexity of the system a
consequence can be that the ideas of security as formulated in the
specifications are violated. For example, an integrity-check (a CRC) is not
performed, because this decreases the performance.
Compromises can also be intentionally introduced as functionality, by
putting backdoors into the SYSTEM [LBM+94]. Examples of backdoors are
trap doors and Trojan horses. While the purpose of trap doors and Trojan
horses may differ, the consequence is a vulnerability in the SYSTEM. [FC92]
describes trapdoors as follows:
A trap door is usually activated in some innocent-appearing manner (such
as a special random key sequence at a terminal). Software designers often
write trap doors in their code for testing purposes (for example, to change
the contents of a certain variable). A trap door enables them to re-enter
the system to perform certain functions.
When, after testing, these trap doors are not removed the functionality
remains available, and can be used freely.
[DoD85] describes Trojan horses as follows:
A Trojan Horse is a computer programme with an apparently or actually
useful function that contains additional (hidden) functions that
surreptitiously exploit the legitimate authorisations of the invoking process
to the detriment of security. An example is to make a ‘blind copy’ of a
sensitive file that is sent to the creator of the Trojan horse.
These intended compromises are more difficult to avoid and require
organisational safeguards within the design process environment itself.
Intended compromises can be viewed as extensions of the functionality, as
described before.

Shortcomings in activity
P4e, Delivering
components assessment

The shortcomings to deliver a «components assessment» are comparable
with the shortcomings for «system assessment», see the phase ‘Feasibility
study’, activity P2a. The shortcomings are less troublesome, because the
realisation of the SYSTEM is fewer abstraction levels away. This means that
details can be better estimated.

Design process shortcomings not related to individual activities
Addressing non-technical issues is also an issue in the structuring of the
SYSTEM. Ideally, all ISI that are relevant for the SYSTEM will appear in the «set
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of requirements». Consequently these issues return in the specifications,
and therefore in the structured design. This means that the ISI should
somehow be recognised in the specification of the components. Checkland
and Scholes have shown that organisational, legal and economic issues are
difficult to embed in a technical design [ChSc90]. Hitchings has tried to
extent the work of Checkland and Scholes, but she also illustrates the
difficulty to establish non-technical issues within a technical design
[Hitc95].

4.2.6 Phase P5 – Building
Objective:
Realise the workable components of phase P4.
Hardware components should be bought or physically built, while software
components should be bought or programmed. Individual hardware, firmware and
software units must be connected and tested as a group. The SYSTEM has to be
tested and documented.

Relation between ISI and the objective of phase P5
In this phase the «workable components», which include solutions for the
security requirements, are realised in the units. An example of a dedicated
security unit is a plug-in encryption card from vendor X. The units are
tested and documented.
Design process shortcomings related to the activities of phase P5
In this phase the following activities play a role (see section 3.3.6):
building units

integrating units

documenting for
System
Administrator
testing

preparing tests

documenting for
End User

We have identified design process shortcomings related to the activities
‘Building units’ and ‘Documenting for System Administrator’. For each
activity we subsequently discuss these shortcomings below.
Shortcomings in activity
P5b, Building units

For this activity we elaborate the shortcomings related to:
1. choice of technical safeguards,
2. trade-offs by use of standard units.
We subsequently discuss these shortcomings below.
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1. Choice of technical safeguards. A range of technical safeguards is available at
the Telematics Market to realise the «workable components». When
choosing the safeguards two directions of thought should be considered:
– Impact on the User Organisation. The characteristics of a safeguard
determine the type of security procedures. The security procedures
define the security activities for the User Organisation. These
procedures interact with other procedures and can have impact on the
quality of work of the employees [Tipt98], such as the workload for End
Users, changes in the organisational structure or extra costs. For
example, the choice between a public-key and a private-key encryption
algorithm implies a totally different way of handling key management.
The impact on the User Organisation is closely related to non-technical
issues.
– Legitimacy of the technical safeguards. In section 4.2.3 we have shown that
some countries restrict the use of security products, especially when
cryptography is involved. When in this phase choices are made for
certain technical safeguards, it must be certain that these safeguards can
be legitimate used.
2. Trade-offs by use of standard units. In phase P4 we have seen that the use of
standard components can lead to compromises of the specification. For
standard units this also holds. When realising the SYSTEM, standard units can
be used. This is a commonly known method of building systems, because
cost considerations make that not everything can be redesigned from
scratch every time [BeHu96]. The standard units do not have to have any
relation to security. Examples of standard units are the operating system
UNIX, Microsoft C++ libraries and an Intel Pentium processor. The
standard units have certain functionality, which is probably a superset of the
functionality needed to realise the specified functionality. The additional
functionality can contain additional functions or features that can give
addition risks to the SYSTEM. For example, an operating system offers to
share disks with remote users. These remote users can introduce new
threats. Another example is the encryption offered by Microsoft Windows
2000. In the international (non-USA) version only solutions for weak
encryption are offered. Thus, use of standard units can be a possible source
for the introduction of vulnerabilities.

Shortcomings in activity
P5g, Documenting for
System Administrator

Not documenting procedures relevant for security can lead to late
recognition of vulnerabilities. The security procedures will differ from the
procedures that prescribe how to use the SYSTEM in normal situations. The
system documentation should contain descriptions of the procedures that
cope with exceptional behaviour.
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Some people want that the security documentation is not publicly
available, to keep the safeguards secret. Other people call this strategy
“security through obscurity (STO)” [CaLS96], meaning that
implementation details of the safeguard cannot be kept the secret to only a
small group of people. In December 1997 a mobile telephone system,
Global System for Mobile Telecommunications (GSM), was hacked. In
ACM Risk Forum Vol. 19, Issue 48 Anderson discusses the risks for the
phone companies [Neum85]:
(…) by restricting parts of the security specification to people who signed
a non-disclosure agreement, the GSM-consortium deprived itself of the
benefit of open scrutiny by the research community. It is this scrutiny that
has led to protocols such as Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) and Secure
Electronic Transaction protocol (SET) having their holes found and fixed.
However, the global deployment of GSM ensured that many people would
be cleared to know the design, most of which can be got anyway by
observing traffic or by reverse engineering unprotected equipment. So
public scrutiny was inevitable - but only after billions of dollars’ worth of
equipment had been deployed and the system could not changed. So the
GSM security-by-obscurity strategy gave them the worst of all possible
worlds. (…)
A year before the hack of GSM Brunnstein had already warned for the STO
strategy related to encryption protocols used in GSM (ACM Risk Forum
Vol. 19, Issue 48, September 1996).

Design process shortcomings not related to individual activities
We have not identified other design process shortcomings for phase P5.
4.2.7 Phase P6 – Making operational
Objective:
Render the SYSTEM built in phase P5 operational in the User Organisation so that it
meets the requirements.
The SYSTEM from phase P5 is built and tested under ‘laboratory conditions’ and
must be tuned to the context in the User Organisation and integrated with existing
systems.

Relation between ISI and the objective of phase P6
In this phase the security solutions are deployed within the User
Organisation. Security parameters of the SYSTEM are set. An example is that
the authorised Users need to be defined as input for the access control
mechanisms. With the «acceptance» of the SYSTEM, also the realisation of
the security solutions is accepted.
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Design process shortcomings related to the activities of phase P6
In this phase the following activities play a role (see section 3.3.7):
making
operational

accepting

We have identified design process shortcomings related to both activities.
For each activity we subsequently discuss these shortcomings below.
Shortcomings in activity
P6a, Making operational

Example 4.7
Organisational
enhancement

The choices made to render the SYSTEM operational can introduce
vulnerabilities to the SYSTEM. In telematics systems many parameters for the
system settings are present to tune the SYSTEM to the needs of the User
Organisation. Examples of such parameters are the default rights to access
files or the initial System Administrator password. There are two problems:
– default is not to denial,
– the value of the crucial security parameters is difficult to retrieve.
In our experience, the parameters have default settings that allow any
activity. In [GaSp91] this is elaborated for UNIX systems. From a security
point of view the parameters should be initially set of denial, to prevent
unwanted activities. Furthermore, the secure state of an «operational
system» should be obvious and easily derivable for administrators.
The addressing of non-technical issues plays also a role in the
operational context of the SYSTEM. Safeguards cannot be realised by
technical solutions in the SYSTEM only [CaLS96]. The technical solutions
need to be extended by organisational procedures for the User
Organisation. We illustrate this in Example 4.7.
Realised security mechanism: Access control mechanism that grants or denies access to
applications of a SYSTEM based on user profiles.
Technical realisation:
Software that read out the user profile based on the identity of a
User. The data of the profile are established by granting or
refusing access to the requested application.
Organisational needs:
User profiles need to be maintained. For example, when an
employee leaves the User Organisation the profile should be
deleted.

Administrative procedures for security need to keep up with the changes in
the User Organisation. The SYSTEM must be used in the daily work of an
End User, for which the daily work procedures should be adjusted. Because
these changes affect the daily work of the Users, this may result in
opposition against the introduction of use of these administrative
procedures.
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How does the User Organisation know that the SYSTEM complies with the
«requirements contract»? Primary functionality in today’s telematics
systems is difficult to test, because of the large number of possible settings
and mutual dependencies. Testing the security functionality is a degree
more difficult than the testing of the primary functionality. This is because
the specification should be tested as well as the complement of the
specification:
– Security functionality as such has to be tested, for example, are data
really encrypted during data transfer?
– Security functionality has to be tested to determine whether or not it
adequately protects in case of exceptional behaviour or misbehaviour.
For example, an encrypted communication date channel is
eavesdropped. The data can be decrypted in a couple of days.
– Security events against which the SYSTEM is protected do not manifest
immediately. When security experts imitate a security event for testing
purposes, this can have severe impact on the User Organisation.
Evaluation criteria are developed to evaluate the security properties of a
system. For military organisations it is often mandatory to perform a
security evaluation of a system [DoD94]. The criteria are particularly useful
in mass-production situations. The contract out scenario presented in this
book typically produces only one system. For these situations the
application of the set of evaluation criteria to the SYSTEM is overdo, because
of complexity and costs.

Design process shortcomings not related to individual activities
In this phase shortcomings regarding the following two issues can be
identified:
1. security policy,
2. design environment versus production environment.
We subsequently discuss these issues below.
1. Security policy. The SYSTEM rendered operational in the User Organisation
should comply with the security policy. The functionality that the SYSTEM
offers may be new for the User Organisation. For example, possibilities to
send electronic files to a competitor. This new functionality may cause
activities that were not foreseen in the security policy. This can results in
one of the two following situations:
– The possibility to use the new functionality is disabled to bring the
SYSTEM in line with the security policy.
– The security policy is modified to enclose the consequences of the use
of new functionality.
We illustrate the first situation in Example 4.8.
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In the Netherlands governmental classified data can be send over a network, when safeguards
for this network are checked and approved by a special government agency [MP1010]. At the
end of 1997 no approval existed for the use of broadband connections. Consequently, the
government and public services are not allowed to use the new opportunities of broadband
communication.

3. Design environment versus production environment. In this phase of making
the SYSTEM operational the ‘laboratory conditions’ of the designers and
the ‘operational conditions’ of the User Organisation meet. The SYSTEM
is transferred from a design environment to the operation production
environment. Actions of the designers can be troublesome for the
operational of production environment. Introduction of a SYSTEM in the
operational environment, may cause side effects for other systems,
resulting in disruptions of the ongoing work of the End Users. Many
authors have shown that the design and the production environment
should be completely separated from each other, see for example
[BSI99] and [CaLS96]. This separation should be elaborated in a logical
and a physical separation of the environments. The reason for this
separation is closely related to the danger of intended compromise.
When the functionality of the SYSTEM has to be changed, the
introduction of this functionality in the «operational system» can cause a
security event. We illustrate this in Example 4.9.
Example 4.9 Separation

On 4 June 1996 a European Ariane 5 rocket was launched. Shortly after the launch the rocket
exploded. The explosion was caused by bugs in the software modules of the inertial guidance
system. Apparently, software modules for the Ariane rocket were re-used in the software of the
Ariane 5 without proper testing. A request to test the platform under conditions similar to those
produced by the Ariane 5 was vetoed by authorities. (Reported in Volume 18 Issue 89 of
[Neum85])

4.2.8 Phase P7 – Using and maintaining
Objective:
Use the SYSTEM and keep it updated for the User Organisations needs.
Since the User Organisation is susceptible to change, and no system is without bugs,
the SYSTEM will have to be updated and changed periodically.

Relation between ISI and the objective of phase P7
In this phase safeguards are used. In addition, security events manifest in
this phase. Vulnerabilities in the SYSTEM will be revealed and covered.
Design process shortcomings related to the activities of phase P7
In this phase the following activities play a role (see section 3.3.8):
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Using

maintaining
logging and
monitoring

We have identified design process shortcomings related to the activities
‘using’ and ‘logging and monitoring’. For each activity we subsequently
discuss these shortcomings below.
Shortcomings in activity
P7b, Using

Once security holes are discovered and put the assets at risk, safeguards
need to be implemented to protect against these vulnerabilities. However,
discovering holes will not mean that they will be repaired. In the mideighties hackers continuously discovered security holes in telematics
systems. Security holes that provided unauthorised people access to a
system. The ethics adhere to, in the public view, the majority of the hackers
of those days can be summarised by an open attitude towards the vendors of
the systems. Today trained consultants try to find holes in systems, and with
success [Neum85]. Roos-Lindgreen has experienced that when security
holes are reported to the responsible mangers of vendors, the messenger is
not welcomed with applause. Based on this experience he gives a typical
conversation that follows when a hole is reported [Roos96]. The
conversation consists of the following parts:
– denial of the security hole by the vendor;
– denial of the extent of the hole by the vendor;
– glorify the skills of the messenger, no one else can accomplish such an
effort;
– promise to repair the system;
[large time frame]
– announcing of repaired system.
However, the original messenger does still not believe that the system is
secure.

Shortcomings in activity
P7c, Logging and
monitoring

By examining «log records» it is possible to find that security events have
taken place. However, not all the security events can be discovered in this
way. There exist security events that are invisible to logging and monitoring.
For example, when a User has told a colleague his access password, the
colleague can use it, see for example [Bloc91]. The monitor cannot
distinguish between the real holder of the password and the colleague. In
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this kind of situations it becomes clear that the enforcement of safeguard by
a System Administrator is limited of scope.
For an adequate respond on security events information that can lead to
the identification of the events is of importance. The organisational
procedures should support this. In Example 4.10 we show that there exist
situations in which security events are not reported:
SYSTEM:
Example 4.10 reporting
security events

Security event:
Result:
End User reaction:

Consequence:

Part of the MESH-project is the design of a shared editor, with which
authors of multiple organisations can geographically distributed, edit a
shared document at the same time. The shared editor is built on top of
word processor Word 7.0 of Microsoft.
The CAPT-virus was included in as a macro in documents that were edited
with the word processor.
Infected documents could not be saved under the same file name as with
which Word had opened the file.
Save the document under another name. The System Administrator was
not informed about the virus, because the End Users thought the
inconvenience had to do with new safeguards of the System Administrator.
The infection was discovered late, and many documents have been
infected. As the SYSTEM was meant for a number of organisations,
spreading of the virus among all collaborating organisations was just a
matter of time.

(This example is based on the experience in the MESH-project)

Design process shortcomings not related to individual activities
Organisations and their environments are not static; on the contrary, they
change constantly. Changes that affect the SYSTEM can be the cause of:
1. predictable facts of life, for example, the absence of people and career
moves;
2. changes in the organisation policies, for example, co-operation with
another organisation by means of EDI;
3. changes in the environment, for example, introduction of a new law,
new technology or a policy change of competitors.
Changes resulting from predictable facts of life should be anticipated in
adequate procedures. In this phase, the procedures are carried out and
related data is kept up-to-date. A security example is the provision of a
password to a new employee and its removal when someone leaves.
Changes in the policies of an organisation could demand changes in the
requirements of the SYSTEM and thus in adjustments. When the changes
involve security, these should be treated just as the other requirements.
Changes in the environment should be studied carefully, since these
could introduce new threats, requiring new safeguards in the SYSTEM.
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Changes could adjust the «set of requirements» and introduce other
interactions to the security requirements.

4.3

Elementary shortcomings
In this section we give a brief overview of the elementary shortcomings.
These shortcomings are associated with ISI whatever the area in which
security is applied. When addressing ISI in the traditional design process
these shortcomings also come to light.
Experiences with the introduction of security in organisations have
shown that certain shortcomings will often rise and that these shortcomings
are obstinate. As a consequence, shortcomings like these will also affect the
traditional design process. The elementary shortcomings are identified in
many books and studies, see for example [BSI99], [CaLS96] and [ErYo98].
The following shortcomings come to light when analysing the design
process:
1. lack of security awareness,
2. identification of relevant risks,
3. complexity of interrelations.
We discuss these shortcomings in the sections below.

4.3.1 Lack of security awareness
Lack of security awareness is an important reason why in all design phases
ISI are overlooked. A number of surveys have shown that security awareness
is still not self-evident, see for example [ErYo98]. Even when the
Management of a User Organisation has established a security policy, they
are not really involved with security [Stan97]. This means that no priority
and no time are assigned to perform security tasks. Consequently, this also
affects the design activities.
When security is not part of the project plan for a specific design, see
section 3.1.5, it will be difficult to assign resources, such as personnel, to
elaborate on security. Leaving ISI out of the project plan demonstrates that
the Management believes this is not an important topic. The result of this is
that the actors involved in the design process are not stimulated to address
ISI.
Lack of security awareness interweaves with the design phases P1 - P7.
In phase P0 ISI are not addressed in the outline of the SYSTEM. The
consequences of lack of security awareness regarding the design process are:
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1. focus in the activities is on the primary functionality;
2. security requirements remain implicit;
3. some relevant disciplines are not addressed.

Focus in the activities is on the primary functionality
When realising the «requirements contract» our experience is that the focus
of the designers is on realising the primary functionality. For example, when
a public interactive information pillar is designed, the focus will be on
realising the interaction functions and providing the information with
which customers can be tempted. Implementation of the requirements for,
for example, secure payment, is postponed by the designers, because it is
not as important as the primary functionality. In case of strict time
constraints and less available design time, functionality outside the scope of
the primary functionality will be the first to be discarded [TOF+97].
Security requirements remain implicit
The security requirements, as with any requirements, cannot be articulated
before is recognised that there are needs supported by these requirements
[MoSo94]. For example, an End User should be aware that his files of his
shared editing application can be modified by co-operating users of a
hacked organisation, before he can even be concerned about the possible
integrity violations for his files. The security requirements remain implicit
when the level of awareness is not lift-up, or when no specialists are
involved in the design process such as auditors.
Some relevant disciplines are not addressed
We have seen in the previous section, that for almost every phase neglecting
certain disciplines, such as legal, organisational a psychological, leads to
incomplete designs.
4.3.2 Identification of relevant risks
Safeguards for the SYSTEM should be adequate regarding the relevant risk for
the SYSTEM, see also section 2.3.3. The relevant risks cannot easily be
determined because
– risk analysis is difficult to perform [Bask93];
– statistical incident sources are not available;
– the range of possible risks is very wide;
– vulnerabilities are not documented in official system documentation.
The security requirements should be aligned with the risks for the SYSTEM.
With each implementation step in the design process vulnerabilities can be
introduced to the design, resulting in new risks for the SYSTEM.
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As risk can be identified on multiple levels of abstraction in the design, the
risk analysis of the SYSTEM should be elaborated on the appropriate level of
abstraction. Especially, the use of standard components and standard units
can introduce vulnerabilities, because these have been created for other
requirements than the SYSTEM.

4.3.3 Complexity of interrelations
Models of security try to catch a variety of issues, such as governmental
regulations and physical safeguards [Smit93]. In addition, many entities can
be a threat for, for example, a telematics system. The interrelations between
al these entities, together with the variety of issues, make the security
discipline complex. For the design of telematics system the complexity of
security has consequences in the following two areas.
1. Increasing complexity: Addressing ISI in a design process increases the
number of entities, components, units and interactions that should be
addressed.
2. Interrelations between primary functionality and security functionality.
The SYSTEM interacts with the environment through interfaces. For the
interfaces, two main questions are of importance.
1. What is considered within the interface definition?
2. How are the interfaces used, once the SYSTEM is operational?
When an interface is used within a narrow interpretation, some events will
not be taken in to account. The traditional design process addresses error
handling to take care of easily predictable abnormal behaviour. However,
interactions between system and its environment contain more than interactions to establish the primary functionality of the system, and some error
handling. Interactions taking security into account are also involved with:
– misbehaviour of the SYSTEM or parts thereof;
– exceptional behaviour in the SYSTEM environment.
These events, however, do have implications for the functioning of the
SYSTEM. We show this in Example 4.11.
Example 4.11
Consequences of a
narrow interpretation of
an interface

Situation:
Network N of organisation A is coupled to a number of external networks, which are not under
the responsibility of organisation A. On top of these networks applications need to run to
support the business processes of organisation A.
The system is designed such that users on the external networks can get access only to network
N when they are authorised. Authorised persons have physical and logical means to identify
themselves to network N.
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Consequence:
Let us assume that the security means for the access control protection are adequate. The
designers took for granted that now unauthorised persons could not have any effect on the
adequate functioning of the network. The environment of the system was restricted to authorised
people. However, unauthorised persons can send enormous amount of data to network A. And
although this data stream never is allowed on the network, processing time is needed to decide
that the data stream cannot be allowed. When the data stream is large enough this can lead to a
decrease of service (speed, providing access) to the authorised users.

Example 4.11
(continued)

4.4

Overview of shortcomings
In this section we summarise the shortcomings identified in this chapter.
In Table 4.1 the shortcomings are summarised by their main characteristic.
For each entry in the table we have indicated to which phase it applies.
Analysing the shortcomings we can conclude that they have impact on five
areas related to the design process:
– procedures in the User Organisation;
– management of the design process;
– type of activities that need to be performed by the designers;
– positioning of the activities related to the other activities;
– methods to perform the activities.
In this book the latter three areas are of interest and will be subject for
solutions. Solutions should overcome the shortcoming, which can be
summarised by the following statements:
– The main focus of design is on technique, while neglecting the relevance
and impact of organisational issues.
– The nature of security related entities in the environment of the SYSTEM
fundamentally differ from primary functionality related entities.
– The postponement and neglecting of security.
These observations will be the starting points for our proposals to address
ISI in the design process.

OVERVIEW OF SHORTCOMINGS

Shortcoming
Table 4.1 Overview of
shortcomings
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P0 P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7

General
- Excluding of non-technical issues

     

- Lack of security awareness

      

Input to the design process
- Cover the implicit requirements



- Excluding environmental entities related to security

 



- Incorporation of all relevant entities and only the relevant
entities

 



- Point of time to capture security requirements





Realisation in the design process
- Completely taken into account behaviour of relevant
entities
- Increase of complexity

 
     

- Late recognition of vulnerabilities by not documenting
procedures relevant for security

  

- Overlooking the introduction of risks by separation of
decomposition ways



- Trade-offs of the specification because of
- extended functionality

  

- introduction of new risks

  

Operational environment
- Enforcement of all activities of all relevant entities by the
User Organisation
- Line-up of security functionality with security policy
- Possible obstruction of safeguards by Users
- Proofing the adequacy of safeguards.

 







 
 

- Tuning of safeguards with the procedures in the
operational environment

 

- Wrong parameter setting

 

Chapter
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5. Towards security aware design
In this chapter we elaborate on solutions that can be used to systematically
and adequately address ISI in the design process of telematics systems. We
have searched for solutions in the following areas:
– security design,
– traditional design process solutions.
The solutions elaborated, are selected with the purpose to overcome the
design process shortcomings as described in section 4.2. The solutions
should take notice of the elementary shortcomings as identified in section
4.3.
In section 5.1 we study solutions in the security discipline. In section 5.2
we study the practice of addressing ISI in current design processes. In
section 5.3 we state which points of attention and which activities are
needed to adequately address ISI in the traditional design process.

5.1

Study of solutions in the security discipline
In this section we study solutions that can be found in the security
discipline. In section 5.1.1 solutions to overcome the elementary
shortcomings are discussed. In section 5.1.2 solutions to overcome the
design process shortcomings are discussed.

5.1.1 Regarding elementary shortcomings
Application of security has been done for years. The experience gathered in
these years has resulted in a number of issues that turned out to be
essential. In Chapter 2 we already discussed security baselines, as for
example BS7799, which compile the experiences into a document. The
topics BS7799 comprises are summarised in Table 1.2 [BSI99].
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In, for example, [AaHZ85], [Wood87], [BSI99] and [CaLS96] extensive
lists of activities are given that are recommended to address security. Some
of these activities are:
– definition and execution of an awareness programmes;
– maintaining and analysing incident reports;
– execution of a dependency or risk analysis;
– implementation of safeguards.

5.1.2 Regarding design process shortcomings
In the past decades a number of methods are proposed regarding the design
of security. We use these experiences to identify the important
characteristics of security design and to put the characteristics into
perspective with the shortcomings that we have found in Chapter 4. By
doing this, design activities and design methods for the design process can
be identified.
As a basis for the identification of solutions we use an analytical study
performed by Baskerville, see [Bask88] and [Bask93]. In this study the
activities of the practice of security design are compared with the activities
of three generations of general systems design that cover the ISI of
computer-based information. The study does not address actor roles in the
design activities. From the design items only the design methods are
elaborated.
The study of Baskerville ends in 1993. As new developments have
emerged since then, we identify a fourth generation that started in 1994. In
Table 5.1 the generations, their name and objectives are indicated. Note
that a generation has not a fixed end date. Moreover, certain methods from
these generations can still be used.
For all four generations we discuss the activities and methods used.
Furthermore we indicate what it can benefit to the enhancement of the
traditional design process.
Table 5.1 Generations
of design (based on
[Bask93])

Generation

Name

Objective

1972 - …

Checklist

Selection of the various solution
components

1981 - …

Mechanistic engineering

Partitioning of complex systems
solutions

1988 - …

Logical transformational

Abstraction of the problem and
solution space

1994 - …

Organisational triggered

Design beyond the technical
boundaries
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Checklist, 1972 - …
Checklist methods provide designers with solutions, based on collected
experience of many designers. The following activities are performed in
design processes that are based on checklists [Bask93]:
– survey security checklists,
– risk analysis,
– realisation.
Survey security
checklists

The range of safeguards that designers can possibly use is limited. The
checklists focus on concrete technical systems and they provide answers to
the question ‘what can be done?’. The checklists for security initially aimed
at guidelines for the assessment of security of information systems in
computer centres. They are not meant to specify information systems
security, but they are used for this purpose.
Checklists have several benefits: The use is simple and fast. They are
complete regarding the state-of-the-art of the moment of drawing the
checklist. In addition, they transfer a large amount of knowledge. A
drawback is that the checklists are not SYSTEM specific.

Risk analysis

The design process is supported by risk analysis. This is important to
provide quantitative means to weight the cost of a safeguard against the cost
of the loss or damage of an asset. The use of risk analysis is complicated,
because of the lack of reliable statistics on loss and damage.

Realisation

The safeguards selected, based on the risk analysis, are directly realised in
the SYSTEM.
For the checklist generation it can be concluded that a comprehensive view
on security based on experience of many years can be provided. To enhance
the traditional design process, checklist methods can be useful to increase
awareness, to support design methods for completeness checking and to
check the conformance of the safeguards with the «requirements contract».

Mechanistic engineering, 1981 - …
In the eighties mechanistic engineering methods became in use for design.
The methods consider a process view and can be used for the design of
complex systems. The following activities are performed in design processes
based on mechanistic engineering [Bask93]:
– inventory assets and threats,
– enumerate possible safeguards,
– risk analysis,
– prioritise safeguards,
– implement safeguards.
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Inventory assets and
threats

This activity can be regarded as a first approach to capture security
requirements. The focus of this activity is on the technical systems.

Enumerate possible
safeguards

The safeguards are derived from the system requirements. The set of
safeguards that can be used by the designers has grown to a virtually
unlimited set.

Risk analysis

Risk analysis is still an important, but difficult area. Drawbacks come from
weak empirical validation and irrational estimations of risk exposures by
users. Risk analysis aims at cost-benefit assessment of the SYSTEM. To
support this important and security-unique activity some tools for designers
were developed, such as CRAMM and MARION (see section 2.3.3).

Prioritise safeguards

Based on the risk analysis and the available safeguards, the designers
consider which safeguards will be implemented.

Implement safeguards

This activity realises the safeguards. In addition, the safeguards are
documented. Proper documentation of the security design has supported a
more efficient maintenance and modification of security.
A first example of a mechanistic engineering method is the design process
proposed by Fisher in 1984 [Fish84]. This was a waterfall-style design
process for information systems security. This process follows the
establishment of a security policy for an organisation and contains the
following phases:
1. define the data inventory,
2. identify of exposures,
3. assess risk,
4. design controls,
5. analyse cost effectiveness.
A second example of a mechanistic engineering method comes from
Tompkins and Rice, in 1986. They proposed activities to integrate ISI in a
waterfall-style design process [ToRi86]. In Table 5.2 the activities of their
proposal are listed. The benefit of their approach is that they identify
activities related to the traditional design process. It is our belief, however,
that they have not come to a full integration. First, they do not indicate why
the traditional activities are not able to address the ISI. This results in a
proposal of activities of which it is not clear why these activities should be
performed instead of or in addition to the traditional design activities.
Second, they do not indicate how the security activities are aligned with the
other activities in the traditional design process. The ISI are kept separated
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from the non-ISI. Thus, the consequences of the interference between
security and non-security activities are unknown.
For the mechanistic engineering generation it can be concluded that there
exist activities to address the relevant entities for security. The realisation of
the security activities in an existing design process has not been lined-up
yet, which keeps them separated.
Activities
Table 5.2 Security
activities for the
traditional design
process [ToRi86]

Determine sensitivity of data and application

Develop the security test procedures

Determine the security objectives

Write code regarding security

Asses the security risks

Document security safeguards

Conduct a security feasibility study

Conduct security test and assessment

Define the security requirements

Write security test analysis report

Develop the security test plan

Prepare security certification report

Design security specifications

Logical transformational methods, 1988 - …
At the end of the eighties the design processes shifted their focus from
being rooted in physical units to highly abstract analysis and design. Oneto-one relations between design problems and safeguards become rare. The
emphasis is on a right-type good-fit between the requirements of the
system and appropriate safeguards, and less on correct implementation of
the safeguards. The following activities are performed in design processes
based on logical transformations [Bask93]:
– building abstract models,
– analysis of stakeholders,
– translation of abstract models into physical models,
– implementing physical models,
– maintenance.
Building abstract
models

In the design process models, functional descriptions are defined. Besides
the logical characteristics of a SYSTEM, the model relates the SYSTEM to the
organisational context. For example, the model addresses job satisfaction
and autonomy of the employee.

Analysis of stakeholders

Risk analysis is less used, because this is involved with operational SYSTEMS
rather than an abstract model of it. Abstract models as such are not
vulnerable, by which we mean that the assets of the User Organisation
cannot be exploited by attacking an abstract model. It is of course possible
that an abstract model contains design weaknesses, which become
vulnerabilities in the operational SYSTEM. The stakeholder analysis focuses
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on weaknesses of the abstract model. The risk analysis is not only focused
on the technical system. The risks for the User Organisation, the
stakeholder, are analysed too.
Translation of abstract
models into physical
models

The abstract model only addresses the logical aspects of the SYSTEM. This
activity is needed, because the abstract models do not take the possibilities
and impossibilities of reality into account. High-level definitions of
safeguards have to be mapped on to low-level representations of the
available real safeguards.

Implementing physical
models

By implementing the physical model a unique choice made for a realisation
of safeguards. For security the physical aspects of the SYSTEM are also
important, because an assessment of the weaknesses of the physical model
can reveal differences in weaknesses that are revealed from assessing the
logical model. Smith argues that this hierarchical separation of physical and
logical security can mask the identification of possible vulnerabilities
[Smit93].

Maintenance

ISI in the design models should be maintained to adequately anticipate or go

along with changed circumstances.
An example of a security design process that approaches the characteristics
of the logical transformational generation is the Structured Systems and
Design Method (SSADM), by CCTA of the UK. SSADM is risk-analysis
oriented. In each phase, there is a linkage to risk-analysis review. However,
the risk-analysis models and the logical models in SSADM remain
separated. SSADM shows that there is a need to consider security as a
fundamental part of system design.
For the logical transformational generation it can be concluded that the
design of a system is determined by the requirements, which is an abstract
model of the SYSTEM. Addressing ISI should therefore start with penetrating
in the abstract models via the requirements. Modelling safeguards and
threats in coherence with terminology and concepts that are used to define
abstract models, will therefore be important. As solutions for non-ISI can be
modelled on different levels of abstraction, so this should be done for ISI.

Organisational triggered methods, 1994 - …
The last few years research efforts have been initiated to incorporate
organisational issues in the design of SYSTEMs. New developments, such as
integration of information and telecommunication technology, crossorganisational co-operation and distributed environments, motivated the
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attendance for the organisational context. Security functionality and
organisational ISI are put into organisational and system models.
An example of a security design process that incorporates an organisational
view is Virtual Methodology (VM) as been proposed by Hitchings, see
[Hitc95], [Hitc95a] and [Hitc96]. VM is verified with a case study. VM
aims at the design of safeguards for existing information systems. Security is
treated as an add-on to the design process. The idea of VM is that the
technical scope of ISI should be broadened to non-technical issues such as
people, policies and competitors.
The benefit of VM is that the approach to design is systematic. VM
assumes that in the first stages of the design no implementation influence
should be part of the design, i.e. how the security functionality is realised.
Most important is that it extends the technical system view with ‘the
environment’. An interesting thought is to incorporate the philosophy of
the organisation in the model of the organisation, although it is not
elaborated how this can be done.
A drawback of VM is that ISI and other design issues are kept separated.
By doing this, the risk of operational problems remains, see Chapter 2.
Another drawback is that the transformation from a system security model
from one design phase to another design phase is complex to perform.
From the security design activities elaborated above and based on
experience reflected in, for example [Park81], [Fish84], [ToRi86],
[BaEl89] and [Ford94] we can conclude that certain conditions need to be
fulfilled in order to make design of secure systems possible. Most important
is that the involved actors are aware that ISI are relevant to address. The
other conditions are:
– classification of data used within the User Organisation;
– identification of the assets of the User Organisation that need to be
protected;
– identification of the risks for the User Organisation;
– establishment of a security policy by the Management of the User
Organisation;
– definition of where safeguards need to be realised: for example, in the
telematics system, in the organisational procedures, or a mixture of
places.
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Information security in traditional design processes
In this section we elaborate on the achievements in the traditional design
process with addressing ISI. We can use the achievements to derive
solutions for the design process shortcomings.
In section 5.2.1 we present the ISI of two documented design processes.
In section 5.2.2 we present what is common practice in realising the
required safeguards for a SYSTEM.

5.2.1 Two security documented design processes
We have found two documented design processes that addresses ISI slightly
more than naming security as one of the issues, whereas no specific support
to accomplish this is given. In these cases the designers have to involve
experts to get relevant knowledge on ISI. The two design processes that
address ISI are:
– design process defined by the ESA [MFM+94];
– software development and documentation MIL-STD-498 [DoD94].
In Table 5.3 and Table 5.4 all references in these design processes to
security are presented. The MIL-STD-498 demands a stronger compliance to
security than the design process defined by ESA.
Table 5.3 Security in
the ESA design process
[MFM+94]

Handling of critical requirements
The designers shall meet the following requirements:
2. Security assurance. The designers shall identify as security-critical those SYSTEMs or
portions thereof whose failure could lead to a breach of system security. If there is such
software, the designers shall develop a security assurance strategy to assure that the
requirements, design, implementation, and operating procedures for the identified software
minimise or eliminate the potential for breaches of system security. The designers shall record
the strategy in the software design plan, implement the strategy, and produce evidence, as part
of required software products, that the security assurance strategy has been carried out.
Other activities
The designers shall perform the following activities:
3. Security and privacy. The designers shall meet the security and privacy requirements
specified in the contract. These requirements may affect the software design effort, the resulting
software products, or both.
Related Standardization Documents for Computer security
DOD-5200.28 STD, DoD Trusted Computer System Evaluation Criteria.
Categories to be used for classifying problems in software products
Priority 1: Applies if a problem could jeopardise safety, security, or other requirement
designated "critical"
Candidate joint management reviews
11. Critical requirement reviews. These reviews are held to resolve open issues regarding the
handling of critical requirements, such as those for safety, security, and privacy.
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Classification of user requirements
Constraints that users may wish to place on the software include the quality attributes of (…)
security. The user shall describe the consequences of losses of availability, or breaches of
security, so that designers can fully appreciate the criticality of each function.
Specification of software requirements
The software requirements are obtained by examining the model classifying them in terms of:
(a) Functional requirements,
(b) Performance requirements,
…
(i) Security requirements: specify the requirements for the system against threats to
confidentiality, integrity and availability. Examples of security requirements are interlocking
operator commands, inhibiting of commands, read-only access, password systems and
computer virus protections. The level of physical protection needed of the facilities may
also be stated (for example, backups are to be in a fireproof safe off-site).
…
(n) Safety requirements.
Implementation of non-functional requirements
The Software Requirements Document contains a number of requirements in the non-functional
category, among which security.
Activities: Configuration item storage
To ensure the security and control of the software, as a minimum, the following software
libraries shall be implemented for all the deliverable components (for example, documentation,
source and executable code, test files and command procedures):
- Development (or Dynamic) library;
- Master (or Controlled) library;
- Static (or Archive) library.
Up-to-date security copies of master and static libraries shall be available. Procedures for the
regular backup of libraries shall be established. This is called `media control’.

Note: DoD has withdrawn this standard in 1998 as mandatory standard for design
processes. The standard is equivalent to [IEEE96].

5.2.2 Practice of realising systems
In this section we show what is common practice in realising the required
safeguards for a system
In our experience security is an add-on to systems, see also [Hitc95]. This
means that standard components or standard units are put into the system.
For the standard units COTS products can be used. We can identify two
classes of these products:
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1. products with security functionality as primary functionality, such an
access control enforcement system;
2. products of which the security functionality is not the primary
functionality, such as an operating system (for example, UNIX or
Windows NT).
Products of the fist class will have clear security objectives. The matching
between such a product as a standard unit and the required functionality of
the unit can be revealed given their objectives.
For products of the second class this matching is less obvious. The
adequacy of the matching should be revealed, given more unknown
variables. For example, Windows NT 2000 provides generic secure
application programming interface for a distributed environment [Chap97],
for example:
– Kerberos: protocol for mutual authentication, data integrity and data
privacy.
– LAN Manager: protocol for authentication, data integrity and data
privacy.
– Secure Sockets Layer.
The operating system (Windows NT) provides technical safeguards. Using
these operating systems, however, does not imply that the technical
safeguards are enforced with accompanying organisational safeguards within
the User Organisation.
When a COTS product is used in a SYSTEM this means that when
vulnerabilities in the product become known, there is a good reason to
believe that the SYSTEM is vulnerable too. This is a risk to the SYSTEM. The
SYSTEM secureness also depends on the willingness of designers of the COTS
products to release bug fixes, patches, or second releases, see Example 5.1
as illustration.
Java Implementations Can Allow Connections to an Arbitrary Host
Example 5.1 Publicity
initiated security
enhancements

The Computer Emergency Response Team (CERT) Co-ordination Centre has received reports of
a vulnerability in implementations of the Java Applet Security Manager. This vulnerability is
present in the Netscape Navigator 2.0 Java implementation and in Release 1.0 of the Java
Developer’s Kit from Sun Microsystems, Inc. These implementations do not correctly implement
the policy that an applet may connect only to the host from which the applet was loaded.
(…)
The CERT Co-ordination Centre recommends installing patches from the vendors (…)
Source: CERT(sm) Advisory CA-96.05 March 5, 1996
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Telematics systems are seldomly realised from scratch. When realising a
system, the existing technical infrastructure is used. The infrastructure can
contain a certain operating system on top of which applications are
designed. In addition, a private or public network can be part of the
infrastructure. The infrastructure, in our experience, often contains security
functionality, for example, access control to the infrastructure, encrypted
communication of public networks.
Progress made with respect to other design issues, such as fault-tolerance,
performance, redundancy and safety, addresses similar issues as security, see
for example [Leve95] and [Lloy96]. The methods that support users to
address these issues in the design process can benefit the addressing of ISI.

5.3

Stating the direction of a new approach
In this section we identify the needs and activities to enhance the traditional
design process to be able to adequately address ISI. This section is based on
the shortcomings as summarised in section 4.4 and the previous sections of
this chapter.

5.3.1 Points of attention in the design process
The needs that should be considered to adequately address ISI in the design
process are the following:
– Integrate security: Activities addressing ISI should be integrated with
activities on the design of the primary functionality of the SYSTEM.
– Sustain attention to security: Activities addressing ISI should return in, or
have impact on all phases of the design process.
– Align the addressed design abstraction: Address ISI at the same abstraction
levels as other design issues.
– Incorporate the system environment in the design: The system should not be
regarded as an isolated technical system. A number of perspectives
should be incorporated next to the technical perspective, such as the
organisational, procedural and human perspective.
– Use security experiences: Transfer security knowledge to the design process
to render a complete set of security requirements.
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5.3.2 Type of design activities
The needs that should be considered more specifically related to the design
activities are related to the following type of design activities:
– A broad focus on requirements gathering: Gather all the security requirements
according to the objectives of the User Organisation and the primary
function of the telematics system. The associated security activities are
gathering requirements and performing risk analysis within
organisational context.
– Continues security attention: Persist in keeping the attention on
identification and prioritisation of ISI, while performing the design
activities. The associated security activities are documenting the security
design, security assessment and maintenance.
– Consider the organisational context:
– embed organisational procedures,
– embed environmental entities,
– embed technical infrastructure entities.
This should be considered in all associated security activities.
– Safeguards: Identify, make, prioritise and use safeguards for realising the
security requirements. The associated security activities are
identification and prioritisation of safeguards, implementation of
safeguards and maintenance.

Chapter

6

6. Information Security Embedded
Design process
In this chapter the Information Security Embedded Design process (ISED
process) is presented. The ISED process is a new approach to intrinsically
embed security in a design process of telematics systems. The model of the
traditional design process, as described in Chapter 3, is enhanced to
overcome the shortcomings of the traditional design process as identified in
Chapter 4.
To enhance the traditional design process we propose activities, actor
roles and design items that fit in with the needs for security. In the ISED
process the activities, actor roles and design items regarding information
security issues (ISI) are integrated with the traditional activities, actor roles
and design items. The proposals are in line with the developments of
security design, as discussed in Chapter 5. The proposals fit within the eight
phases of the traditional design process. Additional phases are not needed,
because the objectives of the phases are sufficiently broad to incorporate
the necessary security activities. The proposal for the ISED process is valid
under certain assumptions.
In section 6.1 we enumerate the assumptions underlying the ISED process.
In section 6.2 we introduce new actor roles and we show the security tasks
of existing actor roles in the traditional design process. In section 6.3 we
introduce the new design items which are needed in the activities of the
ISED process. Finally, in section 6.4 we introduce all the activities of the
ISED process. For each activity we indicate the accompanying actor roles and
design items. Finally, in section 6.5 we relate the ISED process to the
requirements for a new approach (see section 4.4 and section 5.3).
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Assumptions
In this section we enumerate the assumptions on which the ISED process is
founded.

Assumptions underlying the ISED process
In section 3.2.1 the assumptions on which the model of the traditional
design process is founded are indicated. The ISED process is founded on the
same assumptions. We list the assumptions below:
– the design of the system is contracted out to an engineering organisation
by the User Organisation;
– the design of the system is started from scratch;
– the design process is based on the Waterfall model;
– the design strategy is top-down.
Assumptions for the application of the ISED process
When the ISED process is applied in an operational context the following
assumptions have to be fulfilled:
1. an organisation-wide security policy for the User Organisation has been
established;
2. assets of the User Organisation are known;
3. classification of information owned by the User Organisation has been
carried out;
4. designers of the SYSTEM can be trusted.
We elaborate these assumptions below.
Security policy

The security policy is fundamental for directing security. Without a security
policy it is difficult for people outside the User Organisation to know or
discover what the assumptions for a system should be from a security
perspective. Before the design starts, at least those items in the security
policy need to be defined that are related to the SYSTEM.

Known assets

The assets of the User Organisation do not only cover information
processed by telematics systems. The SYSTEM may interact with all kinds of
assets. Without a set of assets it is difficult to assess how the SYSTEM relates
to the most valuable things in the User Organisation.

Information
classification

Classification of the information owned by the User Organisation enables
the assessment of the value of the information against the risks that the
system may introduce for this information.

Trusted designers

As the ISED process assumes a contract out scenario the trust to whom the
User Organisation contracts out the design is of interest. For example,
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when a system is designed in-house, the User Organisation has more
control over the design process and the people involved in the design
process.
The proposals for the ISED process assume that the designers of the
SYSTEM can be trusted. This means that the SYSTEM realised, does not
contain Trojan horses or similar intentionally brought in security holes.
[Wein71], [Your78] and [Fair85] explore how the designs that developers
produce can be reviewed. [SSE99] defines how increasing levels of
confidence to designers’ trust can be achieved.
In the ISED process their are no precautions proposed in the activities
against malicious actions of designers. When malicious actions are to be
expected, activities additional to the management of the ISED process are
needed to reveal the malicious actions. Examples of such additional
activities are independent reviews of a design, walkthroughs, which
independently examine code of the programmers. The ISED process states
that the designers obey to the contract between the User Organisation and
the System Architect.
Note that a certain tension exists between the condition of ‘trusted
designers’ and the condition the ‘contract out scenario’. The fundamental
question when contracting out the design is whether or not an organisation
that contracts out the design of one of their systems, can ever trust another
organisation that designs the system. The ISED process is applicable in those
situations where this question is positively answered before the design
starts. The ISED process itself does not define activities to prevent against
malicious designers.
In the remainder of this section the activities, actor roles and design
items additional to the traditional design process, are distinguished from
the other activities, actor roles and design items, by a different typography:
the text in tables and figures is marked by a light grey background.

6.2

Additional actor roles
In this section we propose the actor roles for the ISED process. The ISED
process contains additional actor roles to direct, maintain and enforce
security. Actor roles, identified in Chapter 3, have to perform security tasks
such as design and set-up security procedures. In Appendix D the formal
syntax for the actor roles is defined. The additional actor roles are
introduced in the Telematics Market and the User Organisation. We
discuss these actor roles below.
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6.2.1 Additional actor roles in the Telematics Market
Security is one of the subjects that play a role on the Telematics Market.
The Telematics Market is the collection of parties involved in telematics. In
the traditional design process the Telematics Market provides the System
Architect and the System Builder (see for definitions of these roles Table
3.1).
A specific Security Designer actor role is not introduced in the
Telematics Market. Such an actor could be part of the Telematics Market,
but as we try to embed security in the design process we want to keep the
addition actor roles in de Telematics Market to a minimum. The
capabilities of the two existing actor roles, the System Architect and the
System Builder, should include security, otherwise they cannot design a
secure SYSTEM. To keep in line with the «state-of-the-art» of security, the
designers could be advised or supported by security-experts. Therefore, we
introduce the following actor role: the Security Advisor.
Definition 48 Security
Advisor

A Security Advisor is an independent person or organisation who can advise
System Architects, System Builders and User Organisations about the state-of-theart safeguards and developments.
The Security Advisor plays different roles, depending on the needs of the
designers. For example, the Security Advisor can be a consultant, a trusted
third party, or an EDP-auditor external of the User Organisation. Tasks of
the Security Advisor contain, but are not limited to the following:
1. Provide designers with dedicated security knowledge, for example, best
practices for security requirements capturing or state-of-the-art security
concepts for distributed computing.
2. Assess risks for organisations and their telematics systems.

6.2.2 Addition of actor roles in the User Organisation
For the User Organisation are the actor roles ICT Manager (of the
Management), System Administrator and End User (both Users) defined in
the traditional design process (see for definitions of these roles Table 3.1).
Within the User Organisation existing actor roles should have a basic
understanding of ISI. Additional actor roles are needed, because control and
enforcement of security need to be independent of the execution of
security procedures. The specific nature of security requires that actors can
respond adequately to security events and this assumes another,
independent view on the User Organisation. The new actor roles are
involved with the direction, introduction and enforcement of security
procedures within the User Organisation. We introduce three new actor
roles. One actor role is a User. The other actor roles represent the
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independence within the User Organisation, because these actor roles do
not belong to the Management of the User Organisation and not to the
Users. We discuss the new actor roles below.

Independent actor roles
We introduce two new actor roles for the User Organisation: the Security
Officer and the Auditor. Both actors act independently from the
Management and the Users. Typically, the actors are accountable to the
Upper Management (see section 3.2.4). The Security Officer is the actor
role that supports the Management with establishing and realisation of the
security policy of the User Organisation. The Auditor is the actor role that
reviews whether or not the security is adequately implemented within the
User Organisation. The two actor roles are defined as follows:
Definition 49 Security
Officer

A Security Officer is an authority in the User Organisation who is responsible for
the information security matters and who reports to the Management.

Definition 50 Auditor

An Auditor is a reviewer and investigator of records and activities to determine
compliance with established usage policies and to detect possible inadequacies in
product technical security policies or their enforcement. The auditor acts
independent of the Management and the Users (based on [FC92]).
The two actor roles do not restrict their activities to a particular aspect.
They can address all the organisational, procedural, physical, psychological
and juridical aspects of security. Below we elaborate on both actor roles.

Security Officer

The Security Officer is involved with policy making and enforcement of
security rules. As such, he does not interfere directly with daily operations
of the Users. He has no means and no assignment for such interference.
When for a certain security event escalation is required, the System
Administrator calls upon the Security Officer for escalation. In the case of
an escalation the Security Officer is responsible for the initiation of onceonly special activities. Escalation means that Users are not able to deal with
a situation that has arisen, because of a security event or because Users do
not have the responsibility to initiate or perform certain activities to control
the situation.
The tasks of the Security Officer comprise the following (in alphabetical
order, based on [CaLS96] and our experience):
– analysing the risks for the User Organisation;
– ensure that each part of the User Organisation has adequate security
procedures and that these procedure are consistent with the overall
security policy;
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–

maintain the security manual, including risk/safeguard assessments for
all functions;
– make regular reports to the Upper Management;
11
– produce draft security policy for the Upper Management ;
– record and take action on reported security breaches (escalation
procedures);
– set-up of a security awareness programme.
In large organisations a group of employees can be assigned to perform the
tasks of the Security Officer. In small organisations one person can be
responsible for the Security Officer function as one of his job
responsibilities.
Within the ISED process the Security Officer has a bridging function
between the User Organisation and the designers. The Security Officer is
able to translate the security context of the SYSTEM to the design context of
the designers. The designers themselves are not well informed about the
exact situation in the User Organisation. The Security Officer can be
involved in activities of the design process: ‘capturing security
requirements’, ‘feasibility assessment of safeguards’ and ‘use of the SYSTEM’.
Auditor

The tasks for the Auditor comprise the examination and the assessment of
the adequacy and effectiveness of safeguards in the User Organisation
[CaLS96]. The tasks are performed on occasion. Basically, the Auditor
reviews the activities performed by the Security Administrator. He will
comply with standards of its professional group and applies these standards
to the User Organisation. The Auditor has an overview of an organisation
and knowledge of security.
In large organisations a group of employees can perform the tasks of the
Auditor. For smaller organisations the Auditor may be hired from a specific
organisation on the Telematics Market. In our research we have chosen that
the Auditor is part of the User Organisation, because of simplicity for the
ISED process. However, as an extension of the ISED process the Auditor can
also be an actor in the Telematics Market. The combination of internal and
external auditing enables that the security of the SYSTEM can be independent
viewed.
Within the ISED process the Auditor contributes in a pro-active way to
security by being involved in the capturing of security requirements and
examination of design choices on their consequences for security. This
latter task is important, because continuous involvement of the designers
makes it more difficult to keep distance of the subject, i.e. design of a
secure SYSTEM. The independent view of the Auditor can reveal serious
11

The Upper Management will formally be responsible to define the security policy, the
Security Officer will propose his view on the security policy.
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vulnerabilities in the SYSTEM. Furthermore, the Auditor can be involved in
activities of the design process, such as ‘definition of tests’ and ‘penetration
testing of the SYSTEM’. This activities are related to the design of the SYSTEM,
the Auditor can also be involved in reviewing the compliance with the
procedures of the design process, such as configuration management and
access control.

Users of the User Organisation
The Security Officer and the Auditor are not involved with daily operational
issues of the SYSTEM. To cover the security activities to enforce and maintain
security procedures for operational use, we introduce the following actor
role: Security Administrator. A separate actor role is needed here, because
someone with security knowledge can better respond to unexpected events
and this actor can respond immediately.
Definition 51 Security
Administrator

A Security Administrator is an authority (User or a group of Users) who is
responsible for maintaining the operational capability of systems related to
information security (based on [CEC91]).
The Security Administrator aims at keeping the SYSTEM operational, just like
this is the aim of the System Administrator. The Security Administrator is
involved with the ISI of an operational system. The tasks of the Security
Administrator comprise (in alphabetical order, based on [CaLS96] and our
experience):
– initiating escalation procedures and alerting the Security Officer, when
needed;
– perform operational security management procedures as defined for the
SYSTEM (for example, granting access to new End Users);
– regularly reporting security events to the Security Officer;
12
– reviewing audit trails .

Actor roles overview

In Table 6.1 we present an overview of the relations between the actor roles
and the ISED process. Compared with a similar overview in Table 3.1 of the
traditional design process, the additional actor roles provide security
requirements, review the proposed safeguards and perform additional
activities when security knowledge and security skills are not available from
the traditional actor roles.

12

Chronological record of system activities to enable reconstruction and examination as
basis for an audit [FC92].
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Actor role

Relation with ISED process

User Organisation - Auditor

- Providing general requirements
- Review security consequences in output
deliverables
- Assess adequacy and efficiency safeguards
- Providing User Organisation security policy
and security requirements
- Bring User Organisation and SYSTEM in line
- Assess adequacy and efficiency safeguards

- Security Officer

Management
- ICT Manager

- Providing User Organisation policies and
requirements
- Establish contract
- Establish acceptance of SYSTEM

User
- End User

- Security Administrator -

Providing general requirements
Usage of SYSTEM
Providing security requirements
Guide transfer from designers to User
Organisation
- Keep the SYSTEM operational
- System Administrator - Providing requirements
- Keep the SYSTEM operational

Telematics Market - Security Advisor
- System Architect
- System Builder

- Support where security knowledge or skills are
lacking
- Design SYSTEM according to the contract with
the User Organisation
- Build SYSTEM according to the contract with the
System Architect

In Figure 6.1 the phases in which the actor roles perform activities are
presented. The actor roles in the traditional design process are presented in
Figure 3.5. In Figure 6.1 the circles indicate the actor roles of the
traditional design process. In the ISED process more actor roles are involved
in capturing security requirements. The Auditor and the Security Advisor
are not continually involved in the design activities, but are asked to
perform certain tasks at certain times. The System Builder is not involved in
P6 any more, to exclude possible differences of interest when the SYSTEM is
made operational.
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ISED process

Figure 6.1 Actor roles
and their relation to the
ISED process

P0

P1

P2

P3

P4

P5

P6

P7

User Organisation
Auditor
Security officer

Management

ICT Manager

Users

End User
Security Administrator
System Administrator

Legend

Telematics Market

Actor role

Sec. actor role
Actor role involved
in ISED design
phase
Actor role involved
in traditional
design phase

6.3

System Architect
System Builder
Security Adviser

Enhancement of the set of design items
In Chapter 3 we have identified design items, that are used or produced by
actors when performing an activity. For the ISED process we need additional
design items. In this section we present in which phases these design items
are used. In Appendix C we informally define all the design items of the
ISED process. In Table 6.2 we give an overview of the additional design
items. We use the same classification as used in section 3.2.3. The first
column provides the names of the new design items. The second column
indicates the activity in which the item appears for the first time. The third
column indicates whether the activity at its first appearance is input to the
activity or created in the activity. The last column provides the description
of the item.
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Legend
 The first appearance of this design item is input to an activity
 This design item is created in an activity

Design item name
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P#

Description

Decision input
- Secureness system

P6b  Statement about the security level to which the system complies.

Design methods
- Risk analysis method

P1c

 Method to identifying security risks, determining their
magnitude, and identifying areas needing safeguards.

- Security requirements capturing method

P1d

 Method to determine and define implicit and explicit security
requirements.

- Security products

P5a

 Realisation of a unit of software, firmware, hardware that provides
a specific protection. Security products realise security
mechanisms.

- Technical safeguards

P5b

 Reduces the vulnerability of a system by using computer
software, firmware, and hardware.

- General security procedures

P5d

 List of procedures that are to be considered adequate, regarding
security practice.

Deliverable for the User Organisation
- System security guidelines

P5d  A set of rules to apply to all relevant activities for security
regarding the system.

- Security report

P7d  Description of all relevant ISI, such as activities, events and
vulnerabilities.

Framework
- Security framework

P1b

 Framework that gives a state of the art overview of known entities
that can cause security events and known organisational,
physical and procedural safeguards.

- Threats taxonomy

P1c

 Taxonomy that describes and structures known threats.

- Security static view concepts

P3a

 Concepts that support the specification of a broader scope on
the environment of the static view on the system in systemengineering terminology.

- Security behaviour concepts

P3b

 Concepts that support the specification the external behaviour of
the system in system-engineering terminology, taking a broad
scope on the environment in to account.

- General security architectures

P4a

 High level description of a structure for telematics systems for a
specific application domain.

- Organisational safeguards

P4a

 A principle, according to which ISI are organised.
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Table 6.2 (Continued)

Design item name

P#

- Security services

P4a

Description
 Defines the security functionality and quality of an entity that
effects its environment on a request by that environment.

- Security mechanisms

P4b

 Implements a (part of a) security service

- Evaluation criteria

P6b

 Criteria used as the basis for the evaluation of security properties
of an IT system.

- Security policy

P1c

 A set of rules to apply to all relevant activities for security within
an organisation.

- Security regulation

P1d

 Laws, recommendations, regulations and rules that can prescribe
the use of security in an ICT context or restrict the use of
security.

Preconditions: SYSTEM independent

Preconditions: SYSTEM specific
- System risks

P1c  Overview of relevant risks for the system, together with the
priority to protect the system against these risks.

- Security event

P7d

 Any event that attempts to change the state of security of a
system or violates the security policy of the system.

SYSTEM design
- Initial environment sketch

P0b  First inventory of characteristics of the environment of the
SYSTEM.

- Initial set of requirements

P1a

- Workable components vulnerabilities

P4d  List of vulnerabilities within the workable components.

- Unit vulnerabilities

P5a

 Set of requirements that at least contains the primary
functionality of the system.
 List of vulnerabilities within the units.

The design items of the traditional design process are used in the same
phases in the ISED process. In addition, a number of design items have to be
used in other phases as well. This is because in these phases new security
activities are introduced. The following items are used in other phases:
– system environment definition,
– static system specification,
– system behaviour specification,
– system quality specification,
– components hierarchy,
– components quality specification,
– workable components contract.
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Definition of ISED activities
In this section we enumerate all the activities for the phases of the ISED
process. For each activity we show the actor roles and design items needed
to perform this activity. We do not elaborate on how the items should be
used and we do not elaborate on the contents of the items.
The ISED process adds activities to the traditional design process and
uses all the existing activities of the traditional design process. In Table 6.3
we give an overview of all activities additional to the design process. Most of
the existing activities of the traditional design process will be modified by
additional security-related design items. Appendix D the formal syntax
definition of the ISED activities is represented.

Activity name

Purpose

Elaboration of an idea (P0)
Sketching the environment

Provide a broad initial description of the environment of the SYSTEM that supports
the identification of requirements.

Capturing requirements (P1)
Analysing risks

Identify and assess the risk for the SYSTEM, to determine against which threats the
system should be protected.

Completing security requirements

Capture the security requirements that:
(1) support the primary functionality of the SYSTEM,
(2) remained implicit till this activity.

Structuring (P4)
Reviewing workable components risks

Identification of the vulnerabilities that have become part of the SYSTEM design.

Building (P5)
Analysing vulnerabilities

Identification of the vulnerabilities that units contain.

Nesting technical safeguards

Definition of a framework of security guidelines that address:
(1) security policy of the User Organisation,
(2) alignment of organisational safeguards with the technical safeguards.

Documenting for Administrators

Provide documentation for both the System Administrator and the Security
Administrator to support the maintenance of the SYSTEM.

Making operational (P6)
Appraising

Assessment of the conformance of security requirements with their operational
realisation.

Using and maintaining (P7)
Defending security events

React to the occurrence of security events to keep damage to a minimum.
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In this section we show why the additional design process elements are
needed in a certain phase. We present the activities, actor roles and design
items in a similar format for each phase. The format consists of:
1. the objective of the phase and the aim of ISI within that phase;
2. the sequence in which the activities are performed;
3. the rationale behind changes in the traditional design process, which can
be the introduction of a security activity or modification of an existing
activity.
The phase objective and the ISI aim have been presented in Chapter 3 and 4
respectively. For convenience of the reader we repeat these items.
The sequence of activities has been changed for a number of phases because
of the additional activities. For each phase we present a graphical
representation of the processing sequence.
The justifications for the activities, actor roles and design items are given for
each phase. For each activity we give a graphical representation of the
activity and accompanying actor roles and design items. In Figure 6.2 the
legend of the graphical representation of the ISED process is depicted.
Figure 6.2 Format of
the description of actor
roles and design items
in an ISED phase

Set of actor roles

Set of design items

Activity P#x
activity name

Set of design items

Legend
Set of design items

Act P
name

Set of actor roles

For convenience of the reader:

Activity with
number and name

- Input design items that were already output
design items of a preceding phase are marked
with the following symbol:

P#

Performing
Instance of design process element
Security
added to the traditional design process
text
to embed information security concerns

- For output design items that can be used as
input design item in succeeding phases, the
numbers of the succeeding phase are indicated
after the following symbol:
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6.4.1 Phase P0 – Elaboration of an idea
Objective:
Get an impression of user needs that reflect the idea of the SYSTEM.
Aim of ISI:
Provide the outline of the SYSTEM in an environment context.
Figure 6.3 Sequence in
which the activities for
ISED phase P0 are
performed

collecting user
needs
sketching the
environment

In this phase the outline of the SYSTEM is defined. The aim of the SYSTEM
and the characteristics of the environment in which the SYSTEM will be
operational give directions to the security requirements. Therefore, the
relation between the SYSTEM and the environment should be elaborated.
This is done in a new activity: ‘sketching the environment’.
The following activities play a role in this phase (see also section 3.2.4):
P0a, Collecting user needs,
P0b, Sketching the environment of the SYSTEM.
Figure 6.3 represents the sequence in which the activities for ISED phase P0
are performed. We elaborate these activities successively.
–
–

Collecting user needs
Figure 6.4 Activity P0a,
collecting user needs

ICT Manager
End User

Idea

Activity P0a
collecting user
needs

User needs

In the activity ‘Collecting user needs’ we do not prescribe involvement of
security. In this phase it is important that the purpose of the SYSTEM
becomes clear.
The actor roles and accompanying design items of this activity are
represented in Figure 6.4.

P1
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Sketching the environment of the SYSTEM
Figure 6.5 Activity P0b,
sketching the
environment

ICT Manager
End User

Activity P0b
sketching the
environment

Idea

Initial environment sketch
P1

In activity ‘Sketching the environment’ a first inventory sketch is given of
the relevant characteristics of the environment of the SYSTEM. The necessity
to cover protection by both technical and organisational solutions requires
explicit attention to the characteristics of the environment. Therefor a
dedicated activity to obtain the environment characteristics is defined.
The environment is directive for the security requirements of the
SYSTEM. The initial sketch of the environment gives a starting point for the
actors involved with the capturing of the requirements. The sketch
demarcates the area of the SYSTEM in a broad way. It contains, among
others, the business domain, connections with other ICT systems, involved
parts of the User Organisation and the physical location. The sketch is
informally stated, like the «user needs». The output of this activity is used
within the next phase for the definition of requirements.
The actor roles and accompanying design items of this activity are
represented in 6.5.

6.4.2 Phase P1 – Capturing requirements
Objective:
Determine the set of requirements for the SYSTEM that defines what the SYSTEM
should do from a User Organisation oriented viewpoint.
Aim of ISI:
Determine the security requirements for the SYSTEM THAT define the security
functionality and quality of the SYSTEM.
Figure 6.6 Sequence in
which the activities for
ISED phase P1 are
performed

gathering
requirements

defining
environment

analysing
risks

completing
security
requirements

In this phase, security should get its basis within the design of the SYSTEM.
When security is not part of the requirements, the designers have no
reference for the outline for the realisation of security. Thus, it is essential
that security is incorporated in the «set of requirements».
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We introduce two new activities that provide the designers with security
requirements for the SYSTEM and with guidelines to cope with security
during the remaining design phases. The new activities are:
– P1c, Analysing risks,
– P1d, Completing security requirements.
Risks for the SYSTEM need to be analysed, because they are the source for
the depth, type and priority of protection of the SYSTEM. The security
requirements depend strongly on the identified risks. The risks can be
found in the environment of the SYSTEM or within the SYSTEM. Therefore,
both the environment and the primary functionality should be known
before the risks can be analysed.
Not all the security requirements will be captured with the
«requirements capturing method» of the traditional design process. In
addition, the security requirements depend on the primary functionality of
the SYSTEM. Therefore, we need an activity to complete the «set of
requirements» with security. This activity should be performed after the
risks have been identified, because these determine the scope of the
security requirements.
To provide security requirements from all kinds of perspectives many actors
are involved in this phase. The specific security knowledge comes from the
Security Officer, the Auditor, the Security Administrator and the Security
Adviser.
The following activities play a role in this phase (see also section 3.2.4):
P1a, Gathering requirements,
P1b, Defining environment,
P1c, Analysing risks,
P1d, Completing security requirements.

–
–
–
–

Figure 6.6 represents the sequence in which the activities for ISED phase P1
are performed. We elaborate these activities successively.
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Gathering requirements for the SYSTEM
Figure 6.7 Activity P1a,
gathering requirements

ICT Manager
System Administrator
End User
System Architect

P0 User needs
Initial environment sketch

Activity P1a
gathering
requirements

Initial set of requirements
P1

General regulation
State of the art
Requirements capturing method

In this activity the focus is on the gathering of the requirements for the
primary functionality of the SYSTEM. It is optional to gather security
requirements already in this activity. However, not all the security
requirements can be captured in this activity, because:
1. The capturing of implicit security requirements requires an enhanced
requirements capturing method.
2. The risks for the SYSTEM depend on the primary functionality.
As the security requirements are captured in a separate activity, the output
of this activity called the «initial set of requirements».
The «initial environment sketch» delivers the actors background
information, which can be used to define requirements. An example of such
a requirement is ‘The input for the SYSTEM comes from system X and
system Y. The data provided by these systems should be verified for
consistency’.
The actor roles and accompanying design items of this activity are shown
in 6.7.

Defining the environment of the SYSTEM
Figure 6.8 Activity P1b,
defining environment

ICT Manager
Security Officer
End User
System Architect
Security Adviser
P0 Initial environment sketch
P1 Initial set of requirements
Security framework

Activity P1b
defining
environment

System environment definition
P1, P2, P3, P5, P6
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The «initial set of requirements» defines at least the primary functionality of
the SYSTEM. This makes clear what the SYSTEM demands from the
environment. Consequently, the relevant entities in the environment can be
distinguished and defined. For security it is important that also the impact
of the environment on the SYSTEM is addressed. Therefore, those entities of
the environment that can relate to security events have to be defined in this
activity.
A «security framework» supports the activity. It gives a state-of-the-art
overview of known entities that can cause security events and known
organisational, physical and procedural safeguards. Such a framework can be
compiled from security management guidelines, security checklists and ISO
frameworks. The Security Officer can apply the «security framework» to the
specific situation in the User Organisation.
The actor roles and accompanying design items of this activity are
represented in 6.8.

Analysing risks
Figure 6.9 Activity P1c,
analysing risks

Security Officer
System Architect
Security Adviser

P1 Initial set of requirements
System environment definition

Activity P1c
analysing
risks

System risks
P1, P4, P5

Security policy
Risk analysis method
Threats taxonomy

In this activity the risks for the SYSTEM are identified and assessed, to
determine against which threats the SYSTEM needs safeguards. The
protection priority of the risks is indicated. Risks that are not defined as
output for this activity are deliberately accepted as risks for the SYSTEM. The
risks for the SYSTEM are related to the risks for the User Organisation. As
the SYSTEM will be operational within the User Organisation the SYSTEM has
to deal with a subset of risks for the User Organisation.
The risk analysis in this activity does not involve implementations of the
SYSTEM. The analysis uses the «set of requirements» and the «initial
environment sketch» to determine the risks. In activity P5a additional
analysis is performed to seek vulnerabilities in the implementation.
A risk analysis is difficult to perform, because of the lack of statistics on
security events. A number of methods exist to perform a risk analysis, see
for example [CSIF97]. The methods support the review of the threats to
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and the vulnerabilities of a system to determine the magnitude of the risk to
which the system is exposed. These methods contain two stages:
1. identifying risks,
2. identifying safeguards.
Stage 2 of the methods is not used in this phase, but can be used in the
activities P3b and P4b.
The Security Officer gives advice about the User Organisation context in
order to perform the risk-analysis. The Security Officer can relate the
«security policy» to the specific situation of the SYSTEM. The Security
Adviser performs the risk analysis.
The risk analysis is supported by a «threats taxonomy», which describes
and structures known threats. It supports that all known and relevant
threats for the SYSTEM are taken into account in the risk analysis.
The actor roles and accompanying design items of this activity are
represented in Figure 6.9.

Completing the set of requirements with additional security
requirements
ICT Manager
Security Officer
Auditor
System Administrator
Security Administrator
End User
System Architect
Security Adviser

Figure 6.10 Activity
P1d, completing
security requirements

P1 System environment definition
Initial set of requirements
System risks

Activity P1d
completing
security
requirements

Set of requirements
P2

State-of-the-art
Security policy
Security regulation
Security requirements
capturing method

This activity is essential for the embedding of security in the design process.
This activity delivers a «set of requirements» that includes both the primary
functionality and the security requirements13. A security requirement
defines:

13

Other requirements, such as performance requirements, are also part of the set of
requirements, but these requirements do not play a role in this book.
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1. the entity for which protection is needed,
2. the type of protection,
3. constraints that effect implementation of the SYSTEM.
What determines the
security requirements?

In activity P1a we indicated that not all the security requirements could be
captured during that activity. For now, we assume that there are none
security requirements defined in phase P1a. Based on which type of
resources can the security requirements be determined?
1. policies:
– «security regulation» set-up by government and branch
organisations;
– the «security policy» of the User Organisation;
2. the environment of the SYSTEM;
3. the primary functionality of the SYSTEM;
4. the «system risks».
The «security regulations» provide general preconditions that should be
applied for the design of the SYSTEM. The regulations can prescribe the use
of security in an ICT context, such as the need for baseline safeguards
[WCC93] or restrict the use of security, such as the restrictions on the use
of cryptography in France (until recently). In section 2.2.5 we have
elaborated on these regulations.
The «security policy» is of importance, although it is already used to
determine the «system risks». The «security policy» may define constraints
that are independent of an application or system. These constraints are
therefore independent of the risks for the SYSTEM. An example of a security
policy constraint is ‘An employee of department X is never allowed to use
files of an employee of department Y’. A mapping of a «security policy» to
requirements is elaborated in [Bosw95] and [CuSa96]. To support the
involved actors with a strategy to define which requirements prevail over
which requirements the «security policy» should be used. The «security
policy» addresses the relative importance of ISI related to other issues in the
User Organisation.
The environment of the SYSTEM has been examined for relevant risks in activity
P1c. We still need a definition of the environment, because we can name
the appropriate entities within the requirements.
The primary functionality gives the direction of the security requirements. For
example, when a SYSTEM is used only within one building and no remote
connections are foreseen, there is no need for a requirement that addresses
remote access of the SYSTEM.
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The «system risks» indicate for what assets protection is needed and therefore
indicate the type of security requirements. In addition, the risk analysis
indicates the priorities of the «system risks». We illustrate the relation
between a relevant system risk and the security requirements in Example
6.1.
Example 6.1 Security
requirements

System:
Booking system for a booking organisation that has geographically distributed branch offices.
System risk:
A booking can be made by people that does not belonging to the booking organisation.
Security requirement related to protection:
− Only employees of the booking organisation are allowed to create, modify and delete
bookings.
− Other people are allowed only to read data.
Security requirement related to security policy constrains:
Authorisation of access to users should be established via a, by the User Organisation trusted
authority.

Involvement actors

In this phase many actors need to be involved to cover all the possible
security requirements for the User Organisation. Every actor contributes
requirements based on their own speciality.
– The ICT Manager has stated the User Organisation view on security in
the «security policy». For the specific SYSTEM context the ICT Manager
may have additional requirements.
– The Security Officer and the Auditor both have an overall view of the
security in the User Organisation both in wideness and in depth.
Therefore, they are capable to determine relevant security requirements.
– The System Administrator and the Security Administrator will relate the
requirements to the adequate functioning of the SYSTEM. They can relate
the requirements for the SYSTEM to the requirements and operations of
existing systems.
– The System Architect and the Security Adviser provide security requirements
based on their experience with similar systems.
– End users can state their needs and can relate to the operational affects of
safeguards.

Capturing method

The «requirements capturing method» of activity P1a does not
automatically capture the security requirements that are implicit in the
mind of those involved in defining the requirements. Therefore, a dedicated
capturing method is needed, which captures all relevant security
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requirements. In Chapter 7 we define a method that is capable of capturing
security requirements, among which the implicit security requirement of
Users and Management of the User Organisation.
The actor roles and accompanying design items of this activity are
represented in Figure 6.10.

6.4.3 Phase P2 – Studying the feasibility
Objective:
Decide whether or not the SYSTEM will be designed.
Aim of ISI:
Assessment of the security related to the feasibility of the SYSTEM.
Figure 6.11 Sequence
in which the activities
for ISED phase P2 are
performed

delivering
system
assessment

negotiating
system contract

In this phase the User Organisation and System Architect determine and
agree on what SYSTEM they want to realise and whether or not this is
feasible. They assess possible realisations of the «set of requirements»,
without actually implement the realisations. For security possible
realisations of safeguards are considered. As security is one of the issues in
the feasibility study and the «set of requirements» already defines what
security requirements are, no additional activities are needed.
The following activities play a role in this phase (see also section 3.2.4):
P2a, Delivering system assessment,
P2b, Negotiating system contract.
Figure 6.11 represents the sequence in which the activities for ISED phase
P2 are performed. We elaborate these activities successively.
–
–

Deliver SYSTEM assessment
Figure 6.12 Activity
P2a, deliver a SYSTEM
assessment

Security Officer
System Architect
Security Adviser

P1 Set of requirements
System environment definition
Feasibility framework
Security policy

Activity P2a
delivering
system
assessment

System assessment
P2, P4
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This activity delivers a list of feasible requirements. The «set of
requirements» contains all the security requirements. It is not clear, yet,
whether or not these security requirements are feasible to realise. The
assessment addresses the feasibility of safeguards and balances security
requirements with other requirements. The conclusion of this activity from
a security perspective may be that it is not feasible to design the SYSTEM.
The assessment of the safeguards addresses, for example, the financial
feasibility of the safeguards, the adequacy of safeguards for the required
protection and the possibilities to realise the organisational procedures that
enforce technical safeguards. An important issue to address is the
assessment of the co-operation of Users, who are confronted with the
security procedures. The Security Adviser can be of help, because of his
practical experience. The Security Officer knows how Users work with or
work around security procedures for other systems, and can therefore
estimate how the safeguards of the SYSTEM will be perceived.
In this activity a feasible prioritisation is defined. This is needed,
because, for example, the number of high priorities is too large to be
feasible. The Security Officer should assist in the discussion on the
prioritisation, to avoid that security requirements are given a low priority on
false grounds. With the «security policy» in hand the Security Officer can
show the importance of security within the User Organisation and give
foundation for the arguments of the Security Officer.
The actor roles and accompanying design items of this activity are
represented in Figure 6.12.

Negotiating system contract
Figure 6.13 Activity
P2b, user service level
negotiation

ICT Manager
System Architect

P1 Set of requirements
System environment definition

Activity P2b
negotiating
system contract

Requirements contract
P3, P4, P5, P6

P2 System assessment

The contract out scenario of the ISED process requires that the User
Organisation, by means of the ICT Manager, signs a contract with the
System Architect. This contract defines all the requirements that should be
realised. We do not see the need for additional security involvement,
because all the arguments to consider security requirements have been
exchanged in previous activities. This activity juridical formalises the
decisions of activity P2a.
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A result of this activity may be that the design process is stopped. The
high-level analysis may conclude that the introduction of the SYSTEM is a too
great risk for the organisation.
The actor roles and accompanying design items of this activity are
represented in Figure 6.13.

6.4.4 Phase P3 – Specifying the overall system
Objective:
Specify the functionality of the SYSTEM in its environment from a systemengineering viewpoint.
Aim of ISI:
Mapping the security requirements to the specification, that specifies the security
functionality and constraints.
Figure 6.14 Sequence
in which the activities
for ISED phase P3 are
performed

specifying static
view system

specifying
system external
behaviour

specifying
quality of
system

For this phase we see no need for additional activities, because security is
embedded in the «requirements contract» it must pass the same activities as
other requirements.
The contribution of security is provided by additional concepts. These
concepts are presented in the activities.
The three deliverables of this phase embed the security functionality and
constraints. It may not be distinguishable within the specification, whether
a certain part of the specification is the result of a mapping of a security
requirement or a mapping result of another requirement.
The following activities play a role in this phase (see section 3.2.4):
– P3a, Specifying static view system,
– P3b, Specifying external behaviour of the system,
– P3c, Specifying quality of system.
Figure 6.14 represents the sequence in which the activities for ISED phase
P3 are performed. We elaborate these activities successively.
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Specifying the static view of the SYSTEM
Figure 6.15 Activity
P3a, specifying static
view system

System Architect
Security Adviser

P1 System environment definition
P2 Requirements contract

Activity P3a
specifying
static view
system

Static system specification
P3, P4, P5, P6

Specification language
Security static view concepts

In this phase it is important to relate entities in the environment to the
SYSTEM. We illustrate this in Example 6.2.
Example 6.2 Static view

System:
Environment:
Requirement:
Specification:

Multi media information pillars, feed with information from a central office.
Shopping centres.
Within reasonable physical limits the data processing can not be
malfunctioning by customer actions.
The customers do not have visible physical means to enter the data
connections.

The entities that are relevant for the SYSTEM, are defined in the «system
environment definition». This definition addresses a broader scope of
environment entities than only for the primary functionality. The Security
Adviser can support the interpretation of the security relations between
SYSTEM and environment. Additional security static concepts are needed,
because the broader scope on the environment should also be specified in
system-engineering terminology. In Chapter 7 we propose a new concept
for the security static concepts.
The actor roles and accompanying design items of this activity are
represented in Figure 6.15.
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Specifying the external behaviour of the SYSTEM
Figure 6.16 Activity
P3b, specifying system
external behaviour

System Architect
Security Adviser

P1 System environment definition
P2 Requirements contract

Activity P3b
specifying
system external
behaviour

System behaviour specification
P3, P4, P5, P6

P3 Static system specification
Specification language
Security behaviour concepts

In this phase the interactions between the SYSTEM and its environment are
defined. It is important to relate entities in the environment to the SYSTEM,
addressing a broader scope of environment entities than only for the
primary functionality. The relevant entities for the SYSTEM are defined in the
«system environment definition». We illustrate this in Example 6.3.
Example 6.3 External
behaviour

System:
Environment:
Requirement:
Specification:

Multi media information pillars, feed with information from a central office.
Shopping centres
Only users that have paid their fee may use the system.
A potential user is requested to make plausible that fee is paid.

The Security Adviser can support the interpretation of the security relations
between SYSTEM and environment. Additional «security behaviour concepts»
are needed, because of the broader scope on the environment. The
interactions with the SYSTEM may not be initiated by the SYSTEM or may not
be in line with the primary functionality. In Chapter 7 we propose a new
concept for the «security behaviour concepts». In line with OSI model (see
[ISO89]) concepts these should be useful for the service of the SYSTEM and
for the security management functions of the SYSTEM.
The actor roles and accompanying design items of this activity are
represented in Figure 6.16.
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Specifying the quality of the SYSTEM
Figure 6.17 Activity
P3c, Specifying the
quality of system

System Architect
Security Adviser
System Architect
P2 Requirements contract
P3 Static system specification
System behaviour specification

Activity P3c
specifying
quality of
system

System quality specification
P4, P5, P6

Specification language

In this activity quality issues, such as, performance and redundancy are
specified. The security functionality as specified in activity P3a and P3c will
also have an associated quality (see also section 3.3.2.). We illustrate this in
Example 6.4.
Example 6.4 Quality

System:
Environment:
Requirement:
Specification:

Multi media information pillars, feed with information from a central office.
Shopping centres.
Delay because of technical safeguards in data communication is restricted to
20 msec, based on end-to-end communications.
Data communication techniques have a throughput 150 Mb/sec.

For each security requirement an accompanying quality has to be defined.
The specification of the quality is expressed in terminology of the known
quality issues. Therefore, additional concepts are not needed. Typically
security is expressed in probabilities or discrete classes indicating the
required strength of safeguards.
The actor roles and accompanying design items of this activity are
represented in Figure 6.17.

6.4.5 Phase P4 – Structuring
Objective:
Structure the SYSTEM into components that can be built.
Aim of ISI:
Base the structuring on organisational safeguards, identify technical safeguards as
solutions and embed the safeguards in the components.
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Defining
structuring
criteria
specifying
components
hierarchy
specifying
quality
components

reviewing
workable
comp. risks

delivering
components
assessment

negotiating
workable comp.
contract

This is the phase in which high-level solutions are brought up and selected.
This means that solutions are specified, but not yet realised in, for example,
hardware or software. The phase delivers a set of «workable components»,
which are feasible to be realised. For security, safeguards are brought up
and selected.
Gasser recommends defining a security architecture of a system, which
defines all the security-related components of the SYSTEM [Gass88]. We do
not adopt this recommendation when applied on the design of one system.
We fear that an architecture that is defined separately from an architecture
for the primary functionality, may result in neglecting the ISI. On the
contrary, we think that safeguards can only adequately be realised, when
they are related to the primary functionality. A security architecture can
benefit the design of a SYSTEM when the architecture defines a telematics
infrastructure, of which the SYSTEM is an element.
We propose an additional activity for this activity to adequately embed
security in the structure hierarchy: Reviewing workable components risks.
The additional activity is related to the lowest level of components in the
structure. Translating the high level components to low level components
may be accompanied by trade-offs of the specifications. Therefore, the
workable component structure may include vulnerabilities. It should be
decided what has to be done against these vulnerabilities. This activity is
introduced based on the experiences with CRAMM [CCTA91].
The following activities play a role in this phase (see also section 3.2.4):
– P4a, Defining structuring criteria,
– P4b, Specifying components hierarchy,
– P4c, Specifying quality components,
– P4d, Reviewing workable components risks,
– P4e, Delivering components assessment,
– P4f, Negotiating workable components contract.
Figure 6.18 represents the sequence in which the activities for ISED phase
P4 are performed. We elaborate these activities successively.
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Defining structuring criteria for structuring the SYSTEM
Figure 6.19 Activity
P4a, defining structuring
criteria

System Architect
Security Adviser

P3 Static system specification
System behaviour specification
System quality specification

Activity P4a
Defining
structuring
criteria

Structuring criteria

General security architectures
Security measures
Security services

This activity delivers a set of criteria for organising the structure of the
SYSTEM. An adequate structure for the SYSTEM, considering security, means
that the designers should be provided with principles that guide the
structuring process regarding security [Muft94].
The criteria provide the type of relations that can be defined among
components. Possibilities to structure the design are, for example: logical
(Virtual Private Networks), physical (secure network connections) or
organisation functional (separation of duties). In section 7.3 we will
elaborate on these criteria.
The «organisational safeguards» show how the User Organisation has
organised security within the organisation. A security service defines a
security function together with an interface. Standardization bodies have
predefined a number of «security services», see for example [ISO89] or
[ECMA88]. These service definitions can be used as standard service or as
an example for defining own services.
The actor roles and accompanying design items of this activity are
represented in Figure 6.19.

P4
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Specifying components hierarchy
Figure 6.20 Activity
P4b, specifying
components hierarchy

System Architect
Security Adviser

P1 Static system specification
P3
System behaviour specification
System quality specification

Activity P4b
specifying
components
hierarchy

Components hierarchy
P4, P5, P6

P4 Structuring criteria
Specification language
Security mechanisms
Security services

This activity defines a hierarchy of components within the framework laid
down by the specifications of phase P3. A SYSTEM structure supports the
System Architect to keep track of the consequences of changes in the
design. Structuring the SYSTEM is a means to cope with its complexity (see
[Rech92] and [Vrev94]). Addressing ISI makes the design more complex,
for example, an increasing number of entities and interactions. This shows
the essential need to address security in the structuring. For a number of
application areas, high-level security structures are defined, see for example
two European security projects SecureNet and Sesame [AKK+94]. These
architectures can be a source of inspiration to define the SYSTEM structure.
The specification of the «components hierarchy» is involved with:
1. Criteria to structure the SYSTEM,
2. The service(s) that a component offers.
The criteria to structure the SYSTEM have been defined in the previous
activity. The service of a component defines the function of a component and
the interfaces between the component and the other components. The
«security services» can be distributed over the components in two ways:
– Independent component. This component is fully dedicated to security, for
example, an authentication single sign-on service. Other components
can use the functionality in the security components.
– Incorporated in components. A security service is part of a number of
components, for example, an encryption service.
Suppose the designers have defined a high-level structure of components,
the 1th-level. When the components are decomposed into more low-level
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components (2th-level, 3th-level, ..., pth-level) the «security services» are
implemented or decomposed into security mechanism.
Suppose the nth-level in the structure hierarchy is defined. Each
component at this level has a specific service and relations to other
components. The specification of the interface of such an interface can be
compared to the specification of the external behaviour of the SYSTEM. This
means that all the relevant entities in the environment of the component
are to be considered. The environment of a component consists of entities
in SYSTEM environment and of the other components of the nth-level.
The actor roles and accompanying design items of this activity are
represented in Figure 6.20.

Specifying the quality of components
Figure 6.21 Activity
P4c, specifying quality
components

System Architect
Security Adviser

P3 Static system specification
System behaviour specification
System quality specification

Activity P4c
specifying
quality
components

Components quality specification
P4, P5, P6

P4 Components hierarchy

In activity P3c the quality associated with the SYSTEM is defined. Similar a
component has also an associated quality.
The actor roles and accompanying design items of this activity are
represented in Figure 6.21.

Reviewing the risks of workable components
Figure 6.22 Activity
P4d, reviewing workable
components risks

System Architect
Security Adviser

P2 System risks
P3 Static system specification
System behaviour specification
System quality specification
P4 Components hierarchy
Components quality specification
Risk analysis method

Activity P4d
reviewing
workable
comp. risks

Workable comp. vulnerabilities
P4
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The workable components are blue prints for the realisation. A large
number of decisions have been made to translate the specifications into
workable components. The interfaces are detailed and the boundary of the
SYSTEM is refined. At this stage of the design process it is possible to get a
clearer view on the possible vulnerabilities of the SYSTEM compared with the
possibilities in phase P2. Furthermore, at this stage of the design process it
is still possible to specify safeguards against these vulnerabilities, before the
SYSTEM becomes operational. Within the set of «workable components»
vulnerabilities may be present, that were (or could be) identified in phase
P2.
The actor roles and accompanying design items of this activity are
represented in Figure 6.22.

Delivering of an assessment for the components
Figure 6.23 Activity
P4e, delivering
components assessment

System Architect
Security Adviser

P2 System assessment
P3 Static system specification
System behaviour specification
System quality specification

Activity P4e
delivering
components
assessment

Components assessment
P4

P4 Components hierarchy
Components quality specification
Workable comp. vulnerabilities
Feasibility framework

The delivery of a «components assessment» can be compared to the delivery
of a «system assessment», see activity P2a. An assessment such as performed
for the SYSTEM as a whole can now be performed for each workable
component. The workable components will be realised by a System Builder
in the next phase. Different System Builders for different workable
components are possible. The realisation by the System Builder should be
feasible. The feasibility depends, among others, on the solutions to avoid
the vulnerabilities.
The actor roles and accompanying design items of this activity are
represented in Figure 6.23.
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Negotiating workable components contract
Figure 6.24 Activity
P4f, negotiating
workable components
contract

System Architect
System Builder
Security Adviser
Activity P4f
negotiating
workable comp.
contract

P2 Requirements contract
P3 Static system specification
System behaviour specification
System quality specification

Workable components contract
P5, P6

P4 Components hierarchy
Components quality specification
Components assessment

Negotiating the «workable components contract» can be compared to the
negotiating of the «requirements contract», see activity P2b. The System
Architect and the System Builder need to agree what exactly needs to be
designed.
The actor roles and accompanying design items of this activity are
represented in Figure 6.24.

6.4.6 Phase P5 – Building
Objective:
Realise the workable components of phase P4.
Aim of ISI:
Building, testing and documenting the technical safeguards. In addition, the outlines
of organisational safeguards are proposed.
Figure 6.25 Sequence
in which the activities
for ISED phase P5 are
performed

Analysing
vulnerabilities

building units

integrating units

nesting
technical
safeguards

preparing tests

documenting for
Administrators
testing
documenting for
End User
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In this phase the SYSTEM is build. The technical safeguards should be
included.
The workable components can be realised by using standard units
(either security specific or not). These standard units can have
vulnerabilities. When this is the case, this may require additional safeguards
or selection of different units. Whether or not a unit has vulnerabilities is
determined within the additional activity ‘Analysing vulnerabilities’.
The safeguards have to be integrated with the other units, tested and
documented. In addition, the security guidelines accompanying the
«technical safeguards» have to be defined. In this phase the outline of the
«system security guidelines» is defined, which has to be filled in by the User
Organisation. The guidelines are defined in a new activity ‘Nesting technical
safeguards’. Organisational embedding of systems is also a regard for nonsecurity design issues, however, for security organisational embedding is
more essential, because of the need to enforce the technical safeguards.
This justifies a separate design activity.
Documentation for the System Administrator is as valuable as
documentation for Security Administrator, therefore the activity P5g is
renamed to ‘documenting for Administrator’.
The following activities play a role in this phase (see also section 3.2.4):
P5a, Analysing vulnerabilities,
P5b, Building the units,
P5c, Integrating units,
P5d, Nesting technical safeguards,
P5e, Preparing tests,
P5f, Testing,
P5g, Documenting for Administrators,
P5h, Documenting for End User.
Figure 6.25 represents the sequence in which the activities for ISED phase
P5 are performed. We elaborate these activities successively.
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
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Analysing vulnerabilities
Figure 6.26 Activity
P5a, analysing
vulnerabilities

System Architect
System Builder
Security Adviser

P1 System environment definition
System risks

Activity P5a
Analysing
vulnerabilities

Unit vulnerabilities
P5

P2 Requirements contract
P4 Workable components contract
Workable comp. vulnerabilities
Standard units
Risk analysis method
Security products

In this activity the vulnerabilities that units contain, are tried to be revealed.
The vulnerabilities that are of relevance in the activity are related to:
1. standard units that do not realise security functionality;
2. «security products».
System Builder uses standard units, which may contain vulnerabilities.
Standard units that do not realise security functionality should be assessed
on their vulnerabilities, given the risks identified in activity P1c and the
vulnerability assessment of workable components in activity P4d. For
example, when the System Builder decides to realise the communication
between four geographically distributed offices via the Internet, the
communication lines have to deal with a number of vulnerabilities more,
than when the communication was realised via private communication
lines.
Standard units that do realise security functionality are «security products».
Security products can have an inadequate level of security, bugs or
vulnerabilities. These vulnerabilities should also be assessed.
In this activity only the standard units are assessed, because these come
from outside the design environment. It is expected that units specifically
built for the SYSTEM, will be in line with the SYSTEM requirements. However,
the possibility exists that vulnerabilities will show up in units that are built
by the System Builder himself. These vulnerabilities should be revealed in
activity P5e.
The actor roles and accompanying design items of this activity are
represented in Figure 6.26.
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Building units
Figure 6.27 Activity
P5b, building units

System Builder
Security Adviser

P4 Components hierarchy
Components quality specification
Workable components contract

Activity P5b
building units

Realised units
P5

P5 Unit vulnerabilities
Coding language
Security products
Security techniques

For security multiple implementations of the workable components can be
realised. The realisation can be done in:
– hardware,
– organisational measures,
– physical measures,
– procedures,
– software,
or combinations thereof.
The Telematics Market offers a range of software products and hardware
products that provide certain security functionality. In this activity the
technical parts of the units are realised.
A Security Adviser can support the realisation of a unit by classifying the
«security products», based on a security level. An independent authority can
guarantee or certify that the product complies with certain security
specifications. In practice a limited number of «security products» have
been independently assessed over the years: from these product the security
specifications are unambiguously known. Note that only a specific
configuration14 of the security product is assessed. The guarantees for the
product are not valid for different configurations of the same product.
The actor roles and accompanying design items of this activity are
represented in Figure 6.27.

14

Examples of other configurations are software version updates, patches or the addition of
network card to a PC.
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Integrating the realised units
Figure 6.28 Activity
P5d, integrating units

System Architect
System Builder

P3 Static system specification
System behaviour specification
System quality specification

Activity P5c
integrating units

Integrated software and hardware
P5, P6

P4 Workable components contract
P5 Realised units

The «technical safeguards» are realised in the units. Only as an integrated
whole these units perform the function of the SYSTEM as defined in the
SYSTEM specifications in phase P3. As security is already part of the units,
there is no need for additional design items addressing security. Therefore,
a Security Advisor is not needed.
The actor roles and accompanying design items of this activity are
represented in Figure 6.28.

Nesting technical safeguards
Figure 6.29 Activity
P1d, Nesting technical
safeguards

System Architect
System Builder
Security Adviser

P1 System environment definition
System risks

Activity P5d
nesting
technical
safeguards

System security guidelines
P5, P6, P7

P2 Requirements contract
P4 Workable components contract
P5 Integrated software and hardware
Unit vulnerabilities
Security policy
General security procedures

This activity is introduced because the technical safeguards, as realised in
activity P5b, cannot be effective without appropriate accompanying
organisational, procedural or physical safeguards. Therefore, this activity
delivers system guidelines. The «system security guidelines» are a set of
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rules to apply to all activities relevant for security regarding the SYSTEM. The
security guidelines should comply with the «security policy» of the User
Organisation. The guidelines provide an outline for the alignment of
organisational safeguards with the technical safeguards. The SYSTEM, as part
of the User Organisation, should comply with the «security policy» and its
deviates. The guidelines complete the «security policy» hierarchy for this
SYSTEM, see Figure 2.3.
The «general security procedures» provide descriptions of activities or
procedures that can achieve security. These procedures are based on
experience and are often provided as checklists. Example 6.5 shows some
of such guidelines for the activities of Users.
Example 6.5 General
security procedures
[CaLS96]

- Clearly define the duties of this personnel,
- Segregate the duties that can be a risk when the responsibility of one person (‘four eyes’
principle),
- Rotate duties among the personnel.

The actor roles and accompanying design items of this activity are
represented in Figure 6.29.

Preparing tests
Figure 6.30 Activity
P5d, preparing tests

System Builder
Security Adviser

Activity P5e
P2 Requirements contract

preparing tests

Test plan

P3 Static system specification
System behaviour specification
System quality specification
P4 Workable components contract

Security functionality should be tested. The tests in this phase should
indicate whether the realisation of certain functionality is correct. In
Example 6.6 we illustrate this with a simple case.

P5
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Requirement: Communication among geographically distributed sites should be confidential.
Realisation: A public network connects the sites. Before data enter the network, they are
encrypted. After the data have left the network they are decrypted.
Test:
1. Send a data stream over the network.
2. Check whether or not the data stream is encrypted (this test is performed
before the data stream is decrypted).
3. Check whether or not the decrypted data stream corresponds with the sent
data stream.

Testing of security functionality also includes determination whether the
safeguards adequately protect the assets, given the «requirements contract».
Therefore the security functionality is not only tested in this activity, but
also addressed in activity P6b.
With the preparation of the test, a Security Advisor should be involved,
because he can distinguish between the type of test that can be performed
within this phase and which should be performed in the next phase.
The actor roles and accompanying design items of this activity are
represented in Figure 6.30.

Testing the realised and integrated units
Figure 6.31 Activity
P5e, testing

System Builder
Security Adviser

P5 Integrated software and hardware
Test plan
System security guidelines

Activity P5f
testing

Test results

The test as defined in the previous activity, should be executed and
analysed. For the analysis of the security tests it is helpful to rely also on the
«system security guidelines», because they show the rules to which the
SYSTEM must comply.
The actor roles and accompanying design items of this activity are
represented in Figure 6.31.
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Documenting information for the Administrators
Figure 6.32 Activity
P5f, documenting
administrator

System Architect
System Builder
Security Adviser

P2 Requirements contract
P3 Static system specification
System behaviour specification
System quality specification

Activity P5g
documenting
for
Administrator

System manual
P6, P7

P4 Components hierarchy
Components quality specification
Workable components contract
P5 Integrated software and hardware
Unit vulnerabilities
System security guidelines

In this activity the documentation for both the System Administrator and
the Security Administrator is defined to support the installation,
configuration and maintaining of the SYSTEM. ISI should be documented just
as all other issues are documented.
The actor roles and accompanying design items of this activity are
represented in Figure 6.32.

Documenting information for the End User
Figure 6.33 Activity
P5g, documenting user

System Architect
System Builder
Security Adviser

P2 Requirements contract
P3 Static system specification
System behaviour specification
System quality specification
P4 Components hierarchy
Components quality specification
Workable components contract
P5 Integrated software and hardware
System security guidelines

Activity P5h
documenting
for End User

End User manual
P6, P7
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The End User should know how the security functionality can be used. In
addition, some security procedures, as login procedures, may effect the
work of the User. These security-related tasks for the End User need,
therefore, to be documented.
The actor roles and accompanying design items of this activity are
represented in Figure 6.33.

6.4.7 Phase P6 – Making operational
Objective:
Render the system built in phase P5 operational in the User Organisation so that it
meets the requirements.
Aim of ISI:
Aligning the technical safeguards with the procedural and organisational safeguards
of the User Organisation. Appraise the functioning of the system in a production
environment.
Figure 6.34 Sequence
in which the activities
for ISED phase P6 are
performed

making
operational

accepting

appraising

In this phase the SYSTEM should show that it fits adequately within the User
Organisation. For security this phase, and the next phase, provide the real
test cases.
The tests performed in activity P5f cannot completely test all aspects of
the safeguards, because the SYSTEM is tested under laboratory circumstances.
Therefore, the operational environment (also known as the production
environment) should have an activity that can assess the conformance of the
safeguards with the «requirements contract». The additional activity is
‘appraising’.
We introduce this activity as an optional activity, because the assessing
of security functionality is still difficult.
In this phase the SYSTEM is transferred from the design environment to
the production environment, see section 4.1.7. Security practice prescribes
that these environments should be separated. Therefore, the designers will
not play a role in this and the next phase.
The following activities play a role in this phase (see also section 3.2.4):
– P6a, Making operational,
– P6b, Appraising,
– P6c, Accepting.
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Figure 6.34 represents the sequence in which the activities for ISED phase
P6 are performed. We elaborate these activities successively.

Making the SYSTEM operational within the User Organisation
Figure 6.35 Activity
P6a, making operational

System Administrator
Security Administrator

P4 Integrated software and hardware
End User manual
System manual
System security guidelines

Activity P6a
making
operational

Operational system
P6, P7

In this activity the SYSTEM is rendered operational in the production
environment. The «integrated software and hardware» contains the
technical security. The Security Administrator is involved in setting-up the
security procedures and organisational safeguards in the User Organisation,
based on the outline provided by the «system security guidelines». For
example, key material for encrypting files should be initialised and
personalised.
In this activity additional procedures are needed to replace the role of
the System Builder. The introduction of the SYSTEM in the User
Organisation can be effectuated only via special procedures: change
management. Security is part of these procedures. These procedures should
be appropriate for controlling the transfer to the production environment
for the purpose of ensuring that future changes will not lead to violations of
the SYSTEM’s security policy, as laid down in the «system security guidelines»
(based on [NCSC88]).
The actor roles and accompanying design items of this activity are
represented in Figure 6.35.
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Appraising the secureness of the SYSTEM
Figure 6.36 Activity
P6b, appraising

ICT Manager
Security Officer
Aditor
Security Adviser

P1 System environment definition
P2 Requirements contract

Activity P6b
appraising

Secureness system
P6

P3 Static system specification
System behaviour specification
System quality specification
P4 Components hierarchy
Components quality specification
Workable components contract
P5 System security guidelines
Evaluation critera

In this activity the safeguards are appraised for their conformance with the
security requirements in the «requirements contract». The activity builds on
the results of activity P5f, where the security functionality was tested.
The activity delivers a statement about the secureness of the SYSTEM
indicating the perceived conformance of the realised safeguards in both the
SYSTEM and the organisations with the security requirements. The User
Organisation wants an independent judgement about the conformance and
therefore the designers cannot produce such a conformance statement
themselves.
To appraise the SYSTEM, «evaluation criteria» could be used as basis.
With the experiences of Auditors and Security Advisors, completed with
experiences gathered within, for example [BSI99], the SYSTEM can be
compared to other systems. When the SYSTEM is realised by using certified
«security products» this can contribute to reduce the complexity of the
appraising.
The actor roles and accompanying design items of this activity are
represented in Figure 6.36.
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Accepting the SYSTEM?
Figure 6.37 Activity
P6c, accepting

ICT Manager

P2 Requirements contract

Activity P6c
accepting

Acceptance

P6 Operational system
Secureness system

In this activity the ICT Manager should decide whether the conformance
between the security requirements, as stated in the «requirements
contract», and the operational safeguards is sufficient.
The actor roles and accompanying design items of this activity are
represented in Figure 6.37.

6.4.8 Phase P7 – Using and maintaining
Objective:
Use the SYSTEM and keep it updated for the User Organisations needs.
Aim of ISI:
Perform security procedures, act in case of security events, discovering
vulnerabilities in the SYSTEM and modify the SYSTEM due to changing security
circumstances.
Figure 6.38 Sequence
in which the activities
for ISED phase P7 are
performed

training

Using

maintaining
logging and
monitoring
defending
security
events

In this phase the SYSTEM is used. The procedures as defined in the «system
security guidelines», «system manual» and «End User manual» are used. Of
course the security rules can be violated, in which case «security events»
occur. To respond to «security events» an additional activity is introduced:
defending security events. In the case that a security event occurs and that
the safeguards are not successful, escalation procedures of the User
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Organisation will be initiated. The escalation procedures are not part of the
ISED process, because they all are involved with the User Organisation as a
whole (see further activity 7c).
The following activities play a role in this phase (see also section 3.2.4):
P7a, Training,
P7b, Using,
P7c, Logging and monitoring,
P7d, Defending security events,
P7e, Maintaining.
Figure 6.38 represents the sequence in which the activities for ISED phase
P7 are performed. We elaborate these activities successively. At the end we
add a remark for this phase considering the observations founding our
research.
–
–
–
–
–

Giving training for using the SYSTEM
Figure 6.39 Activity
P7a, training

Security Officer
System Administrator
Security Administrator
End User

P5 System user manuals
System security guidelines

Activity P7a
training

Training knowledge
P7

P6 Operational system

Users need to be aware of the need for security, before they are willing to
comply with security rules. Therefore, in a training, teaching how to use the
SYSTEM, the security of the SYSTEM should explicitly be addressed. A Security
Administrator can support addressing ISI in the training, from his
knowledge perspective of the SYSTEM.
To show that security is involved with the entire organisation, the
training should also address the security situation of the User Organisation.
The Security Officer can assist trainers for a part of the training, because of
his involvement in the security awareness programme.
The actor roles and accompanying design items of this activity are
represented in Figure 6.39.
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Using the SYSTEM
Figure 6.40 Activity
P7b, Using

System Administrator
Security Administrator
End User

P5 System manual
End User manual
System security guidelines

Activity P7b
using

Operational information
P7

P6 Operational system
P7 Training knowledge

When using the SYSTEM, the Users should comply with the defined security
rules. These rules are defined in the «system security guidelines», «system
manual» and «End User manual». When Users do not obey the security
rules, this may result in a «security event». To cope with «security events»,
activity P7d is defined.
During the use of the SYSTEM, the Users experience all kind of events.
For example, an End User may discover a security bug, which may imply a
risk for the User Organisation. These experiences are the operational
information. When this information is reported to the Security
Administrator, it can be used to improve the safeguards of the SYSTEM.
The actor roles and accompanying design items of this activity are
represented in Figure 6.40.

Logging and monitoring the usage of the SYSTEM
Figure 6.41 Activity
P7c, logging and
monitoring

System Administrator
Security Administrator

P5 System security guidelines

Activity P7c
logging and
monitoring

Log records

P6 Operational system

Logging and monitoring is an activity for the Administrators to view the
SYSTEM performance and to view how and by whom the SYSTEM is used.
When the Security Administrator reviews the audit trails, i.e. the log
records, this may lead to revealing security events. When this is the case
escalation to the Security Officer may needed. For security it is important
to register the activities that may indicate the occurrence of «security

P7
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events». In the «system security guidelines» the Administrators can find the
type of «security events» that are relevant to view. The «log records» can be
analysed to track, among others, the possible cause, source and time of a
«security event».
The actor roles and accompanying design items of this activity are
represented in Figure 6.41.

Defending security events
Figure 6.42 Activity
P7d, defending security
events

System Administrator
Security Administrator
End User

P6 Operational system

Activity P7d
defending
security events

Security report
P7

Security event

In this activity the Security Administrator reacts to the occurrences of
«security events». This activity aims at keeping the damage to the assets to a
minimum. Appropriate actions need to be taken to minimise damage
caused by the «security event». The Administrators initiate the actions, with
a first responsibility for the Security Administrator. The type of action to
take differs for each event.
The actor roles and accompanying design items of this activity are
represented in Figure 6.42.

Maintaining
Figure 6.43 Activity
P7e, maintaining

System Administrator
Security Administrator

P5 System manual
System security guidelines

Activity P7e
maintaining

Up to date operational system

P6 Operaional system
P7 Operational information
Log records
Security report

The Security Administrator manages the SYSTEM for the security settings (set
up and keeping them up-to-date and valid). How this has to be executed is
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prescribed in the «system manual». The «system security guidelines»
describe what the value of the settings needs to be, given the demands of
the User Organisation. These guidelines contain, for example, the
authorisations of the Users. The Security Administrator is supported by the
information that becomes available through logging and info of the Users.
The actor roles and accompanying design items of this activity are
represented in Figure 6.43.

Remark
Addition of security to a SYSTEM as proposed in activity P7e has been the
starting point of the observations in this book. User Organisations add
safeguards to their «operational system», because of changing security
requirements. As we have shown in section 2.4 this often results in
operational problems. Also for systems built while following the ISED
process, the security requirements may change in this phase. The ultimate
goal should be that these changes would not cause operational problems.
We estimate that despite the use of the ISED process, a number of
operational problems will occur. However, the ISED process provides means
to assess modifications to the SYSTEM, which makes it possible to see what
the consequences are of the changes. The means are:
– Risk analysis of the SYSTEM at multiple levels of abstraction that can
relate the new requirements to the implemented safeguards.
– The high-level Architecture of the SYSTEM that can be examined on the
consequences of changing requirements, including the security.

6.5

Fulfilment ISED process of requirements for a new
approach
In Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 we identified the shortcomings of the
traditional design process and the direction of a solution to overcome these
shortcomings. The ISED process is proposed in this chapter as a solution. In
this section we indicate how the ISED process satisfies the statements of
Chapter 4 and Chapter 5:
1. shortcomings of the traditional design process,
2. points of attention to consider in a new approach,
3. needed activities in a new approach.
In appendix C an overview is given of how the design items regarding ISI
flow through a traditional design process and through the ISED process.
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Table 6.4 Coverage of
shortcomings by design
items

System design

Preconditions: system
specific

Preconditions: system
independent

Framework

Deliverable for the User
Organisation

Design methods

Design items

Decision input

Shortcoming

General


- Excluding of non-technical issues
- Lack of security awareness















Input to the design process


- Cover the implicit requirements








- Excluding environmental entities related to security
- Incorporation of all relevant entities and only the relevant entities



- Point of time to capture security requirements






Realisation in the design process


- Completely taken into account behaviour of relevant entities
- Increase of complexity







- Late recognition of vulnerabilities by not documenting procedures
relevant for security
- Overlooking the introduction of risks by separation of
decomposition ways











- Trade-offs of the specification because of
- extended functionality



- introduction of new risks



Operational environment
- Enforcement of all activities of all relevant entities by the User
Organisation



- Line-up of security functionality with security policy



- Possible obstruction of safeguards by Users



- Proofing the adequacy of safeguards.







- Tuning of safeguards with the procedures in the operational
environment



- Wrong parameter setting
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1. Shortcomings of the traditional design process. In Table 4.1 an overview is
given of the shortcomings identified for the traditional design process. In
Table 6.4 we present how the ISED process covers the shortcomings. For
every shortcoming we indicate which classes of design items cover a certain
shortcoming.
2. Points of attention to consider in a new approach. In section 5.3.1 the points
of attention for a new approach are summarised. These points should be
considered in a design process to address the ISI. We show how the ISED
process considers these points.
– Integrate security: The ISED process identifies a number of additional
security-related activities. These activities are defined throughout the
whole design process. The output of the security-related activities is
used in the traditional activities and the output of traditional activities is
used in the security-related activities. Therefore, the ISI are integrated in
the whole design process.
– Sustain attention to security: The ISED process defines activities in a number
of phases that explicitly assess whether the chosen solutions still fulfil
the specifications. The ISI are explicitly taken into account in the
specifications.
– Align the addressed design abstraction: Every security-related activity is
defined in the context of its associated design phase and with that it is
related to the level of abstraction addressed by the other activities of that
phase. In the ISED process special attention is given to capture the
security requirements. When these requirements are well-defined, they
can be treated at every level of abstraction in the remainder of the
design process, equivalent to the other requirements.
– Incorporate the system environment in the design: The ISED process introduces
activities in the first phases to assess the environment and to define the
security requirements based on this assessment. In a systematic manner
the environmental entities are related to the ISI and taken into account
in the definition of the security requirements.
– Use security experiences: The ISED process defines a number of frameworks
as input of activities. These frameworks, together with the experience of
specific security actors, are the main means to transfer security
experience.
3. Needed activities in a new approach. In section 5.3.2 the activities that are
needed in a design process are summarised. These activities are performed
by the whole set of activities as defined in the ISED process. In Table 6.5 the
coverage of the additionally defined activities of the ISED process are
indicated for all needed activities.

FULFILMENT ISED PROCESS OF REQUIREMENTS FOR A NEW APPROACH

Activity name ISED process

Continues security
attention

Consider the
organisational context

Safeguards

Activities
A broad focus on
requirements gathering

Table 6.5 Coverage
needed activities by the
ISED process
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Sketching the environment (P0b)









Analysing risks (P1c)









Completing security requirements (P1d)











Reviewing workable components risks (P4d)



Analysing vulnerabilities (P5a)



Nesting technical safeguards (P5d)





Documenting for Administrators (P5g)





Appraising (P6b)



Defending security events (P7d)





Chapter

7

7. Elaboration of information security
issues in design items
In this chapter we elaborate on the definition of design items of the ISED
process. The design items elaborated, are involved with the following:
– design method to capture security requirements;
– ISI in the specification of the external behaviour of the SYSTEM;
– ISI in the specification of a high-level structure of the SYSTEM.
In the previous chapter we have defined which design items should be used
in each ISED activity. We focused on the objectives of the items. What a
design item precisely comprises has not yet been elaborated. To complete
the definition of the ISED process the design items should be filled-in. In
the ISED process a large number of design items are defined. In this chapter
we elaborate on three of these design items.
In section 7.1 we elaborate on the definition of a «security requirements
capturing method». In section 7.2 we propose an approach to embed ISI in
the specification of the external behaviour of the SYSTEM. In section 7.3 we
discuss the ISI when structuring the SYSTEM.

7.1

Security requirements capturing method
In this section we elaborate on activity P1d ‘Completing security
requirements’ of the ISED process. In this activity the «set of requirements»
is enhanced with security requirements. In Figure 7.1 we show the
graphical representation of this activity.
In this section we define a method to reveal relevant security
requirements for the SYSTEM. In section 7.1.1 we present the objective and
requirements for such a method. In section 7.1.2 we elaborate on existing
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elements that can be used within the method. Finally, in section 7.1.3 we
propose an enhancement of an existing «requirements capturing method».
Figure 7.1 Activity P1d,
completing security
requirements

ICT Manager
Security Officer
Auditor
System Administrator
Security Administrator
End User
System Architect
Security Adviser
P1 System environment definition
Initial set of requirements
System risks

Activity P1d
completing
security
requirements

Set of requirements

State-of-the-art
Security policy
Security regulation
Security requirements
capturing method

7.1.1 Method objective and requirements
The objective of a security requirements capturing method for the ISED
process is to deliver a set of security requirements given the «initial set of
requirements». In Chapter 4 the following shortcomings regarding the
capturing of security requirements have been identified (see Table 4.1):
– general
– excluding of non-technical issues,
– lack of security awareness;
– input to the design process
– cover the implicit requirements,
– excluding environmental entities related to security,
– incorporation of all relevant entities and only the relevant entities,
– point of time to capture security requirements;
– realisation in the design process
– increase of complexity;
– operational environment
– line-up of security functionality with security policy.
In the ISED process the traditional activity ‘gathering requirements’ is
devided into two phases, resulting in activity P1a for gathering “normal”
requirements and activity P1d for capturing the security requirements to
solve the timing problem. For the other shortcomings we identified, in
Chapter 5, that the following is of interest given the capturing of security
requirements:

P2

SECURITY REQUIREMENTS CAPTURING METHOD

–
–
–
–
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checklist methods can be useful to check for completeness;
checklist methods can be useful to increase awareness;
inventory of assets and threats;
the technical scope of ISI should be broadened to non-technical issues.

Given the problems and the known solutions we come to the following
requirements for a security requirements capturing method:
1. Address those ISI that are relevant from the perspective of:
a. environmental entities,
b. primary functionality.
2. Incorporate «system risks» and the statements in the User Organisation
«security policy».
3. Integrate organisational, psychological and technical perspectives.
4. Reduce in a structured manner the complexity of environmental
entities.
Table 7.1 indicates the relation between the identified shortcomings in
Chapter 4 and the stated requirements for the security requirements
capturing method. Completeness of the set of security requirements is
covered by taking known elements into account (primary functionality,
«security policy» and «system risks»). Taking only the relevant ISI into
account is covered by structured reducing the large number of relevant
entities in the SYSTEM environment. The excluding of environmental entities
should be minimised by providing a way to reduce the large number of
entities. When requirements are only implicitly known, the «set of
requirements» is incomplete regarding the requirements that need to be
addressed. Integration of different perspectives has become an explicit
requirement, because these different perspectives are anchored in the
environment. Reduction of the environmental entities should be done by
knowingly excluding (classes of) entities.
Table 7.1 Relation
between shortcomings
and requirements for the
capturing method

Shortcomings

Requirements for capturing method

Excluding of non-technical issues

1a, 2, 3

Lack of security awareness

2

Cover the implicit requirements

1a, 1b, 2, 3, 4

Excluding environmental entities related to security

1a, 4

Incorporation of all relevant entities and only the
relevant entities

4

Point of time to capture security requirements

Definition of activity P1d besides P1a

Increase of complexity

1b, 4

Line-up of security functionality with security policy

2
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7.1.2 Existing methods to capture security requirements
In this section we elaborate on which existing methods, or parts of
methods, can be useful to define a «security requirements capturing
method», based on the requirements for such a method defined in section
7.1.1. From the requirements for the method we learn that there should be
information available from which ISI can be derived. Furthermore, decisions
for reduction should be such that they support the definition of the security
requirements. Therefore we elaborate on the following:
– checklists and other information sources;
– capture and define security requirements.

Checklists and other information sources
An abstract enumeration of ISI is confidentiality, integrity and availability.
Designers need more detail to get grip on ISI. Checklists and other
information sources provide means to establish a complete as possible
overview of the relevant ISI. We distinguish between three types of sources.
1. lists of general security requirements,
2. baselines for security,
3. taxonomies to analyse risks.
We elaborate on these sources below.
Source 1. Lists of general security requirements. The first type of information
source provides an overview of abstract definitions of requirements, i.e.
they define the classes of requirements that are known from security
practice. Examples of such lists are:
– Commercial International Security Requirements [CuJo92],
– Classes of security functional requirements of the Common Criteria
[CC99].
The Commercial International Security Requirements (CISR) presents
seven categories of technical related requirements. The CISR is based on
the experience gained by TCSEC [DoD85] and the Federal Criteria for
Information Technology Security [FC92]. The categories of CISR are listed
in Table 7.2 (in order of appearance in [CuJo92]). CISR defines a number
of associated safeguards for each category. The safeguards mainly address
technical areas. The safeguards are not classified. In Example 7.1 we
indicate some safeguards one of the requirements.
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Commercial International Security Requirements

Common Criteria

user identification and authentication

security audit

authorisation to access information resources

communication

auditability

user data protection

system architecture and integrity (including availability)

identification and authentication

documentation

privacy

assurance

protection of security functions

workstation security

resource utilisation
system access
trusted path/channels

Requirements category: auditability
Example 7.1 CISR
associated safeguards

Possible safeguards:

Security configuration for local system
Security configuration for remote system
Expert audit system to identify exposure of
- system configuration
- password/authentication
- file/resource protection
- privileged authority (users/programmes)
- security-related events

The Common Criteria (CC) provides a broad enumeration of classes of
security functional requirements, in addition to its assurance criteria
[CC99]. The CC offers a set of security requirements that, and we quote
the CC (Part 2, page 1):
can be used to create trusted products or systems reflecting the needs of the market.
The CC identifies nine classes of security functional requirements. The
classes are listed in Table 7.2 (in order of appearance in [CC99]). In the
CC each class is decomposed into more specific requirements. In Example
7.2 the subclasses of the functionality classes ‘user data protection’ is
presented.
The CC supports the definition of functional security requirements
(called Protection Profiles (PP)). User organisations can define PPs to
express their security functionality needs. Designers can develop systems
that fulfil a (part of a) PP. An example of a PP is written for an ApplicationLevel Firewall that is meant for Low-Risk Environments [USG98]15.

15

See for a list of current available PP’s http://csrc.nist.gov/cc/pp/pplist.htm of NIST,
http://www.radium.ncsc.mil/tpep/library/protection_profiles/index.html of NCSC or
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Example 7.2 Common
Criteria Subclasses of
User Data Protection
[CC99]

Access Control Policy
- Subset object access control
- Complete object access control
Access Control Functions
- Single security attribute access control
- Multiple security attribute access control
- Access authorisation
- Access authorisation and denial
- Fixed access control
Object Attributes Initialisation
- Static attribute initialisation
- Administrator defined attribute initialisation
- User defined attribute initialisation
- Safe access control attribute initialisation
- Safe access control attribute modification
Export to Outside Trusted Security Functionality Control
- Export of user data without security attributes
- Export of user data with security attributes
Information Flow Control Policy
- Subset information flow control
- Complete information flow control
Information Flow Control Functions
- Simple security attributes
- Hierarchical security attributes
- Limited illicit information flows
- Partial elimination of illicit information flows
- No illicit information flows
- Illicit information flow monitoring
- Import from outside Trusted Security Functionality control
- Import of user data without security attributes
- Import of user data with security attributes

Internal SYSTEM Transfer
- Basic internal transfer protection
- Transmission separation by attribute
- Integrity monitoring
- Attribute-based integrity monitoring
- Residual information protection
- Subset residual information protection on allocation
- Subset residual information protection on de-allocation
- Full Residual information protection on allocation
- Full Residual information protection on de-allocation
Rollback
- Basic rollback
- Advanced rollback
- Administrative rollback
Security Attribute Modification
- Administrator attribute modification
- User attribute modification
- Safe attribute modification
Security Attribute Query
- Administrator attribute query
- User attribute query
Stored Data Integrity
- Stored data integrity monitoring
- Stored data attribute-based integrity monitoring
Inter-TSF User Data Confidentiality Transfer Protection
- Basic data exchange confidentiality
Inter-TSF User Data Integrity Transfer Protection
- Data exchange integrity
- Destination data exchange recovery
- Source data exchange recovery

http://www.cesg.gov.uk/cchtml/ippr/list_by_type.html of CESG - Communications-Electronics

Security Group.
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What can lists as the CISR and CC contribute to the ISED process? They
provide angles for a wide range of ISI. By doing this, possible securityrelated entities in the environment are also indicated, which are possibly
relevant to consider in the requirements.
The presented requirements are not yet tailor-made for the User
Organisation. They should be tuned with the «security policy» of the User
Organisation, the risk analysis and the primary functionality of the SYSTEM.
When new developments within ICT appear it may be needed to adjust
the lists, although the lists are already useful for a broad range of ICT
systems.
We can conclude that the presented lists of general requirements are useful
for the requirements capturing phase as input for gaining a complete
overview of ISI and for identifying relevant environmental entities.
Source 2. Baselines for security. The second type of information source provides
baselines to organise security within an organisation. In Chapter 2 we have
given an overview of one of these baselines, the Code Of Practice for
Information Security Management [BSI99]. These baselines are often used to
set-up a security policy, and address those ISI relevant for User
Organisations, based on best security practice. Benefit hereof is that they do
address other than only the technical issues. A drawback is that it addresses
much more issues than needed only for design purposes.
These guidelines can be used by the User Organisation to tune the
«security policy» of the User Organisation, the risk analysis and the primary
functionality of the SYSTEM with security practice.
Source 3. Taxonomies to analyse risks. The third and last type of information
source provides a structured view on the risks for a system. A number of
these taxonomies have been developed. Four types of taxonomies can be
distinguished [Bask96]:
– Asset groupings. Risks are assigned to groups of assets, such as facilities,
hardware, software and documents.
– Impact groupings. Risks are assigned to their impact, such as disclosure,
modification and destination. For these taxonomies it is of no concern
which assets are involved.
– Convenience groupings. These taxonomies strive for completeness,. They
enumerate safeguards without putting them in a specific structure.
– Multi-Dimension groupings. These taxonomies support beginners with
structuring of the security area based on actual occurrences of threats.
Depending on the type of SYSTEM that has to be built, one these taxonomy
types can be chosen. As taxonomies address the risks, they can be used to
define what type of risks the SYSTEM provides protection to.
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Capture and define security requirements
Mostert and Von Solms have proposed an approach to capture and define
security requirements. This is the only approach in literature we have found
for this. The approach is called the Constraints Acquisition Methodology
(CAM). The method determines and specifies security requirements that
can be included in the «set of requirements». CAM combines the
functionality of the SYSTEM with the security functionality. Once the security
requirements are captured, the requirements are defined in a systematic
way, taking environment and primary functionality into account [MoSo94].
The method consists of the following parts (the original naming is used):
1. capturing,
2. definition,
3. safeguards.
Below we briefly elaborate on these parts. A complete description of CAM
can be found in [MoSo94]. In [MoSo94] an example is given in which
CAM is applied to capture requirements for a telematics system of an
imaginary airport. It is unclear to us whether CAM is used in practice.
Capturing. In a ‘brainstorming session’ the explicit requirements are
captured and the possible implicit requirements are elicited. The session is
guided by a requirements engineer, who has knowledge of both security and
the SYSTEM domain. Requirements engineering can be a task of the System
Architect or the Security Advisor.
Definition. The results of the brainstorm session, in which the security
requirements are identified, are used to define the security requirements.
This means that the selected security requirements are checked for
completeness and formulated as a requirement.
To support this definition activity a three-dimensional requirements
matrix is used, which indicates on its axes:
– functional requirements of the SYSTEM,
– entities in the environment of the SYSTEM,
– security requirements classes (confidentiality, integrity, availability).
In the matrix the importance of each security requirement is rated against
the functional requirements and the environment entities. Typically a rating
0, 1, 2 or 3 is assigned. Figure 7.2 and Example 7.3 give an impression of a
cell in a requirements matrix.

Figure 7.2 CAM
requirements matrix
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confidentiality
integrity
availability
x-axis, sub elements of information security

Example 7.3 Contents
of a cell in the
requirements matrix

X-axis, sub-elements of security:
Y-axis, functional requirements:
Z-axis, environment entities:

Confidentiality
Provide financial transactions data transport between a
shop and a bank
Customer

The question that applies for this cell is: What is the confidentiality requirement for the
communication of electronic transactions from a
customer?

Safeguards. In the method a safeguards matrix is defined. For each security
requirement, its rating and the relevant components of the SYSTEM, a
safeguard is indicated. The form and pre-defined contents of the matrices
provide means to avoid overlooking of requirements. Example 7.4 gives an
impression of a safeguards matrix.
In the ISED process identification of the safeguards is an activity that
takes place in the specification phase and the structuring phase. Therefore,
the part of CAM regarding safeguards should not be considered in activity
P1d.
Example 7.4 Contents
of a cell in the
safeguards matrix

X-axis, rating in a scale of 0 - 3:
Y-axis, sub-elements of security:
Z-axis: environment entities:

Rating 2, important
Confidentiality (see the X-axis of the requirements
matrix)
Customer

The question that applies for this cell: What safeguards could be taken to protect the
confidentiality of the customer?

In Table 7.3 we give an overview of how CAM fulfils the requirements for a
«security requirements capturing method» (see section 7.1.1 for an
overview of the requirements). In addition to CAM the following issues
need to be addressed in a «security requirements capturing method»:
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Table 7.3 Overview
fulfilment requirements
for the capturing method
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completeness of the security knowledge,
high-level risk analysis,
reduction of complexity in a structured manner.

Requirement capturing method

Fulfilment

1. Address ISI

Depends on the available security knowledge
during the brainstorm session. The available
knowledge is considered in the requirements
matrix.

2. Incorporate system risks/security policy

Not explicitly in the requirements matrix, however
indicated in the safeguards matrix

3. Integrate different perspectives

Not explicitly addressed

4. Reduce in a structured manner the
complexity of environmental entities

Provided are means to check completeness given
the primary functionality and the given security
input.

7.1.3 Method proposal:
Security Requirements Acquisition Methodology
The existing solutions on capturing and definition of security requirements
show that the following is available:
– a large number of general security requirements, which cover all the
areas of security;
– a number of general security requirements, which cover general system
functionality in relation with security;
– a method to define security requirements for the SYSTEM related to its
primary functionality.
We can use and combine parts of these solutions to propose a new method
that both addresses the capturing and the definition of the security
requirements: Security Requirements Acquisition Methodology (SRAM).
The basis of SRAM is the framework of CAM, consisting of:
1. Capturing of security input, by means of a brainstorm session.
2. Definition of the security requirements.
We present these two parts of SRAM below. An example of the method can
be found in section 8.3.4.

capturing
In a capturing session the ICT Manager, Security Officer, Auditor, Security
Administrator and the End User provide input from the User Organisation.
The System Architect, possibly supported by a Security Advisor is
responsible to ensure that all security areas are addressed and that the
outcome of the session can systematically be used to define the
requirements. Input to the session are the following items:
SRAM
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list of general security requirements,
risks associated with the primary functionality of the SYSTEM,
«security policy» of the User Organisation.
For the list of general security requirements it is recommended to use the
set of functionality defined by the CC for the technical requirements
[CC99] and list of baselines for the embedding within the User
Organisation, see for example BS7799 [BSI99].
In the capturing session the general requirements are applied to SYSTEM to
support the primary function of the SYSTEM. Therefore the list of general
security requirements is compared with the requirements that are
prescribed by the «security policy». The security policy is a filter for the
general security requirements, indicating whether or not a particular
requirement is relevant within setting of the User Organisation. This step
results in a wide overview of possible areas for relevant security
requirements.
The set of possible requirements should be compared with the
identified risks for the SYSTEM. In activity P1c ‘Risk analysis’ the risks for the
SYSTEM are identified, related to the primary function of the SYSTEM. On the
one hand the comparison restricts the set of possible requirements to only
those requirements that are of relevance given the risks of interest. On the
other hand risks may have been identified that should have corresponding
requirements, but that are not yet covered by the possible requirements.
This step results in a list of the areas for requirements of interest for the
SYSTEM, from a security point of view.
In Figure 7.3 the method for capturing security requirements is
graphically represented.

definition
In this part of the activity the security requirements are defined by using the
requirements matrix of CAM. The axes indicate:
– X-axis: Security requirements, as captured in the capturing session.
– Y-axis: Primary functionality of the SYSTEM as defined in the «initial set
of requirements» in activity P1a.
– Z-axis: Entities in the environment of the SYSTEM, as defined in activity
P1b.
For each cell the requirement is determined and can be defined. As we do
not consider the safeguards matrix, the rating of importance for this
requirement is also indicated in each cell.
The «set of requirements» of activity P1d is constructed by collecting all
the non-empty cells of the requirements matrix and the «set of
requirements» from activity P1a. In Figure 7.4 the «set of requirements» is
graphically presented.
SRAM
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General
Figure 7.3 SRAM
capturing

List of general information
security requirements:
– technical viewpoint
– baseline viewpoint

User Organisation
Security policy

Set of possible
areas for security
requirements

SYSTEM
Primary functionaltiy (P1a)
Environment (P1b)
Identified risks (P1c)

Figure 7.4 Definition of
security requirements
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Considering safeguards in activity P1c
Many solutions involved in requirements definition mix-up the capturing of
requirements and the definition of adequate safeguards. In the proposal for
the ISED process «security requirements capturing method» we do not
address safeguards. Current telematics systems are too complex to make
decisions about solutions in just one design step. Besides the requirements,
by definition, should not address the ‘how to’-question of functionality.

7.2
P0 Elaboration of
an idea
P1 Capturing
requirements
P2 Studying the
feasibility
P3 Specifying the
overall system
P4 Structuring
P5 Building
P6 Making
operational
P7 Using and
maintaining

Specification of the external behaviour of the SYSTEM
In activity P3b ‘Specifying behaviour’ of the ISED process the external
behaviour of the SYSTEM is specified (see section 3.2.4 and section 6.3.4).
In Figure 7.5 the activity with the involved actors and design items is
represented. To embed ISI in this activity «security behaviour concepts» are
proposed by the ISED process. In this section we elaborate on these
concepts. We show what information is needed to embed security in the
specification. In addition, we show what the consequences are, to realise
the specification consistently in the remaining phases of the design process.
This will result in a proposal for an approach that embeds security
requirements in the specification.
System Architect
Security Adviser

P1 System environment definition
P2 Requirements contract

Activity P3b
specifying
system external
behaviour

System behaviour specification
P3, P4, P5, P6

P3 Static system specification
Specification language
Security behaviour concepts

Figure 7.5 Activity P3b,
specifying behaviour

Input:
A set of requirements, that defines the SYSTEM completely.
Contents: What the SYSTEM does by defining the input to the SYSTEM , the output from the SYSTEM input
and the relation between the input and the output.
Output: Definition of the SYSTEM as observed by the users and stated in system engineering
terminology.

The specification constrains the design directions in the remaining phases
of the design process. This implies that as far as the design or
implementation of the SYSTEM is concerned, the specification is the source
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on which designers will rely. Therefore we elaborate in this section on the
use of the specification in the remaining phases.
The focus of this phase is on the external behaviour of the SYSTEM: the
service offered to the environment and the interfaces used. The interfaces
define which interactions take place between the SYSTEM and its
environment.
Subsequently we discuss in this section:
– requirements for the of «security behaviour concepts»,
– contents of a specification,
– a new approach.

7.2.1 Requirements for «security behaviour concepts»
In Chapter 4 the following shortcomings regarding the specification of
security have been identified (see Table 4.1):
– general
– excluding of non-technical issues,
– lack of security awareness;
– input to the design process
– excluding environmental entities related to security,
– incorporation of all relevant entities and only the relevant entities;
– realisation in the design process
– completely taken into account behaviour of relevant entities,
– increase of complexity,
– trade-offs of the specification because of extended functionality
and/or introduction of new risks.
To overcome these shortcomings the following requirements hold for the
«security behaviour concepts »:
1. Cope with the trade-offs that appear in the remaining phase, i.e.:
a. keep track of the entities inside and outside the SYSTEM boundary;
b. the consequences of additional functionality;
c. unintended compromises because of insufficient insight into the
consequences of changes.
2. Designers need to be able to reduce the number of entities that are to
be incorporated in the specification by take entities in the environment
of the SYSTEM into account that
a. can cause harm to the SYSTEM or
b. behave different from entities associated with the primary function
of the SYSTEM.
3. Prevent neglecting and postponing of the realisation of security
functionality.
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4. Take the different responsibilities in different security domains into
account.

7.2.2 Contents of a specification
In this section we identify the contents of a specification and relate the
specification to the environment of the SYSTEM. Normally, only those
entities in the environment of the SYSTEM are considered that are relevant
for the primary functionality of the SYSTEM. A specification contains the
following elements:
– entities in the environment;
– functionality of the SYSTEM expressed and described by services;
– interactions between SYSTEM and the environment.
Typical entities relevant for security are malicious employees, hackers and
bona fide employees. The latter entity is, for example, involved with a threat
as the generation of unintended faults.
We will not recommend specifying security by using a formal notation.
The reason for this is that in general formal methods are restricting the
complexity of systems and are normally used to operate in a controlled
environment (i.e. all aspects of the environment are well-defined). The
telematics systems of our target audience will normally not operate in this
kind of environments. The specification must, however, be precise and
should avoid terms such as ‘approximately’, ‘almost’, and ‘some’ [BeHu96].

Must-functionality
To understand and explain how security, as specified in the SYSTEM
specifications, is used by designers during the realisation of a specification
in design phase P4 and P5, we introduce the concept of ‘mustfunctionality’. Must-functionality corresponds with the functionality
requirements in the «set of requirements» and is the translation of the
requirements into a specification. This means that the must-functionality
consists of the primary functionality and also the security functionality. We
illustrate this in Example 7.5.
Suppose now that there exists a set S containing functionalities
appropriate for a telematics system. Set S contains the translation of the set
R of requirements of this system. Furthermore, suppose there exists a set F,
which is a superset of all possible sets S. Set F is defined as follows:
Definition 52 Set F

Set F contains all the functionalities that can possibly be incorporated in a
telematics system.
For the functionality of the SYSTEM we define set M.

Definition 53 Set M

Set M contains the must-functionality of the SYSTEM.
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Obvious, set M is a subset of set F. In Figure 7.6 set M is represented as a
subset of set F. Figure 7.6 represents the situation at the end of the
specification phase: set M contains all the specifications of the functionality
of the SYSTEM, giving a demarcation of set F.
In Example 7.6 we present a brief example for the above-presented sets.
Example 7.5 mustfunctionality

Inspectors of the organisation Inspec perform inspections at companies all over the country. The
inspectors need access to a knowledge database and need to send their finding to the central
office of Inspec. The set of requirements for telematics system that will be designed to attain
this objective consists, among others, of the following:
Functional: Inspectors have remote access to the central information systems of Inspec, i.e. the
knowledge database and the inspection registry.
Security: Inspectors with an appropriate need-to-know authorisation can access data related
to a specific company. Access to data holds whether the data are physically at the
central office of Inspec or in transportation.
Within the specification, the functional requirements are specified in system engineering
terminology. This is the must-functionality of the SYSTEM.

Example 7.6 Set F and
M

The following functions are elements of the functionality set F (in alphabetic order):
- Access to data on a need-to-know basis
- Multi-casting of data among participating users
- Provision of identification and authentication services for customers
- Undoing of the last operation
- Video conferencing facility
Set F will contain more functionality then presented here.
The following functions are all the elements of the functionality set M of a specific system:
- Provision of identification and authentication services for customers
- Access to data on a need-to-know basis

Figure 7.6 Functionality
sets.

F
M

Legend
Functionality for
telematics systems (F)
Must-functionality of
the SYSTEM (M)
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7.2.3 Paradigm of must-not functionality
The SYSTEM specified by the functionality in set M is a secure well-defined
system. Once designed this system will render operational in the User
Organisation. If the operational system is exactly conform set M then the
User Organisation has the perfect system. Unfortunately, designers will
perform some activities to realise that set M is translated to an «operational
system» (the design process). In Chapter 4 we have seen that a number of
trade-offs of set M exist while performing the translation, see also [Kleu96].
The trade-off of using standard components is that the functionality of
these components probably does not match exactly with the functionality of
set M. The components contain functionality of set F that is not part of set
M. In other words the standard component realises more than the specified
must-functionality.
Let us now elaborate on a refinement step of the specified functionality
and let call the result of this refinement an implementation of this
functionality. We define set F’ as follows:
Definition 54 Set F’

Set F’ contains the implemented functionality corresponding with the refinement of
set F.
So, there exist a mapping from the functionality of set F onto set F’ of
implemented functionality. Suppose that set M’ contains the result of the
refinement from set M, where standard components are used to realise the
refinement. Set M’ is a subset of F’.
In Figure 7.7 set F’ and M’ are represented. Set M’ is presented as a full
collection of standard components. The dotted line indicated the boundary
of corresponding set M. In the figure point A and B are marked. Point A
indicates that not all functionality of set M is mapped onto implementations
in set M’. Point B indicates that the functionality of components can extend
the must-functionality of set M. This means that functionalities that were
originally part of set F-M are now mapped onto set M’.
An adequate design process should adjust the specification based on the
deviations as result of the implementation changes. However, we want to
have the opportunity to decide what the consequences are of a change,
without going all the way back to the requirements. The most important
reasons for this are the cost and speed of the design process.
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F’
Non-implemented functionality of the
must-functionality of the SYSTEM

A

B

Implemented functionality that is additional
to the must-functionality of the SYSTEM

M’

Legend
All implementations of all functionality
for telematics systems (F’)

Component, implementing
functionality

Must-functionality of the SYSTEM (M)

Implementation of must-functionality
of the SYSTEM (M’ )

We would like to know whether the extensions of functionality outside the
boundaries of the must-functionality involve security implications.
Sometimes it does not matter whether some functionality is implemented
or not, for example, an extra toolbar. However, Example 7.7 illustrates that
sometimes the extension does matter.
Requirement:

Data of organisation X need to be stored confidentially

Specification:

1. Over every file that is to be stored a digital signature is set
2. Data are stored on hard disk

Architecture:

1. Component for creation and setting of digital signature
2. Storage device for the storage of data

Building variant A:

An application creates a digital signature and adds this to the file. The
capabilities of the operating system MS-DOS are used to store the
files on hard disk.
An application creates a digital signature and adds this to the file. The
capabilities of the operating system Windows NT are used to store the
files on hard disk.

Example 7.7 Extension

Building variant B:

Extension possibilities:

Windows NT is a network-oriented product, where MS-DOS is meant
for stand-alone use. Windows NT offers means to share files with
others over a network. Thus, the files of organisation X can, in
addition to local storage, be stored on a shared server connected to
the network of X.

As the protocol stacks of MS-DOS and Windows NT differ, and other mechanisms are used to
store on a local or remote disk, it is possible to store a file without a digital signature.
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We need a way to indicate that some implementations are prohibited,
because they violate the intentions of the specification. Therefore, we
partition set F’ into meaningful parts from a security perspective. Until now
we viewed set F as a set containing two parts: the must-implementation and
all the other possible implementations. However, it should consist of three
parts, which are disjoint and partitions of set F’:
– must-implementation, which contains all the implementations that are a
mapping of the must-functionality of the specification;
– ‘must-not’ implementation, which contains all the implementations that are
a mapping of the functionality in set F that may violate the specification
when it is used in the SYSTEM;
– ‘don’t care’-implementation, which contains all the implementations that
are a mapping of the functionality in set F that need not be
implemented, but if they are, the realisation does not violate the
specification.
We are aware that a complete specification of the must-not functionality is
not possible. However, by using security knowledge about the environment
of the SYSTEM appropriate assumptions can be made as to which essential
must-not functionality is to be specified. In Figure 7.8 we introduce a new
set MN’, which corresponds with the implementations that must not be
implemented within the SYSTEM.
Figure 7.8
Implementation and
must-not functionality

F’

Legend
All implementations of all functionality
for telematics systems (F’ )
Must-functionality of the SYSTEM (M)

M’

Component, implementing
functionality

MN’

Implementation of must-functionality
of the SYSTEM ( M’ )
Implementation of must-not
functionality (MN’ )

What are the lessons that can be learned for the specification? We recall the
situation of Figure 7.6, but now extended with the set MN’, see Figure 7.9.
Set MN consists of functionality of which the implementation solutions can
be found in set MN’. When specifying the must-functionality of the SYSTEM,
the must-not functionality should be specified as well.
How do the presented concepts contribute to fulfilling the requirements as
stated in section 7.2.1? Table 7.4 indicates the relation between the
proposed solutions and the stated requirements for the security behaviour
concepts.
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F
Figure 7.9 Specification
perspective

M

Legend
Functionality for
telematics systems (F)
Must-functionality of
the SYSTEM ( M)

MN

Must-not functionality (MN)

DC

Don’t care functionality (DC)

Table 7.4 Overview
fulfilment requirements
for the behaviour
concepts

7.3

Requirements for behaviour concepts

fulfilment

Cope with the trade-offs that appear in the
remaining phase

The concept of must-not functionality
introduces an aid to designers that enables
them to check during the implementation of the
specification whether or not a certain
implementation decision compromises the
specification. The must-not functionality is a
security checklist for the designer.

Designers need to be able to reduce the
number of entities that are to be incorporated in
the specification by take entities in the
environment of the SYSTEM into account

The concept of must and must-not behaviour
introduces a means to the designers to indicate
the relevance of an entity in accordance to the
specification.

Prevent neglecting and postponing of the
realisation of security functionality

The concepts can be used by designers as a
checklist during the implementation of the
specification.

Take the different responsibilities in different
security domains into account

The relevance of a certain security domains
can be related to the associated entities. These
entities have behaviour that is either one of the
functionality types.

Specification of the structure of the SYSTEM
In this section we elaborate on activity P4a ‘Specifying structure’ of the ISED
process. In this activity the structure of the SYSTEM is specified by means of
«security services» given a set of security structuring principles. In Figure
7.10 the activity with related actor roles and design items is graphically
represented. At the end of the activity a hierarchy of components is defined,
with at the lowest level the workable components. This is realised in a
number of iterative design cycles. In this section we elaborate the first cycle:
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delivering a high-level structure of the SYSTEM. We refer to this first
structuring as the architecture of the SYSTEM.
Figure 7.10 Activity
P4a, specifying structure

System Architect
Security Adviser

P3 Static system specification
System behaviour specification
System quality specification

Activity P4a
Defining
structuring
criteria

Structuring criteria
P4

General security architectures
Organisational safeguards
Security services

Input:
Specification of the SYSTEM, providing what the SYSTEM must do.
Contents: Definition of solutions for how the SYSTEM should be realised.
Output: It gives a hierarchy of components that each defines a subpart of the functionality of
the SYSTEM.

One of the shortcomings for design phase P4 that not have been addressed
yet is ‘overlooking the introduction of risks by separation of decomposition
ways’ (see Table 4.1). In this section we elaborate on the shortcoming for
two perspectives. First, in section 7.3.1, the security criteria to decompose
the SYSTEM and second, in section 7.3.2, the security functionality of a
component.

7.3.1 Security criteria to decompose the SYSTEM
In this section we elaborate on how criteria to decompose the SYSTEM can
be of influence on the definition of safeguards for the SYSTEM. From a
security perspective definition of a SYSTEM architecture means the following:
the type of safeguards are defined that need to be realised and the place of
the safeguards in the architecture is defined.
The translation of a SYSTEM specification into a SYSTEM architecture is
associated with the following questions:
1. How can the functionality be decomposed?
2. What are the dimensions of the architecture?
The following publications on ISI related to SYSTEM architectures have been
analysed:
– descriptions of real implementations of SYSTEM architectures, see for
example [AKK+94], [BaHS94], [Hitc96], [Mesh97], [Muft94] and
[Verh95],
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overview of criteria based on experience [Gass88] and [Muft93].
The analysis aimed at answering the two questions given the consequences
for security.

How can the functionality be decomposed?
The characteristics of telematics systems will be reflected within the
structure [WeFV95]. From the publications mentioned above criteria can
be derived that guide the decomposition of the security functionality. We
have identified the following common criteria:
– isolation of security components;
– decentralised security functionality;
– logical decomposition;
– physical decomposition.
Criterion: isolation of
security components

The idea of decomposition by isolation of security components is that the
security functionality is concentrated in one component or in a dedicated
and identifiable group of components. This way of decomposition is also
known as centralising the security functionality.
Isolation of security components implies that these components execute
the security functionality and are responsible to enforcement the SYSTEM
security policy throughout the entire SYSTEM. The component(s) with
security functionality are a system on their own, of which the interactions
with other components are well defined.
A far-reaching form of centralisation is to make the primary
functionality subordinate to a reference monitor [Dod85]. The concept of
the reference monitor implies that all activities relevant for security and
other activities regarding a SYSTEM have to be approved by the monitor
before they can be performed. The concept of reference monitor benefits a
system in the way that all security-critical activities need to be approved,
before they can be executed.
Centralising the security functionality is specific beneficial in systems
where the control or enforcement of the security functionality need to be
clear. A drawback is that the central security component is better
identifiable, meaning that attackers have a single and clear point to attack.
Gasser recommends isolating security functionality, because then a
security architecture can be defined separate from an architecture
containing the other functionality [Gass88]. In our experience, separation
of security aspects from other design aspects makes it easier for designers to
disregard the ISI during the building of the SYSTEM.

Criterion: decentralised
security functionality

The idea of decomposition by distribution of security functionality is that
all, or a large number of, components in the architecture may have assigned
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security functionality in addition to primary functionality. This implies that
multiple components execute a part of the security functionality and that
these components together are responsible to enforce the SYSTEM security
policy throughout the entire SYSTEM.
Decentralising the security functionality is specific beneficial in systems
where:
– physical distribution is involved;
– the number of interaction of components with the centralised security
components decreases the performance of the SYSTEM;
– (some of the) security functionality is involved with only a limited
number of components.
As the security functionality is distributed over the components specific
attention should be addressed to the interactions among the components.
The question should be solved whether the security exceeding the
individual component can be adequately addressed. Or, in other words,
does the distribution require additional safeguards to keep the secureness of
the SYSTEM at the required level.
Criterion: logical
decomposition

The idea of logical decomposition is that functionality with strong internal
or logical relations is concentrated in a component or a group of
components. Logical decomposition can distinguish between, for example,
access functionality, communication functionality, initialising/operation
functionality, knowledge-based functionality, storage functionality, system
management functionality or functionality for user interfaces.
Components with related logical functions can contain security
functionality and primary functionality. For example, components for
functionality regarding the management aspects of a SYSTEM can contain
network topology data (primary functionality) and key management for
encrypted data communication (security functionality). Muftic indicates
why logical decomposition in case of management functionality is
important. It provides all types of functions in order to make instalment,
monitoring, optimisation or restructuring of the security system functional
and flexible [Muft94].
Logical decomposition is specific beneficial in systems in which the
consequences of changes need to be well known.

Criterion: physical
decomposition

The idea of physical decomposition is that security functionality is bound at
a physical location. For example, when certain security functionality is
bound to a user site, to a network router or to a remote customer.
Physical decomposition is specific beneficial in geographically
distributed systems, where the distribution is one of the reasons for
(additional) security requirements. Furthermore physical decomposition is
beneficial for defining ‘trusted components’ which have high security
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requirements. This latter type of components is used in, for example,
safety-critical situation in the process or health industry.

What are the dimensions of the architecture?
It is possible to assign the functionality specified in the SYSTEM specification
one-to-one onto a component from the SYSTEM architecture. One should
consider whether or not this is sufficient to fill-in the security functionality
of the architecture. Reasons of efficiency, redundancy or performance may
require the designer to consider alternatives by grouping or separation of
security functionality. We first elaborate on the mapping of security
specifications onto components and then the relation with the operational
environment.
Security practice has resulted in ideas on how to map the security
functionality onto components. We show that Gasser and Muftic do not
draw the same conclusions from security practice.
Gasser recommends to minimise the number of safeguards and to keep
the safeguards simple [Gass88]. This means that the safeguards that provide
the protection for the system, given the specified functionality, should not
overload the SYSTEM with all type of different safeguards. Reasons for this is
that the consequences of the interactions with security functions are more
difficult to determine.
Muftic argues that the SYSTEM should provide as many services as needed
[Muft94]. This seems to indicate that more safeguards than needed from
the requirements perspective should be defined. In our opinion this makes
the SYSTEM more expensive. The recommendation of Muftic is valid in
situations where security has not been addressed during the requirements
capturing. Furthermore, this approach can be beneficial to use as a checklist
for the capturing of implicit security requirements (see section 7.1.2)
In addition, Muftic recommends to use safeguards with different
efficiency and strength and to provide a possibility to implement «security
services» with alternative combinations of security mechanisms [Muft94].
This recommendation is also addressed in baseline approaches: a
constellation of overlapping functionality can provide better security than
single safeguard constructions.
The operational environment of telematics systems shows that these
systems are often used in multiple parts of an organisation with own
security policies. Definition of security domains enables that different
organisations can have different security policies, without the need for an
umbrella security policy, see for example [Cole90]. The situation of the
existence of multiple domains within one SYSTEM should be reflected in the
SYSTEM architecture. A means for that is to define security domains.
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The operational interpretation of a security domain has consequence of
the usability of components. Some components may only be used in a single
domain. To offer the functionality to multiple domains in the
implementation the components should be redundantly available. Other
component offer services to multiple domains, where separation of these
domains will be result in a cryptographic sound separation of domains.
To avoid operational problems when changing the operational SYSTEM a
security perimeter should be defined. The operational interpretation of a
security perimeter offers possibilities to restructure the system structure
and keep track of the consequences for security. Defining the security
perimeter means that within the structure it is known which components
are involved with a certain safeguard. Definition of the security perimeter is
closely involved with the way the SYSTEM is decomposed into components.
Especially when security functionality is distributed over all components it
is necessary to keep track of the scope of impact of the security
functionality. For every level in the components hierarchy, the output of
design activity P4b, a structure may be defined with multiple security
perimeters.

7.3.2 Security functionality of a component
In this section we elaborate on the security functionality which can be
assigned to a component. The security functionality as a whole, is the
safeguard that the SYSTEM incorporates. Therefore safeguards need to be
considered within the SYSTEM architecture.
In section 7.1 is shown that existing security requirements capturing
methods also define the safeguards that can fulfil the security requirements.
In the ISED process the requirements and the definition of safeguards is
separated. In the process of defining the SYSTEM architecture the existing
requirement capturing methods can be used as a basis to assign safeguards
to components. The following methods can be used to select safeguards:
– Commercial International Security Requirements, mapping of
requirements to a limited set of safeguards [CuJo92].
– Common Criteria, pre-defined functionality which can be assigned to a
component [CC99].
– Constraints Acquisition Methodology, method to cover safeguard for all
requirements [MoSo94].
– International standards providing general components for a security
architecture, such as the security architecture for open systems of
ECMA [ECMA88] or Security architecture ISO 7498-2 based on OSI
reference model ([ISO89] and [Muft93]).
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Risk analysis tools, such as CRAMM [CCTA91], MARION [CSIF83] or
MEHARI [CSIF97], which present a set of safeguards given a set of
risks.

In Chapter 4 we have seen that the co-operation of the Users can be an
important factor to achieve the required security. Somehow the cooperation of the Users should be reflected in the architecture, because
implementation of the architecture will be used as operational SYSTEM. The
User-related ISI address the following:
1. Active co-operation required: The User should perform activities to invoke a
certain safeguard, or as a mandatory action before a primary function
can be performed. For example, the programme Pretty Good Privacy
should be executed before an email message can be sent confidentially
over a communication link. This type of safeguards is mainly procedural.
By taking this in this phase of the design process into account security
procedures become part of the design.
2. Triggered action: The SYSTEM automatically initiates a certain safeguard.
The User should perform an action to be able to go on with performing
primary functionality. For example, when a User want to modify data of
an Intranet-database the system automatically invokes an access control
procedure, which the End User should conform to.
3. Transparent: Safeguard that does not need any interaction with the User,
but which is nonetheless performed. For example, making a backup
copy of a file when a file is saved.
For each function the designers should decide how the safeguards are
presented to the Users. Safeguards for which user involvement is needed
should be made user friendly. Gasser defined the following rules [Gass88]:
– security should be transparent, and should not affect users who obey the
rules;
– the user will provide access to information only when required and will
not be provided with excessively permissive defaults in order to avoid
complex procedures;
– increase the likelihood that the user will protect information when
necessary.
What security functionality can a component contain? Research projects
and international standards provide however a good indication what
functionality is possible in which cases, see for example COST [Muft94],
MICE [BaHS94], Samson [BaBC94], SecureNet and Sesame [AKK+94].
But first of all this depends on the inventiveness of the designers.
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8. Exercise: the ISED process applied
In this chapter, we elaborate on the design of a small telematics system. By
means of a theoretical exercise, this example is elaborated. The exercise
covers a part of the ISED process as presented in Chapter 616. The exercise
aims at:
– illustrating how the ISED process can be applied on the design of a
telematics system;
– making the abstract notion of ‘design items’ concrete.
The exercise is a paper study. Sequentially, the ISED process activities of the
design phases P0, P1, P3 are passed through and is phase P4’s high-level
structure instantiated. For an activity a possible instance of the traditional
design items and of the security-related design items is illustrated, together
with an illustration of the method guiding the activity and the outcome of
the activity. The feasibility of the example system is not explored (see ISED
phase P2). We assume that it is feasible to realise the example system, based
on the «set of requirements». The workable components and the phase P5,
P6 and P7 are not elaborated, because this goes beyond the efforts
reachable in our study.
The exercise is about the vending of train tickets. The exercise imitates a
design process initiated by a user organisation. Security is not the primary
business goal of this organisation. The exercise concerns a telematics system
and the security properties regarding confidentiality and integrity. In line
with the previous chapters, issues related to availability are not addressed in
the exercise.
In section 8.1 we present how the exercise is set-up. In section 8.2 we
elaborate on the activities of phase P0 for the example system. In section
16

See Appendix B and Appendix C for an overview of the activities for the ISED phases and
the accompanying design items.
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8.3 we elaborate on the activities to define the «set of requirements» which
includes security requirements for the example system (phase P1). In
section 8.4 we elaborate on the overall specification of the example system,
taking the security requirements into account (phase P3). In section 8.5 we
elaborate on the specification of a high-level structure for the example
system (phase P4). Finally, in section 8.6 we summarise the contributions
of the ISED process to the design of the example system.

8.1

Introduction to the exercise
In this section we give a first impression of the example system. We show
the format in which the exercise is presented and we provide the
assumptions underlying the design of the example system.

Which system is designed?
The elaborated example system is simple, but non-trivial. The system
possesses some typical characteristics of a telematics system. The objective
of the system is the vending of tickets to customers by a machine. In the
exercise the purpose of the system is restricted to the context of a railroad
company called RailCo.
The security in this book focuses on ICT security. For RailCo as a
whole, other security or safety needs are also important; for example,
passengers’ safety or railroad tracks security. These types of security are not
considered.

How are the results
achieved in this activity?

Format of presentation
In section 8.2 to 8.5, the ISED design phases P0, P1, P3 and P4 are
presented. All identified activities of the ISED phases are elaborated in
separate sections. In every section the design items of the activity are
presented in the same format. An example of this format is presented in
Figure 8.1. The format consists of:
1. Elaboration of the input design item(s). Input items that are already
defined in a previous activity are not elaborated again.
2. Elaboration of the output design item. This elaboration consists of two
subparts:
– An answer to the question ‘how are the results achieved in this
activity?’ For the input design items it is indicated how they are used
to realise the output. When a specific method is used, the usage of
this method is presented. This subpart is indicated with a text in the
left margin.
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An answer to the question ‘What are the results of this activity?’
Eventually, the result of the activity is defined. This subpart is
indicated with a text in the left margin.
The security-related activities and design items in the ISED process are
indicated by the following typography:
Security activity or design item

Figure 8.1 Format of a
section in which an
activity is elaborated

P0 I1.User needs
I2.System environment sketch

Activity P1a
gathering
requirements

O1. Initial set of requirements

I3.General regulation
I4.State of the art
I5.Requirements capturing method
Subsection: gathering requirements
I1 & I2
These input design items are not elaborated in this subsection ‘gathering requirements’,
because they are an output design item of phase P0. Therefore these input design items are
elaborated in the activity where they are created as an output design item.
I3, I4 & I5 These input design items are elaborated in this subsection by presenting their contents.
O1

This output design item is elaborated in this subsection, by presenting how the output
design item is created by using the input design items and by presenting the contents of
the output design item.

Remarks
The following remarks apply for the example system in the exercise:
– Complexity of the example system: To keep the exercise comprehensible
decisions are made to reduce the complexity of the example system.
Therefore, some parts of the exercise may get across somewhat artificial.
– ISED process: The relation between the presented activities and their
phases, as well as the relation between the design items and the
activities, defined in Chapter 6 and Chapter 7. The objectives and
dependencies of activities are not repeated in this chapter.
– Status of pre-design knowledge. There may exist similar systems for vending
of tickets. The User Organisation (RailCo’s infrastructure division) does
not have practical experience with similar systems. RailCo does know of
the existence of similar systems. RailCo investigates, together with the
designers, similar systems in phase P1 of the design exercise.
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Phase P0 – Elaboration of an idea
This phase is performed under responsibility of the User Organisation
(RailCo’s infrastructure division). Designers are not yet involved.

8.2.1 Activity P0a, Collecting user needs
–
–

Input design item for this activity: «idea».
Output design item of this activity: «user needs».

Input to activity P0a: «idea»
The «idea» to start the design process is the outcome of a brainstorm
session. The brainstorm is an activity that is performed before the design
process is started. In the brainstorm session the ICT Management discussed
strategic choices for the infrastructure division of RailCo. In the brainstorm
the members agreed on the following analysis:
– At train stations people who want to obtain train tickets need to queue
up to long queues in front of ticket windows. Especially in the few
minutes before a train departs, many people need tickets at the same
time. Furthermore, the ticket windows cannot always be open, for
reasons of personnel safety and labour costs.
– There is a need to increase the number of train passengers. This
requires a higher service level to the customers, for example, in the way
they can obtain train tickets.
Based on this analysis the ICT Management decided that the service on how
train passengers can obtain train tickets has to be extended.
Furthermore, the members of the brainstorm session agreed upon the
following needs that the extended service must fulfil:
1. enlarge the time window in which tickets can be obtained;
2. increase the number of locations where tickets can be obtained;
3. save labour cost.
Given the results of the brainstorm session the following «idea» is the basis
for the start of the exercise design process:
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Design a Ticket Vending Machine (TVM) that:
- fulfils the three needs defined in the brainstorm session;
- is additional to or substitutes the vending of tickets at a ticket window
on train stations.

How are the results
achieved in activity P0a?

The output of activity P0a: «user needs»
The «idea» is discussed in a first design meeting. Both employees of RailCo
and representatives of train passengers attended this meeting. After
presentation of the «idea» by a member of the ICT Management of RailCo,
the people present brainstormed about possible needs with respect to
– RailCo,
– employees of RailCo, and
– clients of RailCo.
Based on the information gathered during the brainstorm a list of «user
needs» is defined. The «user needs» are approved by the ICT Management.
Exercise definition: A customer is someone who wants to obtain a train ticket.
Exercise definition: A client is someone who makes use of the services of a service
provider.
RailCo is a service provider of transport services. The customer is thus also
a client. A client of RailCo is, for example, a passenger.

What are the results of
activity P0a?

The «user needs» for the TVM are:
1. Vending of train tickets to customers, without the involvement of
RailCo employees.
2. Customers should be able to
a. choose from a basic assortment of tickets that covers most of the
daily customer needs;
b. find the vending point easily. At least it must be possible to locate
the vending points close to train platforms;
c. use the TVM easily (regarding customers from 12 years to 65+);
d. pay with a generally accepted paying method.
3. The service time of the TVM should be less to the expected time of the
service time at a ticket window.
4. The TVM should be able to serve multiple customers simultaneously.

8.2.2 Activity P0b, Sketching the environment of the SYSTEM
–
–

Input design item for this activity: «idea» (defined in section 8.2.1).
Output design item of this activity: «initial environment sketch».
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How are the results
achieved in activity
P0b?

The output of activity P0b: «initial environment sketch»
The sketch of the environment is constructed in the same meeting in which
the «user needs» are discussed. The sketch gives an initial and informal view
of the environment of the TVM. The designers use this sketch as starting
point for their activities.
Note that in the «initial environment sketch» not only those parts of the
environment that have a clear relation to the vending of tickets are taken
into account. Also considered are parts that can relate to threats to the TVM.
Consequently, the sketch may contain too many entities, regarding the
remainder of the design process. This also means that there is little
rationalisation in this phase of the design process why certain entities are
taken into account and why others not. When reduction of the number of
entities is considered in the next design phases, this is indicated.

What are the results of
activity P0b?

Below the «initial environment sketch» is given of the environment in
which the TVM is deployed. The sketch addresses the following:
1. enumeration of involved entities,
2. functions,
3. physical environment,
4. background information.
These four parts of the «initial environment sketch» are presented below.
Initial environment sketch part 1: enumeration of involved entities. An involved
entity is either a legal party or an element of a legal party. The legal parties
involved are persons or organisations. The legal parties and their mutual
relations are depicted in Figure 8.2. The parties are:
– RailCo: A user organisation offering transport by train for persons.
– Customer: The person who wants to obtain a train ticket. For simplicity
we do not distinguish between the customer and people who wants to
make use of the transport services of RailCo.
– Product service provider (PSP): Intermediate organisation to which certain
sales of products can be contracted out (for example, an Internet service
provider offering shopping services).
– Financial service provider (FSP): Intermediate organisation that provides the
transfer of money from client A to B (for example, bank or credit card
organisation).
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RailCo

Figure 8.2 Parties

A

B

C
Customers

Legend

Customer

name Party
name Party class
n : m relation
X

Product service
providers
Product
service provider

D

E
F

Financial service
providers
Financial
service provider

Relation id.

The relations between the parties, as indicated in Figure 8.2, are:
A. RailCo - Customer: RailCo offers a valid train ticket to the customer in
exchange for money. With this ticket is possible to use the travel
services of RailCo.
B. RailCo - PSP: RailCo contracts out the sale service for train tickets to
the PSP.
C. RailCo - FSP: The FSP offers RailCo means to get paid for issued
tickets.
D. Customer - PSP: A customer obtains in exchange for money tickets that
can be used for transport services by RailCo.
E. Customer - FSP: The FSP offers customers means to pay RailCo for
tickets.
F. PSP - FSP: The FSP offers the PSP means to get paid for issued tickets.
In Table 8.1 is indicated which parties are involved by the «user needs», as
defined in section 8.2.1.
Within the legal parties the following entities are identified:
1. RailCo:
a. applications (for example, for the administration of the vending of
tickets),
b. employees,
c. ICT infrastructure (for example, network or office equipment),
d. railroad infrastructure,
e. ticket window,
f. train,
g. train station.
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2. FSP:
a. applications (for example, accounting),
b. employees,
c. ICT infrastructure.
3. PSP:
a. applications (for example, product administration or accounting),
b. employees,
c. ICT infrastructure,
d. product sales place (for example, physical: store; or virtual: via the
Internet).
User needs







2. Customers should be able to
a. choose from a basic assortment of tickets

















b. find the vending point easily
c. use the TVM easily

PSP

1. Vending of train tickets to customers

FSP

Customer

Party
RailCo

Table 8.1 Involvement
parties with «user
needs»







3. Service time less than at ticket window







4. Serve multiple customers simultaneously



d. pay with a generally accepted paying method



Initial environment sketch part 2: functions. Below the functions of the parties
are described, which relate to the involved parties. In Table 8.2 is indicated
which parties are involved for which function. The functions are (in
alphabetical order):
– Ticket issue: Provide that train passengers can obtain a ticket.
– Ticket payment: Provide that money is paid in exchange for a ticket.
– Ticket related information update: Provide that the information to produce a
ticket is up-to-date; information such as the prices of a ticket or a newly
opened or closed down train station.
– Ticket selection: Provide that a required ticket can be selected.
– Ticket verification: Provide that the validity of a ticket can be checked.
– Transportation: Provide that can be travelled from a station to another
station by train.
With regard to timing aspects among the functions the following is stated:
– For the TVM the main sequence of functions is the following:
‘ticket selection’ → ‘ticket payment’ → ‘ticket issue’
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Function
Customer

Party
RailCo

Table 8.2 Involvement
parties with functions

Ticket issue





Ticket payment





Ticket related information update



Ticket selection:





Ticket verification





Transportation





PSP

–

The function ‘Ticket related information update’ should not interfere
with this main function sequence, because this can result in a different
issues ticket than requested.
The function ‘transportation’ is continues in time. From the perspective
of RailCo transportation can take place only with a valid ticket. Thus for
a specific customer the main sequence of functions has to be completed
before the ticket is used for transport services.

FSP

–
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Initial environment sketch part 3: physical environment. On a number of physical
locations entities exist that are relevant for the current situation. In Figure
8.3 the entities and locations associated with parties and functions are
represented for two types of physical locations. The first location is the
environment associated with RailCo (Figure 8.3a, page 208). The second
location is the environment of a sales place, presented because tickets can
be vended at an arbitrary sales place (Figure 8.3b). The arbitrary sales place
presented holds for both physical and virtual sales places. Note that RailCo
does not yet offer payment methods other than cash payments to
customers, where most sales places do. The two types of environments are
not physically or logically connected, although the sale place may become
part of the RailCo environment to realise the TVM. Below the locations are
described:
– RailCo:
– Computer centre. RailCo has a single computer centre, called C-centre.
Available in this centre are application servers and a database to
support the business process of RailCo. RailCo’s employees, for
example, System Administrators (SysAdm) and Security
Administrators (SecAdm), manage these systems via workstations.
Logical access to the applications and the database is restricted. The
authorisations are set in the applications by the SecAdm. At some
terminals in the C-centre connections to the Internet are allowed.
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–

–

–
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Data network. The proprietary network of RailCo, called DataNet,
connects all train stations, the main office and the C-centre. It
provides services for speech and data traffic. The network consists of
connected network equipment, such as routers. Access
authorisations are set by the SecAdm.
– Main office. RailCo has one main office. RailCo’s employees perform
their tasks supported by applications (the client-software) running
on workstations.
– Train station. RailCo’s train services head at over hundreds of stations
connected by the railroad infrastructure. In train stations customers
can obtain tickets at the ticket windows from RailCo’s employees.
The average number of customers at train stations differ per train
station. Customers are allowed to pay with cash at the ticket
windows. Via a computer terminal RailCo’s employees connect to
the database server at the C-centre. Logical access to DataNet and
the database is restricted. Access authorisations are set by the
SecAdm.
FSP17:
– Bank. Customers, RailCo and PSPs can be clients of different banks.
Bank employees use and manage the account applications for
payment processing and verification issues.
– Intermediate financial transaction infrastructure. Electronic Financial
Transactions18 (EFT) are exchanged among banks or between clients
and banks. To support the exchange of EFTs an ICT infrastructure is
needed. In this exercise we refer to the EFT-services of the ICT
infrastructure as EFT-Infrastructure (EFTI). Examples of an EFTI
are SET over the Internet or the Interpay infrastructure in the
Netherlands. Customers, RailCo or the PSP can all use the services
provided by an EFTI. At the moment RailCo does not offer EFTservices to customers.
PSP:
– Sales place. Place where customers can buy products.
– EFT-equipment. A provider can offer a number of means for
payments, for example, cash or using the EFT-services. In the latter
case the customer need to use dedicated equipment to make use of
the EFTI.

In the exercise only banks are considered, other FSPs, such as credit card organisations
are not considered as independent entities.
Customers paying electronically at a retailer should insert a debit card into a card reader
and type their Personal Identification Number (PIN) on the PIN device for identification
in order to start an authentication and account verification process (among others
amount, account identification, transaction description and current date). The EFTequipment seeks connection for this process with the bank via the EFTI.
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Figure 8.3
(a) Initial environment
sketch, RailCo
environment
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Figure 8.3
(b) Initial environment
sketch: sales
environment
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For the remainder of the exercise we define EFT-equipment as follows:
Exercise definition: EFT-equipment is the set of equipment at a sales place to
make it possible to clients to perform EFTs.
Initial environment sketch part 4: background information. The use of tickets by
RailCo is closely related to how interactions take place between RailCo and
train passengers. The following remarks concerns this interaction:
1. Train passengers should be able to travel anonymously. Therefore, train
passengers can obtain non-personalised tickets. For each possible route
such a ticket can be obtained. Nevertheless, the validity of a ticket needs
to be checked by RailCo. Therefore, the ticket provides information
about, for example, the travel route and the date of the journey. All the
tickets are made of paper. A stamp on the ticket by the ticket collector
makes the ticket invalid for reuse. The collector can request to show the
ticket at station platforms and in the train.
2. In addition to regular single and return tickets, RailCo offers a large
assortment of special tickets, such as rail track tickets, season tickets and
bus and tram cards. Furthermore, benefit cards are offered which give
the right on discount on tickets. Train passengers can get special tickets
only when they meet certain criteria, for example, age criteria. The
special tickets are bound to a single identifiable person, to make
verification of fulfilment to criteria possible.
3. At a ticket window single, return and special tickets are issued. Single
and return tickets are issued without requesting additional information
of the customer. For a number of special tickets additional information
is needed. The service time is in this case longer, because of the checks
the employee behind the ticket window has to perform on the customer
information. For example, for a season ticket for a certain route, a valid
identification pass has to be shown.
4. The price of tickets may change once or twice a year.
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Phase P1 – Capturing requirements
In this phase both the User Organisation (RailCo’s infrastructure division)
and the System Architect are involved. RailCo defines requirements for the
TVM and the System Architect facilitates and structures the requirements
capturing process. The System Architect designs the TVM under assignment
of RailCo.

8.3.1 Activity P1a, Gathering requirements for the SYSTEM
–

–

Input design items for this activity:
– «user needs» and «initial environment sketch» (defined in phase P0,
see section 8.2),
– «general regulation», «state-of-the-art» and «requirements capturing
method».
Output design item of this activity: «initial set of requirements».

Input to activity P1a: «general regulation»
Within a Dutch context the following «general regulations» are of
relevance:
1. law on computer criminality [WCC93];
2. law on registration of persons [WBP98];
3. guidelines for electronic banking by the DNB, see [Knob92] chapter IV.
For this exercise other «general regulations» are not considered.
The impact of the first two regulations and their relevance for a design are
discussed in section 2.2 and section 4.2.2.
The third regulation is considered, because of the increasing use of EFT by
vending organisations. It is possible that the TVM offers payment by EFT as
well. Note that in this stage of the design process it is not decided that the
TVM will make use of EFT. Such a decision is made during the definition of
the (initial) set of requirements.
In the «initial environment sketch» is distinguished between physical
sales places and virtual sales places. The banking regulations hold for EFT
offered at physical sales places. Regulations for virtual sales places are not
settled (yet).
For EFT at physical sales places the guidelines of banks for retailers are
important. Every retail business offering possibilities for EFTs should
comply with these guidelines. The guidelines address a variety of issues,
which indicate when a retailer can connect to the EFTI. For example, there
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are guidelines for the operational use of the PIN device by the shop
assistants.
The guidelines are standardised by the banks (the retail organisations are
consulted). In the negotiations, tactical and technical arguments have
resulted in a situation in which banks and retailers share responsibility for
certain parts of the transaction chain for EFTs. EFTs that are connected to
the EFTI are all tested and certified. This is because, among others,
disclosure of the PIN is not allowed (for example, disclosure to the retailer)
and therefore the PIN is exchanged encrypted between the card reader and
the bank applications.

Input to activity P1a: «state-of-the-art»
In this section, several items are presented that relate to, or are of interest
for the TVM and are known from the «state-of-the-art». In addition, we
view the possibilities for RailCo to use services of other organisations to
vend and pay tickets.
TVM

related items

Services for the vending
of tickets

The «state-of-the-art» addresses items regarding «user needs» as well as
security. We present the items comparable machines, payment methods
and security products. In the remainder of the design process we can
benefit from the work already done by others on these items. The «state-ofthe-art» items regarding security are used as input to activity P1b.
– machines supporting the vending of, for example, cinema tickets and
candy bars.
– Payment methods to support the transfer of money between customer and
vendor:
– conventional (cash),
– credit card payments,
– debit card (also a means to use EFTI),
– deposit money,
– EFT: either money (for example, CyberBucks) or purse (for
example, Chipper).
– «security products». We refer to a number of publications in which
security products with a specific objective are compared:
– authentication [DaCo96b],
– cryptography [TIS98], [Cray96],
– firewalls [NeHB97], [ShHo97],
– security management [DaCo96].
For other references, we refer to Chapter 2 of this book.
Besides vending tickets face-to-face, other vending methods exist. For
example, via a reservation service similar to the ordering of airline tickets.
After reservation, the ticket can be picked up at some physical location or
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the tickets are sent to the address of the customer. The reservation service
can be offered via multiple interfaces, such as a telephone or a WWW-site.
These services can be contracted out by RailCo to a PSP.
Services for payment of
the tickets

To exchange EFTs between banks, and between clients and banks, an EFTI
has been set-up by the banks. The EFTI is managed and controlled by an
intermediate organisation. In this exercise this organisation is called
MoneyNet and its EFTI the MoneyNet infrastructure (MNI). MoneyNet
offers a service to handle EFT between EFT-equipment at a sales place and
the authorising banks. In the MNI safeguards are implemented regarding,
among others, identification and authentication of customers and
confidentiality and integrity measures for data transfer.

Input to activity P1a: «requirements capturing method»
The requirements are captured via the method of Metaplan, see also section
3.3.2. Metaplan consists of the following phases in a so-called Metaplan
session:
1. Levelling the initial knowledge of the members of the session.
2. Generation of individual contributions on the subject.
3. Plenary feedback on the individual contributions.
4. Searching for convergence of the contributions, proposing
requirements.
5. Definition of the requirements.
Available information for all present members of the Metaplan session is:
– «user needs»,
– «initial environment sketch».

How are the results
achieved in activity P1a?

The output of activity P1a: «initial set of requirements»
The «initial set of requirements» is constructed using the Metaplan method,
a check on the information gathered in phase P0 and a check on the
information gathered in phase P1 so far. Before the «initial set of
requirements» is made official, the requirements in the list are labelled and
grouped. The feasibility of the requirements is assessed in phase P2.
For the Metaplan method the System Architect facilitates the session,
structures the results and provides feedback on the input from the session
members. In the Metaplan session SysAdms of the ICT support group and
the ICT Management of RailCo’s division Infrastructure are present. The
session results in a list of possible requirements. As this list is a draft, it is
not made public.
For the check on information already gathered in phases P0 and P1 the list of
requirements defined in the Metaplan session is checked on conformity
with the «general regulation», the «security regulation» and with the
possibilities stated in the «initial environment sketch» and in the «state-of-
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the-art» description. The result of this activity presents the results of this
check.
What are the results of
activity P1a?

The «initial set of requirements»19 for the TVM consists of three parts:
1. functionality of the TVM;
2. quality requirements related to the function of the TVM;
3. constraints which the design of the TVM has to fulfil.
The «initial set of requirements» for the TVM is defined as follows:
R1. Functionality:
a. Primary: issue RailCo train tickets to a customer in exchange for
money.
b. Payment method: The TVM offers customers possibilities to pay with
cash money and by means of EFT.
c. Ticket information: The varying elements of a ticket are updated
when necessary: destination, discount and price.
R2. Quality of the function:
a. Human Computer Interface: The interface of the TVM to the
customers is simple so that most of the customers can intuitively
work with it.
b. Service time: 80% of the selections of a ticket by a customer are
completed within 20 seconds.
c. Number of people served: The TVM is configurable in such way that a
single customer can be served or that multiple customers can be
served simultaneously.
d. Ticket assortment: An assortment of tickets as complete as possible is
offered at the TVM given the HCI and the ‘service time’. The
assortment includes, at least, single and return tickets for full and
discount price, first and second class to all possible destinations.
R3. Location constraint:
a. Physical: The physical customer interface of the TVM is at least
located on the platforms or somewhere in the station building.
b. Virtual: The TVM enables the reservation of tickets via a PSPs.

8.3.2 Activity P1b, Defining the environment of the SYSTEM
–

–
19

Input design items for this activity:
– «initial environment sketch» (defined in phase P0, see section 8.2),
– «initial set of requirements» (defined in section 8.3.1),
– «security framework».
Output design item of this activity: «system environment definition».
Note that security requirements are not part of the «initial set of requirements». Security
requirements are addressed in section 8.3.4.
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Input to activity P1b: «security framework»
The following sources are used as «security framework» for events relevant
for security:
– an overview of security events that are described in detail, including
relevant entities [Neum85];
– security checklist, which compiles experience of security practitioners
[NGI93b].

How are the results
achieved in activity
P1b?

The output of activity P1b: «system environment definition»
The «system environment definition» is discussed in series of meetings in
which the «initial set of requirements» and the «state-of-the-art»
description are discussed. The «initial environment sketch» is the starting
point of the discussions. The System Architect hosts the meeting and a
number of RailCo employees were present.
Besides the meeting, information is captured by looking around on a
train station and its surroundings. The observations are checked with a
small group of users who frequently use trains.
For the system environment, entities and their behaviour are defined. In
the meetings entities in the environment are taken into account that
– have a clear relation to the vending of tickets, but also
– threat agents (TA) related to the TVM.
Exercise definition: A threat agent is an entity that can make that a certain
threat becomes a security event [CC96].
The «security framework» is used as source to identify the TAs.
In the last meeting of the series, the entities are categorised into groups
of related entities.
The discussions during the meetings resulted in the identification of
subjects that should be addressed in the design and in the identification of
subjects that are not relevant. The decisions made in the discussions relate
to the following:
1. Entities not yet considered in the design process:
a. the locations DataNet and C-centre have not yet been identified as
entities relevant for the TVM. The physical view on the «initial
environment sketch» has revealed these entities.
b. the entities EFT-equipment and MNI, because the EFT is offered,
see initial requirement R1b. The interface to the FSPs for EFTs is
the MNI. The functions of FSPs are shielded from the TVM by
MNI. The EFT-equipment is the HCI for the interaction between
customer and RailCo to establish an EFT. The EFT-equipment is
set of devices under responsibility of both RailCo and MoneyNet
(see «general regulations»).
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c. the entity TVM, because this machine is new in the RailCo
environment. RailCo is the responsible entity for the TVM.
d. Three TA entities20:
i) TA HCI: entity that can cause security events for the HCI, for
example a malafide customer.
ii) TA Intern: entity that can cause security events from within
RailCo, for example the SecAdm or SysAdm.
iii) TA PSP: entity that can cause security events related to the
interaction between RailCo and PSP, for example an employee
of the PSP.
2. Entities not anymore considered in the remainder of the design
process:
a. the entity PSPs (Employee and Application), because of
requirements R3b in the «initial set of requirements».
b. the entities Railroad infrastructure and Train, because they do not
have a functional relation with the TVM.
c. the entity Ticket window, because the TVM provides the alternative.
3. The following instantiations of entities of RailCo are made:
a. Ticket Information Maintenance application (TIM) is the
instantiation of the entity ‘application’. TIM is of interest for the
TVM, because this application maintains information for vending
the tickets, such as ticket prices, in a database. The applications
provide the access to the database and enables requesting queries.
The database runs on a server in the C-centre.
b. the SysAdm and SecAdm are instantiations of the entity
‘employees’.
c. DataNet is the instantiation of the entity ‘ICT infrastructure’ of
RailCo. DataNet is controlled from the C-centre.

What are the results of
activity P1b?

The environment in which the TVM is deployed, is defined below. The
definition addresses the following:
1. entities and their interactions,
2. functions belonging to the entities,
3. physical locations of TVM parts and entities.
Below these parts of the «system environment definition» of the TVM are
defined.

20

Note that this not an extensive list of TAs, but an indicative list for this exercise.
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Party

Entity

Contribution to interaction

RailCo

C-centre

Location for other entities

DataNet

Transport of data between RailCo’s main office, the C-centre
and train stations

EFT-equipment21

Provide physical access to the MNI and indicates whether an
EFT is successful

SecAdm

Maintain the operational capability of the TVM in line with
security rules

SysAdm

Perform the management procedures related to the TVM,
excluding security management.

TIM

Provide up-to-date information for the vending of tickets to the
TVM

Train station

Location for other entities

TVM

Issue ticket in exchange for money

Customer

Customer

Buys tickets from the TVM

MoneyNet

EFT-equipment

Provide access to the MNI and is the means for customers to
provide EFT data

MNI

Location for other entities by physically transfer the EFTs

Applications

The PSP processes requests of customer for tickets

Employees

The employees use the PSP applications

TA HCI

Misuse of HCI

TA Intern

Misuse of internal interfaces of the TVM

TA PSP

Misuse of PSP application

PSP
Unknown

TVM system environment definition part 1: entities and their interactions. In Table
8.3 the entities to be considered in the remainder of the TVM design process
are listed for each party. For every entity is indicated in what kind of
interaction it is involved. In Figure 8.4 is depicted between which entities
interactions are expected. The entities indicating a location are not
considered in this figure. The relations between the entities are represented
in Figure 8.4 and described below:

21

The EFT-equipment appears twice in this table, because RailCo and MoneyNet share the
responsibility over this equipment (see section 8.3.1. «general regulations»).
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L

<

K

B

<

<

EFTequipment

<

<

TA PSP

N

D

R
TVM
A

E

<

SecAdm

F
G
DataNet

Customer

<

Legend
name Non-human entity

n : m relation
X

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

G.

Relation id.

O

<

name Human entity

PSP
application

PSP
employee

TVM - Customer: The customer buys a ticket from the TVM by paying the
required money and obtaining a ticket in return.
TVM – EFT-equipment: Via the EFT-equipment the TVM gets information
about the successfulness of an EFT.
TVM - SysAdm: The SysAdm is responsible to maintain the operational
capabilities of TVM (not the ISI), equivalent with the maintaining of
other RailCo systems.
TVM – TIM: TIM maintains information about the tickets that are
vended by the TVM. The information provided by TIM is used by the
TVM for on the ticket and in the HCI.
TVM - SecAdm: The SecAdm is responsible to maintain the operational
capabilities of TVM in line with the «security policy» for the TVM,
equivalent with the maintaining of other RailCo systems.
TVM - DataNet: This relation holds only when the TVM is distributed.
Then DataNet transports data between the physically distributed parts
of the TVM. At this stage of the design process the TVM is a black box of
which distribution aspects are not yet considered.
TVM – PSP application: The data that are exchanged with the PSP
regarding ticket reservation.
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K. Customer – EFT-equipment: The customer enters (personal) data required
for an EFT into the EFT-equipment.
L. EFT-equipment – MNI: The data entered into the EFT-equipment are
transported over the MNI to the bank.
M. SysAdm – TIM: The SysAdm is responsible to maintain the operational
capabilities of TVM (not the ISI).
N. SecAdm – TIM: The SecAdm is responsible to maintain the operational
capabilities of TIM in line with the «security policy».
O. PSP employees – PSP application: The employees of the PSP use the
application so that customers can reserve tickets.
P. TA HCI – TVM: This TA misuses the interface provided to the
customers, for example by trying to obtain a ticket for minimal costs.
Q. TA Intern – TVM: This TA misuses the interfaces from inside RailCo with
the TVM, for example, by modifying information provided by TIM.
R. TA PSP – TVM: This TA misuses the interface at a PSP, for example
generating reservations that never have been requested by customers.
In the activity P1c ‘risk analysis’, the exact nature of the threats of the TAs
is explored.
TVM system environment definition part 2: functions belonging to the entities. The
functions for the environment of the TVM are identified in the «initial
environment sketch». In addition, functions for the TVM are defined in the
«initial set of requirements». The functions ‘Ticket verification’ and
‘Transportation’ are not of concern anymore, because these functions relate
to the use of the ticket once issued.
In Table 8.4 we indicate for the entities identified in Table 8.3 in which
functions they are involved. The TAs should not be involved with any
function, however a TA may exploit a function for misuse. The table
indicates the desired situation.

system environment definition part 3: physical locations of TVM parts and entities.
In Figure 8.5 the physical environment of the TVM is depicted. All entities
identified in Table 8.3 are given a place in the environment of the TVM. The
exact location of (parts of) the TVM is not decided yet at this stage of the
design process. The physical location at which parts of the TVM are located,
is at least at a train station.
The design team decided that DataNet and the MNI are used by the TVM
to transport EFT data, but these entities are not part of the system. At this
stage of the design it is not yet decided where the MNI is physically
connected to RailCo’s ICT infrastructure. It is open whether this is at the
train station, DataNet or the C-centre. At this stage of the design it is not
TVM
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yet decided where the PSP infrastructure physically connected to RailCo’s
ICT infrastructure.
For its functioning the TVM needs the ticket information as maintained
by and accessible via the TIM. For debit card payments the EFT-equipment
is the interface to the MNI.

8.3.3 Activity P1c, Analysing risks

RailCo

C-centre

⊗

Ticket selection

Ticket issue

Function
Ticket related
information update

Entity

⊗



⊗



⊗

⊗

⊗

- EFT

Party
Table 8.4 Relation
between entities and
functions

- Cash money

–

Input design items for this activity:
– «initial set of requirements» (defined in section 8.3.1),
– «system environment definition» (defined in section 8.3.2),
– «security policy», «risk analysis method» and «threats taxonomy».
Output design item of this activity: «system risks».

Ticket payment

–

DataNet

⊗

⊗

EFT-equipment



⊗

SecAdm

⊗

⊗



⊗

SysAdm

⊗

⊗



⊗

TIM

⊗

⊗



⊗

Train station







TVM











Customer

Customer







⊗



MoneyNet

EFT-equipment

⊗

⊗



⊗

⊗

PSP
Unknown



√

MNI

⊗

⊗



⊗

⊗

Applications



⊗



⊗



Employees



⊗

⊗

⊗



TA HCI

⊗

⊗

⊗

⊗

⊗

TA Intern

⊗

⊗

⊗

⊗

⊗

TA PSP

⊗

⊗

⊗

⊗

⊗

Legend

Function and entity relate
⊗
Function and entity do not relate
blank Relation function and entity is not known at this stage of the design process.
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Application

Figure 8.5 Physical
locations of entities in
the environment of the
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Security policy of RailCo, Division Infrastructure
1. Source
1.1. RailCo’s Security Officer of the division Infrastructure, on behalf of RailCo board of
directors issues this policy. The Security Officer is part of the staff of RailCo’s division
Infrastructure.

2. Scope
2.1. The scope of this policy is restricted to the security of ICT systems and their
environment.

3. Purpose
3.1. The purpose of this security policy is to define a set of rules that applies to all relevant
activities for security within the division Infrastructure. The rules address:
− the responsibilities of the actors within the RailCo organisation,
− establish requirements for the management of safeguards,
− define standards that need to be used,
− organisational frame for application of rules.

4. Background
4.1. The business processes of RailCo have become increasingly dependent on the
adequate functioning of ICT systems. The public and the accountants have expressed
their concern about risks associated with ICT developments. As RailCo is a public
organisation it will be subject of attacks. This policy complements other organisational
policies of RailCo. This policy is in line with the general RailCo security policy.

5. Responsibilities
5.1. Top management
− The top management is responsible to facilitate an adequate level of security for all
information stored and processed in the division. The top management facilitates
that the policy can be kept up-to-date and is in line with organisational policies.
The top management defines the security rules for the organisation.
5.2. Security Officer
− The security officer is responsible for the implementation and monitoring of the
rules defined by the top management. At a minimum the following activities shall
be performed:
- determine to which people/functions security rules apply,
- monitoring the implementation of security procedures,
- approve the use of waivers,
- execute escalation procedures.
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Security policy of RailCo, Division Infrastructure (continued)
(continued
5. Responsibilities (continued)
5.3. Employees of the division Infrastructure
− The employees of the division infrastructure have the responsibility to comply with
the rules established by the top management. The following starting points direct
the procedures that shall be carried out:
- the privacy of clients is valuable. The privacy shall be respected in contacts
with the clients,
- as providing a public transportation service, the identity of clients is not a
requirement to get on a train,
- the consequences of security procedures should have minimal impact on the
clients,
- RailCo shall be indemnified against malicious activities of employees.

6. Attitude against clients
6.1. Clients should be anonymous in related information used for marketing purposes. Only
in line with the marketing objectives of RailCo’s client identity related activities can be
started.
6.2. RailCo shall be indemnified against malicious activities of clients.

Input to activity P1c: «security policy»
In Figure 8.6 the «security policy» is presented that applies for the TVM.
Only the parts relevant for the TVM are given. The full policy addresses all
the ISI of RailCo. The policy is based on the example given in [CaLS96].
Input to activity P1c: «risk analysis method»
To identify the risks for the TVM the CRAMM methodology is used
[CCTA91]. CRAMM identifies three stages. Only stages 1 and 2 are
elaborated, because the third stage is about requirements definition and this
is not considered in this activity. In Figure 8.7 the used stages of CRAMM
are represented [CaLS96].
Figure 8.7 Used stages
of CRAMM [CaLS96]

Stage 1
Establish the boundaries of the review by identifying the valuable assets most subject to the
recognised forms of damage impact. This stage of CRAMM takes no account of existing
safeguards, since the asset value is independent of these safeguards.
Stage 2
Establish the threat context and vulnerabilities for assets of interest identified in Stage 1. To
achieve this, assets are grouped so that structured questionnaires can be directed to those
persons most likely to know the answer.
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Input to activity P1c: «threats taxonomy»
The «threats taxonomy» is a means that supports indicating the possible
consequences of human misbehaviour related to the TVM. The taxonomy
presented in [BrOT95] is taken. The taxonomy identifies generic categories
of threats and is represented in Table 8.5. In Appendix A the meaning of
the categories is presented.
Table 8.5 Threat
categories

How are the results
achieved in activity P1c?

Disclosure of data

Modification of programmes

Traffic analysis

Replay

Deduction and aggregation of information

Invalid message sequencing

Multiplication of programmes

Masquerading

Destruction or modification of data

Repudiation

The output of activity P1c: «system risks»
To identify the «system risks» for the TVM the two stages of the «risk
analysis method» are applied as described above. A Security Advisor
performs the method.
To apply the «risk analysis method» to the TVM the following holds:
1. The risks are revealed from the perspective of:
a. RailCo as responsible for, among others, employees, infrastructure
and profits,
b. Customer, interacts as user of the TVM,
c. MoneyNet, interacts with TVM for EFTs,
d. PSP, interacts with the TVM for obtaining tickets.
2. The considered threats are structured according to the «threats
taxonomy», in order to determine the relevant threats that can lead to
risks.
3. In the considerations which risks have the highest priority, the view of
RailCo is the most important, as the TVM is owned by RailCo. The risks
of the other parties are viewed on their impact on RailCo.
4. When a connection is established with the MNI risks can arise for both
MoneyNet and RailCo, as indicated in elaborating the «general
regulation» (section 8.3.1). MoneyNet has defined a large number of
requirements for those organisations that want to be connected to their
infrastructure. This means that access to the MNI is denied when the
requirements are not fulfilled. Therefore, all risks of using the MNI are
deliberately accepted by RailCo.
Next, the two stages of the «risk analysis method» are elaborated.
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Risk analysis method stage 1. From the «environment definition» the assets are
derived, by answering the question ‘what value can an asset have for a
party?’ In Table 8.6 the assets are enumerated. For each asset the expected
owner, i.e. a party, is indicated.
– The asset ‘Database information’ (Db-info) contains the ground
information to issue tickets. Changes of this information can lead to
issued tickets that are sold for less than required.
– The asset ‘EFT data’ contains all data that are exchanged, stored and
processed to make an EFT possible (see page 206, footnote 18).
– The asset ‘EFT identification means’ (EFT-ID) is used by a customer in
the processing of an EFT.
– Between the PSP and the TVM the asset ‘Reservation data’ is exchanged
containing information concerning a customer and the ticket requested.
– The owner of the asset ‘Ticket’ is the customer. This asset does not exist
before it is printed.
Table 8.6 Identified
assets

Assets

Expected owner(s)

Db-info

RailCo

EFT data

MoneyNet, RailCo

EFT-ID

Customer

Reservation data

PSP, RailCo

Ticket

Customer

In Table 8.7 the ranking of the assets is given. For the ranking three priority
classes are defined. The ranking is not based on probabilities, because
probabilities cannot yield yet (see section 5.1.2). RailCo decided to assign
the following meaning to the classes:
– Protection for the risk associated with the class ‘very important’ is
needed anyway.
– Assets of the class ‘important’ should be protected, when this is
relatively easy to do.
– Assets in the class ‘relevant’ do not need to be protected.
Table 8.7 Ranking
assets

Rank

Assets

Very important

Db-info (RailCo)
Reservation data (RailCo)
EFT data (RailCo)

Important

EFT data (MoneyNet)
EFT-ID (Customer)

Relevant

Reservation data (PSP)
Ticket (Customer)
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Risk analysis method stage 2. Given the number of assets, it is not necessary to
group the assets otherwise than their ranking. In Table 8.8 for each asset is
indicated which threat categories of the «threats taxonomy» are relevant. By
lack of statistical data to found the estimations, the values of the threats are
estimated in a qualitatively way. This approach is a conventional approach
for risk estimations [CaLS96]. In the table we indicate for each threat
whether the threat category has a high, medium or low vulnerability
probability. When no relation between asset and threat category exists this
is also indicated.
The set of risks considered in the design of the TVM have a ranking ‘very
important’ or ‘important and have a vulnerability probability ‘high’ or
‘medium’. This restriction on assets shows that in the ISED process choices
can be made what is considered and what not and how this can be done.

Threat categories

– EFT data (RailCo)

– EFT data (MoneyNet)

– EFT-ID (Customer)

Important

– Reservation data (RailCo)

Assets
Very important

– Db-info (RailCo)

Table 8.8 Assets and
threat categories

Unauthorised disclosure of data

–

M

–

H

H

Traffic analysis

–

–

–

–

–

Deduction and aggregation of information

–

–

–

L

–

Unauthorised multiplication of programmes

–

–

–

–

–

Unauthorised destruction or modification of data

M

H

H

H

L

Unauthorised modification of programmes

–

–

–

–

–

Replay

–

M

–

L

–

Invalid message sequencing

–

–

–

L

–

Masquerading

–

–

–

–

H

Repudiation

–

H

–

H

–

Legend
H = High vulnerability probability
L = Low vulnerability probability
M = Medium vulnerability probability
– = no relation between asset and threat category
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What are the results of
activity P1c?

The risk analysis resulted in the following «system risks» for the TVM:
1. unauthorised disclosure of data that contain: Reservation data, EFT data
or EFT-ID;
2. unauthorised destruction or modification of data that contain Db-info,
Reservation data or EFT data;
3. replay of Reservation data;
4. masquerading of EFT-ID;
5. repudiation of Reservation data or EFT data.

8.3.4 Activity P1d,
Completing the set of requirements with security
–

–

Input design items for this activity:
– «state-of-the-art» (defined, including ISI, in section 8.3.1),
– «initial set of requirements» (defined in section 8.3.1),
– «system environment definition» (defined in section 8.3.2),
– «security policy» and «system risks» (defined in section 8.3.3),
– «security regulation» and «security requirements capturing method».
Output design item of this activity: «set of requirements» for the TVM.

Input to activity P1d: «security regulation»
The following regulations are considered regarding security:
– Law on computer criminality. In case of the TVM being attacked, RailCo
should have taken appropriate (elementary) safeguards to protect the
TVM regarding this law. When safeguards are not adequately, RailCo will
have difficulty legally to get financially be compensated for the losses.
– Dutch Privacy Law. For RailCo there is no need to set-up a registration of
customers. Information related to bank accounts is not relevant for
RailCo, but the banks can analyse this information and use it for
marketing purposes. However, these activities of a bank are beyond the
TVM, and are settled in a contract between a client of a bank and its
bank. Therefore this law is not relevant to consider.
– Bank regulations. The regulations described in section 8.3.1 contain also
security-related regulations. These regulations hold for the example.
Input to activity P1d: «security requirements capturing method»
To capture the security requirements the method SRAM is used, as defined
in section 7.1.3. The method addresses the capturing and the definition of
the security requirements. In Figure 8.8 the stages of this method are
represented. The capturing in stage 1 results in a large set of possible
requirements. In stage 2 this set is reduced to those requirements that are
taken into account.
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the stages in SRAM
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Stage 1: Capturing of security input, by means of a brainstorm session
a. Apply generally known security requirements to the needs expressed in the security policy
of the User Organisation.
b. Identify requirements additional to the needs in the security policy of the User Organisation
based on the identified risks for the SYSTEM.
Stage 2: Definition of the security requirements, by means of a matrix
− Security requirement, as captured in the capturing session.
− Primary functionality of the SYSTEM as defined in the set of requirements in activity P1a.
− Entities in the environment of the SYSTEM, as defined in activity P1b.

How are the results
achieved in activity
P1d?

The output of activity P1d: «set of requirements»
The «set of requirements» is based on the «initial set of requirements».
Additionally security requirements are captured and defined by using the
«security requirements capturing method». This method is performed by
the System Architect and the SecAdm, member of the ICT support group
of RailCo’s division Infrastructure. The Security Officer and the Auditor of
RailCo provided the main input.
The actors applied the method SRAM as the «security requirements
capturing method», with [CISR94] as ‘general security requirements’ for
input. Below the two stages of SRAM are elaborated.
Stage 1.a. Apply generally known security requirements to the needs expressed in
RailCo’s «security policy». From the «security policy» the following
requirements are derived:
SPR1. Personal customer information is not used by the TVM for other
purposes than vending tickets and processing EFT (see point 6 of
the security policy).
SPR2. Security procedures associated with the TVM are comparable with
security procedure that are used in other settings within RailCo (see
point 5 of the security policy).
SPR3. Financial loss because of the TVM may not exceed 0,001% of the
amount of money of all transactions in 1 year (see point 4, 5 and 6
of the security policy).
[CISR94] defines requirements categories. Given these categories the
relation with and the consequences for the TVM are indicated. The
requirements need to in line with the «security policy».
1. User identification and authentication
Users of the TVM are the customer, SysAdm and SecAdm.
a. As the customers are able to travel anonymously, and the interest of
RailCo is to get (sufficient) money for the ticket, there is no need for
identification/authorisation of the customers by RailCo (see SPR1).
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However, to process a reservation made by the PSP, and to process a
customers’ EFT, information of the customer is needed.
b. The way access is provided for the SysAdm and SecAdm to the TVM
is equal to access to other ICT systems of RailCo (see SPR2).
Authorisation to access information resources
Entities (MNI, TIM, DataNet, and EFT-equipment) provide
information processed by or stored in the TVM. The access of Users to
this information within the TVM is equal to access to other ICT systems
(see SPR2). Given that PSP employees, administrators and customers
are involved as User, granularity levels for access have to be determined.
Auditability
This is needed to detect and react on «security events».
a. For customers no requirements hold, because of SPR1;
b. For administrators SPR2 holds.
Integrity
Integrity protection of the Db-info and Reservation data is required,
because of SPR3. Integrity is also associated with EFT-ID and EFT data.
Documentation
Customers have to be able to use the TVM without the use of
documentation. Documentation is provided to the administrators.

Based on the considerations in this stage, initially the following security
requirements are defined for the TVM:
SR1. Access control: Access to all data and programmes in the TVM is
proceeded by an identification and authorisation procedure.
SR2. Access control customers: The MNI and the EFT-equipment are used to
identify and authorise EFTs of customers.
SR3. Anonymously ticket issue: The TVM only issues tickets without
identification data.
SR4. Logging: All access by customers, PSP employees, SysAdm and
SecAdm to the TVM is logged.
SR5. Audit: The log recordings are audited regularly.
SR6. Ticket equality: In at most 0,01% of all the selections performed by
customers in a year, the ticket issued may be different from the
ticket requested.
Stage 1.b. Identify requirements additional to RailCo’s «security policy» based on the
«system risks» for the TVM. In section 8.3.3 the risks for the TVM are analysed.
Are these risks already covered by the requirements defined in the «initial
set of requirements» (section 8.3.1) or by SR1 through SR6 (SRAM stage
1a)? In Table 8.9 is indicated for each identified risk whether or not it is
covered by a requirement. From the table it is derived that not all risk are
covered. Therefore an additional requirement is defined:
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SR7.

Secure transport: The Reservation data exchanged between the PSP
Application for ticket reservations and the TVM is protected by
medium mechanisms22 for confidentiality and integrity.
A similar requirement for EFT data is not necessary because of the
safeguards that are part of the MNI.
Risk

Table 8.9 Coverage
risks by requirements

Coverage

Unauthorised disclosure of data

EFT data

Partly by SR1, SR2

EFT-ID

Partly by SR2, SR3

Reservation data

-

Db-info

SR4, SR5, SR6

EFT data

SR4, SR5, SR6

Reservation data

-

Replay

Reservation data

SR6

Masquerading

EFT-ID

SR1

Repudiation

EFT data

SR5, SR6

Reservation data

-

Unauthorised destruction or
modification of data

Stage 2. Definition of the «set of requirements», by means of a matrix. In Figure 8.9
and Figure 8.10 the security matrices of respectively confidentiality and
integrity are represented. In Example 8.1 the meaning of the value of a cell
in the matrix is shown.
Example 8.1 Cell
explanation

Cell:
Requirement:
Entity:

Payment method
Customer

Contents of cell give the following question:
What is the confidentiality requirement of the provision of an EFT for a customer?
The answer to this question is:
The customer does not want that information about the EFT becomes known to others than its
bank and RailCo (Where RailCo only has to know that the transaction is successfully
completed). As consequence the confidentiality requirement is very important = 3.

The matrices show that the following show that SR6 is not completely
defined, because of the requirement that multiple customers can be served
by the TVM. Therefore an additional security requirement is defined. The
matrices also show that other additional requirements are not necessary.
SR8 is defined as follows:
22

The exact meaning of medium mechanism is explained in [CC99].
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Ticket end up place: In at most 0,001% of all the selections performed
by customers in a year, the ticket issued may be issued to a different
customer than the one requested the ticket.

With this security requirement revealed in stage 2 of SRAM, the
requirements capturing for security requirements is concluded.
Figure 8.9 Security
requirements matrix for
confidentiality

– Primary
– Payment method

3

3

3

– Ticket information

1

1

Quality of Service
– Interface

3

– Service time
– Number of people served

3

– Ticket assortment
Location constraints
– Physical

2

2

– Virtual
Security
– Access control

3

3

– Access control customers

3

3

– Anonymously ticket issue
– Logging
– Audit
– Ticket equality
– Secure transport
Legend
3 = very important; 2 = important; 1 = required; blank = no need

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

– TA PSP

3

– TA Intern

3

– MNI

2

Functionality

– TA HCI

– PSP Employees

– PSP Applications

– EFT-equipment (MoneyNet)

3

– Customer

3

– TIM

3

– SysAdm

3

– SecAdm

– EFT-ID (Customer)

3

– EFT-equipment (RailCo)

– EFT data (MoneyNet)

3

– DataNet

– EFT data (RailCo)

Entity

– Reservation data (RailCo)

Asset

– Db-info (RailCo)

Requirement
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Figure 8.10 Security
requirements matrix for
integrity

3

– TA PSP

– PSP Employees

3

– TA Intern

– PSP Applications

3

– TA HCI

– MNI

– EFT-equipment (MoneyNet)

– Customer

3

– TIM

3

– SysAdm

3

– SecAdm

– EFT-ID (Customer)

3

– EFT-equipment (RailCo)

– EFT data (MoneyNet)

3

– DataNet

– EFT data (RailCo)

Entity

– Reservation data (RailCo)

Asset

– Db-info (RailCo)

Requirement

Functionality
– Primary
– Payment method

3

3

2

– Ticket information

3
3

3

Quality of Service
– Interface

1

1

– Service time
– Number of people served
– Ticket assortment
Location constraints
– Physical
– Virtual
Security
– Access control

3

3

3

3

3

3

– Access control customers
– Anonymously ticket issue
– Logging
– Audit
– Ticket equality

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

– Secure transport
Legend
3 = very important; 2 = important; 1 = required; blank = no need

What are the results of
activity P1d?

The capturing of the security requirements with SRAM resulted in the «set of
requirements» for the TVM. The «initial set of requirements», as defined in
section 8.3.1, is a subset of this «set of requirements». The requirements
revealed after completing the «set of requirements» are presented under the
heading ‘security’. The captured «set of requirements» is as follows:
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R1. Functionality:
a. Primary: issue RailCo train tickets to a customer in exchange for
money.
b. Payment method: The TVM offers customers possibilities to pay with
cash money and by means of EFT.
c. Ticket information: The varying elements of a ticket are updated
when necessary: destination, discount and price.
R2. Quality of the function:
a. Human Computer Interface: The interface of the TVM to the
customers is simple so that most of the customers can intuitively
work with it.
b. Service time: 80% of the selections of a ticket by a customer are
completed within 20 seconds.
c. Number of people served: The TVM is configurable in such way that a
single customer can be served or that multiple customers can be
served simultaneously.
d. Ticket assortment: An assortment of tickets as complete as possible is
offered at the TVM given the HCI and the ‘service time’. The
assortment includes, at least, single and return tickets for full and
discount price, first and second class to all possible destinations.
R3. Location constraint:
a. Physical: The physical customer interface of the TVM is at least
located on the platforms or somewhere in the station building.
b. Virtual: The TVM enables the reservation of tickets via a PSPs.
R4. Security:
a. Access control: Access to all data and programmes in the TVM is
proceeded by an identification and authorisation procedure.
b. Access control customers: The MNI and the EFT-equipment are used
to identify and authorise EFTs of customers.
c. Anonymously ticket issue: The TVM only issues tickets without
identification data.
d. Logging: All access by customers, PSP employees, SysAdm and
SecAdm to the TVM is logged.
e. Audit: The log recordings are audited regularly.
f. Ticket equality: In at most 0,001% of all the selections performed by
customers in a year, the ticket issued may be different from the
ticket requested.
g. Secure transport: The Reservation data exchanged between the PSP
Application for ticket reservations and the TVM is protected by
medium mechanisms for confidentiality and integrity.
h. Ticket end up place: In at most 0,001% of all the selections
performed by customers in a year, the ticket issued may be issued
to a different customer than the one requested the ticket.
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Phase P3 – Specify the overall system
This phase is performed under the responsibility of the System Architect.
The activities are based on the «requirements contract» stating the
negotiated requirements of the User Organisation (RailCo’s infrastructure
division). In our exercise the «requirements contract» is identical to the
«set of requirements».

8.4.1 Activity P3a, Specifying the static view of the SYSTEM
–

–

Input design items for this activity:
– «system environment definition» (defined in phase P1, see section
8.3),
– «requirements contract» (equals the «set of requirements» as defined
in phase P1, see section 8.3.4),
– «specification language» and «security static view concepts».
Output design item of this activity: «static system specification».

Input to activity P3a: «specification language»
To specify the static aspects of the TVM the English language is used.
Input to activity P3a: «security static view concepts»
The static view of the TVM is specified by the representation of real-life
physical elements. A number of concepts exist that can be used. Examples
of these concepts are ‘buttons’ and ‘the appearance on a computer screen’.
For security these examples are respectively a ‘button covered with a valve’
(such that the button cannot be pushed accidentally) and an ‘indication of
the classification level in the taskbar on the screen of a user’.
Basically, the question ‘How does a user view the TVM when he is using
it?’ is answered. The static view is not involved with how interactions take
place between a user and the TVM.

How are the results
achieved in activity P3a?

The output of activity P3a: «static system specification»
The «static system specification» is discussed in a number of meetings of a
design team of the System Architect. In a number of iterative loops a final
specification is defined. For each entity (see Table 8.4, Phase P1) the
interface is defined. In the meetings the «requirements contract» is
interpreted to translate it into a specification, using the «security static view
concepts» and the «specification language».
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What are the results of
activity P3a?

The «static system specification» of the TVM consists of the specification of
the physical interfaces between all identified entities and the TVM. In Table
8.10 the physical interfaces are described between the entities and the TVM.
An entity can have multiple interfaces with another entity.

Table 8.10 Static
physical interfaces

EXERCISE: THE ISED PROCESS APPLIED

Party

Entity

Interface with TVM

RailCo

DataNet

Not defined at this stage of the design process, see also
Figure 8.5

EFT-equipment

EFT-equipment

SecAdm

Work station

SysAdm

Work station

TIM

Not applicable, only application interface

Customer

Physical means to pay with cash money

Customer

EFT-equipment
Input request customer
(Physical: Physical means; virtual: Internet browser)
Issue of ticket
MoneyNet
PSP
Unknown

EFT-equipment

EFT-equipment

MNI

EFT-equipment

Applications

Not applicable, only application interface

Employees

Internet browser

TA HCI

EFT-equipment, physical customer interface

TA Intern

Work station

TA PSP

Internet browser

8.4.2 Activity P3b, Specifying the external behaviour of the SYSTEM
–

–

Input design items for this activity:
– «system environment definition» (defined in phase P1, see section
8.3),
– «requirements contract» (equals the «set of requirements» as defined
in phase P1, see section 8.3.4),
– «static system specification» (defined in section 8.4.1),
– «specification language» and «security behaviour concepts».
Output design item of this activity: «system behaviour specification».

Input to activity P3b: «specification language»
The «specification language» used to specify the external behaviour differs
from the «specification language» used to specify the static view (see section
8.4.1). To specify the behaviour of the TVM we apply the concepts of
[VPQ+98]. In [VPQ+98] an extensive description of service modelling is
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given. In our exercise not all concepts are applied, because the multitude of
concepts mystifies the purpose of the exercise.
We briefly introduce the concepts of behaviour, action and interaction.
An entity has certain behaviour. This behaviour consists of a number of
actions. When two or more entities, i.e. their behaviour, share an action
this action is called an interaction. In an interaction data can be exchanged.
The relations between the actions and interaction have causalities and
constraints. An entry point indicates the starting point of behaviour. An exit
point indicates the closing of behaviour.
In Figure 8.11 the concepts are graphically presented. In the exercise
we leave out the data that is exchanged, for simplicity. Furthermore the
causalities and constraints relations are only textually presented. The
graphical representation of the concepts is presented in Figure 8.12.
Figure 8.11 Service
modelling concepts
used
Legend

Interaction P
action part of entity X

Interaction P
action part of entity Y

ι: transferred data

ι: transferred data

Entity

Action Q

Action
Interaction
Entry/Exit to
behaviour of entity

BEntity X

BEntity Y

Causality

Figure 8.12
Simplification of
modelling concepts

Action P
part of entity X

i1#

Action P
part of entity Y

Legend

i2#
Entity
Action

x

Interaction point
with identifier

Action Q
BEntity X

BEntity Y

Input to activity P3b: «security behaviour concepts»
The used «security behaviour concepts» are:
– «security services»,
– functionality types.
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For the «security services» the following sources are used:
– Functional classes defined in the Common Criteria [CC99]. The CC
defines eleven functional classes.
– Guidelines based on practical experience [Wood94]. Wood presents an
extensive list of guidelines.
– Security services defined in the OSI reference architecture [ISO89].
OSI defines five services. These services are particularly relevant for the
communication parts of the TVM.
The functionality types are conform the proposal in section 7.2:
– Must-functionality: the functionality offered by TVM, which is
functionality that complies with the «requirements contract».
– ‘Must-not’ functionality: functionality that the TVM must never offer. At
any time in the design of the TVM it has to be avoided that this
functionality, or an instance of this functionality, is incorporated in the
TVM.
– ‘Don’t care’-functionality: all functionality besides that is neither mustfunctionality nor ‘must-not’ functionality. This functionality need not be
incorporated in the TVM, but when it is incorporated this does not
compromise the specification.

How are the results
achieved in activity
P3b?

What are the results of
activity P3b?

The output of activity P3b: «system behaviour specification»
The «system behaviour specification» is discussed in a number of meetings
of a design team of the System Architect. In a number of iterative loops a
final specification is defined. In the meetings the «requirements contract» is
interpreted in order to translate it into a specification by using the «security
behaviour concepts» and the «specification language».
The resources of «security services» are checked against relevant services
for the TVM.
The functionality types are interpreted as follows. In the next phases of
the design process default functionality is don’t care functionality. It is
explicitly stated when the functionality is considered as must functionality
or must-not functionality.
The «system behaviour specification» of the TVM consists of the following
parts:
1. overall specification, including specification of the interfaces between all
identified entities and the TVM;
2. cross-references between the «requirements contract» and the
interfaces (see Table 8.13).
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The overall specification of the TVM is presented in Figure 8.13. The
specification contains the relevant entities (see Table 8.4, Phase P1) and
their interaction with the TVM. The specification of the interactions in
terms of the «specification language» is given in Figure 8.14. Note that the
entities Customer and TA HCI interact with both the TVM and the EFTequipment. These latter interactions are considered because the EFTequipment interacts also with the TVM.
The entities are involved in interactions and in actions. Every interaction
action has a unique identifier. In Table 8.11 the relations between the
entities, actions and interactions are presented. Below the actions that are
performed by the entities are defined (in alphabetical order):
– Cash processing (Pc): Customer pays ticket with cash, TVM gives change if
needed.
– EFT processing (Pe): Customer pays ticket by means of EFT.
– Get access (Ga): Requests for access to TIM.
– Incoming access control (Iac): Check whether incoming access request are
granted. Request permitted come from the SecAdm, the SysAdm and
the PSP application. The TAs are not given access permission.
– Issue ticket (It): The TVM issues the requested ticket.
– Maintain access control (Mac): Maintenance of access control capabilities of
the TVM. Only the SecAdm can maintain access control.
– Maintenance (Ma): Maintenance the non-ISI of the TVM. Only the SysAdm
can maintain.
– Price indication (Pi): The TVM indicates the price for the requested ticket.
– Request ticket (Rt): A customer requests a ticket providing a destination
and a ticket type.
– Retrieve Db-info (Rdb): TIM allows to retrieve up-to-date data, when
access permission is given.
– Retrieve log (Rl): Retrieve audit logs from the TVM. Only the SecAdm can
retrieve logs.
Figure 8.13 Overall TVM
specification
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Behaviour BTVM
Figure 8.14
Specification of the
interactions

Instantiations
√ → BCustomer.entry
√ → BTA HCI.entry
√ → BSecAdm.entry
√ → BSysAdm.entry
√ → BTIM.entry
√ → BTA Intern.entry
√ → BApplication.entry
√ → BTA PSP.entry
√ → BEFT.entry
√ → BEmployee.entry
Interaction structure
BTVM, BCustomer interact on It, Pc, Pe, Pi, Rt
BTVM, BTA HCI interact on Ga, Iac, It, Ma, Mac,
Pc, Pe, Pi, Rdb, Rl, Rt
BTVM, BSecAdm interact on Iac, Mac, Rl
BTVM, BSysAdm interact on Iac, Ma
BTVM, BTIM interact on Ga, Rdb
BTVM, BTA Intern interact on Ga, Iac, It, Ma,
Mac, Pc, Pe, Pi, Rdb, Rl, Rt
BTVM, BEFT interact on Pe
BTVM, BApplication interact on Iac. Pi. Rdb, Rt
BTVM, BTA PSP interact on Ga, Iac, It, Ma, Mac,
Pc, Pe, Pi, Rdb, Rl, Rt
BCustomer, BEFT interact on Pe
BTA HCI, BEFT interact on Pe
BApplication, BEmployee interact on Pi. Rdb, Rt

Where
behaviour BCustomer
entries
entry
interactions
entry → Rt,
Rt → Pi,
Pi ∧ ¬Pc → Pe,
Pi ∧ ¬Pe → Pc,
Pc → It,
Pe → It
exits
It→ exit,
Pi → exit,
Rt → exit
endbehaviour # BCustomer #
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behaviour BTA HCI
entries
entry
interactions
entry → Iac
exits
Ga → exit,
Iac → exit,
It → exit,
Ma → exit,
Mac → exit,
Pc → exit,
Pe → exit,
Pi → exit,
Rdb → exit,
Rl → exit,
Rt → exit
endbehaviour # BTA HCI#
behaviour BSecAdm
entries
entry
interactions
entry → Iac,
Iac → Mac,
Iac → Rl
exits
Iac → exit,
Mac → exit,
Rl → exit
endbehaviour # BSecAdm #
behaviour BSysAdm
entries
entry
interactions
entry → Iac,
Iac → Ma
exits
Iac → exit,
Ma → exit
endbehaviour # BSysAdm #
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Figure 8.14 (continued)

behaviour BTIM
entries
entry
interactions
entry → Ga,
Ga → Rdb
exits
Rdb → exit
endbehaviour # BTIM #
behaviour BTA Intern
entries
entry
interactions
entry → Iac
exits
Ga → exit,
Iac → exit,
It → exit,
Ma → exit,
Mac → exit,
Pc → exit,
Pe → exit,
Pi → exit,
Rdb → exit,
Rl → exit,
Rt → exit
endbehaviour # BTA Intern#
behaviour BApplication
entries
entry
interactions
entry → Iac,
Iac → Rt,
Rt → Pi,
Iac → Rdb,
exits
Iac → exit,
Pi → exit
Rdb → exit
endbehaviour # BApplication #
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behaviour BTA PSP
entries
entry
interactions
entry → Iac
exits
Ga → exit,
Iac → exit,
It → exit,
Ma → exit,
Mac → exit,
Pc → exit,
Pe → exit,
Pi → exit,
Rdb → exit,
Rl → exit,
Rt → exit
endbehaviour # BTA PSP #
behaviour BEFT
entries
entry
interactions
entry → Pe
exits
Pe → exit
endbehaviour # BEFT #
behaviour BEmployee
entries
entry
interactions
entry → Iac,
Iac → Pe
exits
Iac → exit,
Pe → exit
endbehaviour # BEmployee #
Endbehaviour # BTVM #
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entities, interfaces and
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Entity 1

Entity 2

TVM

Customer

1b

It, Pc, Pe, Pi, Rt

TA HCI

Ab

Ga, Iac, It, Ma, Mac, Pc, Pe, Pi, Rdb, Rl, Rt

SecAdm

2

Iac, Mac, Rl

SysAdm

3

Iac, Ma

TIM

4

Ga, Rdb

TA Intern

B

Ga, Iac, It, Ma, Mac, Pc, Pe, Pi, Rdb, Rl, Rt

EFT-equipment

5

Pe

PSP Application

6

Iac, Pi, Rdb, Rt

TA PSP

C

Ga, Iac, It, Ma, Mac, Pc, Pe, Pi, Rdb, Rl, Rt

EFT-equipment TA HCI
PSP Employee

Interface

Involved with actions

Aa

Pe

Customer

1a

Pe

PSP Application

7

Pi, Rdb, Rt

The actions are implementation choices for the functions defined in phase
P1 (see Table 8.4). As these functions belong to an entity, an action also
relates to one or more entities, depending on which action implements
which function.
The must-functionality in the overall specification is involved with the
interactions 1b, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6. The behaviour of the interactions of Ab, B
and C relates to the must-not behaviour. As must-not functionality we
define23:
– Alter request (Ar): The request based on the selection of a customer is
altered between the actions Rt and It of one request.
The relations between the functions and actions of the TVM are presented in
Table 8.12 (see Table 8.4 for the functions).
A number of entities of Table 8.4 is not part of the overall specification.
The entities that are left out are:
– DataNet; As the TVM is viewed as a monolithic whole in this phase,
DataNet has no function (yet), because internal communications within
the TVM are not yet considered and there are no external interactions
foreseen.
– MNI; The TVM supports EFT, therefore the behaviour of the EFTequipment considered. It is not yet decided that for an EFT the MNI is
used.

23

For simplicity only one must-not action is defined, whereas multiple could be defined.
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Table 8.12 Relation
between functions and
actions of the TVM

TIM

Ticket related information update

SecAdm

Ticket related information update



SysAdm

Ticket related information update



TVM

Ticket issue


Retrieve log (Rl)

Retrieve Db-info (Rdb)

Request ticket (Rt)

Price indication (Pi)

Maintenance (Ma)





 

 



Ticket selection

 


Ticket issue
Ticket payment: EFT





Ticket related information update

Ticket payment: Cash money





Ticket payment: EFT

Customer

Maintain access control (Mac)


 

Ticket payment: Cash money

Issue ticket (It)

Incoming access control (Iac)

Get access (Ga)

Ticket related information update

EFT processing (Pe)

DataNet

Actions

Cash processing (Pc)

Function

Alter request (Ar)

Entity



 

Ticket selection
MNI

Ticket payment: EFT



EFT-equipment

Ticket payment: EFT



PSP Application

Ticket selection

PSP Employee

Ticket selection




 



TA HCI

-

           

TA Intern

-

           

TA PSP

-

           

The overall specification is an implementation of the «requirements
contract» (see page 232). The cross-references between the «requirements
contract» and the actions that should satisfy the requirements for the TVM,
are given in Table 8.13. Requirement 2a is involved with the physical
interface to the customer and therefore outside the scope of our exercise.
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Table 8.13 Crossreference requirements
and actions
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Corresponding action

1. Function
1a. Primary

Ar, It, Pc, Pe, Rt

1b. Payment method

Pc, Pe

1c. Ticket information

Rdb

2. Quality of the function
2a. Human Computer Interface

outside scope of the exercise

2b. Service time

Ga, It, Pc, Pe, Pi, Rt

2c. Number of people served

It, Rt

2d. Ticket assortment

It, Rt

3. Location constraints
3a. Physical

Ar, Ga, Iac, It, Ma, Mac, Pc, Pe, Pi, Rdb, Rl, Rt

3b. Virtual

Ar, Ga, Iac, It, Ma, Mac, Pc, Pe, Pi, Rdb, Rl, Rt

4. Security
4a. Access control

Iac, Mac

4b. Access control customers

It, Pe

4c. Anonymously ticket issue

It, Rt, Pc, Pe

4d. Logging

Ar, Ga, Iac, It, Ma, Mac, Pc, Pe, Pi, Rdb, Rl, Rt

4e. Audit

Iac, Rl

4f. Ticket equality

Ar, It, Ma, Mac, Pc, Pe, Pi, Rdb, Rt

4g. Secure transport

Ar, Rt, Pi

4h. Ticket end up place

Ar, It, Rt

8.4.3 Activity P3c, Specifying the quality of the SYSTEM
–

–

Input design items for this activity:
– «requirements contract» (equals the «set of requirements» as defined
in phase P1, see section 8.3.4),
– «static system specification» (defined in section 8.4.1),
– «system behaviour specification» (defined in section 8.4.2),
– «specification language».
Output design item of this activity: «system quality specification».

Input to activity P3c: «specification language»
To specify the quality aspects of the TVM English language is used.

How are the results
achieved in activity P3c?

The output of activity P3c: «system quality specification»
The «system quality specification» is discussed in a number of meetings of a
design team of the System Architect. In a number of iterative loops a final
specification is defined. In the meetings the «requirements contract» is
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interpreted to translate it into a specification by using the «specification
language».
For the quality aspects of the interfaces of the TA-entities we define the
following measure: Customer Selection Index (CSI).
Exercise definition The Customer Selection Index is the total number of
selections that all customers together have made in a year.

What are the results of
activity P3c?

The «system quality specification» of the TVM consists of specification of the
quality aspects of interfaces when appropriate.
The quality aspects of the interfaces of the ‘normal entities’ are:
1. TVM  Customer. One physical customer interface, can serve one
customer at the time, ticket is issued within 10 seconds after a request is
placed and payment confirmed.
2. TVM  SecAdm. No specific quality is specified.
3. TVM  SysAdm. No specific quality is specified.
4. TVM  TIM. Data are exchanged with a digital signature.
5. TVM  PSP application. Data are exchanged encrypted for both
confidentiality and integrity reasons.
6. TVM  EFT-equipment. Defined by the regulations of MoneyNet (see
section 8.3.1, «general regulation»: data are exchanged encrypted for
both confidentiality and integrity reasons.
The quality aspects of the interfaces of the TA- entities are:
A. TA HCI  TVM. The number of «security events» that are logged on this
interface is at most 0,00001 CSI.
B. TA Intern  TVM. The number of «security events» that are logged on
this interface is at most 0,00002 CSI.
C. TA PSP  TVM. The number of «security events» that are logged on this
interface is at most 0,00001 CSI.
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Phase P4 – Structuring
This phase is performed under the responsibility of the System Architect
based on the «requirements contract» negotiated with the User
Organisation (RailCo’s infrastructure division). In our exercise, the
component hierarchy is restricted to the first decomposition level.

8.5.1 Activity P4a, Defining structuring criteria
–

–

Input design items for this activity:
– «static system specification», «system behaviour specification» and
«system quality specification» (defined in phase P3, see section 8.4),
– «general security architectures», «organisational safeguards» and
«security services».
Output design item of this activity: «structuring criteria».

Input to activity P4a:
«security architectures, organisational safeguards and services»
The following sources are reviewed for possible security architectures,
organisational safeguards and services:
– architecture defined by Fisher [Fish84],
– architecture defined by Gasser [Gass88],
– CEC COST-11 Ter “Security” project [Muft94],
– OSI security architecture [ISO89],
– SecureNet II and SESAME [AKK+94].

How are the results
achieved in activity P4a?

What are the results of
activity P4a?

The output of activity P4a: «structuring criteria»
A small task force of the design team of the System Architect discussed the
consequences of different implementations of the TVM. The task force took
notice of existing «general security architectures» and «security services».
Based on this input the task force defined a set of «structuring criteria».
The «structuring criteria» on which the structure of the TVM high-level
structure is based, are:
– available security services,
– avoiding single point of failure,
– physical environment parts.
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8.5.2 Activity P4b, Specifying components hierarchy
–

–

Input design items for this activity:
– «static system specification», «system behaviour specification» and
«system quality specification» (defined in phase P3, see section 8.4),
– «structuring criteria» (defined in section 8.5.1),
– «specification language», «security mechanisms» and «security
services».
Output design item of this activity: first decomposition level in the
«components hierarchy», the architecture of the TVM example system.

Input to activity P4b: «specification language»
The component structure of the TVM is specified in a graphical format. To
specify the interactions between the components and the behaviour of
components service modelling concepts are applied, see for an explanation
hereof section 8.4.2.
Input to activity P4b: «security mechanisms»
Reviewed are the same sources as for the security architecture,
organisational safeguards and services as described in section 8.5.1.

How are the results
achieved in activity
P4b?

What are the results of
activity P4b?

The output of activity P4b: «components hierarchy»
The architecture of TVM example system is defined in a number of meetings
of a design team of the System Architect. In a number of iterative loops, a
final structure is defined. In the meeting the static, behaviour and quality
specification are structured in line with the defined «structuring criteria».
Possible contents for the components come from the security services.
The high-level structure of the TVM consists of the following parts:
1. components and their functional specification,
2. interfaces between the components.
The physical decomposition of the TVM is presented in Figure 8.15. The
TVM consists of the following physical components:
– customer interfaces component,
– reservation component,
– support component.
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Legend

Figure 8.15 Physical
decomposition of the

name
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SC

MNI

RC
RC

CIC
CIC

Train station

…

CIC
CIC

RC
RC

DataNet

The customer interfaces component (CIC) is the interface that connects the
customer to the TVM. The CIC consists of a HCI to the customer, functions
to process a ticket request and functions to interact with the support
component. Multiple physical equivalents of the CIC can exist aside. These
equivalents all have the same logical structure. The multiplicity of the CIC is
meant to offer customers multiple HCIs at one train station. Each HCI of a
CIC can serve one customer at the time.
The actions associated with the CIC are involved with the interactions
1b, Ab and 5 of the overall specification. From Table 8.11 we can derive
those interactions (see for explanation of the actions section 8.4.2, page
237). Interaction Ab is involved with all actions when the TVM is seen as a
monolithic whole. However, by deviding the TVM into three parts, the
impact of the TA HCI is reduced by not offering all possible actions in the
CIC. However, the actions Iac and Ma are also needed. Action Iac is needed
because the CIC interacts with the RC and SC, and the TAs are not
permitted access via these components. Action Ma is needed to maintain
the software related to the actions of 1b. This gives the following list of
actions that are performed by the CIC:
– Cash processing (Pc),
– EFT processing (Pe),
– Incoming access control (Iac),
– Issue ticket (It),
– Maintenance (Ma),
– Price indication (Pi),
– Request ticket (Rt).
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The Reservation component (RC) supports all actions at a PSP to establish
reservation of tickets. Data exchange for ticket information between the
PSP and RailCo is also supported by this component. Multiple equivalents
of the RC can exist. A RC can be offered by multiple PSPs. These
equivalents all have the same logical structure. The RC can be implemented
at the C-centre of RailCo and at the premises of a PSP.
The actions associated with the RC are involved with the interactions 2,
6, B and C of the overall specification. From Table 8.11 we can derive those
interactions (see for explanation of the actions section 8.4.2, page 237).
Interactions B and C are involved with all actions when the TVM is seen as a
monolithic whole. However, by deviding the TVM into three parts, the
impact of the TA Intern and TA PSP is reduced, by offering not all possible
actions in the RC. However, the actions Ga and Iac are needed, because the
RC interacts with the SC, and the TAs need not to get access via this
component. Maintenance is performed by employees of the PSP. This gives
the following list of actions that are performed by the RC:
– Get access (Ga),
– Incoming access control (Iac),
– Price indication (Pi),
– Retrieve Db-info (Rdb),
– Request ticket (Rt).
The support component (SC) supports all actions that are performed by the
TVM, but that are not directly involved in customer interaction.
The actions associated with the SC are involved with the interactions 2,
3, 4 and B of the overall specification. From Table 8.11 we can derive those
interactions (see for explanation of the actions section 8.4.2, page 237).
Interaction B is involved with all actions when the TVM is seen as a
monolithic whole. However, by deviding the TVM into three parts, the
impact of the TA Intern is reduced by not offering all possible actions in the
RC. The actions Ga and Iac are also needed to cover the threats of the TAs,
but these actions are already taken into account in interaction 2. This gives
the following list of actions that are performed by the SC:
– Get access (Ga),
– Incoming access control (Iac),
– Maintain access control (Mac),
– Maintenance (Ma),
– Retrieve Db-info (Rdb),
– Retrieve log (Rl).
One SC is deployed. This SC is physically located in the C-centre of RailCo.
For contingency reasons, multiple SC can exist; these are stand-by as
backup components.
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The result of the physical decomposition is presented in Figure 8.16:
– DataNet physically connects the CIC(s), RC(s) and the SC.
– The physical connection via DataNet is not considered to be part of the
TVM.
– Centrally in the C-centre, the physical connection with the MNI is
established. This connection is not considered to be part of the TVM.
The connection fulfils the regulations of MoneyNet.
– The indication of ‘train station’ does not necessary indicate that it is a
different train station.
As a consequence of the physical decomposition, the must-not functionality
has impact on three components. All components are assessed whether or
not they incorporate the must-not functionality. Given the impact of the
TA Intern, it is decided by the designers that the SC is deployed in a
secured area and that only screened personnel is allowed to use the SC. The
security services, defined in this phase, protect the components from
actions of the TAs from other components. By doing this, the impact of
security events of the TA HCI is restricted to the CIC and the impact of the
security events of the TA PSP is restricted to the RC at the PSP.
Figure 8.16
Incorporating physical
decomposition in overall
specification TVM
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In section 7.3 is demonstrated that the physical decomposition can affect
the intentions of the overall specification. This raises the question how the
physical decomposition affects the specification as presented in Figure 8.15
and 8.16. Therefore, we view the resulting entities and interactions
associated with the CIC, RC or SC coming from the entities and
interactions associated with the TVM. In Figure 8.16 the result is
represented within the logical structure. Because of the physical
decomposition the following changes in interactions are needed:
– Interaction 8, this interaction is introduced and involves all interactions
between the TVM and DataNet. Each component interacts with the TVM
to establish that data transfer between the components is possible.
Interaction 8 is devided in interactions 8a, 8b and 8c.
– Interaction 9 is introduced to enable the EFTs to exchange data between
the EFT and MoneyNet. The designers decided to transport the EFT
data over DataNet to the C-centre, before the data are transferred to
MoneyNet via the MNI.
– Interaction 10 is introduced to connect the TVM to the MNI.
In the design interactions exist that do not interact with the TVM. These
interactions, number 7, 9, 10 and Aa, are therefore not considered further.
The introduction of a communication channel between the components
raises the question whether this channel, i.e. DataNet, should be trusted by
the TVM. Interaction 8 communicates with DataNet, thus the components
are involved with this external system, seen from the viewpoint of the TVM.
In section 8.4.2 the actions involved with the overall specification are
defined, whereas in this section the actions involved with the components
are defined. By decomposing, we need additional actions to represent the
trust of DataNet for the communication between CIC, RC and SC:
– Authentication service (As): Enables a TVM component to unequivocal
determine the authenticity of another TVM component (this includes the
RC at the PSP).
– Encipherment (En): Enables the TVM to exchange data enciphered
between the components to preserve confidentiality and integrity during
transfer of all data24.
– Key management (KM): Supports the availability of keys necessary for the
actions As and En.
– Log (Lg): Determine «security events» and record these.
Requests for access to a component are already taken into account in action
Iac.

24

This data includes ticket-related information, access request and ticket reservation data of
the PSP. The data needs to be defined for the associated actions.
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In respectively Figure 8.17, Figure 8.18 and Figure 8.19 the logical
decompositions of the CIC, RC and SC are represented. The textual
representations of the components are presented below their figures. For
every component the entities and interaction defined in Figure 8.16 are
implemented by the actions identified thusfar. The following decisions
ground the implementation:
1. The communication between components is based on mutual
authentication. Action As, together with action En, preserve exchange
with unauthorised or unknown components. To establish this
communication the action KM is needed.
2. Component RC is a distributed component, physically located at the
PSP and the C-centre, enabling that RailCo can be a provider of virtual
services as well.
3. The action Iac is the central action for incoming data from the
environment. The Iac controls the access to the other actions.
4. The action Lg interacts with all actions in a component. The action Rl
in the SC retrieves data from the log-files of all the components.
5. The action Ar does not appear in any of the elaborations of the three
components as an identifiable action, because this is related to mustnot functionality.
6. A combination of actions, other actions than action Ar, is not allowed
to result in the behaviour of action Ar. In the descriptions of the
interactions with the customer and the TAs this is laid down.
a. For the interaction with the Customer the required sequence of
actions is specified (see main sequence of functions, section 8.2.2),
and the must-not behaviour is specified (¬(¬Rt → It)).
b. For the interaction with the TAs, their possible behaviour is
restricted by the action Iac. When an entity requesting access is
identified as TA than no access is given, conform decision 3.
Furthermore, the must-not behaviour is defined such that all
actions will exit when a TA interacts.
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Behaviour BCIC
Instantiations
√ → BCustomer.entry
√ → BTA HCI.entry
√ → BEFT.entry
√ → BDataNet.entry
Interaction structure
BTVM, BCustomer interact on It, Pc, Pe, Pi, Rt
BTVM, BTA HCI interact on Iac
BTVM, BEFT interact on Pe
BTVM, BDataNet interact on En, Iac, Lg, Ma, Pi

Where
actions
Pe → It,
Pc → It,
Rt → Pc,
Rt → Pe,
Rt → Pi,
Pi → Iac,
Iac → As,
KM → As,
KM → En,
Pe → Iac,
Ma → Iac,
En → Iac,
As → Lg,
En → Lg,
Iac → Lg,
It → Lg,
KM → Lg,
Ma → Lg,
Pc → Lg,
Pe → Lg,
Pi → Lg,
Rt → Lg

Multiple interactions
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behaviour BCustomer
entries
entry
interactions
entry → Rt,
entry → Pc,
Rt → Pi,
(Rt ∧ Pi) ∧ ¬Pc → Pe,
(Rt ∧ Pi) ∧ ¬Pe → Pc,
Pc → It,
Pe → It,
¬(¬Rt → It)
exits
It→ exit,
Pi → exit,
Rt → exit
endbehaviour # BCustomer #
behaviour BTA HCI
entries
entry
interactions
entry → Iac
exits
Iac → exit,
As → exit,
En → exit,
Iac → exit,
It → exit,
KM → exit,
Lg → exit,
Ma → exit,
Pc → exit,
Pe → exit,
Pi → exit,
Rt → exit
endbehaviour # BTA HCI #
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behaviour BEFT
entries
entry
interactions
entry → Pe
exits
Pe → exit
endbehaviour # BEFT #
behaviour BDataNet
entries
entry
interactions
entry → En,
entry → Iac,
entry ∧ Iac → Ma,
entry ∧ Iac → Lg,
entry ∧ Iac → Mac,
entry ∧ Iac → Rl
exits
Iac → exit
endbehaviour # BDataNet #
Endbehaviour # BCIC #
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Figure 8.18
Implementation by
actions of the TVM
component SC
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Behaviour BSC
Instantiations
√ → BSecAdm.entry
√ → BSysAdm.entry
√ → BTIM.entry
√ → BTA Intern.entry
√ → BDataNet.entry
Interaction structure
BTVM, BSecAdm interact on Iac, Mac, Rl
BTVM, BSysAdm interact on Iac, Ma
BTVM, BTIM interact on Ga, Rdb
BTVM, BTA Intern interact on Iac
BTVM, BDataNet interact on En, Ga, Iac, Mac,
Ma, Rdb, Rl

Where
actions
Ga → Iac,
Rdb → Iac,
Rl → Iac,
Iac → As,
KM → As,
KM → En,
En → Iac,
Mac → Iac,
Ma → Iac,
As → Lg,
En → Lg,
Ga → Lg,
Iac → Lg,
KM → Lg,
Ma → Lg,
Mac → Lg,
Rdb → Lg,
Rl → Lg

Multiple interactions
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behaviour BSecAdm
entries
entry
interactions
entry → Iac,
entry ∧ Iac → Rl,
entry ∧ Iac → Mac
exits
Iac → exit
endbehaviour # BSecAdm #
behaviour BTIM
entries
entry
interactions
entry → Iac,
entry ∧ Iac → Rt,
entry ∧ Iac → Mac
exits
Iac → exit
endbehaviour # BTIM #
behaviour BSysAdm
entries
entry
interactions
entry → Iac,
entry ∧ Iac → Ma
exits
Iac → exit
endbehaviour # BSysAdm #
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behaviour BTIA Intern
entries
entry
interactions
entry → Iac
exits
Iac → exit,
As → exit,
En → exit,
Ga → exit,
Iac → exit,
KM → exit,
Lg → exit,
Ma → exit,
Mac → exit,
Rdb → exit,
Rl → exit
endbehaviour # BTA Intern #
behaviour BDataNet
entries
entry
interactions
entry ∧ Iac → Ga,
entry ∧ Iac → Ma,
entry ∧ Iac → Rdb
exits
Rl → exit,
En → exit,
Iac → exit
endbehaviour # BDataNet #
Endbehaviour # BSC #
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PSP Application

Figure 8.19
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Where
actions
Instantiations
Pi → Rt
√ → BTA Intern.entry
Pi→ Rdb
√ → BApplication.entry
KM → As
√ → BTA PSP.entry
Iac → As
√ → BDataNet.entry
KM → En
En → Iac
Interaction structure
As → Lg
BTVM, BTA Intern interact on Iac
En → Lg
BTVM, BApplication interact on Ga, Pi. Rdb, Rt
Ga → Lg
BTVM, BTA PSP interact on Iac
Iac → Lg
BTVM, BDataNet interact on En, Iac, Rdb, Rl, Rt
KM → Lg
Pi → Lg
Rdb → Lg
Rt → Lg

Multiple interactions
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behaviour BTA Intern
entries
entry
interactions
entry → Iac
exits
Iac → exit,
As → exit,
En → exit,
Ga → exit,
Iac → exit,
KM → exit,
Lg → exit,
Pi → exit,
Rdb → exit,
Rt → exit
endbehaviour # BTA Intern #

behaviour BTA PSP
entries
entry
interactions
entry → Iac
exits
Iac→ exit,
As → exit,
En → exit,
Ga → exit,
Iac → exit,
KM → exit,
Lg → exit,
Pi → exit,
Rdb → exit,
Rt → exit
endbehaviour # BTA PSP #

behaviour BApplication
entries
entry
interactions
entry → Ga,
entry → Rt,
entry → Pi,
entry → Iac
exits
Iac → exit,
Pi → exit,
Rt → exit
endbehaviour # BApplication #

behaviour BDataNet
entries
entry
interactions
entry → En,
entry → Iac,
exits
En → exit,
Ga → exit,
Pi → exit,
Rdb → exit
endbehaviour # BDataNet #
Endbehaviour # BRC #

The previous pages presented the results of activity P4b: the high-level
structure of the TVM specified in components and their functional
specification and interfaces between the components. Similar to the
indication of the match between the «requirements contract» and the
actions that satisfy the requirements for the TVM (Table 8.13), in Table 8.14
the cross-references are presented after the specification of the system
architecture (phase P4). All requirements are represented within the TVM.
See page 232 for the «requirements contract».
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realisation TVM thusfar
and requirements
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Authentication service (As)

Relevant requirements
1 2a 2b 2c 3a 3b 3c 4a 4b 4c 4d 4e 4f 4g 4h



Cash processing (Pc)





EFT processing (Pe)





 


  
 

Encipherment (En)
Get access (Ga)



Incoming access control (Iac)




Issue ticket (It)






Key management (KM)



Log (Lg)



    

 

Maintain access control (Mac)







Maintenance (Ma)



Price indication (Pi)


 

Request ticket (Rt)



Retrieve Db-info (Rdb)


 

Retrieve log (Rl)
Alter request (Ar)

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-



Decomposition TVM
Covered  1

            

1 = outside the scope of the exercise.

8.6

Contributions of the ISED process
The exercise, presented in this chapter, illustrates the contributions offered
by the ISED process to User Organisations and designers for a part of the
design process. In the exercise, a telematics system for the vending of train
tickets is designed: the Ticket Vending Machine (TVM). The design is
initiated by RailCo, a User Organisation. In the exercise the «idea» for the
TVM is elaborated (Phase P0), the «set of requirements» for the TVM is
defined (Phase P1), the overall functionality of the TVM is specified (Phase
P3) and the TVM system architecture is specified (Phase P4).
All design activities performed by RailCo and the designers of the TVM
are presented sequentially. For the TVM the ISI concerning design activities
and the accompanying actors are defined within the context of RailCo. The
design items of the activities are instantiated. Every design item is discussed
separately, addressing the ISI for that item. As the exercise is focussed on
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illustration of the ISED process, the specified functionality of the TVM is not
the complete set of functionality that could have been specified in reality
for a similar system.
In this section, we summarise the contributions of the ISED process for
each phase. Subsequently, we explain the contribution in terms of the
‘points of attention’ that need to be addressed in the design process, as
presented in section 5.3.1.
Contributions in the ISED
phases

In the exercise, the ISED process has contributed the following in the four
design phases presented to the design of the TVM:
– In phase P0 ISI are introduced by providing a broad view on the
environment of RailCo. Starting point are the «user needs» that reflect
the «idea» to built a device for the vending of train tickets. The initial
definition of the environment has enabled to restrict deliberately the
relevant entities used in the activities of phase P1. For example, the
entity DataNet was identified and taken into account in the risk analysis,
but DataNet was not used in the design before Phase P4.
– In phase P1 the difference is illustrated between the «set of
requirements» and «initial set of requirements». In addition, the process
is presented how the security requirements of RailCo are derived from
RailCo’s «security policy» and the primary needs for the TVM. The
process is presented by using the method SRAM. The exercise illustrates
how the «initial environment sketch» together with the «initial set of
requirements» leads to a balanced definition of relevant entities in the
environment of the TVM.
In the exercise, threat-related entities are defined with a specific
behaviour. This resulted in a «set of requirements» for the TVM that
includes the security requirements and that is based on the primary
functionality of the TVM.
– In phase P3 the security requirements are sustained in the specification
by assigning the (security) requirement to (security) functionality. As an
illustration additionally to the must-functionality, must-not functionality
is defined (Action Ar: The request for a ticket, based on the selection of
a customer, is altered between the actions Rt and It of one request).
– In phase P4 is illustrated how ISI can affect the functionality of
components when structuring the overall specification of the TVM into
the TVM architecture. The decomposition shows how the threat agent
entities can be covered within the components, by which their impact is
restricted. In the exercise the decomposition has led to additional
actions in TVM’s components.
A combination of actions, other actions than action Ar, is not allowed to
result in the behaviour of action Ar. In the descriptions of the
interactions with the customer and the threat agents this is laid down.
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The must-not functionality specified in Phase P3 is used in Phase P4.
The specification of the components is checked on the presence of
action Ar, and it contains action Ar as a constraint for the
implementation of the components.
In the architecture also an existing component is used (similar to COTS
components). A intermediate infrastructure (MNI) identified in the
«state-of-the-art» description is used as an entity in the design of TVM.
The intermediate infrastructure MNI has safeguards already
implemented, which has its impact on the interaction between the MNI
and the components of the TVM.
The ISED process and
points of attention for
the design process

In the exercise, the following points of attention have been addressed for
the design process in the four ISED design phases presented (see also section
5.3.1):
– Integrate security: The exercise illustrates that once security requirements
are introduced in «set of requirements» these requirements can traced
back to this set in the remaining activities. The security requirements
have been able to derive, because many entities (that can possibly relate
to ISI) are identified in the environment definition.
– Sustain attention to security: The design activities pay explicit attention to
security, resulting in the definition of additional functionality in the
specification and additional actions in the architecture. Once
incorporated the functionality is treated as the primary functionality of
the TVM. By the definition of the must-not functionality the designers
were able to detect undesired behaviour in the TVM’s architecture.
– Align the addressed design abstraction: The example illustrates that the ISI
address the same level of abstraction as the other design issues.
– Incorporate the system environment in the design: The environment of the TVM
is broadly defined in phase P0and defined more precise in Phase P1, by
taking threat agents into account. In the other phases we presented the
decisions that have led to reduction of the number of entities
considered in the description of the environment.
– Use security experiences: In the exercise experiences are used from security
checklists security literature and security standards.
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9. Conclusions and suggestions for
future research
In this chapter, we present the conclusions of our research and give
suggestions for further research in section 9.1 and section 9.2 respectively.

9.1

Conclusions
In this book we present the Information Security Embedded Design process
(ISED process). The ISED process is a systematic approach to embed
information security issues (ISI) in the design process of telematics systems.
Here we present conclusions on the need for such an approach, its contents
and its use.
We start this section by recalling the observations and assumptions
underlying the research and the research question. Next, we confront the
results with the research question and its sub-questions. Finally, we present
the contributions that the ISED process provides to designers and user
organisations.

9.1.1

ISI

and telematics systems

Observations
The research in this book is based on observations concerning
– problems of user organisations with information security (security for
short) enhancements to operational telematics systems, and
– lack of a systematic approach to design telematics systems that addresses
ISI.
Problems with security enhancements. Organisations, which are aware of risks,
try to protect their operational telematics systems against security
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violations. The usual advocated solution is to add safeguards to these
telematics systems. This approach fails, because of the following:
– Affection of the system functionality. The enhancements cause deviations to
the original planned functionality. The extent of the deviation is often
unclear.
– Changing usability. The enhancements may decrease the usability of user
interfaces as well as affect organisational procedures surrounding the
system.
– Decreasing the performance of the system. The enhancements imply
additional activities that the system and/or the users need to perform.
This leaves less time to perform the primary activities.
Lack of a systematic design approach addressing ISI. We observed that user and
engineering organisations lack practical and workable guidelines to design
secure systems. For the design of telematics systems we have found only a
few references, both in security literature and in system design literature,
that consider the fundamental issues involved with addressing ISI. Most
documented design processes address ISI only by naming security as one of
the aspects, whereas no specific support to accomplish this is given.

Research questions and assumptions
Addressing ISI in the design process is not trivial, as has been illustrated in
both practice and literature studies. In addition, ISI are often neglected in
the beginning of the design process. This has led to the following research
question:
Research question

How can ISI be systematically addressed in the design process of telematics systems?

Research assumptions

For demarcation of the research, we have used the following assumptions:
the design of the telematics system is
– contracted out to an engineering organisation, and
– started from scratch;
– the design process is based on the Waterfall model;
– the design strategy is top-down.
These assumptions are reflected in a model of the design process. This
model is called the traditional design process and is used to reflect all the
addressed issues (Chapter 3).
–

Sub-questions

The research question is divided into three sub-questions:
1. How are ISI currently addressed in the design process of telematics
systems?
2. What is needed to address ISI in the design process of telematics
systems?
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3. Which support can be provided to designers to address ISI during the
design, so that a system is delivered in which security is adequately taken
care of?
In the following sections we present the conclusions on each of these subquestions.

9.1.2 The current status of addressing ISI
Figure 9.1 Phases of
the traditional design
process.
P0 Elaboration of
an idea
P1 Capturing
requirements
P2 Studying the
feasibility
P3 Specifying the
overall system
P4 Structuring
P5 Building
P6 Making
operational
P7 Using and
maintaining

Sub-question 1: How are ISI currently addressed in the design process of telematics
systems?
ISI are currently not adequately addressed in the traditional design process

(Chapter 3 and 4). A patchwork of methods exists, to be used in particular
parts of a design process. Figure 9.1 presents the phases of the traditional
design process. For all phases in the traditional design process,
shortcomings have been identified that come to light when ISI are
addressed. The shortcomings can be divided in elementary shortcomings and
design process shortcomings.

Elementary shortcomings
Elementary shortcomings do not exclusively come to light when analysing
design processes, but can show up in any area where security is applied. In
the context of a design process these shortcomings are the following
(Chapter 4):
– (the consequences of) lack of security awareness of both designers and
the user organisation that contracts out the design of a system;
– the difficulty to identify the risks relevant for both the user organisation
and the telematics system to be designed;
– the complexity of interrelations between entities and the telematics
system.
Design process shortcomings
The design process shortcomings we have identified for designing a
telematics system can be summarised as follows (Chapter 4):
– The focus in the design process is on technical issues, while the
relevance and impact of organisational issues are neglected.
– The nature of security related entities in the environment of the
telematics system differs fundamentally from the entities related to the
functionality fulfilling the main purpose of that telematics system (the
primary functionality).
– ISI are often postponed and/or disregarded.
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9.1.3 What is needed to address ISI?
Sub-question 2: What is needed to address ISI in the design process of telematics
systems?
To solve the elementary and design process shortcomings indicated in
section 9.1.2 the needs to be capable to solve the shortcomings have to be
defined.
The elementary shortcomings are not subject of the book. Solutions to
overcome the elementary shortcomings are well-known safeguards,
although not always applied. These safeguards are indicated in, for example,
security baselines, such as [BSI99].
The needs to overcome the design process shortcomings relate to the
environment of the design process, points of attention in the design process
and the type of design activities. We present these needs below.

Environment of the design process
The design process environment should fulfil needs for designers and user
organisations. The needs to be fulfilled by the environment are generally
known from security practice. They are the assumptions that have to be
fulfilled before the ISED process is started. The assumptions for the
environment are (Chapter 6):
– a user organisation-wide security policy has been established;
– assets of the user organisation are known;
– classification of information owned by the user organisation has been
carried out.
Points of attention in the design process
The needs for the design process environment define the frame in which
designers can perform the design activities. Assumed is that the needs for
the environment are fulfilled. For the design process as a whole, the
following needs have to be fulfilled (Chapter 5):
– Integrate security: Activities addressing ISI should be integrated with
activities on the design of the primary functionality of the telematics
system.
– Sustain attention to security: Activities addressing ISI should return in, or
have impact on all phases of the design process.
– Align the addressed design abstraction: Address ISI at the same abstraction
levels as traditional design issues.
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Incorporate the system environment in the design: The telematics system
should not be regarded as an isolated technical system. A number of
perspectives should be incorporated next to the technical perspective,
such as the organisational, procedural and human perspective.
Use security experiences: Transfer security knowledge to the design process
to render a complete set of security requirements.

Type of design activities
In the design process, activities that support the embedding of ISI are
necessary. Assumed is that the needs for the environment and the design
process are fulfilled. The design activities should contain the following
elements (Chapter 5):
– A broad focus on requirements gathering: Gather all the security requirements
according to the objectives of the user organisation and the primary
function of the telematics system.
– Continuous security attention: Persist in keeping the attention on
identification and prioritisation of ISI, while performing the design
activities.
– Consider the organisational context:
– embed organisational procedures,
– embed environmental entities,
– embed technical infrastructure entities.
– Safeguards: Identify, make, prioritise and use safeguards for realising the
security requirements.
9.1.4 Support for designers to deliver adequately secured systems
Sub-question 3: Which support can be provided to designers to address ISI during the
design, so that a system is delivered in which security is adequately taken care of?
To support the addressing of ISI in the design of telematics systems,
supporting means are defined in a systematic approach for a design process:
the ISED process. The ISED process enables user organisations and designers
to fulfil the needs defined to overcome the design process shortcomings
(Chapter 4 and 5). In order to do so the ISED process provides support at
three levels (Chapter 6 and 7):
1. definition of activities to be performed by the designers;
2. definition of actors involved in the activities;
3. definition of design items25.
25

A design item is anything that is used or produced by actors when performing an activity.
Examples are information and design methods. Design items can be input to an activity or
produced as output.
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The newly defined actors and the existing actors of the traditional design
process perform together the traditional and newly defined activities. The
existing actors of the traditional design process are able to perform the ISI
embedded in the traditional activities, assisted by the newly defined actors.
The activities, actors and design items that are unique for the ISED process,
compared to the traditional design process defined in Chapter 3, are listed
in Table 9.2, 9.3 and 9.4 respectively (summary of Chapter 6). An overview
of the ISED process is given in Appendix B and C. In Table 9.1 the activities
of the traditional design process are listed.

Table 9.1 Phases and
activities in the
traditional design
process

Design phase

Design activity

Phase P0: Elaboration of an idea

- P0a, Collecting user needs

Phase P1: Capturing requirements

- P1a, Gathering requirements
- P1b, Defining environment

Phase P2: Studying the feasibility

- P2a, Delivering system assessment
- P2b, Negotiating system contract

Phase P3: Specifying the overall system

- P3a, Specifying static system view
- P3b, Specifying system external behaviour
- P3c, Specifying quality of system

Phase P4: Structuring
(from high-level to low-level design)

- P4a,
- P4b,
- P4c,
- P4e,
- P4f,

Defining structuring criteria
Specifying components hierarchy
Specifying quality components
Delivering components assessment
Negotiating workable components contract

Phase P5: Building

- P5b,
- P5c,
- P5e,
- P5f,
- P5g,
- P5h,

Building units
Integrating units
Preparing tests
Testing
Documenting for System Administrator
Documenting for end users

Phase P6: Making operational

- P6a, Making operational
- P6c, Accepting

Phase P7: Using and maintaining

-

P7a,
P7b,
P7c,
P7e,

Training
Using
Logging and monitoring
Maintaining
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Id# Purpose

Phase P0: Elaboration of an idea
Sketching the characteristics P0b Provide a broad initial description of the environment of the
of the system environment
telematics system to be designed. This description supports
the identification of requirements in activity P1d.
Phase P1: Capturing requirements
Analysing the risks for the
system

P1c Identify and assess the risk for the telematics system, to
determine against which threats this system needs to be
protected.

Completing the set of
security requirements

P1d In addition to the requirements regarding the primary
functionality, in this activity the security requirements are
captured that:
- support the primary functionality of the system,
- have not yet been revealed, but can be revealed when the
implicit requirements are made explicit and the
environmental entities outside the scope of the primary
functionality are taken into account.

Phase P4: Structuring
Reviewing risks to
‘workable components’

P4d Workable components are part of the lowest level of a high
level design and can be built without using further design
information. This activity identifies the vulnerabilities that
have become part of the design by defining the workable
components.

Phase P5: Building
Analysing the vulnerabilities P5a Units are identifiable pieces of hardware, firmware or
of ‘units’
software. The workable components are built up from the
units. This activity identifies the vulnerabilities that units can
possibly contain.
Nesting technical
safeguards

P5d Definition of a framework of security guidelines that
addresses:
- the security policy of the user organisation,
- organisational issues in addition to technical safeguards.

Documenting for
Administrators

P5g Provide documentation for both the System Administrator
and the Security Administrator to support the maintenance of
the telematics system.

Phase P6: Making operational
Appraising

P6b Assessment of the conformance of security requirements
with their operational realisation. This activity is optional.

Phase P7: Using and maintaining
Defending against security
events

P7d React to security events that occur in the operational
environment of a telematics system. The purpose is to keep
the damage of a security event to a minimum.
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Table 9.3 Necessary
security-related actors in
the ISED process (in
alphabetical order)

Table 9.4 Necessary
security-related design
items: input and output
of activities (in
alphabetical order)
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Name

Role

Auditor

Able to detect possible inadequacies in the
product technical security policy or the
enforcement of the policy.

Security Administrator

Able to maintain the operational capability of the
operational (telematics) systems related to
security.

Security Advisor

Able to translate state-of-the-art security
knowledge to the design process, independently
of user organisation and designers.

Security Officer of the user organisation

Able to translate the security requirements of the
- user organisation to the designers, and
designed system to the operational environment
of the system.

Input

Output

From state-of-the-art security knowledge
- Evaluation criteria
- Framework for ISI
- General security architectures
- General security procedures
- Organisational safeguards, security services,
security mechanisms, security products and
technical safeguards
- Security concepts
- Taxonomy of threats

To other design activities
- Initial sketch of the environment
- Security-related requirements
- System risks
- Unit vulnerabilities
- Workable component vulnerabilities

From user organisation and regulation bodies
- Security events
- Security policy
- Security regulation

To users
- Secureness of the system
- Security report
- System security guidelines

Design methods
- Risks analysis method
- Security requirements capturing method

process: assumptions
The ISED process is based on the same assumptions as the model described
in Chapter 3 (i.e. design contracted out and started from scratch, based on
Waterfall model with a top-down strategy). In addition, the ISED process is
based on the following assumptions (Chapter 6):
ISED
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1. an organisation-wide security policy for the user organisation has been
established;
2. assets of the user organisation are known;
3. classification of information owned by the user organisation has been
carried out;
4. designers of the SYSTEM can be trusted.

process: overcoming the design process shortcomings
The ISED process is defined as a means to overcome the design process
shortcomings (Chapter 4). See for an overview of the coverage Table 6.4.
The ISED process provides the following directions for the identified
shortcomings:
– Focus is not on technical issues only:
– the ISED process provides information to the designers (such as
environment description, structured security information, security
policy);
– the ISED process contains an activity that explicitly addresses the
nesting of technical safeguards in an organisational context.
– The nature of security related environmental entities is explicitly
addressed:
– the ISED process provides a broad initial description of the
environment of the telematics system;
– the ISED process helps in identifying vulnerabilities;
– the ISED process contains the concept of must-not functionality of
the system throughout the design phases.
– ISI get explicit attention in the ISED process to prevent their
postponement and disregarding:
– the ISED process helps in the identification of security requirements
in the beginning of the design process;
– the ISED process structures the embedding of security in all activities
of the design process;
– the ISED process contains the concept of must-not behaviour, to
identify undesired design directions;
– the ISED process has means for assessment of vulnerabilities in several
stages of the design process.
ISED

process: elaboration of design items
The ISED process indicates all the design items for ISI (see Table 9.4). To
embed ISI, the design items need to be further elaborated. In this book the
role of three design items have been elaborated resulting in (Chapter 7):
– SRAM, a method to capture security requirements;
– the concept of must-not functionality given the specification of the
external behaviour of a system;
ISED
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identification of the influence of ISI on decomposing a specification into
a high-level structure.

Design method to
capture security
requirements

To capture security requirements the Security Requirements Acquisition
Methodology (SRAM) is defined. The basis of SRAM is the framework of an
existing method, the Constraint Acquisition Methodology (CAM). SRAM
contains the following elements:
– relate ISI to both the entities in the environment of the telematics
system and its primary functionality;
– unite the requirements concerning the risks for the telematics system
with the security policy of the user organisation;
– consider the security requirements also from an organisational and a
psychological perspective, in addition to the technical perspective;
– reduce in a structured manner the complexity regarding the multitude
of primary requirements and entities in the environment of the
telematics system.
An important characteristic of SRAM is that it separates the definition of
requirements from the identification of safeguards.

Security behaviour
concepts to specify
external behaviour

For the specification of the external behaviour of a telematics system, the
concept of forbidden functionality (the must-not functionality) is
introduced. The sole specification of the must-functionality is insufficient
for security. As an addition, the functionality that the system may never
offer has to be explicitly specified. This specification supports designers to
avoid implementing functionality, in the remaining activities of the design
process, that can violate the security objectives: the designers now have a
reference for the functionality that must not be incorporated in the
telematics system.

Specification of security
in a high-level structure

To specify the ISI in a high-level structure (architecture) of a telematics
system, consequences of the deliberations on deviding the system into
components are given. Elaborated is the security functionality that can be
assigned to a component. The security functionality as a whole is the set of
safeguards that the SYSTEM incorporates. Therefore, the safeguards need to
be considered within the SYSTEM architecture. Criteria to decompose the
specification of the SYSTEM in to the architecture are needed, because the
decomposition approach can be of influence on the definition of safeguards
for the SYSTEM. Both the type of safeguards that need to be realised and the
place of them in the architecture are defined.
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process: support for security by changing requirements
The ISED process provides support to organisations to protect their
telematics systems. This support focuses on design, thus for telematics
systems of the user organisations, benefits will come in the long-term.
In the situation that operational circumstances in an organisation change
(for example, risks or requirements) the ISED process offers means to assess
the security impact on the telematics systems. This support consists of:
– Completeness of the security requirements. The definition of primary
functionality and security in two subsequent activities enables the user
of the ISED process to assess the impact of the changed circumstances to
the primary functionality. The whole set of changed requirements for
the environment and the telematics systems can then be analysed to
define of the changed security requirements.
– Structured analysis of risks and vulnerability. At multiple levels of design,
abstraction support (in the form of a method and appropriate
information) is available that enables alignment of the changed
circumstances to the design impact for security.
– Relation and position of changes: The ISED process offers means to build a
high-level structure of the system representing a complete set of security
requirements. The high-level structure is a starting point to examine the
addition of safeguards on the consequences of both the primary
functionality and the security functionality.
ISED

process: summary
Summarising, the ISED process systematically embeds ISI in the design
process of telematics systems by taking security requirements into account
as early as possible. The defined security activities, with the accompanying
actors and design items, support user organisations and designers to tune
the primary functionality and the security functionality in all phases of the
design process in a reasoned and systematic manner.
The exercise performed in Chapter 8 shows the plausibility that the
defined means and methods in the ISED process can work. Application of
the ISED process in real-life, including the defined design items, is therefore
recommended.
ISED

9.2

Suggestions for future research
Our research has been a first step to come towards a systematic approach to
embed ISI in the design process of telematics systems. The research is based
on a number of assumptions. These assumptions have restricted the
solutions for the identified shortcomings. Moreover, we have seen
correspondence and coherence with other research areas, which we were
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not able to incorporate in this book. Multiple directions exist that can be
explored, considering our research, in order to come to adequate and
assured secure telematics systems. We will briefly elaborate on the following
directions:
– assumptions underlying the ISED process,
– elaboration of the ISED process,
– other developments.

9.2.1 Assumptions underlying the ISED process
The assumptions for the ISED process, as given in Chapter 6, limit the scope
of application of the ISED process. Elimination of these limitations could
broaden the application area. The question is whether ISI can also be
integrated in the design process without these assumptions. The following
limitations can be eliminated:
– Contract out scenario: The ISED process is meant for contracting out the
design. However, a design based on ‘contracting out’ is not the only way
designs can be performed. Systems can also be designed by, for example,
consortia of designers, independent designers or user organisations
themselves.
– Design from scratch. Nowadays telematics systems are seldomly designed
from scratch. Elements of the ISED process can be used for changing
requirements of a telematics system (see section 9.1.4). The additional
requirements for such a design need to be elaborated.
– Top-down design approach: The ISED process is a top-down process.
Current design processes also use other approaches, such as rapid
prototyping. Can ISI also be integrated in these other approaches?
– Trusted designers: The ISED process requires that the designers are trusted.
Given the risks that are identified for user organisations and their
telematics systems, the distrust of designers is a risk worth to be
examined.

9.2.2 Elaboration of the ISED process
The ISED process as presented in Chapter 6 and Chapter 7 is not yet
complete. The ISED process can be further elaborated in a number of ways:
– Elaboration of ISI of design items: From the design items identified in the
ISED process, only a subset is elaborated for their ISI (Chapter 7). The
remaining ISI of the identified design items need to be elaborated as
well. This elaboration completes the definition of the ISED process. The
elaboration can focus on how the design items are exactly defined. In
the proposal for the ISED process is defined what is needed and where
this is needed.

SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

–

–
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Incorporation of activities regarding the ‘discharging’ of a system: A telematics
system that is not of use anymore has to be removed from the
operational environment. Activities about this ‘discharging’ of the
system are not yet incorporated in the ISED process. Discharging
involves, for example, removal of classified information.
Practical application: The ISED process is based on experiences from
design practice. However, the ISED process has not yet been thoroughly
used in practice. Usage of the ISED process in practice can improve the
proposed activities and design items.

9.2.3 Other developments
In this book the perspective of the system design discipline and the security
discipline are elaborated. The insights gained by the ISED process may
benefit these disciplines, and the ISED process may learn from the evolving
developments in those disciplines. The ISED process may benefit from other
disciplines as well. Examples of developments are:
– Auditing techniques,
– Capability Maturity Model (CMM),
– Guidelines for the Management of IT Information security (GMITS),
– Security evaluation criteria.
By auditing telematics systems, much information is gathered about the
operational use and vulnerabilities of the systems. Both the methods to
gather the information as well as the results of the gathering are of interest
to determine how the design (process) can be improved.
CMM addresses a number of points of attention for the defined design
levels that can be mapped on the activities defined in the ISED process. The
ISED process activities can be assigned to one of the levels.
GMITS provide guidelines for security management. A design process is
also an organisational process that needs to be managed. The ISED process
indicates the type of activities that need to be managed.
Security evaluations assess the secureness of ICT systems. The current
evaluation criteria, such as the Common Criteria, provide requirements for
the organisation of the design and assumptions to which a design process
must apply. The ISED process can contribute to the type of activities that
designers need to perform within the framework of the evaluation criteria.
This offers more concrete support than the criteria. The criteria can be
used as structured and broad input for capturing security requirements and
definition of security functions.
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10. Threats
In this appendix we give an overview of types of threats. A threat is a
fundamental concept for information security. A threat is any circumstance
or event with the potential to cause harm to a system in the form of
destruction, disclosure, modification of data, and/or denial-of-service
[NCSC88]. [Neum85] is an excellent source of threats, it describes many
security events. However, this extensive list of threats does not classify the
threats. This makes it difficult to identify the type of threats that are
relevant for an organisation. A number of taxonomies exist, see for example
[Fish84] and [Bask96]. The taxonomies classify the threats supporting a
specific purpose, for example, for analysing risks. A threat taxonomy gives
insight into the types of threats and the relations among the threats.
In this book we have used a taxonomy that has been used to structure case
descriptions in the Telematics Research Guide Programme [BrOT95]. The
categories are described below.
Disclosure of data. Someone who is not authorised can read stored data, or
data that is processed by a system or is exchanged by multiple systems.
We discriminate between logical and physical access. Special cases of
this threat are leakage of personal data and loss of anonymity.
Traffic analysis. Besides the effect that data can be made unreadable for
others than the sender and the receiver, it is possible to get more
information from the data traffic. Examples are: there is a message sent,
what is the size of the message, what is the duration of a message, who
sends to whom, what is the frequency. When an intruder makes use of
this information we speak of traffic analysis.
Deduction and aggregation of information. If someone combines
information from more than one source and gets confidential
information in this way, we speak of deduction and aggregation of
information.
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Multiplying of programmes. Someone who makes copies of a programme
without permission of the owner. Making copies for back-up reasons is
allowed. Another name for this threat is software piracy.
Destruction or modification of data. Someone who is not authorised can
destroy or modify stored data, or data that are processed by a system or
are exchanged by multiple systems. We discriminate between logical and
physical access.
Modification of programmes. This is a variant of unauthorised modification
of data, because of the fact that programmes are in essence also data.
The difference is that modified programmes can destroy or modify other
programmes and data, or permit unauthorised access to data.
Replay. Eavesdrop of encoded messages, saving them and then transmit
them another time without knowledge of the original user.
Invalid message sequencing. The sequence of the messages is scrambled,
and the sequence was important for the meaning of the sent
information.
Masquerading. A user, programme or system pretends to be another user,
programme or system.
Repudiation. A party denies that a message was sent or received by this
party.
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11. Overview of the ISED process
In this appendix we present a complete overview of all the phases of the
Information Security Embedded Design process (ISED process). In Chapter
6 the rationale behind this process is given. In this appendix we enumerate
the activities with accompanying actors roles and design items for every
phase of the ISED process. The ISED process contains the following phases
are distinguished:
– P0 – Elaboration of an idea,
– P1 – Capturing requirements,
– P2 – Studying the feasibility,
– P3 – Specifying the overall system,
– P4 – Structuring,
– P5 – Building,
– P6 – Making operational,
– P7 – Using and maintaining.
A description of the design items can be found in Appendix C. In the figure
below the format of an activity of the ISED process is given.
Set of actor roles

Set of design items

Activity P#x
activity name

Set of design items

Legend
Set of design items
Set of actor roles
Act P
name

Activity with
number and name

Performing
Instance of design process element
Security
added to the traditional design process
text
to embed information security concerns
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In addition the following symbol are used within the figures:
P#

Input design items that were already output design items of a preceding phase
Output design items that can be used as input design item in succeeding phases,
the numbers of the succeeding phase

B.1

Phase P0 – Elaboration of an idea
Processing sequence of the activities:
collecting user
needs
sketching the
environment

Activities and accompanying actor roles and design items:
ICT Manager
End User

Idea

Activity P0a
collecting user
needs

User needs

Activity P0b
sketching the
environment

Initial environment sketch

P1

ICT Manager
End User

Idea

P1
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Phase P1 – Capturing requirements
Processing sequence of the activities:
gathering
requirements

defining
environment

analysing
risks

completing
security
requirements

Activities and accompanying actor roles and design items:
ICT Manager
System Administrator
End User
System Architect

P0 User needs
Initial environment sketch

Activity P1a
gathering
requirements

Initial set of requirements

Activity P1b
defining
environment

System environment definition

P1

General regulation
State of the art
Requirements capturing method

ICT Manager
Security Officer
End User
System Architect
Security Adviser
P0 Initial environment sketch
P1 Initial set of requirements
Security framework

P1, P2, P3, P5, P6
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Security Officer
System Architect
Security Adviser

P1 Initial set of requirements
System environment definition

Activity P1c
analysing
risks

System risks
P1, P4, P5

Security policy
Risk analysis method
Threats taxonomy

ICT Manager
Security Officer
Auditor
System Administrator
Security Administrator
End User
System Architect
Security Adviser
P1 System environment definition
Initial set of requirements
System risks
State-of-the-art
Security policy
Security regulation
Security requirements
capturing method

Activity P1d
completing
security
requirements

Set of requirements
P2
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Phase P2 – Studying the feasibility
Processing sequence of the activities:
delivering
system
assessment

negotiating
system contract

Activities and accompanying actor roles and design items:
Security Officer
System Architect
Security Adviser

P1 Set of requirements
System environment definition

Activity P2a
delivering
system
assessment

System assessment
P2, P4

Feasibility framework
Security policy

ICT Manager
System Architect

P1 Set of requirements
System environment definition
P2 System assessment

Activity P2b
negotiating
system contract

Requirements contract
P3, P4, P5, P6
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Phase P3 – Specifying the overall system
Processing sequence of the activities:
specifying static
view system

specifying
system external
behaviour

specifying
quality of
system

Activities and accompanying actor roles and design items:
System Architect
Security Adviser

P1 System environment definition
P2 Requirements contract

Activity P3a
specifying
static view
system

Static system specification
P3, P4, P5, P6

Specification language
Security static view concepts

System Architect
Security Adviser

P1 System environment definition
P2 Requirements contract
P3 Static system specification
Specification language
Security behaviour concepts

Activity P3b
specifying
system external
behaviour

System behaviour specification
P3, P4, P5, P6
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System Architect
Security Adviser
System Architect
P2 Requirements contract
P3 Static system specification
System behaviour specification
Specification language

Activity P3c
specifying
quality of
system

System quality specification
P4, P5, P6
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Phase P4 – Structuring
Processing sequence of the activities:
Defining
structuring
criteria
specifying
components
hierarchy
specifying
quality
components

reviewing
workable
comp. risks

delivering
components
assessment

negotiating
workable comp.
contract

Activities and accompanying actor roles and design items:
System Architect
Security Adviser

P3 Static system specification
System behaviour specification
System quality specification
General security architectures
Organisational safeguards
Security services

Activity P4a
Defining
structuring
criteria

Structuring criteria
P4
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System Architect
Security Adviser

P1 Static system specification
P3
System behaviour specification
System quality specification

Activity P4b
specifying
components
hierarchy

Components hierarchy
P4, P5, P6

P4 Structuring criteria
Specification language
Security mechanisms
Security services

System Architect
Security Adviser

P3 Static system specification
System behaviour specification
System quality specification

Activity P4c
specifying
quality
components

Components quality specification
P4, P5, P6

P4 Components hierarchy

System Architect
Security Adviser

P2 System risks
P3 Static system specification
System behaviour specification
System quality specification
P4 Components hierarchy
Components quality specification
Risk analysis method

Activity P4d
reviewing
workable
comp. risks

Workable comp. vulnerabilities
P4
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System Architect
Security Adviser

P2 System assessment
P3 Static system specification
System behaviour specification
System quality specification

Activity P4e
delivering
components
assessment

Components assessment
P4

P4 Components hierarchy
Components quality specification
Workable comp. vulnerabilities
Feasibility framework

System Architect
System Builder
Security Adviser

P2 Requirements contract
P3 Static system specification
System behaviour specification
System quality specification
P4 Components hierarchy
Components quality specification
Components assessment

Activity P4f
negotiating
workable comp.
contract

Workable components contract
P5, P6
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Phase P5 – Building
Processing sequence of the activities:
Analysing
vulnerabilities

building units

integrating units

nesting
technical
safeguards

preparing tests

documenting for
Administrators
testing
documenting for
End User

Activities and accompanying actor roles and design items:
System Architect
System Builder
Security Adviser

P1 System environment definition
System risks
P2 Requirements contract
P4 Workable components contract
Workable comp. vulnerabilities
Standard units
Risk analysis method
Security products

Activity P5a
Analysing
vulnerabilities

Unit vulnerabilities
P5
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System Builder
Security Adviser

P4 Components hierarchy
Components quality specification
Workable components contract

Activity P5b
building units

Realised units
P5

P5 Unit vulnerabilities
Coding language
Security products
Technical safeguards

System Architect
System Builder

P3 Static system specification
System behaviour specification
System quality specification

Activity P5c
integrating units

Integrated software and hardware
P5, P6

P4 Workable components contract
P5 Realised units

System Architect
System Builder
Security Adviser

P1 System environment definition
System risks
P2 Requirements contract
P4 Workable components contract
P5 Integrated software and hardware
Unit vulnerabilities
Security policy
General security procedures

Activity P5d
nesting
technical
safeguards

System security guidelines
P5, P6, P7
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System Builder
Security Adviser

Activity P5e
P2 Requirements contract

preparing tests

Test plan
P5

P3 Static system specification
System behaviour specification
System quality specification
P4 Workable components contract

System Builder
Security Adviser

P5 Integrated software and hardware
Test plan
System security guidelines

Activity P5f
testing

Test results

System Architect
System Builder
Security Adviser

P2 Requirements contract
P3 Static system specification
System behaviour specification
System quality specification
P4 Components hierarchy
Components quality specification
Workable components contract
P5 Integrated software and hardware
Unit vulnerabilities
System security guidelines

Activity P5g
documenting
for
Administrator

System manual
P6, P7
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System Architect
System Builder
Security Adviser

P2 Requirements contract
P3 Static system specification
System behaviour specification
System quality specification
P4 Components hierarchy
Components quality specification
Workable components contract
P5 Integrated software and hardware
System security guidelines

Activity P5h
documenting
for End User

End User manual
P6, P7
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Phase P6 – Making operational
Processing sequence of the activities:
making
operational

accepting

appraising

Activities and accompanying actor roles and design items:
System Administrator
Security Administrator

P4 Integrated software and hardware
End User manual
System manual
System security guidelines

Activity P6a
making
operational

Operational system
P6, P7

ICT Manager
Security Officer
Aditor
Security Adviser

P1 System environment definition
P2 Requirements contract
P3 Static system specification
System behaviour specification
System quality specification
P4 Components hierarchy
Components quality specification
Workable components contract
P5 System security guidelines
Evaluation critera

Activity P6b
appraising

Secureness system
P6
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ICT Manager

P2 Requirements contract
P6 Operational system
Secureness system

Activity P6c
accepting

Acceptance
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Phase P7 – Using and maintaining
Processing sequence of the activities:
training

Using

maintaining
logging and
monitoring
defending
security
events

Activities and accompanying actor roles and design items:
Security Officer
System Administrator
Security Administrator
End User

P5 System user manuals
System security guidelines
P6 Operational system

Activity P7a
training

Training knowledge
P7
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System Administrator
Security Administrator
End User

P5 System manual
End User manual
System security guidelines

Activity P7b
using

Operational information
P7

P6 Operational system
P7 Training knowledge

System Administrator
Security Administrator

P5 System security guidelines

Activity P7c
logging and
monitoring

Log records
P7

P6 Operational system

System Administrator
Security Administrator
End User

P6 Operational system

Activity P7d
defending
security events

Security report
P7

Security event

System Administrator
Security Administrator

P5 System manual
System security guidelines
P6 Operaional system
P7 Operational information
Log records
Security report

Activity P7e
maintaining

Up to date operational system
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12. Overview of ISED design items
In this appendix definitions of all design items of the ISED process are
presented and an overview is given of the flow of design items through the
ISED process.
A design item is created, modified or used by actors when a design
activity is performed. A design item can input to or output of a design
activity. All design items that are part of the traditional design process, are
also part of the set of design items of the ISED process. A light grey
background indicates an exclusive ISED process design item.
In section C.1 we enumerate and define all the design items. In section
C.2 we show how the classes of design items flow through the ISED process.

C.1

Definitions
Every design item belongs to a design item classes. These classes are (in
alphabetical order):
1. Decision input. Statement used to decide whether or not the design
process should proceed.
2. Design method. A design method is a prescription that shows how design
activities should systematically be performed.
3. Deliverable for the User Organisation. Deliverables that the User
Organisation can use.
4. Framework. A framework provides a set of concepts and construction
principles for designing, judging or modelling a specific problem
domain.
5. Plan. Indicates what should be done in succeeding activities of the
design process.
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6. Preconditions. Bind the capabilities of the system, such as skills,
restrictions and guidelines. We identify two subclasses:
a. SYSTEM independent: Affect any design of any system;
b. SYSTEM specific: Affect the design activities for the system.
7. System design. Representation of the system.
In the tables below the design items are listed for every design item class.
For every defined design item we indicate the following:
– the activity in which the design item appears for the first time (P#);
– whether the first time appearance is input (indicated by ) or output
(indicated by ) of the activity;
– Definition of the design item, explaining the purpose in the ISED
process.

Decision input
Design item
Test results
Secureness system
Acceptance

P#
P5f
P6b
P6c

I/O




Definition
Outcomes of the performed tests.
Statement about the security level to which the system complies.
Statement whether the ICT Manager agrees that the SYSTEM, as is operational
within the User Organisation, is consistent with the user service level agreement.

Design method
Design item
Requirements capturing
method
Risk analysis method
Security requirements
capturing method
Specification language
Security mechanisms
Standard units
Security products
Coding language
Technical safeguards
General security procedures

P# I/O Definition
P1a  Method to determine and define the requirements of the User Organisation.
P1c  Method to identifying information security risks, determining their magnitude,
and identifying areas needing safeguards.
P1d  Method to determine and define implicit and explicit information security
requirements.
P3a  Method that provides a formal format to specify a SYSTEM. A computerised tool
can support the method.
P4b  Implements a (part of a) security service.
P5a  COTS software, firmware, hardware.
P5a  Implementation of a unit of software, firmware, hardware that provides a specific
protection. Security products are implementations of security mechanisms.
P5b  Method that provides a formal format to build the software of a SYSTEM. A
computerised tool can support the method.
P5b  Reduces the vulnerability of a system by using computer software, firmware, and
hardware.
P5d  List of procedures that are to be considered adequate, regarding security
practice.
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Deliverable for the User Organisation
Design item
Integrated software and
hardware
System security guidelines

P# I/O Definition
P5c  SYSTEM constructed from the realised components.

P5d  A set of rules to apply to all relevant activities for information security regarding
the SYSTEM.
System manual
P5g  Document that defines the methods for installation, maintenance etc. of the
SYSTEM for the System Administrator and the Security Administrator.
End User manual
P5g  Document that defines how End users should work with the SYSTEM.
Operational system
P6a  Integrated soft- and hardware that is tuned for the User Organisation.
Training knowledge
P7a  Knowledge of the SYSTEM and the procedures to be to work with it.
Operational information
P7b  User information about how the SYSTEM performs.
Log records
P7c  Registration of relevant events of Users.
Security report
P7d  Description of all relevant security issues, such as activities, events and
vulnerabilities.
Up-to-date operational system P7e  Operational SYSTEM that is update because of changes needed given the
operational information, log records and security reports.

Framework
Design item
Security framework

P# I/O Definition
P1b  Framework that gives a state of the art overview of known entities that can cause
security events and known organisational, physical and procedural safeguards.
Threats taxonomy
P1c  Taxonomy that describes and structures known threats.
Feasibility framework
P2a  Framework that prescribes how to calculate the feasibility of a SYSTEM.
Security static view concepts P3a  Concepts that support the specification of a broader scope on the environment of
the static view of the SYSTEM in system-engineering terminology.
Security behaviour concepts P3b  Concepts that support the specification the external behaviour of the SYSTEM in
system engineering terms, taking a broad scope on the environment in to
account.
General security architectures P4a  High level description of a structure for telematics systems for a specific
application domain.
Organisational safeguards
P4a  A principle, according to which ISI are organised.
Security services
P4a  Defines the security functionality and quality of an entity that effects its
environment on a request by that environment.
Security mechanisms
P4b  Implements a (part of a) security service
Evaluation criteria
P6b  Criteria used as the basis for the evaluation of security properties of an IT
system.
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Plan
Design item
Test plan

P# I/O Definition
P5e  Definition of the objectives for testing, test completion criteria, test cases,
methods and expected results [Fair85]. The testing refers to the user service
level agreement and the SYSTEM.

Preconditions: SYSTEM independent
Design item
General regulation
State-of-the-art
Security policy
Security regulation

P# I/O Definition
P1a  Laws, rules and recommendations issued by government and/or branch
organisations.
P1a  Tools, techniques, skills etc. available on the Telematics Market at the present
time.
P1c  A set of rules to apply to all relevant activities for information security within an
organisation.
P1d  Laws, recommendations, regulations and rules that can prescribe the use of
information security in an ICT context or restrict the use of information security.

Preconditions: SYSTEM specific
Design item
Idea
System risks
System assessment

Requirements contract

Components assessment
Workable components
contract
Security event

P# I/O Definition
P0a  First conceptual view of the SYSTEM.
P1c  Overview of relevant risks for the SYSTEM, together with the priority to protect the
SYSTEM against these risks.
P2a  A proposal of the System Architect to the User Organisation in which is stated
whether or not the SYSTEM can be implemented and what the development of the
SYSTEM should cost.

P2b
Contract that lays down the definition of the desired function and quality of the
SYSTEM as observed by the environment and the accompanying costs. Agreement
between the ICT Manager and the System Architect.
P4e  A proposal of the System Builder to the System Architect in which is stated what
the implementation of components should cost.
P4f  Contract that lays down the specifications of the workable components of the
SYSTEM And the accompanying costs. Agreement between the System Architect
and the System Builder(s).
P7d  Any event that attempts to change the state of information security of a SYSTEM or
violates the security policy of the SYSTEM.
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SYSTEM design
Design item
User needs

P# I/O Definition
P0a  Informal description that is an elaboration of the idea. The description is possibly
unstructured and inconsistent. It is complete, regarding this stage of the design
process.
Initial environment sketch
P0b  First inventory of characteristics of the environment of the SYSTEM.
Initial set of requirements
P1a  Set of requirements that at least contains the primary functionality of the SYSTEM.
System environment definition P1b  Definition of all relevant entities in the environment of the SYSTEM, including their
behaviour and mutual relations.
Set of requirements
P1d  Ordered set of statements that as a whole express the capabilities the SYSTEM
must provide for the User Organisation. The set may be inconsistent, incomplete
and not precise.
Static system specification
P3a  Specification of how the SYSTEM is viewed by the environment from a static
perspective.
System behaviour
P3b  Specification of the interactions between the environment and the SYSTEM.
specification
System quality specification P3c  Definition of the measures that define the level of quality of a number of SYSTEM
characteristics (for example, acceptable delay, throughput, etc.).
Structuring criteria
P4a  Set of criteria indicating on which principles the SYSTEM must be structured
Components hierarchy
P4b  Hierarchy of components: specifies at multiple levels of abstraction the function
of components and their mutual relations.
Components quality
P4c  Definition of the measures that define the level of quality of a number of
specification
components characteristics of the SYSTEM’S structure (for example, acceptable
delay, throughput, etc.)
Workable components
P4d  List of vulnerabilities within the workable components.
vulnerabilities
Unit vulnerabilities
P5a  List of vulnerabilities within the units.
Realised units
P5b  Implemented or built parts of the SYSTEM which represent one or more
components of the SYSTEM’S structure.
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Flow through design process
In the table below is indicated in which phase(s) of the ISED process a
design item plays a role.
Legend
Class identification (C#)
Pi
= Precondition, SYSTEM independent
Ps = Precondition, SYSTEM specific
SD = System design
DUO = Deliverable for User Organisation
F
= Framework
DI = Decision input
DM = Design method
P
= Plan

C#

P#

P

P0a

i/o Design item name
 Idea
 User needs

SD

P0a

Ps

P0b

 Initial environment sketch
 General regulation
 State-of-the-art
 Requirements capturing method

Pi

P1a

Pi

P1a

DM

P1a

SD

P1a

F

P1b

Ps

P1b

PG

P1c

DM

P1c

F

P1c

Ps

P1c

PG

P1d

DM

P1d

SD

P1d

F

P2a

P0

Input or output (i/o)
 = First appearing is input to an activity
 = Created in an activity
Phase
√ = Used in this phase
 = Created in this phase
= Additional use in the ISED process
= Only used within this phase
P1

P2

P3

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

Ps

P2a

 Feasibility framework
 System assessment

P

P2b

 Requirements contract

√

√

√

 System environment definition
 Security policy

 Security requirements capturing method
 Set of requirements

P6

√
√

 System risks
 Security regulation

P5

√

 Initial set of requirements
 Security framework

 Risk analysis method
 Threats taxonomy

P4

√

√
√

√

√

√

√

√

√
√
√
√
ª√

√
√
√
√

ª Only for the traditional design process / set of requirements appears in P1a first.

√
√
√

√

√

√

P7
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C#

P#

DM

P3a

F

P3a

SD

P3a

F

P3b

SD

P3b

SD

P3c

F

P4a

F

P4a

F

P4a

Ps

P4a

P

P4b

SD

P4b

SD

P4c

SD

P4d

Ps

P4e

P

P4f

DM

P5a

SD

P5a

DM

P5b

DM

P5b

SD

P5b

DUO P5c
DM

P5d

DUO P5d
P

P5e

DI

P5f

i/o Design item name
 Specification language
 Security static view concepts
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P0

P1

P2

P3

P4

P5

P6

√

√
√

√

√

√

 Static system specification
 Security behaviour concepts

√

 System behaviour specification
 System quality specification

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

 General security architectures
 Organisational safeguards

√

 Security services
 Structuring criteria

√

 Security mechanisms
 Components hierarchy
 Components quality specification
 Workable components vulnerabilities
 Components assessment
 Workable component contract
 Security products
 Unit vulnerabilities
 Coding language
 Technical safeguards
 Realised units

P7

√
√
√

√
√
√

√
√
√
√
√

 Integrated software and hardware
 General security procedures

√

 System security guidelines
 Test plan

√

√

√
√

√

√

√

√

DUO P5g

 Test results
 System manual

√

DUO P5h

 End User manual

√

√

√

DUO P6a

 Operational system
 Evaluation criteria

√

√

 Secureness system
 Acceptance

√

F

P6b

DI

P6b

DI

P6c

DM

P7a

DUO P7b
DUO P7c

 Training knowledge
 Operational information
 Log records

DUO P7d

 Security event
 Security report

DUO P7e

 Up-to-date operational system

Ps

P7d

√

√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
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D

13. Syntax description
In this appendix we give the syntax description of the phases, activities,
actors and design items in both the traditional design process and the ISED
process. The syntax supports a structured discussion about the design
process without ambiguity about the definition of terms. For both
processes we first present the descriptions for the actor roles and the design
items. Second, we describe the phases and the activities, where we make
use of the actor role and design item descriptions.
In section D.1 we present the syntax description for the traditional
design process. In section D.2 the syntax description for the ISED process is
presented.

Notation
The notation of the syntax is based on the Backus-Naur format notation.
Commas and brackets are given explicitly. We use the following notation.
– The symbols “<” and “>” enclose a term.
– The symbol “*” means possible repetition (0 to N times) of what is
enclosed between the symbols “{” and “}”.
+
– The symbol “ ” means possible repetition (1 to N times) of what is
enclosed between the symbols “{” and “}”.
– The symbol “|” represents alternatives. Only one option can be chosen.
– “[” and “]” brackets mean ‘optional terms’.
– “(” and “)” brackets mean ‘parameters of’.
– The symbol “::=” means ‘is defined as’.
– Bold words represent literal text, also called end terms.
– Light grey highlighted words represent security-related terms.
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D.1

SYNTAX DESCRIPTION

Traditional design process

Actor roles
<actor role>

::=

[<actor class >.]<actor name>

<actor role>

::=

[Telematics Market.]<Market name> |
[User Organisation.][Management.]<Manag. name> |
[User Organisation.][Users.]<Users name>

<Market name>

::=

System Architect | System Builder

<Manag. name>

::=

ICT Manager

<Users name>

::=

End User | System Administrator

<design item>

::=

[<item class>.]<item name>

<item class>

::=

Decision input | Design method |
Deliverable for the User Organisation | Framework | Plan |
Preconditions.<PC subclass> | SYSTEM design

<PC subclass>

::=

SYSTEM independent | SYSTEM specific

<item name>

::=

<decision obj> | <method obj> | <UO deliver obj> | <frame obj> |
<plan obj> | <PC indep obj> |<PC specific obj> | <design obj>

<decision obj>

::=

Acceptance | Test results

<method obj>

::=

Coding language | Requirements capturing method |
Specification language

<UO deliver obj>

::=

End User manual | Integrated software and hardware |
Log records | Operational information | Operational system |
System manual | Training knowledge |
Up-to-date operational system

<frame obj>

::=

Feasibility framework

<plan obj>

::=

Test plan

<PC indep obj>

::=

General regulation | State of the art

<PC specific obj>

::=

Components assessment | Idea | Requirements contract |
Structuring criteria | System assessment |
Workable component contract

<design obj>

::=

Components hierarchy | Components quality specification |
Realised units | Set of requirements | Static system specification |
System behaviour specification | System environment definition |
System quality specification | User needs

Design items

APPENDIX D

Design process, containing phases and activities
<design process>

::=

{[<phase name>.]<design phase>}+

<phase name>

::=

P0
P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7

<design phase>

::=

<activity sequence>

<activity sequence>

::=

<activity> | <activity> <remaining activ.> |
<parallel activity> <remaining activ.>

<remaining activ.>

::=

<activity> | <activity sequence>

[, Elaboration of an idea] |
[, Capturing requirements] |
[, Studying the feasibility] |
[, Specifying the overall system] |
[, Structuring] |
[, Building] |
[, Making operational] |
[, Using and maintaining]

<parallel activity>

::=

<activity> ∧ <remaining activ.> | <remaining activ.> ∧ <activity>

<activity>

::=

<activity name> (<input> - - <control> - - <output>)

<activity name>

::=

P0a
P1a
P1b
P2a
P2b
P3a
P3b
P3c
P4a
P4b
P4c
P4e
P4f
P5b
P5c
P5e
P5f
P5h
P6a
P6b
P6c
P7a
P7b
P7c
P7e

<input>

::=

<design item>*

<output>

::=

<design item>

<control>

::=

<actor>+

[, collecting user needs] |
[, gathering requirements] |
[, defining environment] |
[, delivering system assessment] |
[, negotiating system contract] |
[, specifying static view system] |
[, specifying system external behaviour] |
[, specifying quality of system] |
[, defining structuring criteria] |
[, specifying components hierarchy] |
[, specifying quality components] |
[, delivering component assessment] |
[, negotiating workable comp. contract] |
[, building units] |
[, integrating units] |
[, preparing tests] |
[, testing] |
[, documenting for End User] |
[, making operational] |
[, appraising] |
[, accepting] |
[, training] |
[, using] |
[, logging and monitoring] |
[, maintaining]
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D.2

ISED

SYNTAX DESCRIPTION

process

Actor roles
<actor role>

::=

[<actor class >.]<actor name>

<actor role>

::=

[Telematics Market.]<Market name> |
[User Organisation.][Management.]<Manag. name> |
[User Organisation.][Users.]<Users name>

<Market name>

::=

System Architect | System Builder | Security Advisor

<Manag. name>

::=

ICT Manager | Security Officer

<Users name>

::=

End User | Security Administrator | System Administrator

<design item>

::=

[<item class>.]<item name>

<item class>

::=

Decision input | Design method |
Deliverable for the User Organisation | Framework | Plan |
Preconditions.<PC subclass> | SYSTEM design

<PC subclass>

::=

SYSTEM independent | SYSTEM specific

<item name>

::=

<decision obj> | <method obj> | <UO deliver obj> | <frame obj> | <plan obj> | <PC
indep obj> | <PC specific obj> | <design obj>

<decision obj>

::=

Acceptance | Secureness system | Test results

<method obj>

::=

Coding language | General security procedures | Requirements capturing method |
Risk analysis method | Security products | Security requirement capturing method |
Specification language | Technical safeguards

<UO deliver obj>

::=

End User manual | Integrated software and hardware | Log records |
Operational information | Operational system | Security report | System manual |
System security guidelines | Training knowledge | Up-to-date operational system

<frame obj>

::=

Evaluation criteria | Feasibility framework |
General security architectures | Organisational safeguards |
Security behaviour concepts | Security framework |
Security mechanisms | Security services |
Security static view concepts | Threats taxonomy

<plan obj>

::=

Test plan

<PC indep obj>

::=

General regulation | Security policy | Security regulation |
State of the art

<PC specific obj>

::=

Components assessment | Idea | Requirements contract |
Security event | Structuring criteria | System assessment |
System risks | Workable component contract

<design obj>

::=

Components hierarchy | Components quality specification |
Initial environment sketch | Initial set of requirements |
Realised units | Set of requirements | Static system specification |
System behaviour specification | System environment definition |
System quality specification | Unit vulnerabilities | User needs |
Workable components vulnerabilities

Design items

APPENDIX D

Design process, containing phases and activities
<ISED process>

::=

{[<phase name>.]<design phase>}+

<phase name>

::=

P0
P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7

<design phase>

::=

<activity sequence>

<activity sequence>

::=

<activity> | <activity> <remaining activ.> | <parallel activity> <remaining activ.>

<remaining activ.>

::=

<activity> | <activity sequence>

<parallel activity>

::=

<activity> ∧ <remaining activ.> | <remaining activ.> ∧ <activity>

<activity name>

::=

P0a
P0b
P1a
P1b
P1c
P1d
P2a
P2b
P3a
P3b
P3c
P4a
P4b
P4c
P4d
P4e
P4f
P5a
P5b
P5c
P5d
P5e
P5f
P5g
P5h
P6a
P6b
P6c
P7a
P7b
P7c

[, Elaboration of an idea] |
[, Capturing requirements] |
[, Studying the feasibility] |
[, Specifying the overall system] |
[, Structuring] |
[, Building] |
[, Making operational] |
[, Using and maintaining]

[, collecting user needs] |
[, sketching the environment] |
[, gathering requirements] |
[, defining environment] |
[, analysing risks] |
[, completing security requirements] |
[, delivering system assessment] |
[, negotiating system contract] |
[, specifying static view system] |
[, specifying system external behaviour] |
[, specifying quality of system] |
[, defining structuring criteria] |
[, specifying components hierarchy] |
[, specifying quality components] |
[, reviewing workable comp. risks] |
[, delivering component assessment] |
[, negotiating workable comp. contract] |
[, analysing vulnerabilities] |
[, building units] |
[, integrating units] |
[, nesting technical safeguards] |
[, preparing tests] |
[, testing] |
[, documenting for administrator] |
[, documenting for End User] |
[, making operational] |
[, appraising] |
[, accepting] |
[, training] |
[, using] |
[, logging and monitoring] |
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P7d
P7e

[, defending security events] |
[, maintaining]

<activity>

::=

<activity name> (<input> - - <control> - - <output>)

<input>

::=

<design item>*

<output>

::=

<design item>

<control>

::=

<actor>+

SYNTAX DESCRIPTION

Glossary
Activity
Executes a part of a process. (def. #34)
Actor role
Describes the function, task and responsibility of an actor. (def. #32)
Asset
Valuable entity. (def. #3)
Auditor
A reviewer and investigator of records and activities to determine compliance
with established usage policies and to detect possible inadequacies in product
technical security policies or their enforcement. The auditor acts independent
of the Management and the Users. (def. #50)
Availability
Property of being accessible and useable upon demand by an authorised
authority. (def. #7)
Component
Identifiable and self-contained portion of a SYSTEM that performs a specific
function. The description of a component depends on the addressed level of
abstraction. A component is part of the larger system, and may itself consist of
other components. (def. #43)
(Standard)
Component that has been a component in multiple designs
and that is not specifically designed for the SYSTEM. (def.
#47)
(Workable)
Component that a System Builder can build by means of
units without using further design information. (def. #44)
Confidentiality
Property that information is not made available or disclosed to unauthorised
individuals, entities or processes. (def. #5)
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Design
Abstract representation of the SYSTEM. (def. #35)
- item
Anything that is used or produced by actors when
performing an activity. (def. #33)
- method
Prescription that shows how activities in a design phase
should systematically be performed. (section 3.2.5, design
item class)
- phase
Stage in the design process identified to support reasoning
from a specific viewpoint. (def. #31)
- process
Systematic process that has as input an idea of a system and
as output the realisation thereof in an operational
environment. (def. #24)
- process element A design phase, actor role, design item or design activity.
(section 3.2)
Designer
A System Architect or a System Builder. (section 3.2.4)
End User
See User.
Entity
Something with a distinct and real existence. (see def. #3)
Environment
(of the SYSTEM) The aggregate of conditions, entities and procedures, which
are not part of that SYSTEM, but affect its design, operation and maintenance.
(def. #41)
Functional requirement
See requirement.
Implementation
Translation of a design at a high level of abstraction into a design at a lower
level of abstraction. (def. #25)
Information security
A complex of safeguards that meets the requirements of confidentiality,
integrity and availability of systems in an adequate way. (def. #4)
Integrity
Property that data has not been altered or destroyed in an unauthorised
manner. (def. #6)
ICT Manager
Person in the User Organisation responsible for all matters related to
telematics affairs. The manager is a member of the management of the User
Organisation. (Table 3.1)

GLOSSARY
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Management User Organisation
Directs and controls the course of the organisation. (Table 3.1)
Primary functionality of a SYSTEM
Functionality fulfilling the main objective of the SYSTEM. (def. #46)
Privacy
The right of individuals to control or influence what information related to
them may be collected and stored and by whom and to whom that information
may be disclosed. (def. #29)
Quality requirement
See requirement.
Requirement
Necessary prerequisite. (section 3.3.2)
(Functional)
Requirement that defines the input (stimuli) to the SYSTEM,
the outputs (responses) from the system and the
relationship between them. (def. #39)
(Quality)
Requirement that defines the state in which the SYSTEM can
be, once it is operational. A quality requirement relates to a
functional requirement. (def. #40)
(Security)
Defines: (1) the entity for which protection is needed, (2)
the type of protection, (3) constraints that effect
implementation of the SYSTEM. (def. #30)
Risk
The probability that, due to a particular threat, a particular vulnerability is
exploited causing damage to an asset. (def. #14)
- analysis
The process of identifying information security risks,
determining their magnitude, and identifying areas needing
safeguards. (def. #13)
Safeguard
Any organisational, physical, procedural, technical or other measure that
reduces the vulnerability of, or threat to an asset. (def. #15)
(Organisational) Principle, according to which information security issues
are organised. (def. #18)
(Physical)
Reduces the vulnerability of, or threat to an asset by the
application of physical barriers and control procedures.
(def. #19)
(Procedural)
See security procedure.
(Technical)
Reduces the vulnerability of, or threat to an asset by using
software features, firmware and/or hardware. (def. #21)
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Security
- Administrator

- Advisor

- domain
- evaluation

- event

- framework

- guideline
- level

- mechanism
- Officer

- perimeter
- policy

- procedure
- requirement
- service

An authority (User or a group of Users) who is responsible
for maintaining the operational capability of systems related
to information security. (def. #51)
An independent person or organisation who can advise
System Architects, System Builders and User Organisations
about the state-of-the-art safeguards and developments.
(def. #48)
A bounded group of entities to which a single security
policy applies. (def. #12)
Assessment of the degree of trust that can be placed in
systems for the secure handling of sensitive information.
(def. #28)
Any event that attempts to change the security state of a
system or violates the security policy of the system (attack
or threat occurrence). (def. #11)
Framework that gives a state-of-the-art overview of known
entities that can cause security events and known
organisational, physical and procedural safeguards. (Table
6.2)
An officially ratified direction for prescribed behaviour or
way of acting compliant with the security policy. (def. #17)
Measure of the appropriateness and effectiveness of the
safeguards for a system, and their compliance with the
requirements and the security policy. (def. #26)
Implements a (part of a) security service. (def. #23)
An authority in the User Organisation who is responsible
for the information security matters and who reports to the
Management. (def. #49)
The boundary where safeguards are in effect to protect
assets. (def. #16)
A set of rules to apply to all relevant activities for
information security within an organisation or regarding a
system. (def. #10)
A regular order of performing activities compliant with
security guidelines. (def. #20)
See requirement.
Defines the security functionality and quality of an entity
that affects its environment on a request by that
environment. (def. #22)
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Specification
A representation of a SYSTEM denoted in a (formal) format, defining the input
to the SYSTEM, the output from the SYSTEM and the relation between the input
and the output. (def. #42)
System
Consists of assembled ICT products either directly configured, or with
additional computer hardware, software, and/or firmware; to perform a
particular function within a particular operational environment. (def. #1)
- Administrator

- Architect
- Builder
(Secure)

Authority (person or group of persons) in the User
Organisation who is responsible for control, administration
and maintenance of systems. (Table 3.1)
Designer of the SYSTEM. (Table 3.1)
Builder of the SYSTEM. (Table 3.1)
System of which the intolerable and unaccepted
vulnerabilities are assured to be absent. (def. #27)

SYSTEM
System that is the subject of the design process. (def. #36)
Technical safeguard
See safeguard.
Telematics Market
Includes, among others, designers, maintenance personnel, service providers
and consultants. (def. #38)
Telematics system
System that supports the interaction between people and/or processes while
bridging distance and/or time, through the integrated application of
information and communication technology. (def. #2)
Threat
Any circumstance or event with the potential to cause harm to a system in the
form of destruction, disclosure, modification of data, and/or denial-of-service.
(def. #8)
Unit
Identifiable piece of hardware, firmware or software. (def. #45)
(Standard)
(part of) COTS product. (section 3.3.6)
User
Any person who interacts directly with a system. (Table 3.1)
(End User)
User who is not an Administrator. (Table 3.1)
User Organisation
The organisation that contracts out the design of the SYSTEM. (def. #37)
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Vulnerability
A weakness in a system that could be exploited to violate the information
security of a system. (def. #9)
Workable component
See component.

Abbreviations
BLP
BSI
CAM
CC
CCTA
CERT
CESG
CIA
CISR
CMM
COTS
CRAMM
CSCW
DNB
DoD
EDI
EDP
ESA
FC
FIPS
GMITS
GSM
HCI
ICT
ISI
IEEE
IS
ISED
ISO
IT

Bell LaPadula
British Standards Institute
Constraints Acquisition Methodology
Common Criteria for Information Technology Security Evaluation
Central Computer and Telecommunications Agency
Computer Emergency Response Team
Communications-Electronics Security Group
Confidentiality, Integrity and Availability
Commercial International Security Requirements
Capability Maturity Model
Commercial-Off-The-Shelf
CCTA’s Risk Analysis and Management Methodology
Computer Supported Co-operative Work
De Nederlandsche Bank
Department of Defense (of the United States of America)
Electronic Data Interchange
Electronic Data Processing
European Space Agency
Federal Criteria for Information Technology Security
Federal Information Processing Standards
Guidelines for the Management of Information Technology
Security
Global System for Mobile Telecommunications
Human Computer Interface
Information and Communication Technology
Information Security Issues
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
Information System
Information Security Embedded Design
International Organisation for Standardization
Information Technology
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ABBREVIATIONS

ITAR
ITSEC
MARION

International Traffic in Arms Regulations
Information Technology Security Evaluation Criteria
Méthode d’Analyse de Risques Informatiques Optimisée par
Niveau
MEHARI
Méthode Harmonisée d’Analyse de Risques Informatiques
MESH
Multimedia services on the Electronic Super Highway
NCSC
National Computer Security Center
NIST
National Institute for Standards and Technology
OSI
Open Systems Interconnection
PLATINUM Platform providing Integrated services to New Users of Multimedia
PP
Protection Profile
SET
Secure Electronic Transaction
SRAM
Security Requirements Acquisition Methodology
SSADM
Structured Systems and Design Method
SSE-CMM
Systems Security Engineering Capability Maturity Model
SSL
Secure Sockets Layer
STO
Security Through Obscurity
TCSEC
Trusted Computer Evaluation Criteria
TGP
Telematics Guide Projects
TGRP
Telematics Guide Research Project
UK
United Kingdom
USA
United States of America
VM
Virtual Methodology
WWW
World Wide Web

Abbreviations exclusively used in the exercise in Chapter 8:
CIC
CSI
EFT
EFTI
EFT-ID
FSP
MNI
PIN
PSP
RC
SC
SecAdm
SPR
SR
SysAdm
TA
TIM
TVM

Customer Interfaces Component
Customer Selection Index
Electronic Financial Transaction
Electronic Financial Transactions Infrastructure
ETF-equipment identification means
Financial Service Provider
MoneyNet infrastructure
Personal Identification Number
Product Service Provider
Reservation Component
Support Component
Security Administrator
Security Policy Requirement
Security Requirement
System Administrator
Threat Agent
Ticket Information Maintenance
Ticket Vending Machine

Summary
This book presents the Information Security Embedded Design process
(ISED process), a systematic approach to embed information security issues
(ISI) in the design process of telematics systems. The approach supports
both designers and user organisations. We elaborate on actors, activities and
related needs in a design process to design telematics systems in which
requirements concerning information security (security for short) are
adequately dealt with.
ISI

of telematics systems in user organisations
In the last decade, the use of telematics systems has increased in almost all
business processes of user organisations. As organisations rely more on
telematics systems, they become dependent on the adequate working of
these systems. This implies that organisations become more vulnerable to
interruptions and breakdowns of their telematics systems.
Protection against the vulnerabilities focuses upon issues of
confidentiality, integrity and availability. To provide protection against
vulnerabilities, organisations enhance their operational telematics systems
with safeguards. Both in practice and in literature has been demonstrated
that this type of enhancements of operational systems with safeguards is
difficult. We observed that the objective to offer protection is not met by
enhancement of systems afterwards, because of (Chapter 2):
– Affection of the system functionality. The enhancements cause deviations to
the original planned functionality. The extent of the deviation is often
unclear.
– Changing usability. The enhancements may decrease the usability of user
interfaces as well as affect organisational procedures surrounding the
system.
– Decreasing the performance of the system. The enhancements imply
additional activities that the system and/or the users need to perform.
This leaves less time to perform the primary activities.
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Research question
In this book we are interested in making telematics systems adequately
secure before they become operational within a user organisation. Therefore,
the following research question is the central topic of this book:
How can ISI be systematically addressed in the design process of telematics systems?
The method to answer the research question is based on theoretical insight
and best practices. It is supplemented with practical explorative experience.
The research method consists of six parts:
– identification of characteristic elements of current design processes;
– identification of shortcomings of current design processes when
addressing ISI;
– identification of characteristic elements of security design;
– definition of a systematic approach consisting of supporting means for
designers to address ISI in the design process of telematics systems;
– verification of the systematic approach;
– illustration of the systematic approach by an example of a telematics
system.
The research has rendered an approach to intrinsically embed ISI in a design
process of telematics systems. This approach is called the Information
Security Embedded Design process (ISED process).

Description of a design process without security
In order to compare the current approach to design telematics systems
(referred to as the traditional design process) with security aware design, we
describe a model of the traditional design process. In this model the
•
essential phases, activities, actors and design items are described (Chapter
3). Security is not of concern in this model.
The described model is based on models as presented in literature. The
starting point of a traditional design process is to design and realise the
system functionality related to the main objective of the system: the primary
functionality.
For demarcation of the research, we assumed that the design is
contracted out to an engineering organisation. The model is based on a topdown approach, but does not exclude use of other design strategies.

•

A design item is anything that is used or produced by actors when performing an activity.
Examples are information and design methods. Design items can be input to an activity or
produced as output.

SUMMARY

ISI-related
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design shortcomings
For all phases in the traditional design process, shortcomings have been
identified that come to light when ISI are addressed. These shortcomings are
(Chapter 4):
– The focus in the design process is on technical issues, while the
relevance and impact of organisational issues are neglected.
– The nature of security related entities in the environment of the
telematics system differs fundamentally from the entities related to the
primary functionality.
– ISI are often postponed and/or disregarded.
We observed that when ISI are taken into account in a design process, a
patchwork of methods exists, to be used in particular parts of a design
process.
We conclude that ISI are currently not adequately addressed in the
traditional design process.

Needs for security aware design
As ISI are currently not adequately addressed, the traditional design process
needs to be adjusted. To address ISI we have identified the needs to
overcome the shortcomings. These needs relate to the environment of the
design process, points of attention in the design process and the type of
design activities in a design process (Chapter 5).
In the design process environment the following needs to be established:
– an organisation-wide policy for the user organisation on security exists;
– assets of the user organisation are known;
– classification of information owned by the user organisation has been
carried out.
The needs for the design process environment define the frame in which
designers can perform their activities. The points of attention in the design
process are (Chapter 5):
– Integrate security: Activities addressing ISI should be integrated with
activities on the design of the primary functionality of the telematics
system.
– Sustain attention to security: Activities addressing ISI should return in,
or have impact on all phases of the design process.
– Align the addressed design abstraction: Address ISI at the same
abstraction levels as other design issues.
– Incorporate the system environment in the design: The telematics
system should not be regarded as an isolated technical system. A number
of perspectives should be incorporated next to the technical perspective,
such as the organisational, procedural and human perspective.
– Use security experiences: Transfer security knowledge to the design
process to render a complete set of security requirements.
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In the design process, activities that support the embedding of ISI are
necessary. The design activities should contain the following elements
(Chapter 5):
– A broad focus on requirements gathering: Gather all the security
requirements according to the objectives of the user organisation and
the primary function of the telematics system.
– Continuous security attention: Persist in keeping the attention on
identification and prioritisation of ISI, while performing the design
activities.
– Consider the organisational context:
– embed organisational procedures,
– embed environmental entities,
– embed technical infrastructure entities.
– Safeguards: Identify, make, prioritise and use safeguards for realising the
security requirements.

Supporting means in the ISED process
Based on the identified needs in order to address ISI in a design process
(Chapter 5) supporting means are defined in a systematic approach, the
ISED process. The ISED process enables user organisations and designers to
fulfil the needs defined to overcome the shortcomings (Chapter 4). The
ISED process provides support at three levels:
– definition of activities to be performed by the designers;
– definition of actors involved in the activities;
– definition of design items.
In Chapter 6, the activities, actors and design items of the ISED process are
introduced, explained and related to the traditional design process. An
overview of the ISED process is given in Table 9.1 to 9.4, Appendix B and
Appendix C. The ISED process contributes to the following:
– The focus is not on technical issues only:
– the ISED process provides information to the designers (such as
environment description, structured ISI information, security policy);
– the ISED process contains an activity that explicitly addresses the
nesting of technical safeguards in an organisational context.
– The nature of security related environmental entities is explicitly
addressed:
– the ISED process provides a broad initial description of the
environment of the telematics system;
– the ISED process helps in identifying vulnerabilities;
– the ISED process contains the concept of must-not functionality of
the system throughout the design process.
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ISI get explicit attention in the ISED process to prevent their

postponement and disregarding:
– the ISED process helps in the identification of security requirements
in the beginning of the design process;
– the ISED process structures the embedding of ISI in all activities of
the design process;
– the ISED process contains the concept of must-not behaviour to
identify undesired design directions;
– the ISED process has means for assessment of vulnerabilities in several
stages of the design process.

Elaboration of ISED process aspects
Three parts of the ISED process are further elaborated in Chapter 7.
The design method to capture security requirements; To capture security
requirements the Security Requirements Acquisition Methodology (SRAM) is
defined. The basis of SRAM is the framework of an existing method, the
Constraint Acquisition Methodology (CAM). SRAM contains the following
elements:
– Relate ISI to both the entities in the environment of the telematics
system and its primary functionality.
– Unite the requirements concerning the risks for the telematics system
with the security policy of the user organisation.
– Consider the security requirements also from an organisational and a
psychological perspective, in addition to the technical perspective.
– Reduce in a structured manner the complexity regarding the multitude
of primary requirements and entities in the environment of the
telematics system.
An important characteristic of SRAM is that it separates the definition of
requirements from the identification of safeguards.
ISI in the specification of external behaviour; For the specification of the external
behaviour of a telematics system, the concept of forbidden functionality
(the must-not functionality) is introduced. The sole specification of the
primary functionality (the must-functionality) is insufficient for security. As
an addition, the functionality that the system may never offer has to be
explicitly specified. This specification supports designers to avoid
implementing functionality that can violate the security objectives, because
the designers now have a reference for the functionality that must not be
incorporated in the telematics system.
ISI in the specification of a high-level structure; To specify the ISI in a high-level
structure (architecture) of a telematics system, consequences of the
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deliberations on deviding the system into components are given. Elaborated
is the security functionality that can be assigned to a component. The
security functionality as a whole is the set of safeguards that the system
incorporates. Therefore, the safeguards need to be considered within the
system architecture. Criteria to decompose the specification of the system
into the architecture are needed, because the decomposition approach can
be of influence on the definition of safeguards for the system. Both the type
of safeguards that need to be realised and the place of them in the
architecture are defined.

Practice
Is the new approach as presented in Chapter 6 and Chapter 7 suitable for
practice? To illustrate that the ISED process can be applied on the design of
a telematics system, a theoretical exercise is presented in Chapter 8. This
exercise also makes the abstract notion of ‘design items’ concrete.

Summarising, the ISED process systematically embeds ISI in the design
process of telematics systems by considering security requirements as early
as possible. The defined security activities, with the accompanying actors
and design items, support user organisations and designers to tune the
primary functionality and the security functionality in all phases of the
design process in a reasoned and systematic manner.

Samenvatting
Dit boek presenteert het Information Security Embedded Design process
(ISED process), een systematische aanpak om informatiebeveiligingsaspecten
(ISI – information security issues) in te bedden in het ontwerpproces van
telematicasystemen. De aanpak ondersteunt zowel gebruikersorganisaties als
ontwerpers. In dit boek wordt ingegaan op de actoren, activiteiten en
noodzakelijkheden in een ontwerpproces om telematicasystemen te
ontwerpen waarin op adequate wijze is rekening gehouden met eisen voor
informatiebeveiliging (kortweg beveiliging).

Beveiliging van telematicasystemen bij gebruikersorganisaties
In het laatste decennium is het gebruik van telematicasystemen toegenomen
in bijna alle bedrijfsprocessen van gebruikersorganisaties. Wanneer deze
organisaties vaker telematicasystemen gebruiken, worden zij afhankelijk van
het adequaat functioneren van deze systemen. Dit betekent dat gebruikersorganisaties kwetsbaarder worden voor storingen van en onderbrekingen in
hun telematicasystemen.
Bescherming tegen de kwetsbaarheden richt zich op de aspecten
beschikbaarheid, integriteit en vertrouwelijkheid. Om bescherming tegen de
kwetsbaarheden te kunnen geven, brengen de gebruikersorganisaties beveiligingsmaatregelen aan bij hun operationele telematicasystemen. Zowel uit
praktijksituaties als uit beschrijvingen in de literatuur blijkt dat het moeilijk
is om dit soort maatregelen toe te voegen aan operationele telematicasystemen. Wij hebben bemerkt dat de doelstellingen om bescherming te
bieden niet worden gehaald door beveiligingsmaatregelen toe te voegen
nadat de telematicasystemen operationeel zijn gemaakt. Dit is gerelateerd
aan het volgende (hoofdstuk 2):
– Beïnvloeding van de systeemfunctionaliteit. De toevoegingen veroorzaken
afwijkingen van de oorspronkelijk geplande functionaliteit. De reikwijdte van de afwijkingen is vaak onduidelijk.
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–

Veranderde bruikbaarheid. De toevoegingen kunnen de bruikbaarheid
verminderen van de gebruikersinterfaces en de organisatorische
procedures, die bij het telematicasysteem horen, beïnvloeden.
Verlaging van de prestaties van het telematicasysteem. De toevoegingen hebben
extra activiteiten tot gevolg die het telematicasysteem en/of de
gebruikers moeten uitvoeren. Dit laat minder tijd over om de
belangrijkste activiteiten uit te voeren.

Onderzoeksvraag
In dit boek zijn we geïnteresseerd in het adequaat veilig maken van
telematicasystemen voordat zij operationeel worden ingezet in een
gebruikersorganisatie. Daarom is de volgende onderzoeksvraag het centrale
onderwerp van dit boek:
Hoe kunnen ISI op een systematische manier worden meegenomen in het
ontwerpproces van telematicasystemen?
De methode om tot een antwoord op deze vraag te komen, is gebaseerd op
theoretische inzichten en praktijkervaringen. De methode is aangevuld met
praktisch observatieonderzoek. De onderzoeksmethode omvat zes delen:
– Identificatie van de karakteristieke elementen van huidige
ontwerpprocessen;
– Identificatie van de tekortkomingen van huidige ontwerpprocessen
wanneer ISI worden meegenomen;
– Identificatie van de karakteristieke elementen van beveiligingsontwerp;
– Definitie van een systematische aanpak, die bestaat uit ondersteuning
voor ontwerpers om ISI mee te nemen in het ontwerpproces van
telematicasystemen;
– Verificatie van de systematische aanpak;
– Illustratie van de systematische aanpak door middel van een voorbeeld
van een telematicasysteem.
Het onderzoek heeft geleid tot een aanpak om beveiliging op intrinsieke
wijze in te bedden in het ontwerpproces van telematicasystemen. De aanpak
is gedopt het Information Security Embedded Design process (ISED
process).

Beschrijving van een ontwerpproces zonder beveiliging
Om de huidige aanpak van ontwerpprocessen (deze noemen we de
traditionele aanpak) te kunnen vergelijken met een ontwerpproces waarin
beveiliging is meegenomen, hebben we een model beschreven van het
traditionele ontwerpproces. In dit model zijn de essentiële fasen,
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•

activiteiten, actoren en hulpmiddelen die nodig zijn om te kunnen
ontwerpen beschreven (hoofdstuk 3). Beveiligingsaspecten zijn niet
meegenomen in dit model.
Het beschreven model is gebaseerd op modellen die in de literatuur zijn
gepresenteerd. Het uitgangspunt van een traditioneel ontwerpproces is het
ontwerpen en realiseren van de systeemfunctionaliteit gerelateerd aan het
hoofddoel van het telematicasysteem: de primaire systeemfunctionaliteit.
Om het onderzoek af te bakenen veronderstellen we dat het ontwerp is
uitbesteed aan een softwarehuis. Het model gaat uit van een ‘top-down’benadering, maar sluit andere ontwerpstrategieën niet uit.

Tekortkomingen in het ontwerpproces gerelateerd aan beveiliging
Voor alle fasen in het traditionele ontwerpproces zijn de tekortkomingen
geïdentificeerd die aan het licht komen wanneer ISI worden meegenomen in
het ontwerp. Deze tekortkomingen zijn (hoofdstuk 4):
– Het ontwerpproces is gericht op technische aspecten, waarbij de invloed
van organisatorische aspecten wordt veronachtzaamd.
– De aard van entiteiten in de omgeving van telematicasystemen die
gerelateerd zijn aan beveiliging verschilt wezenlijk van entiteiten die
gerelateerd zijn aan de primaire systeemfunctionaliteit.
– Het uitstellen en/of veronachtzamen van ISI.
We hebben geconstateerd dat wanneer ISI wordt meegenomen in een
ontwerpproces, een schakering aan methoden bestaat die slechts in
bepaalde delen van een ontwerpproces kunnen worden gebruikt.
We concluderen dat, heden ten dage, ISI niet op een adequate manier
worden meegenomen in het traditionele ontwerpproces.
Noodzakelijkheden voor beveiligingsbewust ontwerpen
Daar ISI op dit moment niet adequaat worden meegenomen, moet het
traditionele ontwerpproces worden aangepast. Om ISI mee te kunnen
nemen, hebben we geïdentificeerd wat noodzakelijk is om de tekortkoming
op te kunnen lossen. Deze noodzakelijkheden hebben betrekking op de
omgeving van het ontwerpproces, aandachtspunten in het ontwerpproces
en het soort ontwerpactiviteiten dat kan worden onderscheiden in een
ontwerpproces (hoofdstuk 5).

•

Een hulpmiddel om te ontwerpen is iets dat door actoren wordt gebruikt of gemaakt, bij
het uitvoeren van een activiteit. Voorbeelden zijn informatie en ontwerpmethoden. De
hulpmiddelen kunnen worden ingebracht in een activiteit of zijn het resultaat.
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In de omgeving van het ontwerpproces moet het volgende zijn geregeld:
– Er bestaat een organisatie-breed beveiligingsbeleid;
– Waardevolle bedrijfsmiddelen van de gebruikersorganisatie zijn bekend;
– Een rangschikking van informatie van de gebruikersorganisatie is
gemaakt.
De noodzakelijkheden voor de omgeving van het ontwerpproces zijn het
raamwerk waarin de ontwerpers hun activiteiten uitvoeren. De aandachtspunten in het ontwerpproces zijn (hoofdstuk 5):
– Integreer beveiliging: activiteiten die worden verricht ten behoeve van ISI
moeten worden geïntegreerd in alle activiteiten die worden verricht om
de primaire systeemfunctionaliteit te realiseren.
– Vasthouden van aandacht voor ISI: activiteiten die worden verricht ten
behoeve van ISI zouden moeten terugkeren in alle fasen van het ontwerp
of invloed hebben op die fasen.
– Afstemmen van de gebruikte ontwerpabstractie: verwerk ISI op hetzelfde
niveau van abstractie als alle andere zaken in het ontwerp.
– Meenemen van de systeemomgeving in het ontwerp: het
telematicasysteem moet niet worden beschouwd als een geïsoleerd
technisch systeem. Andere perspectieven moeten ook worden
meegenomen, zoals organisatorische, procedurele en menselijke.
– Gebruik maken van bestaande beveiligingskennis: overdragen van
beveiligingskennis aan het ontwerpproces om het mogelijk te maken een
volledige verzameling van beveiligingseisen te definiëren.
In het ontwerpproces zijn activiteiten noodzakelijk die het inbedden van ISI
in het ontwerpproces ondersteunen. Deze ontwerpactiviteiten zouden de
volgende elementen moeten bevatten (hoofdstuk 5):
– Een brede blik op het verzamelen van eisen: verzamelen van alle
beveiligingseisen gegeven de doelen van de gebruikersorganisatie en de
primaire functionaliteit van het telematicasysteem.
– Doorlopende aandacht voor beveiliging: blijf gedurende het uitvoeren
van ontwerpactiviteiten ISI identificeren en prioritiseren.
– Betrek de organisatorische context:
– bed de organisatorisch procedures in,
– bed de entiteiten uit de omgeving in,
– bed de entiteiten van de technische infrastructuur in.
– Beveiligingsmaatregelen: Identificeer, maak, prioritiseer en gebruik
beveiligingsmaatregelen om de eisen te realiseren.

Ondersteuning geleverd door het ISED process
Op basis van de noodzakelijkheden om ISI mee te kunnen nemen in het
ontwerpproces (hoofdstuk 5) is een systematische aanpak gedefinieerd, het
ISED process, bestaande uit ondersteuningsmiddelen. Het ISED process
maakt het gebruikersorganisaties en ontwerpers mogelijk om de tekort-
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komingen te boven te komen (hoofdstuk 4). Het ISED process geeft
ondersteuning op drie niveaus:
– definitie van activiteiten voor ontwerpers;
– definitie van actoren betrokken bij de activiteiten;
– definitie van hulpmiddelen om te ontwerpen.
In hoofdstuk 6 zijn de activiteiten, actoren en hulpmiddelen van het ISED
process geïntroduceerd, uitgelegd en gerelateerd aan het traditionele
ontwerpproces. Een overzicht van het ISED process staat tabel 9.1 tot en
met 9.4, in bijlage B en bijlage C. Het ISED process draagt het volgende bij
aan het inbedden van ISI:
– Het is niet alleen op technische zaken gericht:
– het ISED process geeft informatie aan de ontwerper (zoals
beschrijving van de omgeving, gestructureerde
beveiligingsinformatie, beveiligingsbeleid);
– het ISED process omvat een activiteit die expliciet bedoeld is om
technische beveiligingsmaatregelen in een organisatorische context te
integreren.
– De aard van beveiligingsgerelateerde omgevingsentiteiten is expliciet
meegenomen:
– het ISED process geeft een brede initiële blik op de omgeving van het
telematicasysteem;
– het ISED process ondersteunt het vinden van kwetsbaarheden in het
ontwerp;
– het ISED process bevat het concept van verboden-functionaliteit van
het telematicasysteem in alle ontwerpfasen.
– ISI krijgen expliciete aandacht in het ISED process om hun uitstel en
veronachtzaming te voorkomen:
– het ISED process ondersteunt de identificatie van beveiligingseisen in
het begin van het ontwerpproces.
– het ISED process structureert het inbedden van beveiliging in alle
activiteiten van het ontwerpproces;
– het ISED process bevat het concept van verboden-functionaliteit, om
ongewenste ontwerprichtingen te identificeren;
– het ISED process bevat op verschillende plaatsen in het
ontwerpproces middelen om kwetsbaarheden in het ontwerp te
kunnen ontdekken.

Uitwerking van ISED process aspecten
Drie onderdelen van het ISED process zijn verder uitgewerkt in hoofdstuk 7.
De ontwerpmethode voor het verzamelen van beveiligingseisen; Om beveiligingseisen
te kunnen verzamelen is de Security Requirements Acquisition Method
(SRAM) gedefinieerd. De basis van SRAM is een raamwerk van een bestaande
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methode, de Constraint Acquisition Method (CAM). SRAM omvat de
volgende elementen:
– Relateren van ISI aan zowel de entiteiten in de omgeving van het
telematicasysteem als aan de primaire systeemfunctionaliteit.
– Verenigen van de eisen met de risico’s voor het telematicasysteem en het
beveiligingsbeleid van de gebruikersorganisatie.
– Benaderen van eisen vanuit organisatorische en psychologisch
perspectief, naast het technische perspectief.
– Gestructureerd reduceren van de complexiteit in de veelheid van
primaire eisen en entiteiten in de omgeving van het telematicasysteem.
Een belangrijke karakteristiek van SRAM is dat het de definitie van de eisen
scheidt van de identificatie van de beveiligingsmaatregelen.
in de specificatie van het externe gedrag. Voor specificeren van het externe
gedrag van telematicasystemen is het concept van de verbodenfunctionaliteit geïntroduceerd. Enkel het specificeren van wat het
telematicasysteem moet doen is onvoldoende vanuit een beveiligingsoogpunt. De functionaliteit die het telematicasysteem nooit mag bieden,
moet expliciet worden gespecificeerd. Deze specificatie is bedoeld als
ondersteuning aan ontwerpers om te vermijden dat functionaliteit wordt
geïmplementeerd die de beveiligingsdoelen van het telematicasysteem kan
schaden.

ISI

in de specificatie van een hoog-niveau structuur. Om ISI te specificeren in een
hoog-niveau structuur van het telematicasysteem (de architectuur), zijn de
consequenties aangegeven van de overwegingen die ten grondslag liggen aan
het op een bepaalde manier structureren van een telematicasysteem. Een
uitwerking is gegeven van de systeemfunctionaliteit die toegewezen kan
worden aan een component. De beveiligingsfunctionaliteit als geheel is de
verzameling van beveiligingsmaatregelen die het telematicasysteem biedt.
Daarom moeten de beveiligingsmaatregelen worden beschouwd binnen de
architectuur. Om de specificatie op te delen in de architectuur zijn criteria
nodig, omdat de opdeling de toewijzing van beveiligingsmaatregelen kan
beïnvloeden. Zowel het type maatregelen dat moet worden gerealiseerd als
de positie in de architectuur zijn gedefinieerd.
ISI

De praktijk
Werkt de nieuwe aanpak, zoals gepresenteerd in hoofdstuk 6 en 7, ook in
de praktijk? Om te illustreren dat het ISED process kan worden toegepast op
het ontwerp van een telematicasysteem, is een theoretische oefening
gepresenteerd in hoofdstuk 8. Deze oefening maakt ook de abstracte notie
concreet van een ‘hulpmiddel’ dat wordt gebruikt in het ontwerpproces.
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Samenvattend, het ISED process maakt het mogelijk om ISI op een
systematische wijze in te bedden in het ontwerpproces van telematicasystemen, door de beveiligingseisen in een zo vroeg mogelijk te
beschouwen. De gedefinieerde beveiligingsactiviteiten bieden, tezamen met
de bijbehorende actoren en hulpmiddelen, gebruikersorganisaties en
ontwerpers ondersteuning in alle fasen van het ontwerpproces om op een
beredeneerde en systematische wijze een afstemming te kunnen maken
tussen de primaire functionaliteit en de functionaliteit voor beveiliging.
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